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PEEFACE

In an essay on “Tin* Problem of Philosophy at

the Present Time," Professor Kdwurd Caird suvs

that “philosophy i s not a first, venture into a new

held of thought, lmt t lu* rethinking of n secular

and religious consciousness which has been devel-

oped, in the main, independently of philosophy." *

If there he any inspiration and originality in this

book, they are due to my great desire that philoso-

phy slamhl appear in its vital relations to more

familiar experiences. If philosophy is, as is com- *

monly assumed, appropriate to a phase in the de-

velopment of every individual* it should j/roir out

of interests to which he is already alive*. And if ;

the great philosophers are indeed never dead* flit*
^

flirt should manifest itself in their classic nr his- 1

torical representation of a perennial outlook upon •

the world* I am not seeking to attach to phi lotas- ?

phy a fictitious liveliness, wherewith to insinuate

It into the g*«>d graces of the student. I hope

* Ifclw, Vtinh IMmitur* tmd Vol. l t p. 207.
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rather to be true to the meaning of philosophy.

For there is that in its stand-point and its problem

which makes it universally significant entirely

apart from dialectic and erudition. These are

derived interests, indispensable to the scholar, but

quite separable from that modicum of philosophy

which helps to make the man. The present book

is written for the sake of elucidating the inevitable

philosophy. It seeks to make the reader more

solicitously aware of the philosophy that is in him,

or to provoke him to philosophy in his own in-

terests. To this end T have sacrificed all else to

the task of mediating between the tradition and

technicalities of the academic discipline and the

more common terms of life.

The purpose of the book will in part account

for those shortcomings that immediately reveal

themselves to the eye of the scholar. In Part I

various great human interests have been selected

as points of departure. I have sought to intro-

duce the general stand-point and problem of phi-

losophy through its implication in practical life,

poetry, religion, and science. But in so doing

it has been necessary for me to deal shortly with

topics of great independent importance, and so risk

the disfavor of those better skilled in these sewsral
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matter*. This is evidently true of the chapter

which deals with natural science. But the prob-

lem which I then 1
, faced differed radically from

those of the foregoing chapters, and the method

of treatment is correspondingly different. In the

case of natural science one 1ms to deal with a

body of knowledge which is frequently regarded

as the only knowledge. To write a chapter about

science from a philosophical stand-punt is, in the

present state of opinion, to undertake a polemic,

against exclusive naturalism, an attitude which is
m

itself philosophical, and as such is well known in

the history of philosophy as positivism or aynoxti-

mm. 1 have avoided the polemical spirit and

method so far as jjossihle, but have, nevertheless,

here taken sides against a definite philosophical

jwmition. This chapter, together with the ( •onelu**

sion, is therefore an exception to the purely in-

troductory and expository representation which 1

have, on the whole, sought to give. The relatively

great space accorded to the discussion of religion

is, in my own belief, fair to the general interest

in this topic, and to the intrinsic significance of

its relation to philosophy.

I have in Part II undertaken to furnish the

rentier wi|h a map of the country to which he has
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been led. To this end I have attempted a brief

survey of the entire programme of philosophy.

An accurate and full account of philosophical

terms can be found in such books as Kiilpe’s “In-

troduction to Philosophy” and Baldwin’s “Diction-

ary of Philosophy/’ and an attempt to emulate

their thoroughness would be superfluous, even if

it wrere conformable to the general spirit of this

book. The scope of Part II is due in part to a

desire for brevity, but chiefly to the hope of fur-

nishing an epitome that shall follow the course

of the natural and historical differentiation of the

general philosophical problem.

Finally, I have in Part III sought to present

the tradition of philosophy in the form of general

types. My purpose in undertaking so difficult a

task is to acquaint the reader with philosophy in

the concrete
;
to show how certain underlying prin-

ciples may determine the whole circle of philosoph-

ical ideas, and give them unity and distinctive

flavor. Part II offers a general classification of

philosophical problems and conceptions indepen-

dently of any special point of view. But I have

in Part III sought to emphasize the point of view,

or the internal consistency that makes a system of

philosophy out of certain answers to the special
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problems of philosophy. In such a division into

tyjx*s, lines are of necessity drawn too sharply.

There will I>e many historical philosophies that,

refuse to fit, and many possibilities unprovided

for, I must leave it to the individual reader to

overruns* this abstract ness through his own refknv

fi<m vi]K>n the intermediate and variant stand-

points*

Although the order is on the whole that of pro-

gressive complexity, I have sought, to treat ouch

chapter with imlejamdenee enough to make it pos-
m

si hie. for it, to l>e read separately; and I have pro-

vided a carefully selected bibliography in the hope

that this hook may serve as a stimulus and guide

to the rending of other books.

The earlier chapters have already appeared as

articles; Chapter I in the lnlvrnafiunnl Journal of

Hilt if#, VuL X III, No. I ;
( Ampler 1 1 in the HhiUr

nophiat t Urrint*} Vuh XI, No. 0 ;
< ’hapier III in

the Munist) VoL XIV, No. 5; Chapter IV in the

/nlvmniitmal Journal of PWtirn, VoL XV, No* l;

and some paragraphs of (Impter V in the Journal

of PhiloHophij
, and tfrkntifia Alt*thuds,

VoL I, No. 7* I am indebted to the editors of

these jjeriodieak for jxsrmiiMMm to reprint with

minor changes.
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In the writing of this, mv first l*«*K, l have

been often reminded that u higher critic, killed

in the study of internal evidence, cmild pr* daddy

trace all of its ideas to suggestions that have entm*

to me from my teachers and colleagues <d tin* 1 de-

partment of Philosophy in Harvard rnivrrsity,

I have unscrupulously forgotten what of their

definite ideas 1 have adapted to my own hut

not that I received from them the major js*rfmn

of my original philosophical capital I mu o* fa-

cially indebted to Professor William *1 Mines Cur the

inspiration and resources which l have received

from his instruction and personal fricmWuje

Ralph Barton iVtcuv.

Cambridge, March, 1905,
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PART I

APPROACH TO Till? PROBLEM OP
PHILOSOPHY



CHAPTER I

THE PRACTICAL. AEAIsf AHD THE PHILOSOPHER

§ 1. Philosophy suffers the distinction o£ "being

regarded as essentially an academic pursuit. The

is Philosophy
term philosophy

,
to be sure, is used in

Academic
common speech to denote a stoical man-

interest? ner 0£ accepting the vicissitudes of life

;

but this conception sheds little or no light upon the

meaning of philosophy as a branch of scholarship.

The men who write the books on “ Epistemology ”

or “ Ontology,” are regarded by the average man

of affairs, even though he may have enjoyed a

“ higher education/ 5 with little sympathy and less

intelligence. Hot even philology seems less con- ,

cerned with the real business of life. The pursuit I

of philosophy appears to be a phenomenon of ex-

treme and somewhat effete culture, with its own

peculiar traditions, problems, and aims, and with

little or nothing to contribute to the real enterprises

of society. It is easy to prove to the satisfaction

of the philosopher that such a view is radically

• 3
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mistaken. Hut ii is anothor ami mmv -minin nuif-

, ter to bridge over the very rrul rap 1 1 ui f M-parafi**

philosophy and common sense, Sneli an aim u

realized only when philosophy i •* t»» i frmn

some special interest that U hmn.nnK important
;

or when, after starting in though? at a point uhrre

one deals with ideas and inten^ts mininoi* to all,

one is led by the inevitnhleness of nm-d Urn! think

ing into the sphere of philosophy,

§2. There in hut one starting |*oinf for roller*

tion Tvhen all men an* invited to share In it.

life as & start- Though tlitw l«* a great many
ing-point lor

,
* . , <

*

Thought. plaitorms where sjterinl groups tnen

may take their stand together, then* U only one

>
platform broad enough for nil. This universal

jj.

n5|Nf3iB 1

r%.^
„

j stand-point, or common platform, in lit,-, It i*

\
*1 our more definite thenw, then, that phii.w.phy,

7"™ even to its moat abatniwi technicality, is r< in

life? and that it in inseparably ttotiud up with the

s.54jjf&pf?9.n of practical nwwls, mid tin* solution of

practical problems.

Every man knows what it m to live, and bin

immediate experience will verify those features of

the adventure that stand out conspicuously. To
begin with, life is our birthright We did not <>*k

iof it, but when we grew old enough to l*t mdf*
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conscious we found ourselves in possession of it.

Nor is it a gift to be neglected, even if we had the

will. As is true of no other gift of nature, we

must use it, or cease to be. There is a unique

urgency about life. But we have already implied

more, in so far as we have said that it must be

used, and have thereby referred to some form of

movement or activity as its inseparable attribute.

To live is to find one’s self compelled to do some-

thing. To do something—there is another impli-

cation of life : some outer expression, some medium

in which to register the degree and form of its

activity. Such we recognize as the environment

of life, the real objects among which it is placed

;

which it may change, or from which it may suffer

change. Not only do we find our lives as unso-

licited active powers, but find, as well, an arena

prescribed for their exercise. That we shall act,

and in a certain time and place, and with reference

to certain other realities, this is the general condi-

tion of things that is encountered when each one

of us discovers life. In short, to live means to be

compelled to do something under certain circum-

stances.

There is another very common aspect of life

that would not at first glance seem worthy of men-
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tion. Not only does life, as we have just described

it, mean opportunity, but it means self-conscious

opportunity. The facts are such as we have found

them to be, and as each one of us has previously

found them for himself. But when we discover

life for ourselves, we who make the discovery, and

we who live, are identical. From that moment

we both live, and know that'we live. Moreover,

such is the essential unity of our natures that our

living must now express our knowing, and our

knowing guide and illuminate our living. Con-

sider the allegory of the centipede. From the

beginning of time he had manipulated his count-

less legs with exquisite precision. Men had re-

garded him with wonder and amazement. But

he was innocent of his own art, being a contrivance

of nature, perfectly constructed to do her bidding.

One day the centipede discovered life. He dis-

covered himself as one wTho walks, and the newly

awakened intelligence, first observing, then fore-

seeing, at length began to direct the process. And

from that moment the centipede, because he could

not remember the proper order of his going, lost

all his former skill, and became the poor clumsy

victim of his own self-consciousness. This same

self-consciousness is the inconvenience and the
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great glory of human life* Wo must stumble

along as host wo can, guided by the feeble light

of our own little intelligence. If nature starts

us on our wav, she soon hands over the torch, and

bids ns find the trail for ourselves. Most men

are brave enough to regard this as the lx\sf thing

of all; some despair on account of it. In either

ease it is admittedly the true story of human life.

Wo must live as separate selves, observing, fore-

seeing, and planning. There are two things that

wo can do about it We can repudiate our nat-

ures, decline the. responsilftlity, and degenerate

to the loved of those animals that never had our

chance; or we can leap joyously to the helm, and

with all the strength and wisdom in us guide our

lives to their destination. But if we do the for-

mer, wo shall be unable to forget what might have

been, and shall bo haunted by a sense of igno-

miny; and if we do the second, we shall exjjori-

ence the unique happiness of fulfilment and self-

realization.

Life, then, is a situation that appeals to intelli-

gent activity. Humanly speaking, there is no

such thing as a situation that is not at the same

time a theory. As we live we are all theorists,

Wh6ever has any misgivings as to the practical
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value of theory, let him remember flint, speaking

generally of human life, it in true to nay that, there

is no practice that, does not issue, at length from

reflection. That which is the commonest, experi-

ence of mankind is the conjunction of these two,

the thought and the deed. And as surely ns we

are all practical theorists, so surely is philosophy

the outcome of the broadening and deepening

of practical theory. But. hi understand how the

practical man becomes the philosopher, we must,

inquire somewhat more carefully into the manner

of his thought about life.

§ 3. Let anyone insjxiot the lust, moment in his

life, and in all probability he will find that his

The Practical mind was employed to discover the
Knowledge of

Mean*. means to Bomo end. He was already

bent upon some definite achievement, ami was

thoughtful for the sake of selecting the economical

and effectual way. His theory made his practice

skilful. So through life his knowledge shows him

how to work his will. Example, experience, and

books have taught him the uses of nature and

•society, and in his thoughtful living he is enabled

•to reach the goal he has set for the next hour, day,

or year of his activity. The long periods of

human life are spent in elaborating the means to
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some unquestioned end* Here one meets the

curious truth that we wake up in the middle of

life, already making headway, and under the guid-

ance of some invisible steersman. When first we

take the business of life seriously, there is a con-

siderable stock in trade in the shape of habits,

and inclinations to all sorts of things that wo never

consciously elected to pursue. Since we do not

begin at the beginning, our first problem is to

accommodate ourselves to ourselves, and our first

deliberate acts are in fulfilment of plans outlined

by some predecessor that hm already sjx>ken for

us. The same thing is true of the race of men.

At a certain stage in their development men found

themselves engaged in all manner of ritual and

ousiom, and burdened with concerns that were not

of their own choosing. They were burning i li-

cense, keeping festivals, and naming names, all

of which they must now proceed to justify with

myth and legend, in order to render intelligible

to themselves the deliberate ami self-conscious

repetition of them. Even so much justification

was left to the few, and the great majority con*

tinned to seek that good which social usage coun-

tenanced and individual predisposition confirmed.

So every man of us acts from day to day for
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love’s sake, or wealth’s sake, nr power's sake, nr

for the sake of some near and tangible object

;

reflecting only for the greater ettieieney of his

endeavor.

§ 4. But if this bo the common manner of think-

ing about life, it does not represent the whole of

The Pr»ctlc»i
such thought. Nor does it follow that.

&e°En4
d

or°
f
because it omipies US SO much, it is

Purpose. therefore eorresjKm<linglv fundamental.

Like the myth makers of old, we all want more

or less to know the reason «f our rrufo. Here,

then, we meot with a somewhat different tyjH> of

reflection upon life, the reflection that underlies

the adoption of a life purpose. It is obvious that

most ends are selected for the sake of other ends,

and so are virtually means. Thus one may strug-

gle for years to secure a college education. This

definite end has been adopted for the sake of a

somewhat more indefinite end of self ndvanee-

ment, and from it there issues a whole series of

minor ends, which form a hierarchy of steps as-

cending to the highest goal of aspiration. Now
upon the face of things wo live very unsystematic

lives, and yet were we to examine ourselves in this

fashion, we should all find our lives to be marvels

of organization. Their growth, as we have soon,
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began before we were conscious of it; and we are

commonly ho absorbed in some particular flower

or fruit that wo forget, the roots, and the design

of the whole. Hut a little reflection reveals a re-

markable unitary adjustment of parts. The unity

is duo to the dominance of a group of central pur-

poses. Judged from the stand-point of exjx*ricnce,

it seems Utter irony to say that everyone gets

from life just what he wishes. Hut a candid

searching of our own hearts will incline ns to

admit that, after all, the way we go and the length

we go is determined pretty much by the kind and

the intensity of our secret longing. That for

which in the time of choice we are willing to sac-

rifice all else, is tin* formula that defines the* law

of each individual life. All this is not intended

to mean that we have each named n clear and

definite ideal which is our chosen goal. On the

contrary, such u conception may be almost mean*

inglcBH to some of us. In general the higher the

ideal the vaguer ami less vivid is its presentation

to our consciousness. Hut, named or unnamed,

sharp or blurred, vivid or half-forgotten, there may

bo found in the heart of every man that which of

all things he wants to be, that which of all deeds

he wants to do. If he has had the normal youth
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of dreaming, he has seen it, and warmed in the

picture of his imagination; if ho has lteen some-

what more thoughtful than the ordinary, his rea-

son has defined it, and adopted it. for his vocation;

if neither, it has been present as an undertone

throughout the rendering of Ids more inevitable

life. He will recognize it when it. is named as

the desire to do the will of God, or to have as

good a time as possible, or to make other {tenpin

as happy as possible, or to lie equal to his respon-

sibilities, or to fulfil the exportation of his mother,

or to be distinguished, wealthy, or influential.

This list of ideals is miscellaneous, and ethically

reducible to more fundamental concepts, hut these

are the terms in which men are ordinarily con-

scious of their most intimate purjxmes. W« must,

now inquire respecting the nature of the thought

that determines the selection of such it purpose,

or justifies it when it has been unconsciously ac-

cepted.

§ 5. What is most worth while? Ho far m
human action is concerned this obviously depend*

The phiioso- upon what is possible, upon what i*

mvo°tee?the expected of us by our own natures, and

fndthl
AffaI”’uP011 interests and concern* are

Voluptuary, conger^ ij the twm(j 0£ eventll jR <mr
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environment. What I had best do, presupposes

what I have the strength and the skill to do, what

I feel called upon to do, and what are the great

causes that are entitled to promotion at my hands.

It seems that practically we cannot separate the

ideal from the real. We may feel that the high-

est ideal is an immediate utterance of conscience,

as mysterious in origin as it is authoritative in

expression. We may he willing to defy the uni-

verse, and expatriate ourselves from our natural

and social environment, for the sake of the holy

law of duty. Such men as Count Tolstoi have

little to say of the possible, or the expedient, or the

actual, and are satisfied to stand almost alone

against the brutal facts of usage and economy.

We all have a secret sense of chivalry, that

prompts, however ineffectually, to a like devotion.

But that which in such moral purposes appears

to indicate a severance of the ideal and the real,

is, if we will but stop to consider, only a severance

of the ideal and the apparent. The martyr is

more sure of reality than the adventurer. He is

convinced that though his contemporaries and his

environment be against him; the fundamental or

eventual order of things is for him. He believes

in a spiritual world more abiding, albeit less
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obvious, than the material world. Though every

temporal event contradict him, he lives in the cer-

tainty that eternity is his. Such an one may have

found his ideal in the voice of God ami His proph-

ets, or he may have been led to God as the justi-

fication of his irresistible, ideal; hut in either case

the selection of his ideal is reasonable to him in

so far as it is harmonious with the ultimate nature

of things, or stands for the promise of reality. In

this wise, thought about life expands into some

conception of the deeper forces of the world,

and life itself, in respect of its fundamental

attachment to an ideal, implies some belief con-

cerning the fundamental nature, of its environ-

ment.

But lest in this account life be credited with ton

much gravity and import, or it seem to Is* as-

sumed that life is all knight-errantry, lot. us turn

to our less quixotic, and perhaps more effectual,

man of affairs. He works for his daily bread,

and for success in his vocation. lie has selected

his vocation for its promise of return in the form

of wealth, comfort, fame, or influence. He like-

wise performs such additional service to bis family

and his community as is demanded of him by pub-

lic opinion and his own sense of resjpottsihiHty.
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lit* may have* a certain contempt for the man who

sees visions. This may be his manner of testify-

ing to his own preference for the ideal of useful-

ness and immediate efficiency. But even so he

would never for an instant admit that he was pur-

suing a merely conventional good, lie may lie

largely imitative in his standards of value, recog-

nising such aims as are common to some time or

race; nevertheless none would he more sure than

ho of the truth of his ideal. Question him, and

he will maintain that his is the reasonable life

under the conditions of lftimau existence, lie

may maintain.that if then* he a (.lod, he can host

serve Him by promoting the tangible welfare of

himself and those dependent upon him. He may

maintain that, since there is no (lod, he must win

such rewards as the world ean give. If he have

something of the heroic in him, la* may toll you

that, since there is no God, he will labor to the

uttermost for his fellow-men. Whore la* has not

solved the problem of lift* for himself, he may

believe himself to lie obeying tin* insight of some

one wiser than himself, or of society as expressed

in its customs and institutions. But no man ever

admitted that his lib* was purely a matter of ex-

{Kidicmey, or that in his dominant ideal he was
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the victim of chance. In the background of the

busiest and most preoccupied life of affairs, there

dwells the conviction that such living is appropri-

ate to the universe; that it is culled for by the

circumstances of its origin, opportunities, and

destiny.

Finally, the man who makes light of lift* has of

all men the most transparent inner eonseiousness.

In him may ho (dearly observed tin* relation

between the ideal and the reflection that is as-

sumed to justify it.

u A Moment’s Halt—a momentary fiinte

Of Being from the Well amid the Waste—
And Lo!—the phantom Caravan him reach'd

The Nothing it set out from™— , . .
”

“ We are no other than a moving row

Of Magic Shadow-shapes that come and go
Round with the Sun-illuminM Lantern held

In Midnight by the Master of the Khow."

Where the setting of life is construed in those

terms, there is hut one natural and appropriate

manner of life. Once believing in the isolation

and insignificance of life, one is sceptical of all

worth save such as may be tasted in the moment
of its purchase. If one’s ideas ami experiences

are no concern of the world’s, but incidents of u

purely local and transient interest, they will real-
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ize most, when t lu* v realize an immediate j^rat i il-

eal ion. Where one does not believe that he is a

member of the universe, ami a contributor to its

ends, he does well to minimize the friction that

arises from its accidental propinquity, and to

kindle some little tire of enjoyment in Ids own

lonely heart. Tins is the life of abandonment to

pleasure, accompanied by the conviction that the

conditions of life warrant no more strenuous or

heroic plan.

$ (k In such wise do we adopt the life purpose,

or justify it when unconsciously adopted. 'The

Th* Adoption pursuit of uu ideal implies a belief in
o* Purpoiw*

, .

and th« its effectuality. Such a belief will in-
Philosophy

*

of Lift. variably appear when the* groundwork

of the daily living is laid bare by a little reflection.

And if our analysis has not been in error, there

is something more definite to he obtained from it.

Wo all believe in the practical wisdom of our fun-

damental ideals; but We believe, lies ides, that such

wisdom involves the sanction of the universe as

a whole. The momentonsness of uu individuars

life will be satisfied with nothing less final than

an absolutely wise disposition of it. For every in-

dividual, his life is all his jmver and riches, and

is not to be sgiout save for the grculvd good that
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he can reasonably pursue. Hut the solution of

such a problem is not to bo obtained short, of a

searching of entire reality. Every life will rep-

resent more or less of such wisdom and enlighten-

ment; and in the end the bent, selection of ideal

will denote the greatest wealth of exjierieuee. It

is not always true that he who has seen more will

live more wisely, for in an individual ease in-

stinct or authority may be letter sources of aspira-

tion than experience. But we trust, instinct and

authority because wo believe them to represent, a

comprehensive experience on the part of the race

as a whole, or on the part of God. lie whose

knowledge is broadest and truest would know lx>st

what is finally worth living for. On this account,

most men can see no more reasonable plan of life

than obedience to God’s will, for God in the abun-

dance of his wisdom, and since all eternity is plain

before him, must see with certainty that which is

supremely worthy.

We mean, then, that the selection of our ideals

shall he determined by the largest, possible knowl-

edge of the facts pertaining to life. We mean to

select as one would select who knew all about the

antecedents and surroundings and remote conse-

quences of life. In our own weakness and find-
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tndo wo may go hut a liftlo way in tin' di root ion

of Hiu'h an insight, ami may profor to aooopt tho

judginont of tradition or authority, hut wo roong-

nizo a distinot tyjx* of knowlodgo an uhmo worthy

to justify an individuaT* adoption r*f an hluuL

That ty

|

k

*

of kimwlodgo in fho knowlodgo that onu*

prohonds tho univorso in its totality* Snrh knowl-

edge <1 <h\s not involvo romplofunoss of information

reaper! ing all parts of reality. This, humanly

speaking* is both unattainable uml menneeivable.

It involves rut law a ennerpthm of tho himl of real*
*

it v that is fumlumontul. For a wine pur] tone it

is unnecessary that wo should know many matters

of fart, or even ajveeifio laws, provided wo are oon

vi not*d of tho inner ami essential oharaotor «? f tin*

universe. Some of tho alternatives art* matters of

every-day thought ami ajieeeh. One mmiot tell

tho simplest story of human lift* without dine los-

ing fhout. To live fho litmutn life means to pur*

am* ideals, that in, to havo a thing in mintt, and

then to try to areomplt*h if. Horn is one kind of

mility and power. Tho planotary system, cm tho

other hand* d<*es not pit ratio ideals, hut moves un-

conscious of itself, with a mechanical precision

that can l>e expressed in a mathematical formula;

and is representative of another kind of reality
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and power. Hence a very common and a very

practical question: Is there an underlying law,

like the law of gravitation, fundamentally and per-

manently governing life, in spite of its apparent

direction by ideal and aspiration? Or is there

an underlying power, like purpose, fundamentally

and permanently governing the planetary system

and all celestial worlds, in spite of the apparent

control of blind and irresistible forees ? This is

a practical question because nothing could }« more

pertinent to our choice of ideals. Nothing could

make more difference to lift* than a Jielief in t la-

life or lifelessness of its environment. The faiths

that generate or confirm our ideals always refer to

this great issue. And this is hut one, nlls-it the

most profound, of the many issues that arise from

the desire to obtain some conviction „f the inner

and essential character of lift*. Though so inti-

mately connected with practical concerns, these

issues are primarily the business of thought, J„

grappling with them, thought is called ujx>n for

its greatest comprehensiveness, penetration, «tsd

self-consistency. By the necessity of concentra-

tion, thought is sometimes led to forget its origin

and the source of its problems. Hut in naming
itself philosophy, thought has only rmipiiml thu
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definiteness and earnestness of its largest task.

Philosophy is still thought about life, representing

hut the deepening and broadening of the common

practical thought fulness.

We who began together at the starting-point. of

lift', have now entered together the haven of phi

-

losophy , It is not a final haven, hut only the

point of departure for the field of philosophy

proper. Nevertheless that field is now in the

plain view of the man who oeenpies the practical

stund'point. lie must recognize in philosophy a

kind of reflection that differs only in extent and

persistence from tin 1 reflection that guides and jus-

tifies his life. He may not consciously identify

himself with any one of the three general groups

which have been characterized. But if he is

neither an idealist, nor a philistine, nor n pleasure

lover, surely he is eomjHnmded of such elements,

ami does not escape, their implications. He de-

sires something most of all, even though his high-

est ideal he only an inference from the gradation

of his immediate purposes. This highest idea!

represents what he conceives to he the greatest

worth or value attainable in the universe, and its

adoption is based upon the largest generalization

that he am make or borrow. The complete justi-
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fication of his ideal would involve a true knowl-

edge of the essential character ol the universe.

For such knowledge he substitutes either authority

or his own imperfect insight. But. in either ease

his life is naturally and organically correlated

with a thought about the universe in if.s iataHhj ,

or in its deepest and essential character. Such

thought, the activity and its results, is philoso-

phy. Hence he who lives is, ipso facta, a philoso-

pher. He is not only a potential philosopher, but

a partial philosopher. IIo has already begun to

be a philosopher. Between the fitful or prudent ini

thinking of some little man of affairs, and the sus-

tained thought of the devoted lover of truth, there

is indeed a long journey, but it is a straight jour-

ney along the samo road. Philosophy is neither

accidental nor supernatural, but inevitable ami

normal. Philosophy is not properly n vocation,

but the ground and inspiration of all vocations.

In the hands of its devotees it grows technical and

complex, as do all efforts of thought, and to pur-

sue philosophy bravely and faithfully is to encoun-

ter obstacles and labyrinths innumerable. The

general problem of philosophy is mother of a

whole brood of problems, little and great But
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whether lx* nmnlxwed uniong its devotees, or

their hoiuTieiaries, an equal signitieanee attaches

to the truth that philosophy in eontinuous

with life.



CHAPTER II

POETRY ANI) PIIttiOSOI'HY

§ 7. As the ultimate criticism of all human in-

terests, philosophy may bo approached by avenues

who is the as various ns those interests. Only
Philosopher

wjicn ppjj^opPy j# <liscovor<'d ns the

implication of well-recognized special interests, is

the significance of its- function fully appreciated.

For the sako of such a further understanding of

philosophy, those who find either inspiration or

entertainment in poetry are invited in the present

chapter to consider certain of the relations Isitween

poetry and philosophy.

We must at the very outset decline to accept

unqualifiedly the poet’s opinion in the matter, for

he would not think it presumptuous to incorporate

philosophy in poetry. “No man,” said Cole-

ridge, “ was ever yet a groat poet without being at

the same time a great philosopher.” This would

seem to mean that a great poet is a great philos-

opher, and more too. We shall do better to begin

with the prosaic and matter of fact minimum of

24
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truth: Hama poetry is philosophical. This will

enable us to search for the portion of philosophy

that is in soma poetry, without finally defining

their respective boundaries. It may he that all

true poetry is philosophical, as it may lx* that all

true philosophy is poetical; hut it is much more

certain that much actual poetry is far from phi he

Hophical, and that most actual philosophy was not

conceived or written by a port. The mere jx*et

and the men* philosopher must he tolerated, if it

he only for the purjxise of shedding light upon the

philosopher poet and the y»w*t philosopher. And

it is to the philosopher poet that we turn, in the

hoj>e that under the genial spell of jw*»try we may

lx* brought with understanding to the more forbid-

ding land of philosophy.

8 H, Poetry is well characterized, though not

defined, as an interpretation of life. The term

Fo«try *» kp~ here signifies the human pur
pr*cUUon.

jxisive eonseiousness, ami active pursuit

of ends. An interpretation of life is, then, a

selection and account of such values in human ex-

perience as are actually sought or are worth the

seeking. For the jjoot all things are gtsal nr had,

and never only matters of fact. He is neither an

annalist nor a statistician, and is even m observer
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only for the sake of a higher design. He is one,

who appreciates, and expresses his appreciation so

fittingly that it becomes a kind of truth, and a per-

manently communicable object. That “ unbodied

joy,” the skylark’s song and flight, is through the

genius of Shelley so faithfully embodied, that, it,

may enter as a definite joy into the lives of count-

less human beings. The sensuous or suggestive'

values of nature arc caught by the poet's quick

feeling for beauty, and fixed by his creative activ-

ity. Or with his ready sympathy he may perceive

the value of some hupum ideal or mastering pas-

sion, and make it a reality for our common feeling.

Where the poet has to do with the base and hate-

ful, his attitude is still appreciative. The evil is

apprehended as part of a dramatic whole having

positive moral or (esthetic value. Moral ideas

may appear in both poetry and life as the inspira-

tion and justification of struggle. Where there is

no conception of its moral significance, the repul-

sive possesses for the poet’s consciousness the

aesthetic value of diversity and contrast. Kveu

where the evil and ugly is isolated, as in certain

of Browning’s dramatic monologues, it forms, both

for the poet and the reader, but a part, of sumo

larger perception of life or character, which is sub-
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limn or beautiful or good. Poetry involve, then,

the discovery and presentation of human expri

cnees that are satisfying and appealing. It is a

language for human pleasures and hinds. Poetry

is without doubt- a groat dual morn than tins, and

only after n careful analysis of its pen liar lam

guage could one distinguish it from kind rod arts;

hut if will suflioo for our purposes to ohuraeforizo

and not differentiate. Starting from this most

general truth respcting poetry, wo may now look

for that aspect of if whereby it may 1 m* a witness

of philosophical truth. *

$ ih For the answer to our question, wo must

turn to an examination of the intellectual elements

sincerity in of poetry. In the first place, tin* com*

Whitman. mon demand that the poet shall l*e ac-

curate in his representations is suggestive of an

indispensnhle intellectual factor in his genius*

Ah we have seen, he is not to reproduce nature,

hut the human appreciative* experience of nature.

Nevertheless, he must even here be true to his

object. 1 1 is art involves bis ability to express

genuinely and sincerely wind he himself expri-

cnees in the presence of nature, or what he can

catch of the inner lives of others by virtue of his

intelligent sympathy. No amount of emotion or
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even of imagination will profit a poet, unless lie

can render a true account of them. To bo sure,

lie need not define, or even explain; for it is his

function to transfer the immediate qualities of ex-

perience: but he must he able, to speak the truth,

and, in order to speak it, he must have known it.

In all this, however, we. have made no demand that,

the poet should see more, than one thing at a time.

Sincerity of expression does not require what is

distinctly another mode of intelligence, comprehen-

siveness of view. It is easier, and accordingly

more usual, to render''an account of tin* moments

and casual units of experience, than of its totality.

There are poets, little and great, who
j
tossess the

intellectual virtue of sincerity, without the intel-

lectual power of synthesis and reconciliation.

This distinction will enable us to separate the in-

telligence exhibited in all poetry, from that dis-

tinct form of intelligence exhibited in such poetry

as is properly to be called philosophical.

The “
barbarian ” in poetry has recently been

defined as
“
the man who regards his passions as

their own excuse for being; who does not domes-

ticate them either by understanding their cause or

by conceiving their ideal goal.” 1 One will read-

1 George Santayana, in his Poetry and Religion, p. 176.
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or the decorations of sonic barbarous temple, sub-

lime only by the infinite aggregation of parts/' 2

As is Walt Whitman, so arc many poofs greater

and less. Some who have seen tin* world view, ex

hibit the same particularism in their lyric moods;

although, generally speaking, a poet, who once

has comprehended the world, will see the parts of

it in the light of that wisdom. Hut Walt Whit-

man is peculiarly representative of the poetry that,

can be true, without l>eing wise in the manner that

we shall come shortly to understand as the manner

of philosophy. He iVus desultory in his pnef rap

tures as is the common man when he lives in his

immediate experiences. The truth won by eneh is

the clear vision of one thing, or of u limited col

lection of things, and not the broad inclusive vision

of all things.

§10. The transition from Whitman to Shake*

speare may seem somewhat abrupt, hut the very

Constructive
lx'twmk flllW *TVH

Knowledge In to mftrk out „„ iatciVxiill^ utiinilV.

shakoape.ro. Neither hitH put any unitary «>..»*» rue

tion upon human life and it* ciivironmun!.

Neither, as poet, ih the wititcwi of any wt.rhl vit*\v j

which will mean for uh that, tiriflier ia a phihm-

* Santayana, : ap. dtu p. IHU.
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ophor-puet. Ah respects Shakespeare, this is a

hard Haying, We are accustomed to the critical

judgment that finds in the Shakespearian dramas

an apprehension of the universal in human life.

But though this judgment is true, it is by no means

conclusive as respects Shakespeare's relation to the

philosophical type of thought. For then* run he

universality without philosophy. Thus, to know

the groups and the marks of the vertebrates is to

know a truth which possesses generality, in con-

trudistinction to the pnrtieularism of Whitman's

poetic consciousness, liven so to know well the

groups and marks of human character, vertebrate

and invertebrate, is to know that of which the aver-

age man, in his hand to hand struggle with life,

is ignorant. Such a wisdom Shakespeare pos-

sessed to a unique degree, and it enabled him to

reconstruct human life. Ue did not merely per-

ceive human states and motives, lmt he understtKid

human nature so well that he could create consist’*

ent men and women. Moreover, Shakespeare's

knowledge was not only thus universal in being

a knowledge of general groups and laws, hut also

in respect of its extensity. His understanding

was as rich as if was acute. If is true, then, that

Shakespeare read human life as an open book,
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knowing certainly the manner of human thinking

and feeling, and the power and interplay of human

motives. But it is equally true, on the other hand,

that he possessed no unitary conception of the

meaning and larger relations of human life. Such

a conception might have been expressed either by

means of the outlook of some dominating and per-

sistent type of personality, or by a pervading sug-

gestion of some constant world-setting for the

variable enterprise of mankind. It could appear

only provided the poet’s appreciation of life in de-

tail were determined by an interpretation of the

meaning of life as a whole. Shakespeare appar-

ently possessed no such interpretation. Even

when Hamlet is groping after some larger truth

that may bear upon the definite problems of life,

he represents but one, and that a strange and un-

usual, type of human nature. And Hamlet’s re-

flections, it should be noted, have no outcome.

There is no Shakespearian answer to the riddles

that Hamlet propounds. The poet’s genius is not

less amazing for this fact
;
indeed, his peculiar dis-

tinction can only be comprehended upon this basis.

Shakespeare put no construction upon life, and by

virtue of this very reserve accomplished an art of

surpassing fidelity and vividness. The absence of
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philosophy in Shakespeare, anti tin* presence of

the. most characteristic quality of his genius, may

both ha imputed hy the one ailirmatinn, that thorn

is no Shakespearian point of view.

Thin truth signifies both pun and loss. Ilia

philosophical criticism of Ufa may vary from the

ideal objectivity of absolute truth, to the suhjee*

tivity of a personal religion, Philosophy aims to

correct the partiality of particular points of vi(‘\v

hy moans of n jaunt of view that shall comprehend

thoir relations* and effect such reconci Hat ions or
*

transformations as shall enable thorn to constitute

a universe. Philosophy always assumos the* hypo-

thetical viow of omniscience. The necessity of

suoh a final criticism is implicit in every scientific

item of knowledge, and in every judgment that is

passed ujxm life. Philosophy makes a distinct

and peculiar contribution to human knowledge hy

its heroic effort to measure all knowledges and all

ideals hy the standard of totality. Nevertheless

it is significant that no human individual can pos-

sibly possess the range* of omniscience. The most;

adequate knowledge of which any generation of

men is capable* will always lx* that which is com

eeived hy the most synthetic ami vigorously meta-

physical minds; but every individual philosophy
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•will nevertheless be a premature synthesis. The

effort to complete knowledge is the indispensable

test of the adequacy of prevailing conceptions, but

[j , the completed knowledge of any individual mind.

will shortlv become an historical monument. It will
I

{ belong primarily to the personal life of its creator,

as the articulation of his personal covenant with

the universe. There is a sound justification for

such a conclusion of things in the ease of the indi-

vidual, for the conditions of human life make it

inevitable; but it will always possess a felt unity,

and many distinct features, that are private and

subjective. Xow such a projection of personality,

with its coloring and its selection, Shakespeare has

avoided; and very largely as a consequence, his

dramas are a storehouse of genuine human nature.

Ambition, mercy, hate, madness, guilelessness, con-

ventionality, mirth, bravery, deceit, purity—these,

and all human states and attributes save piety, are

upon his pages as real, and as mysterious withal,

as they are in the great historical society. Tor

|v 811 ordinary reader, these states and attributes are

more real in Hamlet or Tear than in his own

j

direct experience, because in Hamlet and Lear he

j
,

can see them with the eye and intelligence of gen-

|

ins. But Shakespeare is the world all over again,
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and there is loss as well as gain in such realism.

Here is human life, no doubt, and a brilliant pag-

eantry it is
;
but human life as varied and as prob-

lematic as it is in the living. Shakespeare’s fun-

damental intellectual resource is the historical and

psychological knowledge of such principles as

govern the construction of human natures. The

goods for which men undertake, and live or die,

are any goods, justified only by the actual human

striving for them. The virtues are the old win-

ning virtues of the secular life, and the heroisms

of the common conscience. Beyond its empirical

generality, his knowledge is universal only in the

sense that space and time are universal. His con-

sciousness contains its representative creations, and

expresses them unspoiled by any transforming

thought. His poetic consciousness is like the very

stage to which he likens all the world: men and

women meet there, and things happen there. The

stage itself creates no unity save the occasion and

the place. Shakespeare’s consciousness is univer-

sal because it is a fair field with no favors. But

even so it is particular, because, though each may

enter and depart in peace, when all enter together

there is anarchy and a babel of voices. All

Shakespeare is like all the world seen through the
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eves of each of its inhahifunH. Human cxjieri-

enco in Shakespeare is human expericnee ns every

one feels it, as comprehensive as the aggregate uf

innumerable lives. Bui human r\|M*rin»ei- in phi-

losophy is the experience of ail as thought l*v a

synthetic mi ml. lienee the won !th »d li fo depicted

by Shakespeare serves only to j«»int out fin* phi-

losopher’s problem, and to challenge his pmvers.

Here he will find material, and not results; much

to philosophize about, but no philosophy,

§11. The discussion up to this ptduf bus at t rib

uted to poetry very definite intellectual factors

philosophy in that nevertheless do not constitute phi-
Poetry. The
World-View. losuphy. Walt Whitman sj*cukH his
Omar Khay-

4 , , , , t , .

yam. fecimg with truth, hut m general mum-

feats no comprehensive insight* ShitkeHpenrc has

not only sincerity of expression but an understand*

ing mind. He 1ms a knowledge not only of par-

ticular experiences, but of human nature; and a

consciousness full and varied like society itself.

But there is a kind of knowledge |*m*csHcd by

neither, the knowledge sought by rourdtiiutiug all

aspects of human experience, both particular and

general* Not oven Shakosjjewre is wtm* as one

who, having seen the whole, cun fundamentally

interpret a part But though the {ddlosepher poet
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may not yet be found, we cannot longer be ignorant

of bis nature. He will be, like all poets, one wbo
appreciates experiences or finds things good, and

be will faithfully reproduce the values which he

discovers. But he must justify himself in view

of the fundamental nature of the universe. The

values which he apprehends must be harmonious,

and so far above the plurality of goods as to trans-

cend and unify them. The philosopher-poet will

find reality as a whole to be something that accred-

its the order of values in his inner life. He will

not only find certain things* to be most worthy

objects of action or contemplation, but he will see

why they are worthy, because he will have con-

strued the judgment of the universe in their

favor.

In this general sense, Omar Khayyam is a phi-

losopher-poet. To be sure his universe is quite the

opposite of that which most poets conceive, and is

perhaps profoundly antagonistic to the very spirit

of poetry; but it is none the less true that the joys

to which Omar invites us are such as his universe

prescribes for human life.

“Some for the Glories of This World; and some

Sigh for the Prophet’s Paradise to come;

Ah, take the Cash, and let the Credit go,

Nor heed the rumble of a distant Drum.”
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Herein is both poetry and philosophy, admit, hut.

a poor brand of each. We are invited to oeeupv

ourselves only. with spiritual cash, beeause the

universe is spiritually insolvent. The immedi-

ately gratifying feelings are the. only feelings that,

the world can guarantee. Omar Khayyam is a

philosopher-poet, because his immediate delight in

“youth’s sweet-scented manuscript ” is part of a

consciousness that vaguely sees, though it cannot

grasp, “this sorry scheme of things entire.”

“ Drink for you know not whence you come, nor why

;

Drink for you know hot why you go, nor where.''

§ 12. But the poet in his world-view ordinarily

sees other than darkness. Tim same, innate spir-

Wordsworth. itual enterprise that sustains religious

faith leads the poet more often to find the universe

positively congenial to his ideals, and to ideals in

general. He interprets human experience in the

light of the spirituality of all the. world. It. is to

Wordsworth that we of the present, ago, are chiefly

indebted for such imagery, and it will profit us

to consider somewhat carefully the philosophical

quality of his poetry.

Walter Pater, in introducing his appreciation

of Wordsworth, writes that “an intimate con-
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sciousness of the expression of natural things,

which weighs, listens, penetrates, where the earlier

mind passed roughly by, is a large element in the

complexion of modern poetry.” We recognize at

once the truth of this characterization as applied

to Wordsworth. But there is something more dis-

tinguished about this poet’s sensibility even than

its extreme fineness and delicacy
;
a quality that is

suggested, though not made explicit, by Shelley’s

allusion to Wordsworth’s experience as
u
a sort of

thought in sense.” Nature possessed for him not

merely enjoyable and descvibable characters of

great variety and minuteness, but an immediately

apprehended unity and meaning. It would be a

great mistake to construe this meaning in sense

as analogous to the crude symbolism of the educa-

tor Froebel, to whom, as he said, “ the world of

crystals proclaimed, in distinct and univocal terms,

the laws of human life.” Wordsworth did not

attach ideas to sense, but regarded sense itself as

a communication of truth. We readily call to

mind his unique capacity for apprehending the

characteristic flavor of a certain place in a certain

moment of time, the individuality of a situation.

Now in such moments he felt that he was receiving

intelligences, none the less direct and significant
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for their inarticulate form. Like the hoy on

Windermere, whom he himself describes,

“while he hung

Loitering, a gentle shock of mild surprise

Has carried far into his heart the voice

Of mountain torrents; or the visible scene

Would enter unawares into his mind.

With all its solemn imagery, its rocks.

Its woods, and that uncertain heaven received

Into the bosom of the steady lake.”

For our purpose it is essential that we should

recognize in this appreciation of nature, expressed

in almost every poem that Wordsworth wrote, a

consciousness respecting the fundamental nature

of the world. Conversation, as we know, de-

notes an interchange of commensurable meanings.

Whatever the code may be, whether words or the

most subtle form of suggestion, communication is

impossible without community of nature. Hence,

in believing himself to he holding converse with

the so-called physical world, Wordsworth conceives

that world as fundamentally like himself. He
finds the most profound thing in all the world to

he the universal spiritual life. In nature this life

manifests itself most directly, clothed in its own

proper dignity and peace. But it may he discov-

ered in the humanity that is most close to nature,

in the avocations of plain and simple people, and

101003
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the unsophisticated delights of children; and, with

flu* perspective of contemplation, even ^ among flip,

multitudes of that Imp', city/’

So Wordsworth is rendering a true account of

his own experience* of reality when, as in
u The

Prelude,
1

” he says unequivocally

:

“ A grm’iouH npirit o’er thin earth pmddcw.

And in the heart of man ; invimbly

It cornea to works of unrep roved delight,

And temleney Ixnngn; dimming those

Who earo. not, know not, think not, what they do.”

Wordsworth is not a philosopher -poet lieeause hy

searching his pages we ean*<ind an explicit philo-

sophical creed such as this, hut because all the joys

of which his jhh4-hou! compels him to sing have their

peculiar note, and com post* their peculiar harmony,

hy virtue of such an indwelling consciousness, Here

is one. who is a philosopher in and through his

jjoctry. lie is a philosopher in so far as the detail

of his appreciation finds fundamental justification

in a world view. From the immanence of 4
‘ flu*

universal heart” there* follows, not through any

mediate reasoning, hut hy tin* immediate experi-

ence of its propriety, a conception of that which

is of supreme worth in life. The highest and l^esi

of which life is capable is contemplation, or the

consciousness of the universal indwelling of Oo«

h
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Of those who fail to live thus fittingly in the midst

of the divine life, Walter Pater speaks for Words-

worth as follows

:

“To higher or lower ends they move too often with some-

thing of a sad countenance, with hurried and ignoble gait,

becoming, unconsciously, something like thorns, in their

anxiety to bear grapes; it being possible for people, in the

pursuit of even great ends, to become themselves thin

and impoverished in spirit and temper, thus diminish-

ing the sum of perfection in the world at its very

sources.” 3

The quiet and worshipful spirit, won by tin' culti-

vation of the emotions appropriate to the presence

of nature and society, is the mark of the eomplet-

est life and the most acceptable service, dims for

Wordsworth the meaning of life is inseparable

from the meaning of the universe. In apprehend-

ing that which is good and beautiful in human

experience, he was attended by a vision of the

totality of things. Herein he has had to do, if

not with the form, at any rate with the very sub-

stance of philosophy.

§ 13. Unquestionably the supreme philosopher-

poet is Dante. He is not only philosophical in the

Dante. temper of his mind, but his greatest

poem is the incarnation of a definite system of

8 Appreciations

,

p. 51).
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philosophy, the most definite that the world has

seen. That conception of the world which in the

thirteenth century found argumentative and or-

derly expression in the i,: !Sumrna Theologhe ” of

Thomas of Aquino, and constituted the faith of

the church, is visualized by Dante, and made the

basis of an interpretation of life.

The “ Divina Commedia ” deals with all the

heavens to the Empyrean itself, and with all spirit-

ual life to the very presence of God. It derives

its imagery from the cosmology of the day, its

dramatic motive from the Christian and Greek

conceptions of God and his dealings with the

world. Sin is punished bemuse of the justice of

God; knowledge, virtue, and faith lead, through

God’s grace and mercy manifested in Christ, to a

perpetual union with Him. Hell, purgatory, and

paradise give place and setting to the events of

the drama. Hut the deeper meaning of the jatem

is allegorical. In a letter quoted by Lowell, Dante

writes

:

“The literal subject of the whole work is the state of the

soul after death, simply considered. But if the work he

taken allegorically the subject is man, as by merit or de-

merit, through freedom of the will, he renders himself

liable to the reward or punishment of justice,

4 Letter to Cm Grande, Boo Lowell's Emiy on Dante
, p, *M .
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In other words, the inner and essential meaning

of the poem has to do not with external retribution,

hut with character, and the laws which determine

its own proper ruin or {x*rfootinn. The punish-

ments described in the
“ Inferno ” arc accounts of

the state of guilt itself, implications of the will

that has chosen the part of brutishness. Sin itself

is damnable and deadening, hut the knowledge

that the soul that sinncth shall die is the tirst way

of emancipation from sin. The guidance of Virgil

through hell and purgatory signifies the knowledge

of good and evil, or moral insight, as the guide

of man through this life of struggle and progress.

The earthly paradise, at the close of the “ Purga-

torio,” represents the highest state to which human

character can attain when ehoiee is determined by

ordinary experience, intelligence, and understand-

ing. Here man stands alone, endowed with an

enlightened conscience. Here are uttered the last,

words of Virgil to Dante, the explorer of the spir-

itual country:

“Expect no more or word or sign from me. Free, up-
right, and sane is thine own free will, and it would lie

wrong not to act according to its pleasure; wherefore thee
over thyself I crown and mitre.”'

8 Purgatorio, Canto XXVII. Translation by Norton,
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But, moral self-reliance is not (la* last word. As

Boutrina, tin* imago of tondornoss and holiness,

oorm is to Dante in the earthly paradise, and leads

him from the summit of purgatory into the heaven

of heavens, ami even to the eternal light
;
so there

is added to the more human, intellectual, and

moral resources of the soul, the sustaining jnnver

of the divine grace, the illuminating power of

divine truth, and the. transforming jxiwer of divine

love* Through the aid of this higher wisdom, the

journey of life becomes the way to (huh Thus

the allegorical truth of the Divinu Commedia”

is not merely an analysis of the moral nature* of

man, hut the revelation of a universal spiritual

order, manifesting itself in the moral evolution

of the* individual, and above all in his ultimate

community with the eternal goodness.

“Thou shouldst not, if I deem aright, wonder more at

thy ascent, than at a stream if from a high mountain it

descends to the bam'. A marvel it would he in thi.se, if,

deprived of hindrance, thou lmdst Hat below, even m
quiet by living fire in earth would be. ,,i

Such, in brief, is Dante's world-view, so suggestive

of the freer idealistic conceptions of later thought

as to justify a recent characterization of him as

one who, u accepting without a shadow of u doubt

1 Puradim, Canto h
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or hesitation all the constitutive ideas of mndimvnl

thought and life, grasped them so firmly and gave

them such luminous expression that the spirit in

them broke away from the form.” 7

But it must be added, us in the east* of Words-

worth, that Dante is a philosopher poet not lie-

cause St. Thomas Aquinas appears and speaks with

authority in the Thirteenth Canto of the " Para-

diso,” nor even because a philosophical doctrine

can be consistently formulated from his writings,

but because his consciousness of life is informed

with a sense of its liniversal hearings. There is

a famous passage in the Twenty-second < 'auto of

the “Paradiso,” in which Dante dcsertls-s himself

as looking down upon the earth from the starry

heaven.

‘“Thou art so near the ultimate salvation began Bea-
trice, ‘that thou oughtest to have thine eyes clear and
sharp. And therefore ere thou further enterest it, look
back downward, and see how great a world I have already
set beneath thy feet, in order that thy heart, so far ns it

is able, may present itself joyous to the triumphant crowd
which comes glad through this round ether.' With my
sight I returned through each and all the seven spheres,
and saw this globe such that I smiled at its menu sem-
blance; and that counsel I approve as the liest which
holds it of least account; and ho who thinks of other
things may be called truly worthy.”

'Edward Caird, in his Literature and Philaeophy

,

Vol. 1, p, ”4.
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Dante's scale of values in that which appears from

the starry heaven. Ilia austere piety, his invin-

cible eon rage, and his uncompromising hatred of

wrong, are neither accidents of temj>erument nor

blind reactions, but compose the proper character

of one who has both seen the worhi from God,

and returned to see God from the worhi. He was*

as Lowell has said, “ a man of genius who could

hold heartbreak at buy for twenty years, and would

not let himself die till he had done his task";

and his ]K>wer was not obstinacy, but a vision of

the ways of (huh lie knew a truth that justified

him in his sacrifices, and made a great glory of

his defeat and exile. Kven so his poetry or ap-

preciation of life is tin* expression of an inward

contemplation of the world in its unity or essence.

It is but an elaboration of tin* piety which he

attributes to the lesser saints of paradise, when he

has them say

:

"Nay, it is essential to this blessed existence to hold our-

selves within the divine will, whereby our very wills are

made one. Ho that as we are from stage to stage through-

out this realm, to all the realm m pleasing, as to the King
who inwills m with His will. And His will is our pence;

it *« that mm wheretmto is moving all that which It creates

ami which nature makes."*

# Pamdim> Canto III.
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§14. There now remains tin* brief tu-k of dis-

tinguishing the philosopher- poet from tin- philoso-

Mto.n=e I>
ter llims(‘lf

;

'IV
?
,hn,, " ,

‘l
,h,

'

r
I

iH

between
01U) who, having made the philosophical

Poetry and ' .. ..
Philosophy. point <>f view 5i is own, expresses himself

in the form of poetry. The philosophical jx.int

of view is that from whieh the universe in enmpre

hended in its totality. The wisdom of the philos-

opher is the knowledge of each through the knowl-

edge of all. Wherein, then, does the poet, when

possessed of such wisdom, differ from the philoso-

pher proper? To this' question one eun give read

ily enough the general answer, that the difference

lies in the mode of utterance. Furthermore, we

have already given some account of tin* jieeuliar

manner of the poet. Mu invites us to cXjierietiec

with him the beautiful and moving in nature and

life. That whieh the poet has to express, and

that which he aims to arouse in others, is an appre-

ciative experience. Ho requires what Words-

worth. calls “ an atmosphere of sensation in which

to move his wings.” Therefore if he is to lie

philosophical in intelligence, and yet essentially a

poet, he must find his universal truth in immediate

experience. He must he one who, in seeing the

many, sees the one. The philosopher-poet is he
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who visualizes a fundamental interpretation of the

world.
44 A poem,” says one* poet, “ is the very

imago of life expressed in its eternal truth/
1

The philosopher proper, on the other hand, has

the sterner and less inviting task of rendering such

an interpretation articulate to thought. That,

which the poet sees, the philosopher must define.

That which the poet divines, the philosopher must

calculate. The philosopher must dig for that

which t hi* {*oet sees shining through. Ah the jx>et

transcends thought for the sake of experienee, the

philosopher must transcend experience for the sake

of thought. As the poet sees alt, and all in each,

so the* philosopher, knowing each, must think all

consistently together, ami then know each again.

It is the part of philosophy to collect and criticise

evidence, to formulate and coordinate conceptions,

and finally to define in exact terms. The ream

mation of the structure of thought is accomplished

primarily in religion, which is a general cone

caption of the world made the basis of daily

living*

For religion there is no subjective correlative

less than life itself. Poetry is another and more

mmmiHcrtbcd means of restoring thought to life.

By the jkxiPh imagination, and through the art of
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his expression, thought nuiy lx- sensuously per-

ceived. “ If the time should ever enme," says

Wordsworth, “when what is now nulled Science,

thus familiarized to men, shall he ready to put on,

as it were, a form of flesh and blood, the IWt will

lend his divine spirit to aid the transfiguration,

and will welcome the Being thus produeed, as a

dear and genuine inmate of the household of

man.” 0 As respects truth, philosophy has an in-

dubitable priority. The very sternness of the phi-

losopher’s task is duo to his supreme dedication Jo

truth. But if validity be the merit of philosophy,

it can well be supplemented by immediney, which

is the merit of poetry. Prcsupjxwe in the {xx-t

conviction of a sound philosophy, and wo may say

with Shelley, of his handiwork, that “ it is the jxt-

fect and consummate surface and bloom of all

things; it is as the odor and the color of the rose

to the texture of the elements which eomjxixe it.,

as the form and splendor of unfaded lxmuty to the

secrets of anatomy and corruption.” “ Indeed,”

as he adds, “ what were our consolations on this

side of the grave—and our aspirations beyond it -

if poetry did not ascend to bring light and fire

• Observations prefixed to the second edition of Lyrical
Ballads.
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from those eternal regions where the owl-wingSISj^

faculty of calculation dare not ever soar ?
” 10

The unity in outlook, attended by differences of

method and form, which may exist between poet

and philosopher, is signally illustrated by the rela-

tion between Goethe and Spinoza. What Goethe

saw and felt, Spinoza proved and defined. The

universal and eternal substance was to Spinoza, as

philosopher, a theorem, and to Goethe, as poet, a

perception and an emotion. Goethe writes to

Jacobi that when philosophy “ lays itself out for

division,” he cannot get off with it, but when it

“ confirms our original feeling as though we were

one with nature/’ it is welcome to him. In the

same letter Goethe expresses his appreciation of

Spinoza as the complement of his own nature:

“His all-reconciling peace contrasted with my all-agita-

ting endeavor; his intellectual method was the opposite

counterpart of my poetic way of feeling and expressing

myself; and even the inflexible regularity of his logical

procedure, which might be considered ill-adapted to moral

subjects, made me his most passionate scholar and his

devoted adherent. Mind and heart, understanding and

sense, were drawn together with an inevitable elective

affinity, and this at the same time produced an intimate

union between individuals of the most different types.” 11

10 A Defence of Poetry.
11 Quoted by Caird in his Literature and Philosophy

,
Vol. I,
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It appears, then, that- Hume ports share with all

philosophers that punt of view fn*m whirl* the

horizon line, is the boundary nt all tin* world.

Poetry is not always nr essentially philnsophieal,

bnt may he so; and when the poetir imagination

restores philosophy to immediacy, human experi-

ence reaches its most exalted state, excepting only

religion itself, wherein (tod is !x*th seen and also

served. Nor is the part of philosophy in poetry

and religion either ignoble or presumptuous, for,

humanly speaking, “ the* owl winged faculty of cal-

culation” is the only safe and sure means of across

to that place on high,

“Whore the nightingale doth wing

Not a MenHoleHKj tmtieM thing,

But a divine nndndiouH truth;

Philosophic nmalM'-n* funooth;

Tales and golden hintorw*

Of heaven and its iuy#t»rkii.”



CHAPTER III

THE RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE '

§ 15. The least religions experience is so mys-

terious and so complex that a moderate degree of

The possibility reflection upon it tends to a sense of
of Defining

Religion. intellectual impotence. “ If I speak/’

says Emerson, u I define and confine, and am less.”

One would gladly set down religion among the un-

speakable things and avoid the imputation of de-

grading it. It is certain that the enterprise of

defining religion is at present in disrepute. It has

been undertaken so often and so unsuccessfully that

contemporary students for the most part prefer

to supply a list of historical definitions of religion,

and let their variety demonstrate their futility.

Metaphysicians and psychologists agree that in

view of the differences of creed, ritual, organiza-

tion, conduct, and temperament that have been true

of different religions in different times and places,

one may as well abandon the idea that there is a

constant element.

53
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But on the other hand wo have the testimony

afforded by the name religion; and the ordinary

judgments of men to the effect, that if; signifies

something to be religious, and to he more or less

religious. There is an elementary logical prin-

ciple to the effect that a group name implies cer-

tain common group characters. Impatience with

abstract or euphemistic definitions should not blind

us to the truth. Even the psychologist, tends in

his description of religious phenomena to single out.

and emphasize what he calls a typical, religious ex-

perience. And. the same applies to the idealist’s

treatment of the matter. 1 Religion, he reasons,

is essentially a development of which the true

meaning can be seen only in the higher stages.

The primitive religion is therefore only implicit,

religion. But lower stages cannot lie regarded as

belonging to a single development with higher

stages, if there bo not some actual promise of the

later in the earlier, or some element which endures

throughout. It is unavoidable, then, to assume

that in dealing with religion wo are dealing with

a specific and definable experience.

§ 16. The profitableness of undertaking such a

definition is another matter. It may well be that

1
Cf. Caird: The Evolution of Religion, Lecture# II, HI.
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in so human and practical an affair as religion,

definition is peculiarly inappropriate. But is there

The Profit-
n°l* a human and practical value in the

Defining
°* v< ‘ry defining of religion ? Is there not

Religion. a demand for it in the peculiar rela-

tion that exists between religion and the progress

of enlightenment ? Religion associates itself with

the habits of society. The 1 progress of enlighten-

ment means that; more or loss all the time, and very

profoundly at certain critical times, society must

change its habits. The* consequence is that religion

is likely to be abandoned with the old habits. The

need of a new religion is therefore a chronic one.

The reformer in religion, or the man who wishes

to he both enlightened and religious, is childly oc-

cupied with the problem of disentangling religion

pure and undeliled from definite discredited prac-

tices and opinions. And the solution of the prob-

lem turns upon some apprehension of the essence

of religion. There is a large amount of necessary

and unnecessary tragedy due to the extrinsic con-

nection between ideas and certain modes of their

expression. There can ho no more serious and

urgent duty than that of expressing as directly,

and so as truly as possible, the great jxwmuuent

human concerns. The men to whom educational
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reform has been largely due have been the men

who have remembered for their fellows what this

whole business of education is after all for. Co-

menius and Pestalozzi served society by stripping

educational activity of its historical and institu-

tional accessories, and laying bare the genuine

human need that these are designed to satisfy.

There is a similar virtue in the insistent attempt

to distinguish between the essential and the acces-

sory in religion.

§ 17. Although declining to be discouraged by

the conspicuousness of past failures in this connec-

The Tme tion
>
one well profit by them. The

amazing complexity of religious phe-
ReE^on* nomena must somehow be seen to be con-

sistent with their common nature. The religious

experience must not only be found, but must also

be reconciled with u
the varieties of religious ex-

perience.” The inadequacy of the well-known

definitions of religion may be attributed to several

causes. The commonest fallacy is to define relig-

ion in terms of a religion. My definition of re-

ligion must include my brother’s religion, even

though he live on the other side of the globe, and
my ancestor’s religion, in spite of his prehistoric

remoteness. Error may easily arise through the
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attempt to define* religion in terms of my own re-

ligion, or what I conceive to ho the true religion.

Whatever the relation between ideal religion and

actual religion, the field of religion contains by

common consent cults that must on their own

grounds condemn one another; religions that are

bad religions, and yet religions.

A more enlightened fallacy, and a more danger-

ous one, is due to the supposition that religion can

he defined exclusively in terms of some department

of human nature. There have, l>een descriptions

of religion in terms of feeding, intellect, and con-

duct respectively. But it is always easy to over-

throw such a description, by raising the question

of its application to evidently religious exjxudoneos

that belong to some, other aspect, of life. Religion

is not feeling, l»eeausc there are many phlegmatic,

God-fearing men whose* religion consists in good

works. Religion is not conduct, for there art*

many mystics whose very religion is withdrawal

from the field of action. Religion is not intellec-

tion, for no one has ever been able to formulate a

creed that is common to all religions. Yet with-

out a doubt one must look for the essence of relig-

ion in human nature. The present psychological

interest in religion has emphasized this truth.
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How, then, may we describe it in terms of certain

constant conditions of human life, and yet escape

the abstractness of the facultative method % Mod-

em psychology suggests an answer in demon-

strating the interdependence of knowledge;, feeding,

and volition .

2 The perfect case of this unity is

belief. The believing experience is cognitive in

intent, but practical and emotional as well in con-

tent. I believe what I take for granted
;
and the

object of my belief is not merely known, but also

felt and acted upon. What I believe expresses

itself in my total experience.

There is some hope, then, of an adequate defi-

nition of the religious experience, if it be regarded

as belonging to the psychological typo of belief.
2

Belief, however, is a broader category than relig-

ion. There must be some religious type of believ-

ing- An account of religion in terms of believing,

and the particular type of it hero in question,

would, then, constitute the central stem of a psy-

chology of religion, and affords the proper concep*

tions for a description of the religious experience.

Even here the reservation must be made that belief

is always more than the believing state, in that it

’Cf. Leuba: Introduction to a Psychological Study of Relig-
ion, Monist, Vol. XI, p. 195.

s Cf. Leuba: Ibid.
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means to he true. 4 Hence to complete an account

of religion one should consider its object, or its

cognitive, implications. But; this direct treatment

of the relation between religion and philosophy

must be deferred until in the present chapter we

shall have come to appreciate the inwardness of

the religious consciousness. To this end we must

permit ourselves to be enlightened hy the experi-

ence of religious people as viewed from within.

It is not our opinion of a maids religion that is

here in question, but the content and meaning

which it has for him.

“I would have you/' says Fielding, in his " Hearts of

Men/' “go and kneed beside the Mahommcdnn as he

prays at the sunset hour, and put your heart to his and
wait for tin* echo that will surely come. ... I

would have you go to the hillman smearing the stone

with butter that his god may be pleased, to the woman
crying to the forest, god for her sick child, to the hoy
before his monks learning to he good. No matter where

you go, no matter what the faith is called, if you have

the hearing ear, if your heart is in unison with the heart

of the world, you will hear always the same song/' 1

§ 18. The general identification of religion with

belief is made without serious difficulty. The

ItoUgfcm

Aft BtUtf*

essential factor in belief, is, us wo have

seen, the reaction of the whole pomm-

el. § 29. * P. 322.
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ality to a fixed object or accepted situation. A

similar principle underlies common judgments

about a naan’s religion. lie is accounted most re-

ligious whose religion penetrates his life most inti-

mately. In the man whose religion consists in the

outer exercise of attendance upon church, we rec-

ognize the sham. lie appears to be religious.

He does one of the things which a religious man

would do; but an object of religious faith is not

the constant environment of his life. He may or

may not feel sure of God from his pew, but God

is not among the things that count in his daily

life. God does not enter into his calculations or

determine his scale of values. Again, discursive

thinking is regarded as an interruption of religion.

When I am at pains to justify my religion, I am

already doubting; and for common opinion doubt

is identical with irreligion. In so far as I am

religious, my religion stands in no need of justifi-

cation, even though I regard it as justifiable. In

my religious experience I am taking something for

granted; in other words I act about it. and feel

about it in a manner that is going to be determined

by the special conditions of my mood and tem-

perament. The mechanical and prosaic man ac-

knowledges God in his mechanical and prosaic
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way. lie believes in divine retribution as he

believes in commercial or social retribution, lie

is as careful to prepare for the next world as he

is to bo respectable in this. The poet, on the other

hand, believes in God after the manner of his

genius. Though he worship God in spirit he may

conduct his life in an irregular manner peculiar

to himself. Difference of mood in the same in-

dividual may be judged by the same measure*

When God is most real to him, brought home to

him most vividly, or consciously obeyed, in these

moments he is most religious! When, on the other

hand, God is merely a name to him, and church

a routine, or when both are forgotten in the daily

occupations, he is least religious. His life on the

whole* is said to he religious in ho far as periods

of the second type are subordinated to j>eriods of

the first type. Further well-known elements of

belief, corollaries of the above, are evidently pres-

ent in religion. A certain inuujery remains con-

stant throughout an individuals experience. He

comes back to it as to a physical object in space.

And although religion is sporadically an exclusive

and isolated affair, it tends strongly to be social

The religious object, or God, is a social object,

common to mo and to my neighbor, and pmmp-
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posed in our collective undertakings. This reduc-

tion of religion to the type of the; believing state

should thus provide us with an answer to that old

and fundamental question concerning the relative

priority of faith and works. The test of the faith

is in the works, and the works are religious in so

far as they are the expression of the faith. Re-

ligion is not the doing of anything nor the feel-

ing of anything nor the thinking of anything,

but the reacting as a whole, in terms of nil pos-

sible activities of human life, to some accepted

situation.

§ 19. We may now face the more interesting

but difficult question of the special character of

Religion as
religious belief. In spite of the fact

Disposition or
that *n these day9 the personality of God

Attitude.
ia 0ften regarded as a transient feature

of religion, that type of belief which throws most

light upon the religious experience is the belief in

'persons. Our belief in persons consists in the

practical recognition of a more or less persistent

disposition toward ourselves. The outward be-

havior of our fellow-men is construed in terms of

the practical hearing of the attitude which it im-

plies. The extraordinary feature of such belief

is the disproportion between its vividness and the
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direct evidence for it. Of this we are most aware

in connection with those personalities which we

regard as distinctly friendly or hostile to onrselves.

We are always more or less clearly in the presence

of onr friends and enemies. Their well-wishing

or their ill-wishing haunts the scene of onr living.

There is no more important constituent of what

the psychologists call our u
general feeling tone.”

There are times when we are entirely possessed by

a state that is either exuberance in the presence of

those who love us, or awkwardness and stupidity

in the presence of those whom we believe to sus-

pect and dislike us. The latter state may easily

become chronic. Many men live permanently in the

presence of an accusing audience. The inner life

which expresses itself in the words, “ Everybody

hates me !
” is perhaps the most common form

of morbid self-consciousness. On the other hand,

buoyancy of spirits springs largely from a con-

stant faith in the good-will of one’s fellows. In

this case one is filled with a sense of security, and

is conscious of a sympathetic reinforcement that

adds to private joys and compensates for private

sorrows. And this sense of attitude is wonder-

fully discriminating. We can feel the presence of

a
iC
great man/’ a u formidable person,” a superior
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or inferior, one who is interested or indifferent to

our talk, and all the subtlest degrees of approval

and disapproval.

A similar sensibility may quicken us even in

situations where no direct individual attitude to

ourselves is implied. We regard places and com-

munities as congenial when we are in sympathy

with the prevailing purposes or standards of value.

We may feel ill at ease or thoroughly at homo

in cities where we know no single human soul

Indeed, in a misanthrope like Rousseau (and who

has not his Rousseau moods!) the mere absence of

social repression arouses a most intoxicating sense

of tunefulness and security. Nature* plays the

part of an indulgent parent who permits all sorts

of personal liberties.

“The view of a fine country, a succession of agree-

able prospects, a free air, a good appetite, and the health

I gain by walking; the freedom of inns, and the distance

from everything that can make me recollect the de-

pendence of my situation, conspire to free my mud, and
give boldness to my thoughts, throwing me, in a manner,
into the immensity of things, where 1 combine, rhoo.se,

and appropriate them to my fancy, without restraint or
fear. I dispose of all nature as I please/* •

§ 20. In such confidence or distrust, inspired

e Rousseau: Confession*, Book IV, p. 125.
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originally by tho social environment, and similarly

suggested by other surroundings of life, \vn have.

Religion «§

Belief in the

Disposition of

the Residual

Environment,

or Universe.

the key to the religious consciousness.

But it is now time to add that, in the

case of religion these attitudes art* con-

cerned with the universal or supernatu-

ral rather than with present, and normal human

relationships. Religious mictions arc
a

total re-

actions.”

a To get at them,” says William James, “ you must

go Iwhind the foreground of existence and roach down
to that <‘UrioUH hcuhv. of the whole residual cosmos as an

everlasting presence, intimate or alien, terrible or amus-

ing, lovable or odious, which in some degree everyone

possesses. This sense of the world's presence, appealing

as it does to our peculiar individual temperament, makes
us either strenuous or careless, devout or blasphemous,

gloomy or exultant about life at large*; and our reaction,

involuntary and inarticulate and often half unconscious

as it is, is the completes*, of all our answers to the ques-

tion,
4 What is the character of this universe in which we

dwell ?
*

This residual environment, or profoundly realm

of tradition and nature, may have any degree of

ninty from chaos to cosmos. For religion its nig*

1 William James: The Varieties of Religious ExfHrirncr,

p. 35, The italics are mine, 1 am in the present chapter

under constant obligation to this wonderfully sympathetic

and stimulating book.
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nificanee lies in the idea of original and far-reach-

ing power rather than in the idea of totality. But

that which is at first only “ beyond,” is practically

the same object as that which comes in the develop-

ment of thought to be conceived as the world ” or

the “ universe.” Wo may therefore use t hese latter

terms to indicate the, object, of religion, until the

treatment of special instances shall define it more

precisely. Religion is, then, man’s .srn.se of the

disposition of the universe to himself. We shall

expect to find, as in the social phenomena with

which we have just dealt, that the manifestation

of this sense consists in a general reaction appro-

priate to the disposition so attributed. Ho will Ini

fundamentally ill at ease, profoundly confident, or

will habitually take precautions to be safe. The

ultimate nature of the world is here no specula-

tive problem. The savage who could feel some joy

at living in the universe would lx; more religious

than the sublimest dialectician. It is in the vivid-

ness of the sense of this presence that the acute-

ness of religion consists. I am religious in so far

as the whole tone and temper of my living reflects

a belief as to what the universe thinks of such

as me.

§ 21. The examples that follow arc selected
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because their differences in personal flavor serve

Examples of to throw Into relief their common re-
Religious .

Belief* liguma character. Lheodore Parker, m
describing his own boyhood, writes ns follows:

“ I ran hardly think without a shudder of the terrible

effect the doctrine of eternal damnation had on me.

How many, many hours have I wept with terror as I

lay on my bed, till, between praying and weeping, sleep

gave me repose. Hut before I was nine years old this

fear went away, and I saw elearer light in the goodness

of God. But for years, say from seven till ten, I said

my prayers with much devotion, I think, and then eon-

tinned to repeat, ‘ Lord, forgive my sins/ till sleep came

on me.”* *

Compare with this Stevenson’s Christmas letter to

his mother, in which he says:

“The whole necessary morality is kindness; and it

should spring, of itself, from the one fundamental doc-

trine, Faith. If you are sun* that God, in the long run,

means kindness by you, you should he happy; and if

happy, surely you should he kind.”*

Here is destiny frowning and destiny smiling,

hut in each ease, so real, ho present
?
as to be imme-

diately responded to with helpless terror and with

grateful warm-heartedness.

The author of the
* 4 Imitatio Christ! ” speaks

thus of the daily living of the Christian:

* Chadwick : Thmlare Parker, p. IK,

* BUsvmmtv, Letters
$ Vol, 1, p. 220,
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“The life of a Christian who has dedicated himself to

the service of God should abound with eminent virtues

of all kinds, that he may be really the same person which

he is by outward appearance and profession. Indeed,

he ought not only to be the same, but much more, in his

inward disposition of soul; because he professes to serve

a God who sees the inward parts, a searcher of the heart

and reins, a God and Father of spirits: and therefore,

since we are always in His sight, we should be exceed-

ingly careful to avoid all impurity, all that may give

offence to Him whose eyes cannot behold iniquity. We
should, in a word, so far as mortal and frail nature can,

imitate the blessed angels in all manner of holiness,

since we, as well as they, are always in His presence.

. . . And good men have always this notion of the

thing. For they depend upon God for the success of

all they do, even of their best and wisest undertakings.” 10

Such is to be the practical acknowledgment of God

in the routine of life. The more direct response

to this presence appears abundantly in St. Augus-

tine’s conversation and reminiscence with God.

“How evil have not my deeds been; or if not my
deeds my words; or if not my words my will? But
Thou, 0 Lord, art good and merciful, and Thy right
hand had respect unto the profoundness of my death,
and removed from the bottom of my heart that abyss of
corruption. And this was the result, that I willed not to
do what I willed, and willed to do what thou willedst.
. . . How sweet did it suddenly become to me to be
without the delights of trifles! And what at one time I

10Thomas k Kempis: Imitation of Christ, Chap. XIX.
Translation by Stanhope, p. 44.
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feared to lose, it was now a joy to me to put away. For
Thou didst cast them away from me, Thou true and
highest sweetness. Thou didst cast them away, and
instead of them didst enter in Thyself—sweeter than

all pleasure, though not to flesh and blood; brighter

than all light, but more veiled than all mysteries; more
exalted than all honor, but not to the exalted in their

own conceits. Now was my soul free from the gnawing

cares of seeking and getting. . . . And I babbled

unto Thee my brightness, my riches, and my health,

the Lord my God.” 11

In these two passages we meet with religious con-

duct and with the supreme religious experience,

the direct worship of God. Jn each case the heart

of the matter is an individual’s indubitable con-

viction of the world’s favorable concern for him.

The deeper order of things constitutes the real and

the profoundly congenial community in which he

lives.

§ 22. Let us now apply this general account of

the religious experience to certain typical religious

Typical
phenomena : conversion ; piety; and re-

Phenomena* ^S^ous instruments, symbolisms, and

Conversion, modes of conveyance. Although recent

study of the phenomenon of conversion has

brought to light a considerable amount of interest-

11 St. Augustine: Confessions, Book I, Chap. I. Transla-

tion in Schaff: Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers , Yol. I, p. 129.
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ing material, there is some danger of misconceiv-

ing its importance. The pyseholngy of conversion

is primarily the psychology of crisis or radical

alteration, rather than the psychology of religion.

For the majority of religions men and women con-

version is an insignificant event, and in very many

cases it never occurs at all. Religion is more

purely present where it is normal and monotonous.

But this phenomenon is nevertheless highly sig-

nificant in that religion and irrelighm are placed

in close juxtaposition, and the. contribution of re-

ligion at its inception thereby emphasized. In

general it is found that conversion takes place dur-

ing the period of adolescence. But this is the time

of the most sudden expansion of the environment

of life; a time when there is the awakening con-

sciousness of many a now presence. This is some-

times expressed by saying that it is a period of

acute self-consciousness. Life is conscious of itself

as over against its inheritance; the whole setting

of life sweeps into view. Some solution of the

life problem, some coming to terms with the uni-

verse, is the normal issue of it. Religious con-

version signifies, then, that in this fundamental

adjustment a man defines and accepts for his lift)

a certain attitude on the part of the universe. The
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examples cited by the psychologists, as well as the

generalizations which they derive, bear ont this

interpretation.

“ General Booth, the founder of the Salvation Army,

considers that the first vital step in saving outcasts con-

sists in making them feel that some decent human being

cares enough for them to take an interest in the question

whether they are to rise or sink.” 12

The new state is here one of courage and hope

stimulated by the glow of friendly interest. The

convert is no longer “ out in the cold.” He is

told that the world wishes him well, and this is

brought home to him through representations of the

tenderness of Christ, and through the direct min-

isterings of those who mediate it. But somehow

the convert must be persuaded to realize all this.

He must believe it before it can mean anything

to him. He is therefore urged to pray—a pro-

ceeding that is at first ridiculous to him, since

it involves taking for granted what he disbelieves.

But therein lies the critical point. It is peculiar

to the object in this case that it can exist only

for one who already believes in it. The psychol-

ogists call this the element of “ self-surrender.”

To be converted a man must somehow suffer his

12 James: Varieties of Religious Experience
, p. 203.
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surroundings to put into him a now heart, which

may thereupon confirm its object. Such belief is

tremendously tenacious because it so largely ere-

ates its own evidence*. Once believe that "<Jnd,

in the long run, means kindness by you," and you

are likely to stand by it to Hie end flu* more ho

in this ease because the external evidence either way

is to the average man so insufficient. Such a belief

as this is inspired in the convert, not by reasoning,

but by all the powers of suggestion that personality

and social contagion can afford.

§ 23. The psychologists describe picUj us u sense

of unity. One feels after rending their accounts

piety. that they are too abstract. For there

are many kinds of unity, characteristic of widely

varying moods and states. Any state of rapt at-

tention is a state of unity, and this occurs in the

most secular and humdrum moments of life. Nor

does it help matters to say that in the ease* of relig-

ion this unity must have been preceded by a state

of division; for we cannot properly characterise

any state of mind in terms of another state unless

the latter be retained in the former. And that

which is characteristic of the religious sense* of

unity would seem to be just such an overcoming of

difference. There is a recognition of two distinct
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attitudes, which may he more or less in sympathy

with one another, hut which are both present even

in their fullest harmony. Were I to be taken out

of myself so completely as to forget myself, I

should inevitably lose that sense of sympathy from

which arises the peculiar exultation of religious

faith, a heightened experience of the same type

with the freedom and spontaneity that I experi-

ence in the presence of those with whom I feel

most in accord. The further graces and powers of

religion readily submit to a similar description.

My sense of positive sympathy expresses itself in an

attitude of well-wishing; living in an atmosphere

of kindness I instinctively endeavor to propagate

it. My buoyancy is distinctly of that quality which

to a lesser degree is due to any sense of social

security; my power is that of one who works in

an environment that reenforces him. I experience

the objective or even cosmical character of my en-

terprises. They have a momentum which makes

me their instrument rather than their perpetrator.

A paradoxical relation between religion and moral-

ity has always interested observers of custom and

history. Religion is apparently as capable of the

most fiendish malevolence as of the most saintly

gentleness. Melding writes that,
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“ When religion is brought out or into doily lift* and used

as a guide or a weapon in the world it has no effort either for

good or evil. Its effect is simply in strengthening f he heart,

in blinding the eyes, in deafening the ears. U is on inten-

sive force, an intoxicant. It doubles or trebles a mans
powers. It is an impulsive force sending him headlong

down the path of emotion, whether that path lead to glory

or to infamy. It is a tremendous stimulant, that is all.” w

Religion does not originate life purposes or define

their meaning, but stimulates them by the same

means that works in all corporate and social ac-

tivity. To work with the universe is the most

tremendous incentive that can appeal to the indi-

vidual will. lienee in highly ethical religions the

power for good exceeds that of any other serial and

spiritual agency. Such religion makes present,

actual, and real, that good on the whole which flu*

individual otherwise tends to distinguish from

that which is good for him. In daily life the mor-

ally valid and the practically urgent are commonly

arrayed against one another; but the ethical relig-

ion makes the valid urgent.

§ 24 The instruments of religion am legion,

and it is in order here only to mention twialn

Religious prominent cases in which their selection
Instruments,

Symbolism, would seem to havo direct reference to
and Modes of

Conyeyancs. the provocation and perpetuation of

1S Fielding: op, tit., p, 162.
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such a sense of attitude as we have been describing.

This is true in a general way of all symbolism.

There is no essential difference between the relig-

ious symbol and such symbols as serve to remind

us of human relationships. In both cases the per-

ceptual absence of will is compensated for by the

presence of some object associated with that will.

The function of this object is due to its power to

revive and perpetuate a certain special social at-

mosphere. But the most important vehicle of re-

ligion has always been personality. It is, after all,

to priests, prophets, and believers that religious

cults have owed their long life. The traits that

mark the prophet are both curious and sublime.

He is most remarkable for the confidence with

which he speaks for the universe. Whether it be

due to lack of a sense of humor or to a profound

conviction of truth, is indifferent to our purpose.

The power of such men is undoubtedly in their

suggestion of a force greater than they, whose de-

signs they bring directly and socially to the atten-

tion of men. The prophet in his prophesying is

indeed not altogether distinguished from God, and

it is through the mediation of a directly percep-

tible human attitude that a divine attitude gets

itself fixed in the imagination of the believer.
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What is true of the prophet is equally true of the

preacher whose function it is not fo represent (#od

in his own person, but to depict him with his

tongue. It is generally recognized that the

preacher is neither a moral izer nor u theologian.

But it is less perfectly understood that it is Ins

function to suggest the presence of (bid. His

proper language is that of the imagination, ami

the picture which ho portrays is that of a recipro-

cal social relationship between man ami the Su-

preme Master of the situation of life, I le will not

define God or prove God, but introduce Him and

talk about Him. And at the same time the asso-

ciation of prayer and worship with his sermon, ami

the atmosphere created by the meeting together of

a body of disciples, will act as the confirmation of

his suggestions of such a living presence.

The conveyance of any single religious cult from

generation to generation affords a signal illustra-

tion of the importance in religion of the recogni-

tion of attitude. Religions manage somehow to

survive any amount of transformation of creed

and ritual. It is not what is done, or what m
thought, that identifies the faith of the first Chm-
tians with that of the last, but a certain reckoning

with the disposition of God. The successive gem-
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erations of Christians are introduced into the spirit-

ual world of their fathers, with its furnishing of

hopes and fears remaining substantially the same

;

and their Christianity consists in their continuing

to live in it with only a slight and gradual renova-

tion. To any given individual God is more or

less completely represented by his elders in the

faith in their exhortations and ministerings
;
and

through them he fixes as the centre of his system

an image of God his accuser or redeemer.

§ 25. The complete verification of this interpre-

tation of the religious experience would require the

Historical application of it to the different histori-

Religion. cal cults. In general the examination

rS^ods. of such instances is entirely beyond the

scope of this chapter; but a brief consideration

may be given to those which seem to afford reason-

able grounds for objection.

First, it may be said that in primitive religions

,

notably in fetichism, tabooism, and totemism, there

is no recognition of a cosmical unity. It is quite

evident that there is no conception of a universe.

But it is equally evident that the natural and his-

torical environment in its generality has a very

specific practical significance for the primitive

believer. It is often said with truth that these
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earliest religions arc more profoundly pantheists

than polytheistic. Man recognizes un all-pervad-

ing interest that is capable of being directed to

himself. The selection of a deity is not due to

any special qualification for deification possessed

by the individual object itself, but. to the tacit, pre-

sumption that, as Thales said, “ all things are full

of gods.” The disposition of residual reality mani-

fests to the believer no consistency or unity, but it

is nevertheless the most constant object of his will

lie lives in the midst of a eaprieiousness which he

must appease if he is to establish himself at all.

§ 26. Secondly, in the ease of Buddh ism we are

Buddhism, said to meet with a religion that is es-

sentially atheistic.

“Whether Buddhas arise, 0 priests, or whether

Buddhas do not arise, it remains a fact and the fixed

and necessary constitution of being, that all its con-

stituents are transitory.

”

u

The secret of life lies in the application of this

truth : .

“0 builder 1 I've discovered thee!

This fabric thou shalt ne'er rebuild!

Thy rafters all are broken now,
And pointed roof demolished lies!

This mind has demolition reached,

And seen the last of all desire! ” u

14 Warren; Buddhism in Translations
, p. 14.

16
Ibid., p. 83.
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The case of Buddha himself and of the exponents

of his purely esoteric doctrine, belong to the re-

flective type which will presently be given special

consideration. But with the ordinary believer,

even where an extraneous but almost inevitable

polytheism is least in evidence, the religious ex-

perience consists in substantially the same elements

that appear in theistic religions. The individual

is here living appropriately to the ultimate nature

of things, with the ceaseless periods of time in full

view. That which is brought home to him is the

illusoriness and hollowness of things when taken

in the spirit of active endeavor. The only pro-

found and abiding good is nothingness. While

nature and society conspire to mock him, Nirvana

invites him to its peace. The religious course

of his life consists in the use of such means as

can win him this end. From the stand-point of

the universe he has the sympathy only of that

wisdom whose essence is self-destruction. And

this truth is mediated by the imagination of

divine sympathy, for the Blessed One remains

as the perpetual incarnation of his own blessed-

ness.

§ 27. Finally there remains the consideration of

the bearing of this interpretation upon the more
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refined and disciplined religions. The religion

of the critically enlightened man is less naive

and credulous in its imagery. (Jed
Critical

Religion. tends to vanish into an ideal or u uni-

versal, into some object of theoretical defini-

tion. Here wo are on that borderland where an

assignment of individual eases can never la!

made with any certainty of correctness. We

can generalize only by describing the renditions

that such cases must fulfil if they are prop-

erly to bo denominated religions. And there can

be no question of the justice of deriving such

a description from the reports of historical and in-

stitutional religions. An idealistic, philosophy

will, then, ho a religion just in so far ns it is ren-

dered practically vivid by the imagination. Such

imagination must create and sustain a social rela-

tionship. The question of the legitimacy of this

imagination is another matter. It raises the issue

concerning the judgment of truth implied in re-

ligion, and this is the topic of the next chapter.

At any rate the religious experience may he real-

ized by virtue of the metaphorical or poetical rep-

resentation of a situation as one of intercommuni-

cation between persons, where reflective definition

at the same time denies it. The human worshipper
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sto.jjply the personality of God from himself,

c-NvixLg. Himself as from the divine stand-point,

lit "wlaatever faculty supplies this indispensable

c;i£tl equality of religion, he who defines God as

° ultimate goodness or the ultimate truth, has

^'taiixXy not yet worshipped Him. He begins to

* -I'oligious only when such an ideal determines

° atmosphere of his daily living
;
when he regards

immanence of such an ideal in nature and his-

Ty as tlae object of his will
;
and when he responds

1 its presence in the spirit of his conduct and his

•utemplation.



CHAPTER IV

THE PHILOSOPHICAL IMPLICATIONS OK KKLIOION

§ 28. It has been maintained that religion in

closely analogous to one’s belief in the disposition

Resume of toward one’s self of men or eommuni-

of ReUgOn. ties. In the case of religion this disjai-

sition is attributed to the more or less vaguely con-

ceived residual environment that is recognized as

lying outside of the more familiar natural and

social relations. After the rise of science this

residual environment tends to lie conceived as a

unity -which is ultimate or fundamental, but for

the religious consciousness it is more commonly

regarded as a general source of influence practically

worthy of consideration. Such a belief, like all

belief, is vitally manifested, with such emphasis

upon action, feeling, or intellection as tempera-

ment and mood may determine.

§ 29. But if the psychology of Isilief is the

proper starting-point for a description of the r«-

Reiigion ligious experience, it is none the less

be True. suggestive of the fact that religion, just

82
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because it is belief, is not wholly a matter for psy-

chology. For religion means to be true

>

and thus

submits itself to valuation as a case of knowledge.

The psychological study of religion is misleading

when accepted as a substitute for philosophical

criticism. The religious man takes his religion

not as a narcotic, but as an enlightenment. Its

subjective worth is due at any rate in part to the

supposition of its objective worth. As in any case

of insight, that which warms the heart must have

satisfied the mind. The religious experience pur-

ports to be the part of wisdom, and to afford only

such happiness as increasing wisdom would con-

firm. And the charm of truth cannot survive its

truthfulness. Hence, though religion may be de-

scribed, it cannot be justified, from the stand-point

of therapeutics. Were such the case it would be

the real problem of religious leaders to find a drug

capable of giving a constantly pleasant tone to their

patient’s experience .
1 There would be no differ-

ence between priests and physicians who make a spe-

cialty of nervous diseases, except that the former

would aim at a more fundamental and perpetual

1 As Plato interprets the scepticism of Protagoras to mean
that one state of mind cannot be more true than another,

but only better or worse. Cf. Thecetetus, 167.
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suggestion of serenity. Now no man wants to bo

even a blessed fool He does not want to dwell

constantly in a fictitious world, even if it ho after

his own heart. He may from the cynical point of

view actually do so, but if he he religious lu* thinks

it is reality, and is satisfied only in so far as he

thinks so. He regards the man who 1ms said in

his heart that there is no God as the fool, and not

because he may have to suffer for it, but because

he is cognitively blind to the real nature of things.

Piety, on the other hand, he regards as the standard

experience, the most voracious life. Hence, it is

not an accident that religion has had its creeds ami

its controversies, its wars with science and its ap-

peals to philosophy. The history of these affairs

shows that religion commonly fails to understand

the scope of its own demand for truth; but they

have issued from the deep conviction that one's

religion is, implicitly, at least, in the field of truth

;

that there are theoretical judgments whoso truth

would justify or contradict it.

This general fact being admitted, there remains

the task to which the present discussion addresses

itself, that of defining the kind of theoretical judtj-

merit implied in religion, and the relation to this

central cognitive stem of its efflorescences of myth,
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theology, and ritual. It is impossible to separate

the stem and the efflorescence, or to determine the

precise spot at which destruction of the tissue

would prove fatal to the plant, but it is possible to

obtain some idea of the relative vitality of the

parts.

§ 30. The difficulty of reaching a definite state-

ment in this matter is due to the fact that the truth

Religion in which any religious experience cen-

tres is a practical and not a scientific

G^dis a Dis-
truth. A practical truth does not com-

whic^cfnsT-
itself to any single scientific state-

quenees May ment an(j can often survive the over-
Rationally 7

be Expected, throw of that scientific statement in

which at any given time it has found expression.

In other words, an indefinite number of scientific

truths are compatible with a single practical truth.

An instance of this is the consistency with my ex-

pectation of the alternation of day and night, of

either the Ptolemaic or Copernican formulation of

the solar system. Now expectation that the sun

will rise to-morrow is an excellent analogue of my
religious belief. Celestial mechanics is as relevant

to the one as metaphysics to the other. Neither is

overthrown until a central practical judgment is

discredited, and either could remain true through
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a very considerable; alteration of logical definition;

but neither is on this account exempt from theoreti-

cal responsibility. In so far as religion delilier-

ately enters the field of science, and defines its

formularies with the historical or met a physical

method, this difficulty does not, of course, exist.

Grant that the years of Methuselah's life, or tin 1 pre-

cise place and manner of the temptation of Jesus,

or the definition of Christ in the terms -rtf the,

Athanasiaa Creed, aro constitutive of ( 'hristiumty,

and the survival of that religion will lie determined

by the solution of ordinary problem# of histories!

or metaphysical research. Hut the Christian will

very properly claim that his religion is only exter-

nally and accidentally related to such projsmitions,

since they are never or very randy intended in Ids

experience. As religions he is occupied with

Christ as his saviour or with God as his protector

and judge. The history of Jesus or the meta-

physics of God essentially concern him only in so

far as they may or may not invalidate this relation-

ship. He cares only for the power and disposition

of the divine, and these are affected by history and

metaphysics only in so far as he has definitely put

them to such proof.

For my religion is my sense of a practical situa-
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tion, and only when that has been proved to be

folly has my religion become untrue. M;y God is

my practical faith, my plan of salvation. My re-

ligion is overthrown if I am convinced that I have

misconceived the situation and mistaken what I

should do to be saved. The conception of God is

very simple practically, and very complex theo-

retically, a fact that confirms its practical genesis.

My conception of God contains an. idea of my own

interests
,
an idea of the disposition of the universe

toward my interests
,
and some working plan for

the reconciliation of these tvSo terms . These three

elements form a practical unity, but each is capable

of emphasis, and a religion may be transformed

through the modification of any one of them. It

appears, then, as has always been somewhat vaguely

recognized, that the truth of religion is ethical

as well as metaphysical or scientific. My religion

will be altered by a change in my conception of

what constitutes my real interest, a change in my
conception of the fundamental causes of reality,

or a change in my conception of the manner in

which my will may or may not affect these causes.

God is neither an entity nor an ideal, but always

a relation of entity to ideal : reality regarded from

the stand-point of its favorableness or unfavorable-
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ness to human life, and prescribing for the latter

the propriety of a certain attitude.

§ 31. The range of historical examples is limit-

Historical

Examples of

Religious

Truth and

Error.

The Religion

of Baal.

less, but certain of those are especially

calculated to emphasize the application

of a criterion to religion. Such is the

case with Elijah’s encounter with the

prophets of Baal, as narrated in the Old Testa-

ment.

"And Elijah came near unto all the people, ami said,

How long halt yc between two opinions? If Yahweh

be God, follow him: but if Baal, then follow him* . - .

And call ye on the name of your god, and 1 will call on

the name of Yahweh: and the God that answereth by

fire, let him be God. . . . And Elijah said unto the

prophets of Baal, Choose you one bullock for yourselves,

and dress it first; for ye are many; and call on the nante

of your god, but put no fire under. And they took the

bullock which was given them, and they dressed it, and

called on the name of Baal from morning even until

noon, saying, 0 Baal, hear us. But there was no voice,

nor any that answered. . . . And it came to pass

at noon, that Elijah mocked them, and said, Cry aloud

:

for he is a god; either he is musing, or he is gone aside,

or he is in a journey, or peradventure he aleepeth, and
must be awaked. And they cried aloud, and cut them-
selves after their manner with knives and lances, till the

blood gushed out upon them. . , . But them was
neither voice, nor any to answer, nor any that regarded."

*

2 Quoted with some omissions from / Kings, 18: 21-20,
The Hebrew term Yahweh, the name of the national deity,

has been substituted for the English translation, "the Ix*rd."
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The religion of the followers of Baal here con-

sists in a belief in the practical, virtue of a mode

of address and form of ritual associated with the

traditions and customs of a certain social group.

The prophets of this cult agree to regard the ex-

periment proposed by Elijah as a crucial test, and

that which is disproved from its failure is a plan

of action. These prophets relied upon the pres-

ence of a certain motivity, from which a defi-

nite response could be evoked by an appeal which

they were peculiarly able to make; but though

“ they prophesied until the
1

time of the offering

of the evening oblation/’ there was none that

regarded.

§ 32. An equally familiar and more instructive

example is the refutation of the Greek national

Greek
religion by 'Lucretius. The conception

Reiigion. of life which Lucretius finds unwar-

ranted is best depicted in Homer. There we hear

of a society composed of gods and men. Though

the gods, on the one hand, have their own history,

their affairs are never sharply sundered from those

of men, who, on the other hand, must constantly

reckon with them, gauge their attitude, and seek

their favor by paying tribute to their individual

humors and preferences. In the Ninth Book of
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the “ Iliad,” Phoenix addresses himself to the re-

calcitrant Achilles as follows

:

“It fits not ono that move*

The hearts of all, to live unmov’d, awl mirror bate* for

loves.

The Gods themselves are flexible; whose virtues, honors,

pow’rs.

Are more than thine, yet they will bend their breasts as

we bend ours.

Perfumes, benign devotions, savors of offerings burn’d,

And holy rites, the engines are with which their hearts

are turn’d.

By men that pray to them.” 1

Here is a general recognition of that which

makes sacrifice rational. I t is because ho conceives

this presupposition to bo mistaken, that Lucretius

declares the practices and fears which arc founded

upon it to be folly. It is the same with all that is

practically based upon the expectation of a life

beyond the grave. Tho correction of the popular

religion is due in his opinion to that trim view of

the world taught by Epicurus, whose memory

Lucretius thus invokes at the opening of the Third

Book of the “ De Reruin Natura

“Thee, who first wast able amid such thick darkness
to raise on high so bright a beacon and shed a light on
the true interests of life, thee I follow, glory of the ( ircck

race, and plant now my footsteps firmly fixed in thy
imprinted marks. . . . For soon as thy philosophy

* Iliad, Book IX, lines 467 «<j. Translation by Chapman.
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issuing from a godlike intellect has begun with loud

voice to proclaim the nature of things, the terrors of the

mind are dispelled, the walls of the world part asunder,

I see things in operation throughout the whole void: the

divinity of the gods is revealed and their tranquil abodes

which neither winds do shake nor clouds drench with

rains nor snow congealed by sharp frost harms with

hoary fall: an ever cloudless ether o'ercanopies them,

and they laugh with light shed largely round. Nature

too supplies all their wants and nothing ever impairs

their peace of mind. But on the other hand the Acheru-

sian quarters 4 are nowhere to be seen, though earth is

no bar to all things being descried, which are in opera-

tion underneath our feet throughout the void." 5

In another passage, after 'describing the Phry-

gian worship of Gybele, he comments as follows

:

“
All which, well and beautifully as it is set forth and

told, is yet widely removed from true reason. For the

nature of gods must ever in itself of necessity enjoy

immortality together with supreme repose, far removed

and withdrawn from our concerns; since exempt from

every pain, exempt from all dangers, strong in its own
resources, not wanting aught of us, it is neither gained

by favors nor moved by anger. . . . The earth

however is at all time without feeling, and because it

receives into it the first-beginnings of many things, it

brings them forth in many ways into the light of the

sun." 8

If the teaching of Epicurus be true it is evident

4 The supposed abode, of departed spirits.

5 Lucretius: De Rerum Natura
,
Book III, lines 1 sq. Trans-

lated by Munro.
8
Ibid., Book II, lines 644 sq.
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in his chosen people determines the prosperity of

him who practises the social virtues.

“The name of Yahweh is a strong tower: the righteous

runneth into it, and is safe.”

“He that is steadfast in righteousness shall attain

unto life.”

“To do justice and judgment is more acceptable to

Yahweh than sacrifice.” 9

But in time it is evident to the believer that

his experience does not bear out this expectation.

Neither as a Jew nor as a righteous man does he

prosper more than his neighbor. He comes, there-

fore, to distrust the virtue of his wisdom.

“Then I saw that wisdom excelleth folly, as far as

light excelleth darkness. The wise man’s eyes are in

his head, and the fool walketh in darkness: and yet I

perceived that one event happeneth to them all. Then
said I in my heart, As it happeneth to the fool, so will it

happen even to me; and why was I then more wise?

Then I said in my heart, that this also was vanity. For

of the wise man, even as of the fool, there is no remem-

brance forever; seeing that in the days to come all will

have been already forgotten. And how doth the wise

man die even as the fool! So I hated life; because the

work that is wrought under the sun was grievous unto

me: for all is vanity and a striving after wind.” 10

It is evident that he who expects the favor of for-

of what Jehovah prescribes, combined with a reverent obe-

dience.” The Religion of the Semites, p. 23.
8 Proverbs, 18:10; 11:19; 21:3.
10 Ecclesiastes^ 2: 13 sq.
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tune in return for his observance of precept is mis-

taken. The “work that is wrought under the

sun ” makes no special provision for him during

his lifetime. Unless the cry of vanity is to be the

last word there must be a reinterpretation of the

promise of God. This appears in the new ideal

of patient submission, and the chastened faith that

expects only the love of God. And those whom

God loves He will not forsake. They will come to

their own, if not here, then beyond, according to

His inscrutable but unswerving plan.

“The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit: a broken

and a contrite heart, 0 God, thou wilt not despise.”

“ For thus saith the high and lofty One that inhabiteth

eternity, whose name is Holy: I dwell in the high and

holy place, with him also that is of a contrite and humble

spirit, to revive the spirit of the humble, and to revive

the heart of the contrite ones.” 11

In this faith Judaism merges into Christian-

ity.
12 In the whole course of this evolution God

is regarded as the friend of his people, but his

people learn to find a new significance in his

friendship. That which is altered is the conduct

which that friendship requires and the expecta-

11 Psalms , 51:17; Isaiah, 57:15.
12 In this discussion of Judaism I am much indebted to

Matthew Arnold's Literature and Dogma, especially Chap-

ters I and II.
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turn which it determines. The practical ideal

which the relationship sanctions, changes gradually

from that of prudence to that of goodness for its

own sake. God, once an instrument relevant to

human temporal welfare, has come to be an object

of disinterested service.

No such transformation as this was absolutely

realized during the period covered by the writings

of the Old Testament, nor has it even yet been

realized in the development of Christianity. But

the evolution of both Judaism and Christianity

has taken this direction. The criterion of this

evolution is manifestly both ethical and metaphys-

ical. A Christian avows that lie rates purity of

character above worldly prosjKjrity, so that the

former cannot properly lx) prized for the sake

of the latter. Furthermore, he shares more or

less unconsciously such philosophical and scien-

tific opinions as deny truth to the conception of

special interferences and dispensations from a su-

pernatural agency. Therefore he looks for no fire

from heaven to consume his sacrifice. But his

religion is nevertheless a practical expectation,

lie believes that God is good, and that God loves

him and sustains him. He believes that there

obtains between himself, in so far as good, and the



THE AVVKOMll TO VlUU^miYm
universe sirh sprnr rfrruiftifi'\ a real yvmpathv and

rceiprocal reenforcemeni. II*' Isdieves I hal he.

wi'uivh through flu* profoundly ]*ofenf fnrees of

the universe that whieh hr regard* a . of most worth

;

and that somewhat is added to the<r furors in* vir-

tm* nf his eonseerafmm 1 hr i iud of the < 'itrist ians

cannot Ik* defined sh«»rf *d o am* such account as

this, inclusive of an ideal, an attitude, and an ex**

peetation. In other word* the (J«u| of the < ’hris*

turns is to he known only in terms of the Thrift*

like outlook upon life, in which the disciple is
m

taught to emulate the master. W hen moral and

intellectual development ‘dutll have discredited

either its wale of value*, or its conviction that

ensmieul events are in the eml determined in ac-

cordance with that seale of values, then t ‘hrisfum*

it v must either l*e f raunfonued* *<r !«' uuteuahlc fur

the wise man. If we have eonerived the esmuiee

of (’hrisfiuuity t on hrmidly or vaguely, it dues not

much matter for our present purj*»nes, Its es-

sence is, at any rntt% some nod* inwardness of life

resolving ideality and reality info one, and draw**

mg ujxm objective truth only to the extent required

fur the confirming of that relation.

| If f, We conclude* then, our attempt to cmplun

amt the cognitive factor in religion* with the thesis
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The Cognitive that every religion centres m a practical
Factor in . .

Religion. secret of the universe. Jo be religion#

is lo believe that a certain correlation of force#,

moral and factual, is in reality operative , and that

it determines the propriety and effectiveness of

a certain type of living . Whatever demonstrates

the futility , vanity , or self-deception of this living

,

discredit# the religion. A nd
,
per contra , except as

they define or refute such practical truth 9 religion

is not essentially concerned 'with theoretical judg-

ments*
*

$ 35. But neither religion nor any other human

interest consists in essentials. Such a practical

The Place of Conviction US that which has lioon tie-

imagination
. ,

m Religion, lined inevitably Hewers into a marvel-

ous complexity, and taps for its nourishment every

spontaneity of human nature. If it be said that

only the practical conviction is essential, this

is not the same as to say that all else is super-

fluous. There may bo no single utterance that my

religion could not have spared, and yet were I to

be altogether dumb my religion would, indeed,

be as nothing. For if I believe, I accept a pres-

ence in my world, which as I live will figure in

my dreams, pr in my thoughts, or in my habits.
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And each of these expressions of myself will have

a truth if it do but bear out my practical accept-

ance of that presence. The language of religion,

like that of daily life, is not the language of sci-

ence except it take it upon itself to be so. There

is scarcely a sentence which I utter in my daily

intercourse with men which is not guilty of trans-

gressions against the canons of accurate and defi-

nite thinking. Yet if I deceive neither myself nor

another, I am held to be truthful, even though my

language deal with chance and accident, material

purposes and spiritual causes, and though I vow

that the sun smiles or the moon lets down her hair

into the sea. Science is a special interest in the

discovery of unequivocal and fixed conceptions, and

employs its terms with an unalterable connotation.

But no such algebra of thought is indispensable

to life or conversation, and its lack is no proof of

error. Such is the case also with that eminently

living affair, religion. I may if I choose, and I

will if my reasoning powers be at all awakened,

be a theologian. But theology, like science, is a

special intellectual spontaneity. St. Thomas, the

master theologian, did not glide unwittingly from

prayer into the qucestiones of the “ Summa Theo-

'

logiae,” but turned to them as to a fr^h adventure.
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Theology is inevitable, because humanly speaking

adventure is inevitable. For man, with his intel-

lectual spontaneity, every object is a problem ; and

did he not seek sooner or later to define salvation,

there would be good reason to believe that he did

not practically reckon with any. But this is simi-

larly and mdependmtly true of the imagination,

the most familiar means with which man clothes

and vivifies Ins convictions, the exuberance with

which he plays about them and delights to confess

them. The imagination of religion, contributing

what Matthew Arnold called its “ poetry and elo-

quence,” does not submit itself to such canons as

arc binding upon theology or science, but exists

and flourishes in its own right.

The indispensableness to religion of the imagina-

tion is duo to that faculty’s power of realizing what

is not perceptually present. Religion is not inter-

ested in the apparent, but in the secret essence or

the transcendent universal. And yet this interest

is a practical one. Imagination may introduce

one into the vivid presence of the secret or the

transcendent It is evident that the religions im-

agination hero coincides with poetry. For it is

at least one of the interests of poetry to cultivate

and satisfy a sense for the universal
;
to obtain an
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immediate experience or appreciation that shall

have the vividness without the particularism of

ordinary perception. And where a poet elects so

to view the world, we allow him as a poet the

privilege, and judge him by the standards to which

he submits himself. That upon which we pass

judgment is the fitness of Ms expression. This

expression is not, except in the case of the theo-

retical mystic, regarded as constituting the most

valid form of the idea, but is appreciated expressly

for its fulfilment of the condition of immediacy.

The same sort of critical attitude is in order with

the fruits of the religious imagination. These

may or may not fulfil enough of the require-

ments of that art to be properly denominated

poetry
;
but like poetry they are the translation of

ideas into a specific language. They must not,

therefore, be judged as though they claimed to

excel in point of validity, but only in point of con-

sistency with the context of that language. And
the language of religion is the language of the

practical life. Such translation is as essential to

an idea that is to enter into the religious experi-

ence, as translation into terms of immediacy is

essential to an idea that is to enter into the appre-

ciative consciousness of the poet. Igo object can
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find a place in my religion until it is conjoined

with my purposes and hopes; until it is taken for

granted and acted upon, like the love of my friends,

or the courses of the stars, or the stretches of

' ,.s

the sea.

§ 30. The religious imagination, then, is to be

understood and justified as that which brings the

The special objects of religion within the range of

livin& Tlm <‘(,ntral w-litfimiH object, a«

Imagination.
J, us \)(mx is HIl attitude of the ro-

siduum or totality of tilings. To ho religious one

must have a sense for the presence of an attitude,

like his sense for the presence of his 1mman fid-

lows, with all the added appreciation that is proper

in the cast' of an object that is unique in its mys-

tery or in its majesty. It follows that; the religious

imagination fulfils its function in so far as it pro-

vides the object of religion with properties similar

to those which lend vividness and reality to the

normal social relations.

The presence of one’s fellows is in part the per-

ceptual experience of their bodies. To this there

corresponds in religion some extraordinary or sub-

tle, appearance. The gods may in visions or

dreams be met with in their own proper embodi-

ments; or, as is more common, they may be re-
*%
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garded as present for practical purposes : in some

inanimate object, as in the case of the fetish
;
in

some animal species, as in the case of the totem;

in some place, as in the case of the shrine
;
or even

in some human being, as in the case of the inspired

prophet and miracle worker. In more refined and

highly developed religions the medium of God’s

presence is less specific. He is perceived with

“—a sense sublime

Of something far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns.

And the round ocean and the living air.

And the blue sky,«and in the mind of man”

God is here found in an interpretation of the com-

mon and the natural, rather than in any individual

and peculiar embodiment. And here the poet’s

appreciation, if not his art, is peculiarly indis-

pensable.

But, furthermore, his fellows are inmates of

“ the household of man ” in that he knows their

history. They belong to the temporal context of

actions and events. Similarly, the gods must be

historical. The sacred traditions or books of re-

ligion are largely occupied with this history. The

more individual and anthropomorphic the gods,

the more local and episodic will be the account of

their affairs. In the higher religions the acts of
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God are few and momentous, such as creation or

special providence; or they are identical with the

events of nature and human history when these

are construed as divine. To find God in this lat-

ter way requires an interpretation of the course

of events in terms of some moral consistency, a

faith that sees some purpose in their evident des-

tination*

There is still another and a more significant

way in which men recognize one another: the way

of address and conversation* And men have in-

variably held a similar intercourse with their gods.

To this category belong communion and prayer,

with all their varieties of expression. I have no

god until I address him. This will he the most

direct evidence of what is at least from my point

of view a social relation. There can be no general

definition of the form which this address will take.

There may be as many special languages, as many

attitudes, and as much playfulness and subtlety

of symbolism as in human intercourse. But, on

the other hand, there are certain utterances that

are peculiarly appropriate to religion. In so far

as he regards his object as endowed with both

power and goodness the worshipper will use the lan-

guage of adoration
;
and the sense of his depend-
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ence will speak in terms of consecration and

thanksgiving.

"0 God, thou art my God; early will I sock thee:

My soul thirsteth for thee, my flesh longot h for time,

In a dry and weary land, when? no water is.

So have I looked upon thee in the sanctuary,

To see thy power and thy glory.

For thy loving-kindness is better than life;

My lips shall praise thee.”

These are expressions of a hopeful faith; hut,

on the other hand, God may bo addressed in terms

of hatred and distrust.

“Who is most wretched in this dolorous placet

I think myself
;
yet I would rather lie %

My miserable self than He, than He

Who formed such creatures to his own disgrace.

“ The vilest thing must be. less vile than Thou

From whom it had its being, God and l-rtmU

Creator of all woe and sin! abhorml,

Malignant and implacable.’
7 ia

In either case there may be an indefinite degree

of hyperbole. The language of love and hate, of

confidence and despair, is not the language of de-

scription. In this train of the religious conscious-

ness there is occasion for whatever eloquence man

can feel, and whatever rhetorical luxuriance he

can utter.

13 James Thomson: The City of Dreadful Night . Quoted
by James, in The Will to Believe, etc p. 45.
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8 57. Such considerations as these serve to ac-

count for the exercise and certain of the fruits of

The Relation the religious imagination, and to des-
between

imagination ignute the general criterion governing
and Truth in . .

Religion. its propriety. But how is one to deter-

mine the houndary between the imaginative and

the cognitive? It is commonly agreed that what

religion says and does is not all intended literally.

But when is expression of religion only poetry and

eloquence, and when is it matter of conviction?

If we revert again to the cognitive aspect of re-

ligion, it is evident that there is hut one test to

apply: whatever either fortifies or misleads the will

is literal conviction . This test cannot he applied

absolutely, because it can properly he applied only

to the intention of an individual experience.

However I may express my religion, that which I

express, is, we have seen, an expectation. The

degree to which T literally mean what I say is

then the degree to which it determines my expec-

tations. Whatever adds no item to these expecta-

tions, but only recognizes and vitalizes them, is

pure imagination. But it follows that it is en-

tirely impossible from direct inspection to define

any given expression of religious experience as

myth, or to define the degree to which it is myth*
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It submits to such distinctions only when viewed

from the stand-point of the concrete, religions ex-

perience which it expresses. Any such given ex-

pression could easily bo all imagination to one,

and all conviction to another. Consider the pas-

sage which follows

:

"And I saw the heaven opened; and behold, a white

horse, and he that sat thereon, called Faithful and True;

and in righteousness he doth judge and make war. And
his eyes are a flame of fire, and ujxm his head are many
diadems; and he hath a name written, which no one

knoweth but he himself. And he is arrayed in a garment

sprinkled with blood : And his name is called The Word
of God.” 14

Is this all rhapsody, or is it in part true report?

There is evidently no answer to the question so

conceived. But if it were to expretw my own re-

ligious feeling it would have some specific propor-

tion of literal and metaphorical significance, ac-

cording to the degree to which its detail contributes

different practical values to mo. It might then Iki

my guide-book to the heavens, or only my testimony

to the dignity and mystery of the function of

Christ.

The development of religion boars in a very im-

portant way upon this last problem. The factor

14 Revelation, 19 : U-13.
_
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of imagination has undoubtedly pome to have a

more clearly recognized role in religion. There

can be no doubt that what we now call myths were

once beliefs, and that what we now call poetry was

once history. If we go back sufficiently far wo

come to a time when the literal and the meta-

phorical were scarcely distinguishable, and this

because science had not emerged from the early

animistic extension of social relations. Men

meant to address their gods as they addressed their

fellows, and expected them to hear and respond, as

they looked for such reactions within the narrower

circle, of ordinary intercourse. The advance of

science has brought into vogue a description of

nature that inhibits such expectations. The re-

sult has been that men, continuing to use the same

terms, essentially expressive as they are of a prac-

tical relationship, have come to regard them as

only a general expression of their attitude. The

differences of content that arc in excess of factors

of expectation remain as poetry and myth. On

the other hand, it is equally possible, if not equally

common, for that which was once imagined to

come to be believed. Such a transformation is,

perhaps, normally the case when the inspired utter-

ance passes from its author to the cult. The
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prophets and sweet singers are likely to possess an

exuberance of imagination not appreciated by their

followers; and for this reason almost certainly

misunderstood. For these reasons it, is manifestly

absurd to fasten the name of myth or the name of

creed upon any religious utterance whatsoever,

unless it be so regarded from tin* stand-point, of the

personal religion which it, originally expressed, or

unless one means by so doing to define it as an

expression of his own religion. He who defines

“ the myth of creation,” or “ the pootienl story of

Samson,” as parts of the prc-( Ihristian Judaic, re-

ligion, exhibits a total loss of historical sense. The

distinction between cognition and fancy does not

exist among objects, but, only in the iniending ex-

perience; hence, for me to attach my own distinc-

tion, to any individual case of belief, viewed apart

from the believer, is an utterly confusing projec-

tion of my own personality into the field of my
study.

§ 38. Only after such considerations as these

are we qualified to attack that much-vexed question

The pmioso- as to whether religion deals invariably

in Religion with a personal god. Tt. is often as-
*nd la ;
Religion. sumed in discussion of this question

that “personal god,” as well as “god,” is a dis-
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tinct and familiar kind of entity, like a dragon or

centaur; its existence alone being problematical.

This is doubly false to the religious employment

of such an object. If it be true that in religion

we mean by God a practical interpretation of the

world, whatsoever be its nature
,
then the jxmsonul-

ity of God must be a derivative of the attitude, and

not of the nature of the world. Given the prac-

tical outlook upon life, there is no definable world

that cannot be construed under the form of God.

My god is my world practically recognized in ro-
*

spect of its fundamental or ultimate attitude to my

ideals. In the sense, then, conveyed by this term

attitude, my god will invariably possess the char-

acters of personality. But the degree to which

these characters will coincide with the characters

which I assign to human persons, or the terms of

any logical conception of personality, cannot be

absolutely defined. Anthropomorphisms may be

imagination or they may l>o literal conviction.

This will depend, as above maintained, upon the

degree to which they determine my expectations.

Suppose the world t.<> he theoretically conceived as

governed by laws that are indifferent to all human

interests. The practical expression of this concep-

tion appears, in the naturalism of Lucretius, or
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Diogenes, or Omar Khayyam. Living in the

vivid presence of an indifferent world, 1 may pict-

ure my gods as leading their own lives in some

remote realm which is inaccessible to my petitions,

or as regarding me with sinister and contemptuous

cruelty- In the latter ease 1 may shrink and

cower, or return them contempt for contempt. I

mean this literally only if I look for consequences

following directly from the (‘motional coloring

which I have bestowed upon them. It may well

be that I mean merely to regard myself suh specie

eternitatis
,
in which case I am person![pint/ in the

sense of free imagination. In the religion of en-

lightenment the divine attitude tends to 1 along to

the poetry and eloquence of religion rather than to

its cognitive intent This is true even of optimistic

and idealistic religion. The love and providence

of God are less commonly supposed to warrant an

expectation of special and arbitrary favors, and

have come more and more to mean the play of my
own feeling about the general central conviction

of the favorableness of the cosmos to my deeper or

moral concerns. But the factor of personality can-

not possibly be entirely eliminated, for the religious

consciousness creates a social relationship between

man and the universe. Such an interpretation of
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life is not a ease of the pathetic fallacy, unless it

incorrectly reckons with the inner feeling which it

attributes to the universe. It is an obvious prac-

tical truth that the total or residual environment

is significant for life. Grunt this and you make

rational a recognition of that significance, or a

more or less constant sense of coincidence or con-

flict with cosmical forces. Permit this conscious-

ness to stand, and you make some expression of it

inevitable. Such an expression may, furthermore,

with perfect propriety and in fulfilment of human

nature, set forth and transfigure this central belief

until it may enter into the context of immediacy.

Thus any conception of the universe whatso-

ever may afford a basis for religion. But there is

no religion that does not virtually make a more

definite claim upon the nature of things, and this

entirely independently of its theology, or explicit

attempt to define itself. Every religion, even in

the very living of It, is naturalistic, or dualistic,

or pluralistic, or optimistic, or idealistic, or pessi-

mistic, And there is in the realm of truth that

which justifies or refutes these definite practical

ways of construing the 1 universe. But no historical

religion is ever so vague even as this in its phil-

osophical implications. Indeed, we shall always
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be brought eventually to the inner meaning of some

individual religious experience, where no general

criticism can be certainly valid.

There is, then, a place in religion for that, which

is not directly answerable to philosophical or sci-

entific standards. But there is always, on the

other hand, an element of hope which conceives

the nature of the world, and means to he grounded

in reality. In respect of that element, philosophy

is indispensable to religion. The meaning of re-

ligion is, in fact, the central problem of philosophy.

There is a virtue in religion like that which Kmor-

son ascribes to poetry. “ The poet is in the right,

attitude; he is believing; the philosopher, after

some struggle, having only reasons for believing.”

But whatever may be said to the disparagement

of its dialectic, philosophy is the justification of

religion, and the criticism of religions. To it

must be assigned the task of so refining positive

religion as to contribute to the perpetual establish-

ment of true religion. And to philosophy, with

religion, belongs the task of holding fast to the

idea of the universe. There is no religion except

before you begin, or after you have rested from,

your philosophical speculation. But in the uni-

verse these interests have a common object. As
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philosophy is the articulation and vindication of

religion, so is religion the realization of philoso-

phy. In philosophy thought is brought up to the

elevation of lift 1

,
and in religion philosophy, as tho

sum of wisdom, (inters into life.



CHAPTER V

NATURAL 8CIRNOB AND IMIILOH0UHY

§ 39. In the case of natural science we meet

not only with a special human interest, but with a

Th« t™ theoretical discipline. We are eon-
Relations of

Philosophy fronted, therefore, with a new question:

Misconcep- that, of the relation within tins body of

tagonisms. human knowledge of two of its eon-

stituent members. Owing to the militant, temper

of the representatives of both science and philos-

ophy, this has long since ceased to bo an academic

question, and has frequently been met in the spirit

of rivalry and partisanship. But the true order

of knowledge is only temporarily distorted by the

brilliant success of a special type of investigation

;

and the conquests of science are now so old a story

that critical thought shows a disposition to judge

of the issue with sobriety and logical highminded-

ness.

In the seventeenth century a newly emancipated

and too sanguine reason proposed to know the

whole of nature at once in terms of mathematics
f

114
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and mechanics. Thus the system of tin* English-

uum 1 1 ohls \s was science .swelled to world -propor-

tions, simple, compact, conclusive, and all-compre-

hensive, Philosophy projmsed to do the work of

science, hut in its own grand manner, The last

twenty years of llohhes’s life* sjxmt in repeated

discomfiture at the hands of Seth Ward, Wallis,

Boyle, anti other scientific experts of the new

Jloyal Society, eertitied conclusively to the failure

of this enterprise, and the experimental sjacialist

thereupon took exclusive possession of the field of

natural law. But the idealist, on the other hand,

reconstructed nature to meet, the demands of phil-

osophical knowledge and religious faith. There

issued, together with little mutual understanding

and less sympathy, on the one hand positivism, or

exclusive expcrimentulism, and on the other hand

a rabid and unsympathetic trauHcemlcutalism.

Hume, who consigned to the flames all thought

save u
uhstraet reasoning concerning quantity or

number,n and “ exjMcimontal reasoning concern**

ing matter of fact and existence”; Comte, who

assigned metaphysics to an immature stage in the

development of human intelligence; and Tyndall,

who reduced the religious consciousness to an emo-

tional experience of mystery, are typical of the one
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attitude. The other is well exhibited in Seholl-

ing’s reference to
“

the. blind nn<l thoughtless mode

of investigating nature which has become generally

established since the corruption of philosophy by

Bacon, and of physics by Boyle.” Dogmatic, ex-

perimentalism and dogmatic idealism signify more

or less consistently the abstract isolation of the

scientific and philosophical motives.

There is already a touch of quaint,whs in both

of these attitudes. We of the present are in the

habit of acknowledging the autonomy of science,

and the unimpeachable validity of the results of

experimental research in so far- as they are sanc-

tioned by tbe consensus of experts. But at. the

same time we recognize the definiteness of the task

of science, and the validity of such reservations us

may be made from a higher critical jxiint. of view.

Science is to be transcended in so far as it is under-

stood as a whole. Philosophy is critically empiri-

cal
;
empirical, because it regards all bona fide de-

scriptions of experience as knowledge; critical,

because attentive to the conditions of both geueral

and special knowledge. And in terms of a critical

empiricism so defined, it is one of the problems

of philosophy to define and appraise the generating

problem of science, and so to determine the value
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assignable to natural lawn in the whole system of

knowledge.

§ *10. If thin 1 h* the true function of philosophy

with reference to science, several current; notions

Th« sphrr«» of of t In* relations of flic* spheres of those
Philosophy

.

«»dSdcuc«. disciplines may ho disproved, In the

first piano, philosophy will not ho all the sciences

regarded as one science. Science tends to unify

without any higher criticism. The various sen*

cnees already regain! the one nature as their com-

mon object, and the one system of interdependent

laws as their common achievement. The philoso-

pher who tries to.hb all science at once fails igno-

mimously because he tries to replace the work of

a specialist with the work of a dilettante; and if

philosophy he identical with that body of truth

accumulated and organized hy the cooperative ac-

tivity of scientific men, then philosophy Is a name

and there Is no occasion for the existence of the

philosopher as such. Secondly, philosophy will

not be the assembling of the sciences; for such

would be a merely clerical work, and the philoso-

pher would mueh lie! ter bo regarded as non-existent

than as a book-keeper. Nor, thirdly, is philosophy

an auxiliary discipline that may be called upon in

emergencies for the solution of some baffling proh-
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lem of science. A problem defined by seicnoo

must be solved in the scientific manner. Science

•will accept no aid from the gods when engaged in

her own campaign, but will tight it out according

to her own principles of warfare. And as long

as science moves in her own plane, she can acknowl-

edge no permanent harriers. There is then no need

of any superseientifie research that shall replace,

or piece together, or extend the work of science.

But the savant is not on this account in possession

of the entiro field of knowledge. It. is true that

he is not infrequently moved to such a conviction

when he takes ns about to view his estates.

Together we ascend up into heaven, or make our

"beds in sheol, or take the wings of the morning

and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea—and

look in vain for anything that is not work done,

or work projected, by natural science. Persuade

him, however, to define his estates, and he. has cir-

cumscribed them. In his definition ho must em-

ploy conceptions more fundamental than the work-

ing conceptions that he employs within his field

of study. Indeed, in viewing his task as definite

and specific he has undertaken the solution of the

problem of philosophy. The logical self-conscious-

ness has been awakened, and there is no honorablef t
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way of putting it to sleep again. This is precisely

what takes place in any account of the generating

problem of science. To define science is to define

at least one realm that is other than science, the

realm of active intellectual endeavor with its own

proper categories. One cannot reflect upon sci-

ence and assign it an end, and a method proper

to that end, without bringing into the field of

knowledge a broader field of experience than the

field proper to science, broader at any rate by the

presence in it of the scientific activity itself.

Here, then, is the field* proper to philosophy.

The scientist qua scientist is intent upon his own

determinate enterprise. The philosopher comes

into being as one who is interested in observing

what it is that the scientist is so intently doing.

In taking this interest he has accepted as a field

for investigation that which he would designate

as the totality of interests or the inclusive experi-

ence. He can carry out his intention of defining

the scientific attitude only by standing outside it,

and determining it by means of nothing less than

an exhaustive searching out of all attitudes. Phi-

losophy is, to be sure, itself a definite activity and

an attitude, but an attitude required by definition

to be conscious of itself, and, if you please, con-
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scions of its own consciousness, tint i I its attitude

shall have embraced in its object the very prin-

ciple of attitudes. Philosophy defines itself and

all other human tasks and interests. None have,

furnished a clearer justification of philosophy Hum

those men of scientific predilections who have

claimed the title of agnostics, A good instance is

furnished by a contemporary physicist, who has

chosen to call his reflections
u nntimefaphysieah’

1

“ Physical science does not pretend to be a complete

view of the world; it simply claims that, it is working

toward such a complete yiew in the future. The highest

philosophy of the scientific investigator in precisely this

toleration of an incomplete conception of the world and

the preference for it, rather than an apparently perfect,

but inadequate conception." 1

It is apparent that if one were to challenge

such a statement, the issue raised would at once

be philosophical and not scientific. The problem

here stated and answered, requires for its solu-

tion the widest inclusiveness of view, and a pe-

culiar interest in critical reflection and logical

coordination.

§ 41. One may be prepared for a knowledge of

1 Ernst Mach*. Science of Mechanics. Translation by McCor-
mack, p. 464. No one has made more important contribu-
tions than Professor Mach to a certain definite modern
philosophical movement. Cf, § 207.
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the economic and social significance of the railway

The Procedure even if one does not know a throttle
of a Philoso-

phy of Science, from a piston-rod, provided one has

broad and well-balanced knowledge of the inter-

play of human social interests. One’s proficiency

here requires one to stand off from society, and to

obtain a perspective that shall be as little distorted

as possible. The reflection of the philosopher of

science requires a similar quality of perspective.

All knowledges, together with the knowing of them,

must be his object yonder, standing apart in its

wholeness and symmetry. Philosophy is the least

dogmatic, the most empirical, of all disciplines,

since it is the only investigation that can permit

itself to be forgetful of nothing.

But the most comprehensive view may be the

most distorted and false. The true order of knowl-

edge is the difficult task of logical analysis, requir-

ing as its chief essential some determination of

the scope of the working conceptions of the differ-

ent independent branches of knowledge. In the

case of natural science this would mean an exam-

ination of the method and results characteristic of

this field, for the sake of defining the kind of

truth which attaches to the laws which are being

gradually formulated. But one must immediately
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reach either the one or the other of two very gen-

eral conclusions. If the laws of natural seienee

cover all possible knowledge <>t reality, then there,

is left to philosophy only the logical function of

justifying this statement. Logie, and natural sci-

ence will then constitute the. sum of knowledge.

If, on the other hand, it be found that the aim of

natural science is such as to exclude certain as-

pects of reality, then philosophy will not. lie re-

stricted to logical criticism, but will lmve a cog-

nitive field of its own. The great majority of

philosophers have assumed the latter of these alter-

natives to ho true, while moat, aggressive scientists

have intended the former in their somewhat blind

attacks upon “
metaphysics.” Although the se-

lection of either of these alternatives involves ns

in the defence of a specific answer to a philosophi-

cal question, the issue is inevitable in any intro-

duction to philosophy because of its bearing upon

the extent of the field of that study. Further-

more there can he no better exposition of the mean-

ing of philosophy of science than an illustration

of its exercise. The following, then, is to be re-

garded as on the one hand a tentative refutation

of positivism, or the claim of natural science to be

coextensive with hnowalle reality;; and on the
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other hand a programme for flu* | >ro< *ed u re of phi-

losophy with reference to natural science.

{j 4 lL Science issues through imperceptible

stages from organic habits and instinct a which

Th«Ori«tntif signify flu* jHissesshm hy living crest-
th« ScSmCflt ^ .

inf«r«nt, urea of a power to moot the environ-

ment on its own forum. Kvery organism pos-

sesses such a working knowledge of nature*, and

among mon I ho first science consists in those habit-

ual adjustments common to men and infra human

organisms, Man is already practising science

before he reeognizes it. As skill it distinguishes

itself early in hip 'history from lore* or untested

tradition. Skill is familiarity with general kinds

of events* together with ability to identify an in-

dividual with reference to a kind, and so be pre-

pared for the outcome. Thus man is inwardly

prepared for the alternation of day and night* and

the periods of the seasons. lie practically antici-

pate# the procession of natural event# in the count*

less emergencies of his daily life. But science in

the stricter mum begins when skill becomes free

and social

$ 43. Bkill may be said to be free when the es-

sential terms of the action have been abstracted

from the circumstances attending them in individ-
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ual experiences, and are, retained ns ideal plans np-

swii as Free, plieable to any practical occasion. Tim

monkey who swings with a trapeze from his perch

on the side of the cage, counts upon swinging hack

again without any further effort, on his own part.

His act and its successful issue signify his practi-

cal familiarity with the natural motions of bodies.

We can conceive such a performance to he accom-

panied by an almost entire failure to grasp its es-

sentials. It would then he necessary for nearly

the whole situation to be repeated in order to induce

in the monkey tho same action and expectation.

He would require a similar form, color, and dis-

tance. But he might, on the other hand, regard

as practically identical all suspended and freely

swinging bodies capable of affording him support,

and quite independently of their shape, size, time,

or place. In this latter case his skill would 1«»

applicable to the widest possible number of eases

that could present themselves. Having a discern-

ing eye for essentials, he would lose no chance of

a swing through looking for more than the barn

necessities. When the physicist describes the pen-

dulum in terms of a formula such as t= 2 -rr */l/g

he exhibits a similar discernment. He has found

that the time occupied by an oscillation of any pen-
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dulmn may be calculated exclusively in terms of its

length, and the acceleration due to gravity. The

monkey’s higher proficiency and the formula alike

represent a knowledge that is free in the sense that

it is contained in terms that require no single fixed

context in immediacy. The knowledge is valid

wherever these essential terms are present; and

calculations may be based upon these essential

terms, while attendant circumstances vary ad infi-

nitum. Such knowledge is said to be general or

universal.
9

There is another element of freedom, however,

which so far has not been attributed to the monkey’s

knowledge, but which is evidently present in that

of the physicist. The former has a practical

ability to deal with a pendulum when he sees it.

The latter, on the other hand, knows about a pen-

dulum whether one be present or not. His knowl-

edge is so retained as always to be available, even

though it be not always applicable. His knowl-

edge is not merely skill in treating a situation, but

the possession of resources which he may employ

at whatever time, and in whatever manner, may

suit his interests. Knowing what he does about

the pendulum, he may act from the idea of such

a contrivance, and with the aid of it construct
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some more complex mechanism. 1 1 is formulas are

his instruments, which he may use mi any occasion.

Suppose that a situation with factors a, h, and r

requires factor d in order to become M . as desired.

Such a situation might easily tie hopeless for an

organism reacting directly to the stimulus nhc, and

yet be easily met by a free knowledge of d. One

who knows that l, m, and n will produet* </. may by

these means provide the missing faetor, complete

the sum of required conditions, abni, and so obtain

the end M. Such indirection might lie used to

obtain any required faetor of the end, or of any

near or remote means to the end. There is, in

fact, no limit to the complexity of action made

possible upon this basis; for since it is available

in idea, the whole range of such knowledge may

he brought to bear upon any individual problem.

§ 44. But knowledge of this free tyjxi becomes

at the same time social or institutional. It eon*

skm as social, sists no longer in a skilful adaptation

of the individual organism, but. in a system of

terms common to all intelligence, and preserved

in those books and other monuments which serve

as the articulate memory of the race. A knowl-

edge that is social must he composed of unequivo-

cal conceptions and fixed symbols. . The mathe-
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matical laws of the exact sciences represent the

most successful attainment of this end so far as

form is concerned. Furthermore, the amount of

knowledge may now be increased from generation

to generation through the service of those who make

a vocation of its pursuit. Natural science is thus

a cumulative racial proficiency, which any indi-

vidual may bring to bear upon any emergency of

his life.

§ 45. Such proficiency as science affords is in

every ease the anticipation of experience. This

Science for
has a twofold vsH.ue for mankind, that

Accommoda-
0£ accommodation,, and that of construc-

struction.
tion. Primitively, where mere survival

is the function of the organism as a whole, the

value of accommodation is relatively fundamental.

The knowledge of what may be expected enables

the organism to save itself by means of its own

counter-arrangement of natural processes. Con-

struction is here for the sake of accommodation.

But with the growth of civilization construction

becomes a positive interest, and man tends to save

himself for definite ends. Accommodation comes

to take place for the sake of construction. Science

then supplies the individual with the ways and

means wherewith to execute life purposes which
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themselves tend to assume an absolute value that

cannot be justified merely on the ground of science.

§46. If natural science be animated by any

special cognitive interest, this motive should up-

Method and pear in tin! development of its method

Concepticw^

1

and fundamental conceptions. If that

of Natural

Science.

scrip?™
now enaM° 11B to understand the pro-

Method.

interest has been truly defined, it should

greasivo and permanent in seientifie in-

vestigation as directly related to it. For the aim

of any discipline exercises a gradual selection from

among possible method's, and gives to its laws their

determinate and final form. *
,

The descriptive method is at tho present day

fully established. A leading moral of the history

of science is the superior usefulness of an exact

account of the workings of nature to an explana-

tion in terms of some qualitative potency. Expla-

nation has been postponed by enlightened science

until after a more careful observation of actual

processes shall have been made; and at length it

has been admitted that there is no need of any

explanation hut perfect description. Now tho

practical use of science defined above, requires no

knowledge beyond the actual order of events. For

such a purpose sufficient reason signifies only Buffi-
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ciont conditions. All other considerations an* ir-

relevant, ami it is proper to ignore thorn. Such

has actually Iktu the fait* of the so-called meta-

physical solution of special problems of nature*

The case of Kepler is the classic instance. This

great scientist supplemented his laws of planetary

motion with the following speculation concerning

the agencies at work:

4t We must suppose mu* of two things : either that the

moving spirits, in proportion as they are more removed

from the sun, are more feeble; or that there is one moving

spirit in the centre of all the orbits, namely, in the sun,

which urges each body the more vehemently in propor-

tion as it is nearer; but m more distant spaces languishes in

consequence of the remoteness and attenuation of its

virtue.***

The following passage from Hegel affords an

interesting analogy:

“ The moon is the waterless crystal which seeks to

complete itself by means of our sea, to quench the thirst

of its arid rigidity, and therefore produces ebb and

flow."*

No scientist has ever sought to refute either of

these theories. They have meredy been neglected

* Whewelb Wittary of the Inductive Sdmm, VoL I, p. 289.

Quoted from Kcpktr: My&terium Comnographicum ,

* Quoted by Sidgwick in his Philosophy, its Scope and

Relation*, p. 89.
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They were advanced in ola'dieneo to a demand for

the ultimate explanation of the phenomena in ques-

tion, and were obtained bv applying such general

conceptions as were most satisfying to the reasons

of their respective authors. But they contributed

nothing whatsoever to a practical familiarity with

the natural course of events, in this case the times

and places of the planets and the tides, lienee

they have not been used in the building of science.

In our own day investigators have become con-

scious of their motive, and do not. wait for histori-

cal selection to exclude powers and reasons from

their province. They deliberately seek to formu-

late exact descriptions. To this end they employ

symbols that shall serve to identify the terms

of nature, and formulas that shall define their

systematic relationship. These systems must. 1m

exact, or deductions cannot l>e made from them.

Hence they tend ultimately to assume a mathe-

matical form of expression.

§ 47. But science tends to employ for these sys-

tems only such conceptions as relate to prediction;

space. Time.
and these the most fundamental are

ana Prediction,
sjpcico and time. The first science to

establish its method was the science of astronomy,

where measurement and computation in terms of
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space anil time wit#
1 flu* most obvious means of

dcscript inn
;
ami the general application of the

method of astronomy by Galileo and Newton, or

the development of mechanics, is the most impor-

tant .factor in the establishment of modern sci-

ence upon a {MTinnnent working basis. The per-'

sistenee of the term cause, test Hies to the fact that

science is primarily concerned with the determina--

tkm of events. Its definitions of objects are

means of identification, while its laws are dynami-

cal, /. have reference loathe conditions under

which these ohjeets arise. Thus the chemist may

know loss about *tl»> properties of water than

the poet ; but he is preeminently skilled in its pro-

duction from elements, ami understands similarly

the coMjsnmds into which it may enter. Now tho
j

general conditions of nil anticipation, whereby it,

becomes exact, and verifiable, are spncial and tem-

poral. A predictable event must bo assigned to

what is here now, or there now; or what is hero

then, or there then. An experimentally verifiable

system must contain space-time variables, for which

can he. substituted the here and now of the experi-

menter’s immediate experience. Hence science

deals primarily with calculable places and mo-

ments. The jnochanical theory of nature owes its
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success to a union of space and time through its

conceptions of matter and motion.* And the pro-

jected theory of energetics must satisfy the same

conditions.

§ 48, But, furthermore, science has, as we have

seen, an interest in freeing its descriptions from

The Quantita-
tllC

'
P^liur lXll$ {% mi<! relativity of rttl

tive Method, individual’s experience, for the sake of

affording him knowledge* of that with which ho

must meet Science enlightens the will by ac-

quainting it with that which takes place in spite

of it, and for which it must hold itself in readi-

ness. To this end the individual benefits himself

in so far as ho eliminates himself from the objects

which he investigates. His knowledge is useful

in so far as it ia valid for his own indefinitely

varying stand-points, and those of other wills rec-

ognized by him in his practical relations. But in

4 The reader ia referred to Mr. Bertrand Russell** chapter*

on matter and motion in his Principle* of Mnthematim,
Yol. I. Material particles he defines m "many-one rela-

tions of all times to some places, or of all terms of a con-

tinuous one-dimensional scrim t to soma terms of a con-

tinuous three-dimensional series «/* Similarly,
* s when

different times, throughout any period however short, arc

correlated with different places, thorn l« motion; when
different times, throughout some period however short,

are all correlated with the same place* there is tmt " Op,
tit., p. 473. ,
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attempting to describe objects in forms other than

those of a specific experience, science is compelled

to describe them in terms of one another. For this

purpose fhv tpianfifafive method is peculiarly ser-

viceable* With its aid objects permit themselves

to he described ns multiples of one another, and as

occupying positions in relation to one, another.

When all objects are described strictly in terms of

one another, they are expressed in terms of arbi-

trary units, and located in terms of arbitrary

spaeiul or temporal axes of reference. Thus

there arises the universe of tlio scientific imagina-

tion, a vast complexity of material displacements

and transformations, without color, music, pleas-

ure, or any of nit that rich variety of qualities

that the least of human experiences contains. It

does not completely rationalize or even completely

describe such exjHwiences, hut formulates their suc-

cession, To this end they are reduced to terms

that correspond to no sjwifie experience, and for

this very reason may ho translated again into all

definable hypothetical experiences. The solar sys-

tem for astronomy is not a bird’s-eye view of

elliptical orbits, with the planets and satellites in

definite phases. Nor is it this group of objects

from any such point of view, or from any number
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of such points of view; but a formulation of their

motions that will serve as the key (<• an infinite

number of their appearances. Or, consider the

picture of the ichthysauria romping in the meso-

zoic sea, that commonly accompanies a text hook

of geology. Any such picture, and all such pict-

ures, with their coloring and their temporal and

spacial perspective, are imaginary. No sneh spe-

cial and exclusive manifolds can lx 1 defined as hav-

ing been then and there realized. But we have a

geological knowledge of this jx-riod, that fulfils fin;

formal demands of natural science, in so fur as we

can construct this and countless other specific ex-

periences with reference to it.

§ 49. Science, then, is to he understood as

springing from the practical necessity of nntici-

The General pating the environment. This antiei-
Development

of science, pation appears first as congenital or

acquired reactions on tho part of the organism.

Such reactions imply a fixed coordination or sys-

tem in the environment whereby a given circum-

stance determines other circumstances
;
and science

proper arises as the formulation of such systems.

The requirement that they shall apply to the

phenomena that confront the will, determines their

spacial, temporal, and quantitative form. The
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prngroHH of Hcienco i* marked by the growth of

thcnc concept ion.s in the direction of cum prohen

siveness on the one hand, and of refinement and

delicacy on the other. Man liven in an environ-

ment that in growing at the name time richer and

more extended, hut with a rompeimatory .simplifi-

cation in the ever rinser systematization of scien-

tific concept ions under the form of the order of

nature,

$ hO, At the opening of this chapter it was

maintained that it is a function of philosophy to
%

Th* Dpi.rmi- criticise science through its generating

££*& problem, or its self-imposed task viewed

ur»i Scitnst.
JJH determining its province and selecting

its categories. The above account of the origin

and method of science must suffice as a definition

of its generating problem, and afford the basis of

our answer to the question of its Hunts. Enough

lias been said to make it. clear that, philosophy is

not in the field of science, and is therefore not

entitled to contest its result in detail or even to

take sides within the province of its special prob-

lems. Furthermore, philosophy should not aim to

restrain science by the imposition of external bar-

riers, Whatever may bo said of the sufficiency of

its categoriesjn any region of the world, that body
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of truth of which mathematics, mechanics, and

physics are the foundations, must he regarded as

a whole that tends to he all-comprehensive in its

own terms. There remains for philosophy, then,

the critical examination of these terms, and the

appraisal as a whole of the truth that they may

express.

§ 51. The impossibility of embracing the whole

of knowledge within natural science is due to the

Natural fact that the latter is ahnirarf. This
Science is

Abstract follows from the fact that natural sei-

ence is governed by a selective interest. The fur-

mulation of definitions and laws in exclusively

mechanical terms is not due to the exhaustive or

even preeminent reality of these proja-rtics, but to

their peculiar serviceablenoss in a verifiable de-

scription of events. Natural science docs not

affirm that reality is essentially constituted of mut-

ter, or essentially characterized by motion
;
but is

interested in the mechanical aspect of reality, and

describes it quite regardless of other evident as-

pects and without moaning to prejudice them.

It is unfortunately true that the scientist has rarely

been clear in his own mind on this point. It is

only recently that he has partially freed himself

from the habit of construing his terms as final and
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exhaustive.
5 This he was able to do even to his

own satisfaction, only by allowing loose rein to the

imagination. Consider the example of the atomic

theory. In order to describe such occurrences as

chemical combination, or changes in volume and

density, the scientist has employed as a unit the

least particle, physically indivisible and qualita-

tively homogeneous. Look for the atom in the

body of science, and you will find it in physical

laws governing expansion and contraction, and in

chemical formulas. There the real responsibility

of science ends. But whether through the need of

popular exposition,*or the undisciplined imagina-

tion of the investigator himself, atoms have figured

in the history of thought as round corpuscles of a

grayish hue scurrying hither and thither, and

armed with special appliances wherewith to lock

in molecular embrace. Although this is nonsense,

we need not on that account conclude that there

8 That the scientist still permits himself to teach the

people a loose exoteric theory of reality, is proven by Pro-

fessor Ward’s citation of instances in his Naturalism and

Agnosticism. So eminent a physicist as Lord Kelvin is

quoted as follows :
“ You can imagine particles of some-

thing, the thing whose motion constitutes light. This

thing we call the luminiferous ether. That is the only

substance we are confident of in dynamics. One thing we
are sure of, and that is the reality and substantiality of the

luminiferous etb^\” VoL I, p. 113.
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are no atoms. There are atoms in precisely th

sense intended by scientific law, in that the forim

las computed with the aid of this concept are tm

of certain natural processes. The conception c

ether furnishes a similar case. Science is not n

sponsible for the notion of a quivering gelatinoi

substance pervading space, but only for certai

laws that, e. g, y
describe the velocity of light i

terms of the vibration. It is true that there

such a thing as ether, not as gratuitously round*

out by the imagination, with various attributes <

immediate experience, but just in so far as th

concept is employed in verified descriptions <

radiation, magnetism, or electricity. Strict

speaking science asserts nothing about the existen

of ether, but only about the behavior, e. gn of ligl

If true descriptions of this and other phenomei

are reached by employing units of wave propag

tion in an elastic medium, then ether is proved

exist in precisely the same sense that linear f*

are proved to exist, if it be admitted that th*

are 90,000,000 x 5,280 of them between the ea]

and the sun. And to imagine in the one case

jelly with all the qualities of texture, color, a

the like, that an individual object of sense woi

possess, is much the same as in the other to imi
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ine the heavens filled with foot-rules and tape-

measures. There is hut one safe procedure in

dealing with scientific concepts : to regard them as

true so far as they describe, and no whit further.

To supplement the strict meaning which has been

verified and is contained in the formularies of

science, with such vague predicates as will suffice

to make entities of them, is mere ineptness and

confusion of thought. And it is only such a sup-

plementation that obscures their abstractness. For

a mechanical description of things, true as it doubt-

less is, is even more indubitably incomplete.

§ 52. But though the abstractness involved in

scientific description is open and deliberate, we

The Meaning must come to a more precise under-
of Abstract-

ness in Truth, standing of it, if we are to draw any

conclusion as to what it involves. In his “ Prin-

ciples of Human Knowledge,” the English phi-

losopher Bishop Berkeley raises the question as to

the universal validity of mathematical demonstra-

tions. If we prove from the image or figure of an

isosceles right triangle that the sum of its angles

is equal to two right angles, how can we know

that this proposition holds of all triangles?

“ To which I answer, that, though the idea I have in

view whilst I $iake the demonstration be, for instance.
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that of an isosceles rectangular triangle whose mlvn are

of a determinate length, I may nevertheless l*e eertain

it extends to all other rectilinear triangles, of what sort

or bigness soever. And that fiecause neither the right

angle, nor the equality, nor determinate length of the

sides are at all concerned in the demonstration. It is

true the diagram I have in view includes all these par-

ticulars; but then there is not the least mention made, of

them in the proof of the proposition.

'

,f

Of the total conditions present In the concrete

picture of a triangle, one may in one's calculations

neglect as many as one sees fit, and work with the

remainder. Then, if one has clearly distinguished

the conditions used, one may confidently assert

that whatever has been found* trim of them holds

regardless of the neglected conditions. These may

be missing or replaced by others, provided the

selected or (for any given investigation) essential

conditions are not affected. That which is true

once is true always, provided time is not one of

its conditions
;
that which is true in one place is

true everywhere, provided location is not nnct of its

conditions. But, given any concrete situation, the

more numerous the conditions one ignores in one's

calculations, the less adequate are one's calcula-

tions to that situation. The number of its inhabi-

f

8 Berkeley: Principles of Human Knowledge t Introduc-
tion. Edition of Fraser, p. 248,
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tants, and any mathematical operation made with

that number, is trne
?
but only very abstractly true

of a nation. A similar though less radical ab-

stractness appertains to natural science. Simple

qualities of sound or color, and distinctions of

beauty or moral worth, together with many other

ingredients of actual experience attributed therein

to the objects of nature, are ignored in the me-

chanical scheme. There is a substitution of cer-

tain mechanical arrangements in the case of the

first group of properties, the simple qualities of

sense, so that they may be assimilated to the gen-
*

eral scheme of events, and their occurrence pre-

dicted. But their intrinsic qualitative character

is not reckoned with, even in psychology, where

the physiological method finally replaces them with

brain states. Over and above these neglected

properties of things there remain the purposive

activities of thought. It is equally preposterous

to deny them and to describe them in mechani-

cal terms. It is plain, then, that natural science

calculates upon the basis of only a fraction of the

conditions that present themselves in actual experi-

ence. Its conclusions, therefore, though true so

far as they go, and they may be abstractly true of

everything, ^re completely true of nothing.
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§ 53. Such, in brief, is the general charge of

inadequacy which may be urged against natural

But Scientific science, not in the spirit of detraction,

formality, but for the Hake of a more Humid lwhof

concerning reality. The philosopher falls into

error ho .less radical than that of the dogmatic,

scientist, when he charges the scientist with un-

truth, and attaches to his concepts the predicate of

unreality. The fact that, the concepts of science

are selected, and only inadequately true of reality,

should not be taken to mean that they are sportive

or arbitrary. They are not “ devices ” or abbre-

viations, in any sense that does hot attach to such

symbolism as all thought, involves. Nor are they

merely “hypothetical,” though like all thought

they are subject to correction.7 The scientist does

not merely assert that the equation for energy* is

true if nature’s capacity for work Is* measurable,

but that such is actually the case. The statistician

does not arrive at results contingent njxui the sup-

position that men are numerable, but declares Ida

sums and averages to be categorically true. Simi-

larly scientific laws are true; only, to lie sure, so

7 The reader -who cares to pursue thin topic further is

referred to the -writer’s discussion of “Pruftimir H'urd’s

Philosophy of Science” in the Journal of Philosophy, Psy-
chology and Scientific Methods, Vol. I, No. 13-
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far as they go, but with no condition save the con-

dition that attaches to all knowledge, viz., that it

shall not need correction. The philosophy of sci-

ence, therefore, is not the adversary of science, but

supervenes upon science in the interests of the ideal

of final truth. jSTo philosophy of science, is sound

which does not primarily seek by an analysis of

scientific concepts to understand science on its own

grounds. Philosophy may understand science bet-

ter than science understands itself, but only by

holding fast to the conviction of its truth, and in-
«•

eluding it within whatever account of reality it

may be able to formulate.

§ 54. Though philosophy be the most ancient

and most exalted of human disciplines, it is not

Relative infrequently charged with being the

Value of most unprofitable. Science has amassed
Science and
Philosophy, a fortune of information, which has

facilitated life and advanced civilization. Is not

philosophy, on the other hand, all programme and

idle questioning ? In the first place, no question-

ing is idle that is logically possible. It is true

that philosophy shows her skill rather in the ask-

ing than in the answering of questions. But the

formal pertinence of a question is of the greatest

significance.
f
Ho valid though unanswered ques-
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’

tion can have a purely negative value, and e, penally

as respects the consistency or completeness of truth.

But, in the second place, philosophy with all its

limitations serves mankind ns indispensably ns

science. If science supplies the individual with

means of self-preservation, and the instruments of

achievement, philosophy supplies the ideals, or the

objects of deliberate construction. Such reflection

as justifies the adoption of a fundamental life pur-

pose is always philosophical. For every judgment

respecting final worth is a judgment .*»// .specie

eternitatis. And the urgency of life requires the

individual to pass such judgments. It is true that

however persistently reflective he may he in the

matter, his conclusion will be premature in con-

sideration of the amount of evidence logically de-

manded for such, a judgment. But ho must k> as

wise as be can, or he will bo as foolish as conven-

tionality and blind impulse may imfxsl him to ki.

Philosophy determines for society what every in-

dividual must practically determine ujxm for him-

self, the most reasonable plan of reality hr h whole

which the data and reflection of an epoch can

afford. It is philosophy’s service to mankind to

compensate for the enthusiasm and concentration

of the specialist, a service needed in .every
“

pros-
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ent day.” Apart from the philosopher, public

opinion is the victim of sensationalism, and indi-

vidual opinion is further warped by accidental

propinquity. It is the function of philosophy to

interpret knowledge for the sake of a sober and

wise belief. The philosopher is the true prophet,

appearing before men in behalf of that which is

finally the truth. He is the spokesman of the

most considerate and comprehensive reflection pos-

sible at any stage in the development of human

thought. Owing to a radical misconception of

function, the man of science has in these later days

begun to regard himself as the wise man, and to

teach the people. Popular materialism is the

logical outcome of this determination of belief by

natural science. It may be that this is due as

much to the indifference of the philosopher as to

the forwardness of the scientist, but in any case

the result is worse than conservative loyalty to re-

ligious tradition. Por religion is corrected surely

though slowly by the whole order of advancing

truth. Its very inflexibility makes it proof

against an over-emphasis upon new truth. It has

generally turned out in time that the obstinate

man of religion was more nearly right than the

adaptable intellectual man of fashion. But phi-
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losophy, as a critique of science for flu* sake <

faith, should provide tlu* individual religious h

Hover with intellectual enlightenment, and genii

ness. The quality, orderliness, and indusivene

of knowledge, finally determine its value; and tl

philosopher, premature as his synthesis may son

day prove to he, is the wisest man of his own ge

oration. From him the man of faith should ohta

such discipline of judgment as shall enable hi

to he fearless of advancing knowledge, because a

quainted with its scojk*, and m intellectually eu

did with all his visions and his inspirations.



PART II

THE SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF
PHILOSOPHY

»



CHAPTEE VI

METAPHYSICS AJSTD EPISTEMOLOGY

§ 55. The stand-point and purpose of tlie phi-

losopher define his task, but they do not necessarily

The impossi- prearrange the division of it. That the
bility of an . . ,

Absolute task is a complex one, embracing many
Division of the it.
Problem of subordinate problems which must be
Philosophy,

treated*seriatim, is attested both by the

breadth of its scope and the variety of the inter-

ests from which it may be approached. But this

complexity is qualified by the peculiar importance

which here attaches to unity. That which lends

philosophical quality to any reflection is a stead-

fast adherence to the ideals of inclusiveness and

consistency. Hence, though the philosopher must

of necessity occupy himself with subordinate prob-

lems, these cannot be completely isolated from one

another, and solved successively. Perspective is

his most indispensable requisite, and he has solved

no problem finally until he has provided for the

solution of al}. His own peculiar conceptions are

149
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those • which order experience, and reconcile such

aspects of it as other interests have distinguished.

Hence the compatibility of any idea with all other

ideas is the prime test, of its philosophical sufli-

ciency. On these grounds it may confidently he

asserted that the work of philosophy cannot he

assigned by the piece to different specialists, and

then assembled. There are no speeinl philosoph'

ical problems which can lie finally solved ujhw

their own merits. Indeed, such problems eonhl

never even be named, for in their discreteness theji

would cease to 1h; philosophical.

The ease of metaphysics and epistrmolo/jtj

affords an excellent illustration. The former nl

these is commonly defined us the theory of real

ity or of first principles, the latter ns the theory

of knowledge. But the most, distinctive philosoph

ical movement of the nineteenth century issuer

from the idea that knowing and being are idem

tical.
1 Tlie prime reality is defined ns a knowing

mind, and the terms of reality art* interpreted a?

terms of a cognitive process. Ideas and logical

principles constitute, the world. It is evident, that

in this Hegelian philosophy epistemology embrace*

1 The post-Kantiuu movement In Hermany --c#jwintlj
in so far as influenced by Hegol. Bee Chap. XII.
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metaphysics. In defining the relations
'

edge to its object, one has already defined one’s

fundamental philosophical conception, while logic
,

as the science of the universal necessities of

thought, will embrace the first principles of real-

ity. Now, were one to divide and arrange the prob-

lems of philosophy upon this basis, it is evident

that one would not have deduced the arrangement

from the general problem of philosophy, but from

a single attempted solution of that problem. It

might serve as an exposition of Hegel, but not as

a general philosophical programme.

Another case in ^pSint is provided by the present-

day interest in what is called " pragmatism,
” 2

This doctrine is historically connected with Kant’s

principle of the “ primacy of the practical rea-

son,” in which he maintained that the conscious-

ness of duty is a profounder though less scientific

insight than the knowledge of objects. The cur-

rent doctrine maintains that thought with its fruits

is an expression of interest, and that the will which

evinces and realizes such an interest is more orig-

inal and significant than that which the thinking

defines. Such a view attaches a peculiar impor-

tance to the springs of conduct, and in its more

s Cf. §203.
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systematic development 3 has regarded rthirs n

the true propaedeutic and proof of philosophy. Hr

to make ethics the key-stone of the arch, is in d<

fine a special philosophical system; for it is th

very problem of philosophy to disjswe the parts r

knowledge with a view to systematic const met im

The relation of the provinces of metfiplmdeB, epii

temology, logic, and ethics cannot, then, he define

without entering these provinces and armweriti

the questions proper to them.

§ 56. Since the alvove terms exist, howeve

there can be no doubt but that important divisim

The Depend- within the general aim of philosoph
ence of the

%

order of pui- liavo actually boon made. The inev
osophical

,

Problems tableneaa of it a{>j>car« in the variety i

upon the Ini-
, * *

ti&i interest, the sonreen from which that mm mi

spring. The point of departure will always d

termine the emphasis and the application whi<

the philosophy receives. If philosophy 1» nocd<

to supplement more special interests, it will i

ceive a particular character from whatever intf

est it so supplements. He who approaches it fro

a definite stand-point will find in it primarily i

interpretation of that stand-point.

§ 57. There are two sources of the philosophic

‘E. g., the system of Fichte. Cl. { 177.
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aim, which are perennial in their human signifi-

cance. He, firstly, who begins with the demands

philosophy as of life and its ideals, looks to philoso-
the Interpreta-

„

tionofLife. phy for a reconciliation of these with

the orderly procednre of nature. His philosophy

will receive its form from its illumination of life,

and*it will be an ethical or religions philosophy.

Spinoza, the great seventeenth-century philosopher

who justified mysticism after the manner of mathe-

matics
,

4 displays this temper in his philosophy

:

“After experience had taught me that all the usual

surroundings of social life af& vain and futile; seeing

that none of the objects of my fears contained in them-

selves anything eitlfer good or bad, except in so far as

the mind is affected by them, I finally resolved to in-

quire whether there might be some real good having

power to communicate itself, which would affect the

mind singly, to the exclusion of all else: whether, in fact,

there might be anything of which the discovery and

attainment would enable me to enjoy continuous, su-

preme, and unending happiness.” 5

Iu pursuance of this aim, though he deals with

the problem of being in the rigorous logical fash-

ion of his day, the final words of his great work

are,
“ Of Human Freedom ”

:

“Whereas the wise man, in so far as he is regarded as

such, is scarcely at all disturbed in spirit, but, being

4 See Chap. XI.
5 Spinoza: On the Improvement of the Understanding .

Translation by Ijlwes, p. 3 .
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conscious of himself, ami of Hod, and of filing, by #*

certain eternal necessity, never ceases in he, hut always

possesses true acquiescence of his n| aril . I f t lie way which

1 have pointed out as loading to this result seems exceed-

ingly hard, it may nevertheless In* discovered. Needs

must it be hard, since it is so seldom found. How would

it be possible if salvation were ready to our hand, and

could without great labor I>e found, that it should be by

almost all men neglected? But all tilings excellent arc

as difficult as they are rare.”*

§ 58 . On the other hand, one who looks to phi*

losophy for the extension and correction of scion*

Philosophy as tific knowledge will bo primarily inter*

the Extension
, t „ * , . t , , , .

of Science. ested in the; plnlosopmeai dehmtmn of

ultimate conceptions, and in t!m method wherewith

such a definition is obtained. Thus the philosophy

of the scientist will tend to be legion] and meta-

physical* Such is the ease with Ikwarfen ami

Leibniz, who arc nevertheless intimately related t<

Spinoza in the historical development of philos

ophy.

“Several years have now elapsed," says the former

“since I first became aware that 1 had accepted, evei

from my youth, many false opinions for true, mid tha

consequently what I afterward baaed on such principle

was highly doubtful; and from that time l was eon

vinced of the necessity of undertaking once in my life t

rid myself of all the opinions I had adopted, ami of com

8 Spinoza: Ethics
,
Part V, Proposition XLIL Translate;

by Elwes, p. 270.
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meneing anew the work of building from the foundation,

if I desired to establish a firm and abiding superstructure

in the sciences.” 7

Leibniz’s mind was more predominantly logical

even than Descartes’s. He sought in philosophy a

supreme intellectual synthesis, a science of the

universe.

“Although,” he says retrospectively, “I am one of

those who have worked much at mathematics, I have

none the less meditated upon philosophy from my youth

up; for it always seemed to me that there was a possi-

bility of establishing something solid in philosophy by
clear demonstrations. ... I perceived, after much medi-

tation, that it is impossible to find the principles of a

real unity in matter gilone, or in that which is only pas-

sive, since it is nothing but a collection or aggregation of

parts ad infinitum.” 8

§ 59. Though these types are peculiarly repre-

sentative, they are by no means exhaustive. There

The Historical are as many possibilities of emphasis as
Differentia-

. . . .

tionofthe there are incentives to philosophical re-
Philosophical

Problem. flection. It is not possible to exhaust

the aspects of experience which may serve as bases

from which such thought may issue, and to which,

after its synthetic insight, it may return. But it

is evident that such divisions of philosophy rep-

7 Descartes: Meditations
,
I. Translation by Veitch, p. 97.

8 Leibniz: New System of the Nature of Substances. Trans-

lation by Latta, pp. 299, 300.
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resent in their order, and in the sharpness will

which they are sundered, the intellectual aufobing

xaphy of the individual philosopher. There is hu

one method by which that which is peculiar eitho

to the individual, or to the special position whirl

he adopts, may Ik* eliminated. Though it is ini

possible to tabulate the empty programme of phi

losophy, we may name certain hjhkmuI pnddems tha

liavo appeared in its kislttry. Since this histor;

comprehends the activities of many individuals,

general validity attaches to if. There has beet

moreover, a certain jKudodieify in the emergence n

these problems, so that it may fairly be claimed fo

them that they indicate inevitable plumes in th

development of human reflect ion upon experience

They represent a normal differentiation of intern

which the individual mind, in the course of it

own thinking, tends to follow. It is true* that i

can never he said with assurance that any ago i

utterly blind to any aspect of experience. This i

obviously the case with the practical and theorct

cal interests which have just been distingmshet

There is no age that does not have some practiei

consciousness of the world as a whole, nor an

which does not seek more or less earnestly to un

versalize its science. But though it compel us 1
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deal abstractly with, historical epochs, there is

abundant compensation in the possibility which

this method affords of finding the divisions of

philosophy in the manifestation of the living phil-

osophical spirit.

§ 60. To Thales, one of the Seven Wise Men of

Greece, is commonly awarded the honor of being

Metaphysics tho founder of European philosophy.

Fundamental ^ J10 deserve this distinction, it is on
Conception, account of the question which he raised,

and not on account of the answer which he gave
4ft

to it Aristotle informs us that Thales held

u water ” to be
u
tl?o*material cause of all things.” 0

This crude theory is evidently due to an interest

in the totality of things, an interest which is

therefore philosophical. But the interest of this

first philosopher has a more definite character.

It looks toward the definition in terms of some

single conception, of the constitution of the world.

As a child might conceivably think the moon to

he made of green cheese, so philosophy in its child-

hood thinks here of all things as made of water.

Water was a well-known substance, possessing well-

known predicates. To define all nature in terms

of it, was to maintain that in spite of superficial

• Burnet: Early Greek Philosophy
, p. 42 .
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V

differences, nil things have these predicate* in mu

Dion. They arc the predicates which «|i» n 1 i fv f<

reality, and compose a community of nature fro

"which all the individual objects and events t

nature arise, The sueeessors of Thales were ev

dcntly dissatisfied with his fundamental eoiiee

tion, because of its lack of generality. Thi

seized upon vaguer substances like air and (ire, f

the very definiteness of the nature of water f<

bids the identification of other suhstanees with :

But "what is so obviously true of water is searee

less true of air and fire
; and it npjteared at leap

that only a substance possessing the most gencr

characters of body, such ns shape, size, and mob

ity, could bo thought as truly primeval and univ<

sal. In this wise a conception like our mode

physical conception of matter came at length in

vogue. How the problem of which these were i

tentative solutions is, in general, the problem

metaphysics; although this term belongs to a hit

era, arising only from the accidental place of t

discussion of first principles after physics in t

system of Aristotle. The, attempt to secure a uu

fundamental conception which attaches same dt

nite meaning to the reality including and infor

ing every particular thing, is metaphysics,
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§ 61- It must not be supposed that metaphysics

is dogmatically committed to the reduction of all

Monism and reality to a unity of nature. It is quite

Pluralism.
consistent with its purpose that the

parts of reality should he found to compose a

group, or an indefinite multitude of irreducibly

different entities. But it is clear that even such

an account of things deals with what is true of all

reality, and even in acknowledging the variety of

its constituents, attributes to them some kind of

relationship. The degree to which such a relation-

ship is regarded as intimale and essential, deter-

mines the degreeM which any metaphysical sys-

tem is monistic/° rather than pluralistic . But the

significance of this difference will be better appre-

ciated after a further differentiation of the meta-

physical problem has been noted.

§ 62. It has already been suggested that the

test of Thales’s conception lay in the possibility of

Ontology and deriving nature from it. A world prin-

Concern joeing ciple must be fruitful. Now au ab-

and Process.
gf-rac£ distinction has prevailed more or

less persistently in metaphysics, between the gen-

eral definition of being

,

called ontology

,

and the

10 No little ambiguity attaches to the term “monism”
in current usage, because of its appropriation by those who
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study of the processes wherewith l>eing is divide

into things and events. This hitler study has 1

do primarily with the details of experience ew

meratcd and systematized hy the natural science

To reconcile these, or the course. of nature % teii

the fundamental definition of being, is the pm:

lem of cosmology . Cosmology is the construing <

the prima fade reality in terms of the entente

reality. It is the proof and the explanation <

ontology. Since the most familiar part of tl

prima facie reality, the part, almost exclusively n

ticcd by the naive mind, is embraced within tl

field of the physical sciences, 'the term eosmolo^

has come more definitely to signify the philosapl

of nature. It embraces such an examination \

space, time, matter, causality, etc., as seeks

answer the most general questions about them, m
provide for them in the world thought of as mo
profoundly real. Such a study receives its phi!

sophical character from its affiliation with onto

ogy, as the latter would find its application i

cosmology.

§ 63. But in addition to the consideration <

maintain that the universe is unitary ami homogeneous
physical terms (cf. § 108), It should pmp«Hy bo us
to emphasize the unity of the world in any terms.
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the various parts of nature, cosmology has com-

Mechanical nionly dealt with a radical and far-

cai^otmoio^ caching alternative that appeared at

gies
* the very dawn of metaphysics. Dif-

ferences may arise within a world constituted of

a single substance or a small group of ultimate

substances, by changes in the relative position and

grouping of the parts. lienee the virtue of the

conception of motion. The theory which explains

all differences by motions of the parts of a quali-

tatively simple world, is called mechanism. An-

other source of change familiar to naive experi-

ence is will, or the action of living creatures.

According to the mechanical theory, changes occur

on account of the natural motions of the parts

of mailer; according to the latter or teleological

conception, changes are made by a formative

agency directed to some end. Among the early

Greek philosophers, Leucippus was an exponent of

mechanism.

“He says that the worlds arise when many bodies

are collected together into the mighty void from the

surrounding space and rush together. They come into

collision, and those which are of similar shape and like

form become entangled, and from their entanglement

the heavenly bodies arise.” 11

%n Burnet: Op. cit p. 358.
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Anaxagoras, on the other hand, was famed for his

doctrine of the Nous, or Intelligence, to whose di-

rection he attributed the whole process of the world.

The following is translated from extant fragments

of his book, “ vr€pl <j>v<r€w?” :

“And Nous had power over the whole revolution, so

that it began to revolve in the beginning. And it began

to revolve first from a small beginning; but the revolu-

tion now extends over a larger space, and will extend

over a larger still. And all the things that are mingled

together and separated off and distinguished are all

known by the Nous. And Nous set in order all things

that were to be and that were, and all things that are

not now and that arc, and this revolution in which now
revolve the stars and the sun and -the moon, and the air

and the ether that arc separated off." 12

§ 64. It is clear, furthermore, that the doctrine

of Anaxagoras not only names a distinct kind of

Dualism. cause, but also ascribes to it an inde-

pendence and intrinsic importance that do not

belong to motion. Whereas motion is a property

of matter, intelligence is an originative power

working out purposes of its own choosing. Hence

we have here to do with a new ontology. If we

construe ultimate being in terms of mind, we have

a definite substitute for the physical theories out-

lined above. Such a theory is scarcely to be at-

tributed to any Greek philosopher of the early
12 Burnet: Op . cit., p. 284. *
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period
;

it belongs to a more sophisticated stage in

the development of thought, after the rise of the

problem of epistemology. But Anaxagoras’s sharp

distinction between the material of the world on

the one hand, and the author of its order and evo-

lution on the other, is in itself worthy of notice.

It contains the germ of a recurrent philosophical

dualism
,
which differs from pluralism in that it

finds two and only two fundamental divisions of

being, the physical, material, or potential on the

one hand, and the mental^ formal, or ideal on the

other.

§ 65. Finally, “'the alternative possibilities which

these cosmological considerations introduce, hear

The Hew directly upon the general question of

MonJnafaod ^ IC interdependence of the parts of the

Pluralism. w>rld, a question which has already

appeared as pertinent in ontology. Monism and

pluralism now obtain a new meaning. Where tho

world process is informed with some singleness

of plan, as teleology proposes, the parts are recip-

rocally necessary, and inseparable from the unity.

Where, on the other hand, the processes are random

and reciprocally fortuitous, as Leucippus proposes,

tho world as a whole is an aggregate rather than a

unity. In this way uniformity in kind of being
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may prevail in a world the relations of whoso

parts are due to chance, while diversity in kind of

being may prevail in a world knit together by some

thorough-going plan of organization. Thus mon-

ism and pluralism are conceptions as proper to cos-

mology as to ontology.

But enough has been said to demonstrate the

interdependence of ontology and cosmology, of the

theory of being and the theory of differentiation

and process. Such problems can be only abstractly

sundered, and the distinctive character of any

metaphysical system will usually consist In some

theory determining their relation. Philosophy

returns to these metaphysical problems with its

thought enriched and its method complicated, after

becoming thoroughly alive to the problems of

epistemology, logic, and ethics.

§ 66. Epistemology is the theory of the possibil-

ity of knowledge
,
and issues from criticism and

Epistemology scepticism. If we revert again to the

derstandthe history of Greek philosophy, we find a

Knowledge, first period of enterprising speculation

giving place to a second period of hesitancy and

douht. This phase of thought occurs simulta-

neously with the brilliantly humanistic age of

Pericles, and it is undoubtedly true that energy is
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withdrawn from speculation largely for the sake

of expending it in the more lively and engaging

pursuits of politics and art. But there are patent

reasons within the sphere of philosophy itself for

entailment of activity and taking of stock. For

three centuries men have taken their philosophical

powers for granted, and used them without ques-

tioning them. ’Repeated attacks upon the prob-

lem of reality have resulted in no concensus of

opinion, but only in a disagreement among the

wise men themselves. A great variety of mere
*

theories has been substituted for the old unanimity

of religious tradition and practical life. It is

natural under these circumstances to infer that

in philosophy man has overreached himself, lie

would more profitably busy himself with affairs

that belong to his own sphere, and find a basis for

life in his immediate relations with his fellows.

The sophists, learned in tradition, and skilled in

disputation, but for the most part entirely lacking

in originality, arc the new prophets. As teachers

of rhetoric and morals, they represent the prac-

tical and secular spirit of their age
;
while in their

avoidance of speculation, and their critical justifi-

cation of that course, they express its sceptical

philosophy. ^
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§ 67. In their self-justification certain of the

sophists attached themselves to a definite doctrine

Scepticism,
maintained by those of their prede-

andTgnosti-
cessors and contemporaries who were

dsm. atomists, or followers of that same

Leucippus whom we have quoted- This doctrine

was the result of an attempt to construe jwreoption

in terms of the motion of atoms. Outer objects

were said to give off tine particles which, through

the mediation of the sense organs, impinged upon

the soul-atom. But it was evident even to the early

exponents of this theory that according to such

an account, each perecivcr is relegated to a world

peculiar to his own stand-point. His perception

informs him concerning his own states as affected

by things, rather than concerning the things them-

selves. Upon this ground the grout sophist Pro-

tagoras is said to have based, Ids dictum : Udvrcop

'Xpyparcov fierpov avdpcoiro<;,—u Man is the measure

of all things.” This is the classic statement of the

doctrine of relativity. But we have now entered

into the province of epistemology, and various

alternatives confront us. Reduce thought to per-

ception, define perception as relative to each indi-

vidual, and you arrive at scepticism
, or the denial

of the possibility of valid knowledge. Plato ex-
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pounds this consequence in the well-known discus-

sion of Protagoras that occurs in the
u
Theiutctus.”

“I am charmed with his doctrine, that what appears

is to each one, but I wonder that ho did not begin his

book on Truth with a declaration that a pig or a dog-

faced baboon, or some other yet stranger monster which

has sensation, is the measure of all things; then he might

have shown a magnificent contempt for our opinion of

him by informing us at the outset that while we were

reverencing him like a God for his wisdom, he was no

better than a tadpole, not to speak of his fellow-men- *

would not this have produced an overpowering effect?

For if truth is only sensation, and no man can discern

another's feelings better than he, or has any superior

right to determine whether his opinion is true or false,

but each, as we have several times repeated, is to himself

the sole judge, and everything that he judges is true and
right, why, my friend, should Protagoras be preferred

to the place of wisdom and instruction, and deserve to be

well paid, and we poor ignoramuses have to go to him,

if each one is the measure of his own wisdom? . . .

The attempt to supervise or refute the notions or opinions

of others would be a tedious and enormous piece of folly,

if to each man his own are right; and this must be the

case if Protagoras's Truth is the real truth, and the

philosopher is not merely amusing himself by giving

oracles out of the shrine of his book." 13

This is the full swing of tlio pendulum from dog-

matism, or the uncritical conviction of truth, A
modified form of scepticism has been developed in

these later days under the influence of natural sci-

13 Plato: Thecetetm, 161. Translation by Jowett. Ref-

erences to Platowe to the marginal paging.
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ence, and is called agnosticism or positivism . It

accepts the Protagorean doctrine only in the sense

of attributing to human knowledge as a whole an

incapacity for exceeding the range of perception.

Beyond this realm of natural science, whore

theories can be sensibly verified, lien the unknow-

able realm, more real, but forever inaccessible.

§ 68. It is important to notes that both scepti-

cism and agnosticism agree in regarding percep-

The source lion as the essential factor in knowledge .

and Criterion
, , ^

of Knowledge So far at any rate an our knowledge is

Empiricism

0
concerned, tlio certification of being eon-

r R“ sista in perccivalidity. Knowledge is

Mysticism, coextensive with actual and possible

human experience. This account of the source

and criterion of knowledge is called empiricism,

in distinction from the counter-theory of ration-

alism.

The rationalistic motive was a quickening in-

fluence in Greek philosophy long before it became

deliberate and conspicuous in Socrates and Plato.

Parmenides, founder of the Eleatic School, has

left behind him a poem divided into two parts:

“ The Way of Truth ” and “ The Way of Opin-

ion.” 14 In the first of these he expounds his

14 Burnet: Early Greek Philosophy, pp. 184, 187.
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esoteric philosophy, which is a definition of being

established by dialectical reasoning. lie finds that

being must be single, eternal, and changeless,

because otherwise it cannot be thought and defined

without (Contradiction, The method which Par-

menides here employs presupposes that knowledge

consists in understanding rather than perception.

Indeed, he regards the fact that the. world of the

senses is manifold and mutable as of. little conse-

quence to the wise man. The world of sense is

the province of vulgar opinion, while that of rea-

son is the absolute truth revealed only to the phi-

losopher. The tnrtfi has no concern with appear-

ance, but is answerable only to the test of

rationality. That world is real which one is able

by thinking to make intelligible. The world is

what a world must be in order to be jjoHHiblo at, all,

and the philosopher can deduce it; directly from the

very conditions of thought which it must satisfy.

He who would know reality may disregard what

seems to be, provided he can by reflective analysis

discover certain general necessities to which being

must conform. This is rationalism in its extreme

form.

The rationalism of Socrates was more moderate,

as it was more fruitful than that of Parmenides.
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As is well known, Socrates composed no philo-

sophical hooks, but sought to inculcate wisdom in

his teaching and conversation. His method of

inculcating wisdom was to evoke it in Ids inter-

locutor by making him considerate of the meaning

of his speech. Through his own questions he

sought to arouse the questioning spirit, which

should weigh the import of words, and he satis-

fied with nothing short of a definite and consistent

judgment. In the Platonic dialogues the Hot*ratio

method obtains a place in literature. In the

u
Theartetus/

7 which is, perhaps, the greatest of all

epistemological treatises, Soeratoe is represented as

likening his vocation to that of the midwife.

“Well, my art of midwifery is in most respects like

theirs, but differs in that I attend men, and not women,
and I look after their souls when they are in labor, and
not after their bodies: and the triumph of my art is in

thoroughly examining whether the thought which the

mind of the young man brings forth is a false idol or a

noble and true birth. And, like the midwives, I am
barren, and the reproach which is often made against

me, that I ask questions of others and have not the wit

to answer them myself, is very just; the reason is that

the god compels me to be a midwife, but does not allow

me to bring forth. And therefore I am not myself at all

wise, nor have I anything to show which is the invention

or birth of my own soul, but those who converse with
me profit. ... It is quite clear that they never
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learned anything from me; the many fine discoveries to

which they cling are of their own making.” 15

The principle underlying this method is the insist-

ence that a proposition, to be true of reality, must

at least bespeak a mind that is true to itself, in-

ternally luminous, and free from contradiction.

That which is to me nothing that I can express in

form that will convey precise meaning and bear

analysis, is so far nothing at all. Being is not,

as the empiricist would have it, ready at hand,

ours for the looking, but is the fruit of critical

reflection. Only reason, overcoming the relativity

of perception, and*the chaos of popular opinion,

can lay hold on the universal truth.

A very interesting tendency to clothe the articu-

lations of thought with the immediacy of percep-

tion is exhibited in mysticism
,,
which attributes the

highest cognitive power to an experience that tran-

scends thought, an ineffable insight that is the oc-

casional reward of thought and virtuous living.

This theory would seem to owe its great vigor to

the fact that it promises to unite the universality

of the rational object with the vivid presence of

the empirical object, though it sacrifices the defi-

nite content of both. The mystic, empiricist, and

15 Plato: Thmaztetus
, 150 B. Translation by Jowett.
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rationalist arc in these several wavs led to revise

their metaphysics upon the basis of their episte-

mology, or to define reality in terms dictated by

the means of knowing it.

§ 69. But within the general field of episte-

mology there has arisen another issue, of even

The Relation greater significance in its bearing upon
of Knowledge

to its object metaphysics. The first issue, us we
According to * ...
Realism, and nave seen, has reference to the criterion

attvfihe'ory.

4

of knowledge, to the possibility of ar-

riving at certainty about reality, and the choice of

means to that end. A second question arises, con-

cerning the relation between tfie-knowledge and its

object or that which is known. This problem

does not at first appear as an epistemological diffi-

culty, hut is duo to tho emphasis which tho moral

and religious interests of men give to tho concep-

tion of the self. My knowing is a part of mo, a

function of that soul whoso welfare and eternal

happiness I am seeking to secure. Indeed, my
knowing is, so the wise men have always taught,

the greatest of my prerogatives. Wisdom apper-

tains to the philosopher, as folly to the fool. But

though my knowledge be a part of me, and in mo,

the same cannot, lightly at any rate, be said of

what I know. It would seem thaj I must dis-
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tinguish between the knowledge, which Is my act

or state, an event in my life, and the known, which

is object, and belongs to the context of the outer

world. The object of knowledge would then be

quite independent of the circumstance that 1 know

it. This theory has acquired the name of real-

ism,1 ® and is evidently as dose to common sense

as any epistemological doctrine can be said to be.

If the knowledge consists in some sign or symbol

which in my mind stands for the object, but is

16 Much ambiguity attaches k> the terms “realism” and

“idealism” in current usage. The first had at one time in

the history of philoxo^hy a much narrower meaning than

that which it now possesses. It was used to apply to those

who, after Plato, believed in the independent reality of ideas,

universal, or general natures. Realists in this sense were

opposed to nominalists and conccptualists. Nominalism main-

tained the exclusive reality of individual substances, and re-

duced ideas to particular signs having, like the name, a purely

symbolical or descriptive value. Conceptualism sought to

unite realism and nominalism through the conception of

mind, or an individual substance whoso meanings may pos-

sess universal validity. Though this dispute was of funda-

mental importance throughout the mediaeval period, the

issues involved have now been restated. Realism in the old

sense will, if held, come within the scope of the broader

epistemological realism defined above. Nominalism is cov-

ered by empirical tendencies, and conceptualism by modem
idealism.

The terra idealism is sometimes applied to Plato on ac-

count of his designation of ideas as the ultimate realities.

This would be a natural use of the term, but in our own
day it has become inseparably associated with the doctrine
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quite other than, the object, realism is given the

form known as the representative theory

.

This

theory is due to a radical distinction between the

inner world of consciousness and the outer world of

things, whereby in knowledge the outer object re-

quires a substitute that is qualified to belong to

the inner world. Where, on the other hand, no

specific and exclusive nature is attributed to the

inner world, realism may flourish without the rep-

resentative theory. In such a case the object would

be regarded as itself capable of entering into any
f

number of individual experiences or of remaining

outside them all, and without on either account for-

feiting its identity. This view was taken for

granted by Plato, but is elaborately defended in

our own day. During the intervening period

epistemology has been largely occupied with diffi-

culties inherent in the representative theory, and

which attributes to being a dependence upon the activity

of mind. It is of the utmost importance to keep these two
meanings clear. In the preferred sense Plato is a realist,

and so opposed to idealism.

The term idealism is further confused on account of its

employment in literature and common speech to denote
the control of ideals. Although this is a kindred meaning,
the student of philosophy will gain little or no help from it,

and will avoid confusion if he distinguishes the term in its

technical use and permits it in that capacity to acquire an
independent meaning.
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from that discussion there has emerged the theory

of idealism
-,

17 the great rival theory to that of

realism.

§ 70. The representative theory contains at

least one obvious difficulty. If the thinker be

The Relation confined to his ideas, and if the reality
of Knowledge
to its object be at the same time beyond these ideas,
According to

idealism. how can he ever verify their report ?

Indeed, what can it mean that an idea should he

true of that which belongs to a wholly different

category? How under such circumstances can

that which is a part of The idea bo attributed

with any certainty* to the object? Once grant

that you know only your ideas, and the object

reduces to an unknown x, which you retain to

account for the outward pointing or reference of

the ideas, but which is not missed if neglected.

The obvious though radical theory of idealism is

almost inevitably the next step. Why assume

that there is any object other than the state of

mind, since all positive content belongs to that

realm? The eighteenth century English philos-

opher, Bishop Berkeley, was accused by his con-

temporaries of wilful eccentricity, and even mad-

ness, for his boldness in accepting this argument

and drawing this conclusion:

17 See note, p. 173.
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“The table I write on I say exists; that is, I sen and

feel it: and if I were out of rny study I should say it

existed; meaning thereby that if I was in my study I

might perceive it, or that some other spirit actually does

perceive it. There was an odor -that is, it was smelt;

there was a sound—that is, it was heard ; a color or

figure, and it was perceived by sight or touch. This is

all that I can understand by these and the like expres-

sions. For as to what is said of the absolute existence

of unthinking things, without any relation to their being

perceived, that is to me perfectly unintelligible. Their

esse is percipi

;

nor is it possible that they should have

any existence out of the minds or thinking thing which

perceives them.” 18

§ 71. In this paragraph Berkeley maintains

that it is essential to things, or at any rate to their

Phenomenal- qualities, that they im perceived. This

Si’, and

ltmil
~ principle when expressed as an opiste-

Panpsychiam.
xnologieal or metaphysical generaliza-

tion, is called phenomenalism . But in another

phase of his thought Berkeley emphasizes the

perceiver
,
or spirit The theory which maintains

that the only real substances arc these active selves,

with their powers and their states, has been called

somewhat vaguely by the name of spiritualism .

10

Philosophically it shows a strong tendency to do-

18 Berkeley: Principles of Human Knowledge
,

Part I,

Fraser's edition, p. 259.
10 To be distinguished from the religious sect which bears

the same name.
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vclop Into either panpsychhm or transcendental-

ism. The former is radically empirical. Its

classic representative is the Gorman pessimist

Schopenhauer, who defined reality in terms of will

because that term signified to him most eloquently

the directly felt nature of the self. This imme-

diate revelation of the true inwardness of being

serves as the key to an “ intuitive interpretation
77

of the gradations of nature, and will finally awaken

a sense of the presence of the universal Will.

§ 72. Transcendentalism, or absolute idealism,

on the other hand, emphasizes the rational activity,

Transcenden- rather lllan the bare subjectivity, of the

Absolute
1 setf' The term “ transcendental ” has

idealism. become associated with this type of

idealism through Kant, whose favorite form of

argument, the “ transcendental deduction,” was an

analysis of experience with a view to discovering

the categories, or formal principles of thought,

implied in its meaning. From the Kantian

method arose the conception of a standard or abso-

lute mind for the standard experience. This mind

is transcendental not in the sense of being alien,

but in the sense of exceeding the human mind in

the direction of what this means and strives to be.

It is the ideal or normal mind, in which the true
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roalitv is contained, with all the Hums of finite

experience compounded and redeemed. There is

no being but the absolute, the one ulhinelunivo

spiritual life, in whom all things are inherent, and

whose perfection is the virtual implication of all

purposive activities.

“ God's life . . . sees the one plan fulfilled

through all the manifold lives, the single consciousness

winning its purpose by virtue of all the ideas, of all the

individual selves, and of all the lives. No finite view is

wholly illusory. Every finite intent taken precisely in

its wholeness is fulfilled in the Absolute* The least life

is not neglected, the moat fleeting net is a recognized

part of the world's meaning. You are for the divine

view all that you know yourself 'at this instant to be*

But you are also infinitely more. The preemusness of

your present purposes to yourself is only a hint of that

preciousness which in the end links their meaning to the

entire realm of Being." 30

The fruitfulness of the philosopher’s reflective

doubt concerning his own powers is now evident*

Problems are raised which are not merely urgent

in themselves, but which present wholly now alter-

natives to the metaphysician. Rationalism and

empiricism, realism and idealism, are doctrines

which, though springing from the epistemological

query concerning the possibility of knowledge, may

20 Quoted from Professor Josiah Boyce's The World and
the Individual

, First Series, pp. 420-427,
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determine an entire philosophical system. They

hear upon every question of metaphysics, whether

the fundamental conception of being, or the prob-

lems of the world's unity, origin, and significance

for human life.



CHAPTER VII

THE NORMATIVE HCU0NVE8 AND THE PROHLKMB OF

RKLXOlOtf

§ 73. There arc' three nets of problems whoso

general philosophical importance depends upon the

The Normative pl^CC which metaphysics HHSiglhS to tliO

butiic,©^ Inman critical faculties, Man passes

judgment upon that which claims to lx* true, beau-

tiful, or good, thus referring to ideals and stand-

ards that define these values. Attempts to make

those ideals explicit, and to formulate principles

which regulate their attainment, have resulted in

the development of the three so-called normative

sciences: logic
,

aesthetics, and ethics; These sci-

ences are said to owe their origin to the Socratic

method, and it is indeed certain that their prob-

lem is closely related to the general rationalistic

attitude .
1 In Plato’s dialogue, a

Protagoras,”

one may observe the manner of the inception

of both ethics and logic. The question at issue

between Socrates and the master sophist Pro-

1 Of. § 68.

180
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tagoras, is concerning the possibility of teach-

ing virtue. Protagoras conducts his side of the

discussion with the customary rhetorical flourish,

expounding in set speeches the tradition and usage

in which such a possibility is accepted. Socrates,

on the other hand, conceives the issue quite differ-

ently. One, can neither affirm nor deny anything

of virtue unless one knows what is meant by it.

Even the possession of such a meaning was scarcely

recognized by Protagoras, who was led by Soc-

rates’s questions to attribute to the various vir-

tues an external grouping analogous to that of the

parts of the face. • But Socrates shows that sinco

justice, temperance, courage, and the like, are ad-

mittedly similar in that they are all virtues, they

must have in common some essence, which is vir-

tue in general. Tins ho sticks to define in tho

terms, virtue, is knowledge. The interest which

Socrates here shows in tho reduction of tho ordi-

nary moral judgments to a system centering in

some singlo fundamental principle, is tho ethical

interest. But this is at the same timo a particu-

lar application of tho general rationalistic method

of definition, and of the general rationalistic pos-

tulate that ono knows nothing until one can form

unitary and determinate conceptions. The recog-
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iiition which Socrates thus gives to criteria of

knowledge is an expression of the logical interest

In a certain sense, indeed, the whole labor of Soc-

rates was in the cause of tin 1
, logical interest. For

he sought to demonstrate* that belief is not neces-

sarily knowledge; that belief may or may not bo

true. In order that it shall be true, and con-

stitute knowledge, it must be well-grounded, and

accompanied by an understanding of its object.

Socrates thus set the problem of logic, the discov-

ery, namely, of those characters by virtue of the

possession of which belief is knowledge.

§ 74. Logic deals with the ground of belief, and

thus distinguishes itself from tho psychological ae-

The Affliis- count of the elements of tho believing
tlons

of Logic. state.
2 But it is not jawsiblo sharply

to sunder psychology and logic. This is due to

the fact that the general principles which make

belief true, may be regarded quito independently

of this fact. They then become the most general

truth, belonging to the absolute, archetypal realm,

or to the mind of God.8 When the general prin-

ciples of certainty are so regarded, logic can bo

’The Socratic distinction between the logical and the

psychological treatment of belief finds its best expression in

Plato’s Gorgias, especially, 454, 455. Cf. also 5 29.
J Thus, e. g. Hegel. See § 179. Cf. alsa || 199, 200.
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distinguished from metaphysics only by adding to

the study of the general principles themselves,

the study of the special conditions (mainly psy-

chological) under which they may be realized

among men. In the history of human thought the

name of logic belongs to the study of this attain-

ment of truth, as the terms aesthetics and ethics

belong to the studies of the attainment of beauty

and goodness.4 It is evident that logic wiE

have a peculiar importance for the rationalist.

For the empiricist, proposing to report upon

things as they are given, will tend on the whole to

maintain that kncfwledge has no properties save

those which are given to it by its special subject-

matter. One cannot, in short, define any absolute

relationship between the normative sciences and

the other branches of philosophy.

§ 75. Logic is the formulation
,
as independently

as possible of special subject-matter, of that which

Logic Beals conditions truth in belief. Since logic
with the Most

#

General Con- is concerned with truth only in so far
ditions of „ .. .

Truth in Belief, as it is predicated of beliei, and since

beHef in so far as true is knowledge, logic can be

defined as the formulation of the most general

principles of knowledge. The principles so for-

4 Cf. § 84.
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mulated would Iw those virtually user! to justify

belief or to disprove the imputation of error.

§ 76. What is called formal logic is animated

with the hope of extracting these formulations

The Parts of dirpctly from an analysis of the pro-

D«flna!on°

eiC
cednro of thought. The most general

foference.'and
l°g*cal principles which have appeared

observation.
jn historical development, of formal

logic are definition, self-evidence•, inference, and

observation. Each of these has been given special

study, and each has given rise to special issues.

Definition has to do with the formation of con-

cepts
,
or determinate and nncrfuivocal meanings.

The universality of such concepts, and their conse-

quent relation to particular things, was, as we have

seen, investigated at a very early dato, and gave

rise to the great realistic-nominalistic controversy.®

A large part of the logical discussion in the Pla-

tonic dialogues is an outgrowth of the earlier

“ eristic,” a form of disputation in favor with the

sophists, and consisting in the adroit use of am-

biguity.® It is natural that in its first conscious

self-criticism thought should discover the need of

definite terms. The perpetual importance of defi-

5 See § 69, note .

8 The reader will find a good illustration of eristic in Plato’s

Euthydemus, 275.
r‘
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nition has been largely due to the great prestige in

modern philosophy of the method of geometry,

which was regarded by Descartes and Spinoza as

the model for systems of necessary truth.

Self-evidence is the principle according to which

conviction of truth follows directly from an under-

standing of meaning. In the practice of his in-

tellectual midwifery, Socrates presupposed that

thought is capable of bringing forth its own cer-

tainties. And rationalism has atk all times re-

garded truth as ultimately accredited by internal

marks recognizable by reason. Such truth ar-

rived at antecedent*to acquaintance with instances

is called a priori, as distinguished from a posteriori

knowledge, or observation after the fact. There

can be no principles of self-evidence, but logicians

have always been more or less concerned with the

enumeration of alleged self-evident principles,

notably those of contradiction and identity. A
philosophical interest in the mathematical method

has led to a logical study of axioms, but with a

view rather to their fruitfulness than their intrin-

sic truth. Indeed, the interest in self-evident truth

has always been subordinate to the interest in sys-

tematic truth, and the discovery of first principles

most commoqjy serves to determine the relative
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priority of definite concepts, or the correct, point

of departure for a series of inferences.

The greater part of the famous Aristotelian

logic consists in a study of inference, or the

derivation of new knowledge from old knowledge.

Aristotle sougiit to set down and classify every

method of advancing from premises. The most

important form of inference which he defined was

the syllogism, a scheme of reasoning to a conclu-

sion by means of two premises having one term in

common. From the premises *' all men are mor-

tal ” and “
Socrates is a man,” one may conclude

that “ Socrates is mortal.” This is an instance

not only of the syllogism in general, but of its

most important “ mood,” the subsumption of a

particular case under a general rule. Since the

decline of Aristotle’s influence in philosophy there

has been a notable decrease of interest in the dif-

ferent forms of inference; though its fundamental

importance as the very bone and sinew of reason-

ing or deductive thinking has never been chal-

lenged. Its loss of preeminence is in part due to

the growth of empiricism, stimulated by the writ-

ings of Lord Bacon in the seventeenth century,

and fostered by the subsequent development of ex-

perimental science.
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Observation is the fundamental logical prin-

ciple of empiricism. Eor a radical empiricism,

knowledge would consist of descriptive generaliza-

tions based upon the summation of instances.

That branch of logic which deals with the advance

from individual instances to general principles, is

called inductive logic. It has resulted in the an-

nouncement of canons of accuracy and freedom

from preconception, and in the methodological

study of hypothesis, experiment, and verification.

Rules for observation directed to the end of discov-

ering causes, constitute the most famous part of

the epoch-making ?ogic of J. S. Mills.7

§ 77. There are two significant tendencies in

contemporary logic. Theories of the judgment

Present have arisen in the course of an attempt2“ to define the least complexity that must
the judgment

presen-k [n order that thought shall

come within the range of truth and error. It is

evident that no one either knows or is in error

until he takes some attitude which lays claim to

knowledge. Denoting by the term judgment this

minimum of complexity in knowledge, an impor-

tant question arises as to the sense in which the

7 The reader can find these rules, and the detail of the

traditional formal logic, in any elementary text-book, such

as, e. g., Jevons: Elements of Logic .
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judgment, involves the subject, predicate, and

copula that are commonly present in its proposi-

tional form.

§ 78. But a more itnjxirtnnt logical develop-

ment lias ken due to the recent analysis of definite,

Priority of
accredited systems of knowledge. The

Concepts.
Ht.utlv of the fundamental concept iona of

mathematics and mechanics, together with an ex-

amination of the systematic, structure of these sci-

ences, furnishes the most notable eases. There are

two Reuses in which such studies mav lie regarded
*

as logical. In the first place* in ho fur as they

bring to light the inner coherence of any body of

truth, the kind of evidence upon which it rente,

and the type of formal perfection which it, seeks,

they differ from formal logic only in that they

derive their criteria from eases, rather than from

the direct anidyais of the procedure of thought

And «inee formal logic, muni itself make exjieri*

monte, this difference is not n radical one* The

study of eases tends chiefly to enrich methodology,

or the knowledge of the special criteria of spend

sciences. In the second place, such studies serve

to define the relatively few simple truths which

are common to the relatively many complex truths,

A study of the foundations of arithmetic reveals
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more elementary conceptions, such as class and

order
,
that must be employed in the very definition

of number itself, and so are implied in every

numerical calculation. It appears similarly that

the axioms of geometry, are special axioms which

involve the acceptance of more genera] axioms or

indefinables.8 Logic in this sense, then, is the

enumeration of conceptions and principles in the

order of their indispensableness to knowledge.

And while it must be observed that the most gen-

eral conceptions and principles of knowledge are

not necessarily those most significant for the exis-

tent world, nevertheless the careful analysis which

such an enumeration involves is scarcely less fruit-

ful for metaphysics than for logic.

§ 79. ^Esthetics is the formulation, as inde-

pendently as possible of special subject-matter

,

Aesthetics of that which conditions beauty . As

Most General logic commonly refers to a judgment of“s of
truth, so aesthetics at any rate refers to

and^ormatts-
a judgment implied in appreciation,

tic Tendencies. But while it is generally admitted that

truth itself is by no means limited to the form of

the judgment, the contrary is frequently main-

8 What is called “ the algebra of logic” seeks to obtain

an unequivocal symbolic expression for these truths.
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tained with reference to beauty. The aphorism,

De gustibus non est dispuiandum , expresses a com-

mon opinion to the effect that beauty is not a prop-

erty belonging to the object of which it is predi-

cated, but a property generated by the appreciative

consciousness. According to this opinion there can

be no beauty except in the case of an object’s pres-

ence in an individual experience. Investigators

must of necessity refuse to leave individual caprice

in complete possession of the field, but they have in

many cases occupied themselves entirely with the

state of aesthetic enjoyment in the hope of discov-

ering its constant factors. ThVopposing tendency

defines certain formal characters which the beau-

tiful object must possess. Evidently the latter

school will attribute a more profound philosophi-

cal importance to the conception of beauty, since

for them it is a principle that obtains in the world

of being. This was the first notable contention,

that of Plato. But even with the emphasis laid

upon the subjective aspect of the {esthetic experi-

ence, great metaphysical importance may be at-

tached to it, where, as in the case of the German

Romanticists, reality is deliberately construed as

a spiritual life which is to be appreciated rather

than understood.
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As in tlie ease of logic, a strong impulse has

manifested itself in aesthetics to deal with groups

of objects that lie within its province, rather than

directly with its concepts and principles. The

first special treatise on {Esthetics, the “
Poetics ”

of Aristotle, belongs to this type of inquiry, as

does all criticism of art in so far as it aims at the

formulation of general principles.

§ 80. Ethics

,

the oldest and most popular of the

normative sciences, is the formulation, as indepen

-

Ethics Deal* dently as possible. of special subjed-mat-

Genera* Con- ^rt of that winch conditions goodness

Moral*

°f

°f conduct. Ethics is commonly con-

Goodneas. corned with goodness only in so far as

it is predicated of conduct, or of character, which

is a more or less permanent disposition to conduct.

Since conduct, in so far as good, is said to consti-

tute moral goodness, ethics may be defined as the

formulation of the general principles of morality.

The principles so formulated would be those vir-

tually employed to justify conduct, or to disprove

the imputation of immorality.

§ 81 . The student of this science is confronted

with a very considerable diversity of method and

conception* differentiation of problems. Tho ear-
of the Good.

. .

Hedonism. li^t and most profound opposition of
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doctrine in ethics arose from the differences of in-

terpretation of which the teaching of Socrates is

capable. Ilia doctrine is, as we have seen, ver-

bally expressed in the proposition, virtue is knowl-

edge. Socrates was primarily concerned to show

that there is no real living without an understand-

ing of the significance of life. To live well is to

know the end of life, the* good of it all, and to

govern action with reference to that end. Virtue

is therefore the practical wisdom that enables one

to live consistently with his real intention. But

what is the real intention, the end or good of life?

In the “Protagoras,” where H*to represents Soc-

rates as expounding his position, virtue is inter-

preted to mean prudence, or foresight of pleasur-

able and painful consequences. He who knows,

possesses all virtue in that he is qualified to adapt

himself to the real situation and to gain the end

of pleasure. All men, indeed, seek pleasure, but

only virtuous men seek it wisely and well.

“And do you, Protagoras, like the rest of the world,

call some pleasant things evil and sonic painful things

good ?—for I am rather disposed to say that things are

good in as far as they are pleasant, if they have no con-

sequences of another sort, and in as far as they are painful

they are bad." a

9 Plato: Protagoras, 351. Translation py Jowett.
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According to this view painful things are good

only when they lead eventually to pleasure, and

pleasant things evil only when their painful con-

sequences outweigh their pleasantness. Hence

moral differences reduce to differences of skill in

the universal quest for pleasure, and sensible grati-

fication is the ultimate standard of moral value .

This ancient doctrine, known as hedonism
,
express-

ing as it does a part of life that will not suffer

itself for long to he denied, is one of the great

perennial tendencies of ethical thought. In the

course of many centuries it has passed through a

number of phases," varying its conception of pleas-

ure from the tranquillity of the wise man to the

sensuous titillations of the sybarite, and from the

individualism of the latter to the nnivcrsalisra of

the humanitarian. But in every case it shows a

respect for the natural man, praising morality for

its disciplinary and instrumental value in the ser-

vice of such human wants as are the outgrowth of

the animal instinct of self-preservation.

§ 82 . But if a maids life bo regarded as a truer

representation of bis ideals than is his spoken

Rationalism, theory, there is little to identify Soc-

rates with the hedonists. At the conclusion of the

defence of hi& own life, which Plato puts into his
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moutli in the well-known “ Apology,” he speaks

thus

:

“ When my sons arc grown up, 1 would ask you, 0 my
friends, to punish them; and 1 would have you trouble

them, as I have troubled you, if they Hewn to care about

riches, or anything, more than about virtue; or if they

pretend to be something when they are reaily nothing,

—

then reprove them, as I have reproved you, for not earing

about that for which they ought to rare, and thinking

that they are something when they are really nothing.” 10

It is plain that the man Socrates eared little for

the pleasurable or painful consequences of his acts,

provided they were worthy of the high calling of

human nature. A man’s virtue would now seem

to possess an intrinsic nobility. * If knowledge ho

virtue, then on this basis it must, bo localise knowl-

edge is itself excellent.. Virtue as knowledge

contributes to the good by constituting it. Wo
meet hero with the rationalistic strain in ethics.

It praises conduct for the inherent worth which it

may possess if it express that reason which the

Stoics called “ the riding part." The riches of

wisdom consist for the hedonist in their purchase

of pleasure. For the rationalist, on the other

hand, wisdom is not coin, but itself the very sub-

stance of value.

§ 83. Rationalism has undergone modifications

10 Plato: Apology, 41. Translation by Jowett.
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even more significant than those of hedonism,

Eudffimonism and involving at least one radically

Sgorism ’and new group of conceptions. Among the

intuitiomam. Qroc].g rationalism and hedonism alike

are eudwmonistic. They aim to portray the ful-

ness of life that makes “ the happy man.” In the

ethics of Aristotle, whose synthetic mind weaves

together these different strands, the Greek ideal

finds its most complete expression as “the high-

minded man,” with all his powers and trappings.

But the great spiritual transformation which ac-

companied the declino of Greek culture and the

rise of Christianity, brought with it a new moral

sensibility, which finds in man no virtue of him-

self, but only through the grace of God.

“And the virtues themsolves," says St. Augustine,
“

if they bear no relation to God, are in truth vices rather

than virtues; for although they aro regarded by many
as truly moral when they aro desired as ends in them-

selves and not for the sake of something else, they are,

nevertheless, inflated and arrogant, and therefore not to

be viewed as virtues but as vices.” 11

The new ideal is that of renunciation, obedience,

and resignation. Ethically this expresses itself in

‘pietism. Virtue is good neither in itself nor on

account of its consequences, but because it is con-

11 Quoted by Paulsen in his System of Ethics. Transla-

tion by Tidily, p. 69 .
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formable to the will of God. The extreme inward-

ness of this ideal is eharaeteristie of an age that

despaired of attainment., whether of pleasure or

knowledge. To all, even the persecuted, it, is per-

mitted to obey, and so gain entrance into the

kingdom of the children of God. But as every

special study tends to rely upon its own concep-

tions, pietism, involving as it does a relation to

God, is replaced hy rigori.vii and intnilionmn.

The former doctrine defines virtue in terms of the

inner attitude which it expresses. It, must, lx 1 done

in the spirit of dutifulness, because, one ought, and

through sheer respect for the 'law which one’s

moral nature affirms. Iniuilionism has attempted

to deal with the source of the moral law hy defin-

ing conscience as a special faculty or sense, quali-

fied to pass directly upon moral questions, and

deserving of implicit obediences. It is character-

istic of this whole tendency to look for the spring

of virtuous living, not in a good which such living

obtains, but in a law to which its owes obedience.

§ 84. This third general ethical tendency has

thus been of the greatest importance in emphasiz-

Duty and ing the consciousness of duty

,

and has

Etwcs and brought both hedonism and rationalism
Metaphysics.

& recogn^ion 0£ fundamental im-
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portance. Ethics must deal not only with the

moral ideal, but also with the ground of its appeal

to the individual, and his obligation to pursue it.

In connection with this recognition of moral re-

sponsibility, the problem of human freedom has

come to be regarded in the light of an inevitable

point of contact between ethics and metaphysics.

That which is absolutely binding upon the human

will can be determined only in view of some

theory of its ultimate nature. On this account

the rationalistic and hedonistic motives are no

longer abstractly sundered, as in the days of the

Stoics and Epicifreans, but tend to be absorbed in

broader philosophical tendencies. Hedonism ap-

pears as the sequel to naturalism
;
or, more rarely,

as part of a theistic system whose morality is

divine legislation enforced by an appeal to motives

of pleasure and pain. Kationalism, on the other

hand, tends to be absorbed in rationalistic or ideal-

istic philosophies, where man’s rational nature is

construed as his bond of kinship with the universe.

Ethics has exhibited from the beginning a ten-

dency to universalize its conceptions and take the

central place in metaphysics. Thus with Plato

good conduct was but a special case of goodness,

the good being the most general principle of
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reality.
12 In modern times Fichte and his school

have founded an ethical metaphysics upon the con-

ception of duty.13 In these cases ethics can lie dis-

tinguished from metaphysics only by adding to

the study of the good or of duty, a study of the

special physical, psychological, and social condi-

tions under which goodness and dutifulness may

obtain in human life. It is possible to attach the

name of ethics, and wo have soon the. same to Iks

true of logic, either to a realm of ideal truth or

to that realm wherein the ideal is realized in

humanity.

§ 85. A systematic study of ethics requires that

the virtues
,
or types of moral practice, shall be

The virtues, interpreted in the light of the central
Customs, and

institutions, conception of good, or of conscience.

Justice, temperance, wisdom, and courage were

praised by the Greeks. Christianity added self-

sacrifice, humility, purity, and benevolence. These

and other virtues have been defined, justified, and

co-ordinated with the aid of a standard of moral

value or a canon of duty.

There is in modern ethics a pronounced ten-

dency, parallel to those already noted in logic and

aesthetics, to study such phenomena belonging to

n Cf. §160. »> Cf. f 177.
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its field as have become historically established.

A very considerable investigation of custom, insti-

tutions, and other social forces has led to a con-

tact of ethics with anthropology and sociology

scarcely less significant than that with metaphysics.

§ 86. In that part of his philosophy in which

he deals with faith, the great German philosopher

The Problems Kant mentions God, Freedom, and Im-
of Religion.

^

7 7

The Special mortality as the three pre-eminent re-
Interests of

Faith. ligions interests. Religion, as we havo

seen, sets up a social relationship between man

and that massive drift of tilings which determines

his destiny. Of the two terms of this relation,

God signifies the latter, while freedom and immor-

tality are prerogatives which religion bestows upon

the former. Man, viewed from the stand-point of

religion as an object of special interest to the uni-

verse, is said to havo a soul
;
and by virtue of this

soul he is said to be free and immortal, when

thought of as having a life in certain senses inde-

pendent of its immediate natural environment.

The attempt to make this faith theoretically in-

telligible has led to the philosophical disciplines

known as theology and psychology -

14

14 Concerning the duty of philosophy to religion in these
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§ 87. Theology

,

as a branch of philosophy, deals

with the proof and the nature of God. Since

Theology

“ God ” *s no* i'
r ’nmr'lv 11 theoretical

Deals with the conception, the proof of God is not

Proof of God. properly a philosophical problem. His-

torically, this task has been assumed as a legacy

from Christian apologetics; and it has involved,

at any rate so far as European philosophy is con-

cerned, the definition of ultimata being in such

spiritual terms as make possible the relation with

man postulated, in Christianity. For this it has

been regarded as sufficient to ascribe to the world an

underlying unity capable of bearing the predicates

of perfection, omnipotence, and omniscience. Each

proof of God has defined him pre-eminently in

terms of some one of these his attributes.

§ 88. The ontological proof of God held the

foremost place in philosophy’s contribution to

The Ontoiofr- Christianity up to the eighteenth con-

God. tury. Tins proof infers the existence

from the ideal of God, and so approaches the nat-

ure of God through the attribute of perfection.

It owes the form in which it was accepted in the

Middle Ages and Renaissance to St Anselm,

matters, Cf. Descartes: Meditations, Dedication, Transla-

tion by Veitch, p, 81. *
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Archbishop of Canterbury at the close of the

eleventh century. ITe argued from the idea of a

most perfect being to its existence, on the ground

that non-existence, or existence only in idea, would

contradict its perfection. It is evident that the

force of this argument depends upon the necessity

of the idea of God. The argument was accepted

in Scholastic Philosophy15 largely because of the

virtual acceptance of this necessity. Mediaeval

thought was under the dominance of the philosoph-

ical ideas of Plato and Aristotle, and through them
*

rationalism had come to be the unquestioned start-

ing-point for all thought. For Plato reality and

rationality meant one and the same thing, so that

the ultimate reality was the highest principle of

rationality, which ho conceived to he the idea of

the good. In the case of Aristotle the ideal

of rationality was conceived to determine the

course of the cosmical evolution as its immanent

final cause. But in itself it was beyond the world,

or transcendent For Plato perfection itself is

reality, whereas for Aristotle perfection determines

the hierarchical order of natural substances. The

latter theory, more suitable to the uses of Ohris-

15 The school-philosophy that flourished from the eleventh

to the fifteenth cantury, under the authority of the church.
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tianity, because it distinguished between God and

the world, was incorporated into the great school

systems. But both theories contain the essence of

the ontological proof of God. In thought one seeks

the perfect truth, and posits it. as at, once, the cul-

mination of insight and the meaning of life. The

ideal of God is therefore a necessary idea, lieeauso

implied in all the effort of thought ns the object

capable of finally satisfying it. St. Anselm adds

little to the force of this argument, and does much

to obscure its real significance.

In stating the ontological argument the term

perfection has been expressly emphasized, because

it may he taken to embrace both truth ami good-

ness. Owing to u habit of thought, due in the

main to Plato, it was long customary to regard

degrees of truth and goodness as interchangeable,

and as equivalent to degrees of reality. The ms
realissimum was in its completeness the highest

object both of the faculty of cognition and of the

moral will. But even in the scholastic period

these two different aspects of the ideal wore dearly

recognized, and led to sharply divergent tenden-

cies. More recently they have been divided and

embodied in separate arguments. The epistemo-

logical argument defines God in terms of that also-
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lute truth which is referred to in every judgment

Under the influence of idealism this absolute truth

has taken the form of, a universal mind, or all-

embracing standard experience, called more briefly

the absolute. The ethical argument, on the other

hand, conceives God as the perfect goodness im-

plied in the moral struggle
,
or the power through

which goodness is made to triumph in the universe

to the justification of moral faith. While the

former of these arguments identifies God with

being, the latter defines God in terms of the intent

or outcome of being. Thus, while the epistemo-

logical argument does not distinguish God and the

world, the latter does so, assuming that independent

reality can be attributed to the stages of a process

and to the purpose that dominates it.

§ 89. The cosmological proof of God approaches

him through the attribute of creative omnipotence.

The Cosmo- The common principle of causal ex-
logical Proof

of God. planation refers the origin of natural

events to similar antecedent events. But there

must be some first cause from which the whole

series is derived, a cause which is ultimate, suffi-

cient to itself, and the responsible author of the

world. Because God’s function as creator was a

part of the Christian teaching, and because expla-
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nation by causes is habitual with common sense,

this argument has had great vogue. But in phi-

losophy it has declined in importance, chiefly be-

cause it has been absorbed in arguments which deal

with the hind of causality projxw to a first cause

or world-ground. The argument that follows is

a case in point.

§ 90. The teleological proof argues that the

world can owe its origin only to an intelligent first

The Teieoiogi- cause, Tho evidence for this is fur-
cal Proof of

God. nished by the cunning contrivances and

beneficent adaptations of nature. These could not

have come about through chance, or the working

of mechanical forces, hut only through tho fore-

sight of a rational will. This argument originally

infers God from the character of nature and his-

tory; and tho extension of mechanical principles

to organic and social phenomena, especially as

stimulated by Darwin’s principle of natural selec-

tion, has tended greatly to diminish its importance.

When, on the other hand, for nature and history

there are substituted the intellectual and moral

activities themselves, and the inference is made to

the ideal which they imply, the teleological argu-

ment merges into the ontological. But the old-

fashioned statement of it remains in the form of
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religious faith, and in this capacity it has had the

approval even of Hume and Kant, the philosophers

who have contributed most forcibly to its over-

throw as a demonstration of God. They agree

that the acknowledgment of God in nature and

history is the sequel to a theistic belief, and an in-

evitable attitude on the part of the religious con-

sciousness.

§ 91. Another group of ideas belonging to philo-

sophical theology consists of three generalizations

God and
respecting God’s relation to the world,

Theism'and
^nown as theism

,
pantheism, and deism.

Pantheism. AlthougB, theoretically, these are corol-

laries of the different arguments for God, two of

them, theism and pantheism, owe their importance

to their rivalry as religious tendencies. Theism

emphasizes that attitude to God which recognizes

in him an historical personage, in some sense dis-

tinct from both the world and man, which are his

works and yet stand in an external relationship

to him. It expresses the spirit of ethical and

monotheistic religion, and is therefore the natural

belief of the Christian. Pantheism appears in

primitive religion as an animistic or polytheistic

sense of the presence of a divine principle diffused

throughout nature. But it figures most notably
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in the history of religions, in the highly reflective

Brahmanism of India. In sharp opposition to

Christianity, this religion preaches the indivisible

unity of the world and the illusorinosH of the in-

dividual’s sense of his own indeixmdent reality.

In spite of the fact that such a doctrine is alien

to the spirit of Christianity, it enters into Chris-

tian theology through the influence of philosophy.

The theoretical idea of God tends, as we have seen,

to the identification of him with the world as its

most real principle. Or it bestows upon him a

nature so logical and formal, and so far removed

from the characters of humanity, as to forbid his

entering into personal or social relations. Such

reflections concerning God find their religious ex-

pression in a mystical sense of unity, which has in

many cases either entirely replaced or profoundly

modified the theistic strain in Christianity. In

current philosophy pantheism appears in the epis-

temological argument which identifies God with

being; while the chief bulwark of theism is the

ethical argument, with its provision for a distinc-

tion between the actual world and ideal principle

of evolution.

§ 92. While theism and pantheism appear to he

permanent phases in the philosophy of religion,
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deism is the peculiar product of the eighteenth cen-

Deism. tury. It is based upon a repudia-

tion of supernaturalism and “ enthusiasm,” on the

one hand, and a literal acceptance of the cosmo-

logical and teleological proofs on the other. Re-

ligions, like all else, were required, in this epoch

of clear thinking, to submit to the canons of experi-

mental observation and practical common sense.

These authorize only a natural religion
,
the ac-

knowledgment in pious living of a God who, hav-

ing contrived this natural world, has given it over

to the rule, not of priests and prophets, but of

natural law. The, artificiality of its conception of

God, and the calculating spirit of its piety, make

deism a much less genuine expression of the re-

ligious experience than either the moral chivalry

of theism or the intellectual and mystical exalta-

tion of pantheism.

§ 93. The systematic development of philosophy

leads to the inclusion of conceptions of God within

Metaphysics problem of metaphysics, and the

and Theology.
suLordiiiation of the proof of God to

the determination of the fundamental principle of

reality. There will always remain, however, an

outstanding theological discipline, whose function

it is to interpret worship, or the living religious
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attitude, in terms of the theoretical principles of

philosophy.

§ 94. Psychology is the theory of the. soul. As

wo have already seen, the rise of scepticism directs

Psychology is attention from the object of thought to
the Theory of

the Soul. the thinker, and so emphasizes the. self as

a field for theoretical investigation. But the orig-

inal and the dominating interest in the self is a

practical one. The precept, ym6c crmxrrou, has

its deepest justification in the concern for the

salvation of one’s soul. In primitive and hulf-

instinctivo belief the sdf is recognized in practical

relations. In its animistic pilose this belief ad-

mitted of such relations with all living creatures,

and extended the conception of life very generally

to natural processes. Thus in the beginning the

self was doubtless indistinguishable from the vital

principle. In the first treatise on psychology, the

“trepl '5pu%»5?” of Aristotle, this interpretation

finds a place in theoretical philosophy. For Aris-

totle the soul is the entelechy of the body—that

function or activity which makes a man of it.

He recognized, furthermore, three stages in this

activity : the nutritive, sensitive, and rational souls,

or the vegetable, animal, and distinctively human
natures, respectively. The rational soul, in its
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own proper activity, is man’s highest prerogative,

the soul to be saved. By virtue of it man rises

above bodily conditions, and lays bold on the

divine and eternal. But Plato, who, as we have

seen, was ever ready to grant reality to the ideal

apart from the circumstances of its particular em-

bodiment, had already undertaken to demonstrate

the immortality of the soul on the ground of its

distinctive nature.16 According to bis way of

thinking, the soul’s essentially moral nature made

it incapable of destruction through the operation

of natural causes. It is evident, then, that there

were already ideate * in vogue capable of interpret-

ing the Christian teaching concerning the exist-

ence of a soul, or of an inner essence of man capa-

ble of being made an object of divine interest

§ 95. The immediate effect of Christianity was

to introduce into philosophy as one of its cardinal

Spiritual doctrines the theory of a spiritual being,

Substance
constituting the true self of the indi-

vidual, and separable from the body. The differ-

ence recognized in Plato and Aristotle between the

divine spark and the appetitive and perceptual

parts of human nature was now emphasized. The

former (frequently called the
“

spirit/’ to distin-

ct* Especially in the Phcedo .
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giiisli it from the lower soul) was defined as a

substance having the attributes of thought and

will. The fundamental argument for its existence

was the immediate appeal to scdf-eonsciousness;

and it was further defined as indestructible on

the ground of its being utterly discontinuous and

incommensurable with its material environment

This theory survives at the present day in the con-

ception of pure activity, but on the whole the attri-

butes of the soul have superseded its substance.

§ 9(1. Intellectualism and voluntarism are the

two rival possibilities of emphasis when the soul is

inteiiectu&Hsra defined in terms of its known activities.
and Voluntar-

.

ism. Wherever the essence of personality is

in question, as also occurs In the case of theology,

thought and will present their respective claims

to the placo of first importance, hdellectualism

would make will merely the concluding phase of

thought, while voluntarism would reduce thought

to one of the interests of a general appetency . It

is evident that idealistic theories will be much

concerned with this question of priority. It is

also true, though less evident, that intelleetualism,

since it emphasizes the general and objective

features of the mind, tends to subordinate the

individual to tbe universal; while
n voluntarism,
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emphasizing desire and action, is relatively indi-

vidualistic, and so, since there are many indi-

viduals, also pluralistic.17

§ 97. The question of the freedom of the will

furnishes a favorite controversial topic in philos-

Freedom of ophy. Tor the interest at stake is no

^ceSterian- less than the individual’s responsibility

before man and God for his good or

determinism, •worLs> It hears alike upon science,

religion, and philosophy, and is at the same time

a question of most fundamental practical impor-

tance. But this diffusion of the problem has led

to so considerable’
1

a complication of it that it be-

comes necessary in outlining it to define two issues.

In the first place, the concept of freedom is de-

signed to express generally the distinction between

man and the rest of nature. To make man in all

respects the product and creature of his natural

environment would be to deny freedom and accept

the radically necessitarian doctrine. The question

still remains, however, as to the causes which domi-

nate man. He may be free from nature, and yet

be ruled by God, or by distinctively spiritual

causes, such as ideas or character. Where in gen-

eral the will is regarded as submitting only to a

17 Schopenhauef is a notable exception. Cf. §§ 135, 138,
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spiritual causation proper to Its own realm, the

conception is best named determinism; though in

the tradition of philosophy it is held to be a doc-

trine of freedom, because contrasted with the

necessitarianism above defined. There remains

indeterminism
,
which attributes to the will a spon-

taneity that makes possible the direct presence to

it of genuine alternatives, The issue may here

coincide with that between intellectualism and

voluntarism. If, e.g., in God’s act of creation, his

ideals and standards are prior to his fiat, his con-

duct is determined; whereas it is free in the radi-

cal or indeterministic sense if liis ideals themselves

are duo to his sheer will. This theory involves at

a certain point in action the absence of cause. On

this account the free will is often identified with

chance
,
in which case it loses its distinction from

nature, and we have swung round the circle.

§ 98. There is similar complexity in the prob-

lem concerning immortality. Were the extreme

immortality, claims of naturalism to be established,
Survival and
Etemaiism. there would be no ground whatsoever

upon which to maintain the immortality of man,

mere dust returning unto dust. The philosophical

concept of immortality is due to the supposition

that the quintessence of the individual’s nature is
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divine.
18 But several possibilities are at this

point open to us. The first would maintain the

survival after death of a recognizable and discrete

personality. Another would suppose a preserva-

tion after death, through being taken up into the

life of God. Still another, the theory commonly

maintained on the ground of rationalistic and

idealistic metaphysics, would deny that immortal-

ity has to do with life after death, and affirm that

it signifies the perpetual membership of the human

individual in a realm of eternity through the truth

or virtue that is in him. "’But this interpretation

evidently leaves open the question of the immor-

tality of that which is distinctive and personal in

human nature.

§ 99. So far we have followed the fortunes only

of the “ spirit ” of man. What of that lower soul

The Natural through which he is identified with the
Science of ^
Psychology, fortunes of his body? When philos-
Its Problems
and Method, ophy gradually ceased, in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, to be u the handmaid of

religion,” there arose a renewed interest in that

part of human nature lying between the strictly

18 It is interesting, however, to observe that current spirit-

ualistic theories maintain a naturalistic theory of immor-

tality, verifiable, it is alleged, in certain extraordinary

empirical observations.
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physiological functions, on the one hand, and

thought and will on the other. Descartes and

Spinoza analyzed what they called the “ passions,”

meaning such states of mind as are conditioned

by a concern for the interests of the body. At a

later period, certain English philosophers, follow-

ing Locke, traced the dependence of ideas upon

the senses. Their method was that of introspec-

tion, or the direct examination by the individual

of his own ideas, and for the sake of noting their

origin and composition from simple factors. The

lineal descendants of these same English philos-

ophers defined more carefully The process of asso-

ciation, whereby the complexity and sequence of

ideas are brought about, and made certain con-

jectures as to its dependence upon properties

and transactions in the physical brain. These are

the three main philosophical sources of what has

now grown to bo the separate natural science of

psychology . It will be noted that there are two

characteristics which all of these studies have in

common. They deal with the experience of the

individual as composing his own private history,

and tend to attribute the specific course which this

private history takes to bodily conditions. It is

only recently that these investigations have ac~
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quired sufficient unity and exclusiveness of aim to

•warrant their being regarded as a special science.

But such is now so far the case that the psychol-

ogist of this type pursues his way quite indepen-

dently of philosophy. It is true his research has

advanced considerably beyond his understanding

of its province. But it is generally recognized

that he must examine those very factors of sub-

jectivity which the natural scientist otherwise

seelJs to evade, and, furthermore, that he must seek

to provide for them in nature . He treats the inner

life in what Locke called
u
the plain historical

method,” that is'io say, instead of interpreting

and defining its ideas, he analyzes and reports

upon its content. He would not seek to justify a

moral judgment, as would ethics, or to criticise

the cogency of thought, as would logic; but only

to describe the actual state as he found it. In

order to make his data commensurable with the

phenomena of nature, he discovers or defines bod-

ily conditions for the subjective content which he

analyzes. His fundamental principle of method

is the postulate of psycho-physical parallelism, ac-

cording to which he assumes a state of brain or

nervous system for every state of mind. But in

adopting a province and a method the psychologist
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foregoes finality of truth after the manner of all

natural science. He deals admittedly with an

aspect of experience, and his conclusions arc no

more adequate to the nature of the self than they

are to the nature of outer objects. An admirable

reference to this abstract division of experience

occurs in Kulpe’s “ Introduction to Philosophy”:

“For the developed consciousness, as for the naive,

every experience is an unitary whole; and it is only the

habit of abstract reflection upon experience that makes

the objective and subjective worlds seem to fall apart

as originally different forms of existence. Just as a

plane curve can be represented in analytical geometry

as the function of two variables, .the abscissa: and the

ordinates, without prejudice to the unitary course of the

curve itself, so the world of human experience may bo

reduced to a subjective and an objective factor, without

prejudice to its real coherence.” 1'

§ 100. The problems of psychology, like those

of theology, tend to disappear as independent philo-

Psychoiogy sophical topics. The ultimate nature
and Philos-

ophy. of the self will continue to interest phi-

losophers—more deeply, perhaps, than any aspect

of experience—but their conception of it will be

a corollary of their metaphysics and epistemology.

The remainder of the field of the old philosophical

psychology, the introspective and experimental

“ Translation by Pillsbury and Titchmer, p. 59.
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analysis of special states of mind, is already the

province of a natural science which is becoming

more and more free from the stand-point and

method of philosophy.

§ 101. Eeminding ourselves anew that philo-

sophical problems cannot be treated in isolation

Transition from one another, we shall hereinafter

rationbjT

5' seek become acquainted with general

classUication
stand-points that give systematic unity

by Doctrines.
issues which have been enumer-

.Naturalism.

Subjectivism. ated. Such stand-points are not clearly
Absolute

r J

idealism. defined hy those who occupy them.
Absolute • J 7

Realism. and they afford no clear-cut classifica-

tion of all historical philosophical philosophies.

But system-making in philosophy is commonly

due to the moving in an individual mind of

some most significant idea; and certain of these

ideas have reappeared so frequently as to define

more or less clearly marked tendencies, or con-

tinuous strands, out of which the history of

thought is forever weaving itself. Such is clearly

the case with naturalism. From the beginning

until now there have been men whose philos-

ophy is a summation of the natural sciences,

whose entire thought is based upon an acceptance

of the methods and the fundamental conceptions
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of these disciplines. This tendency stands in the

history of thought for the conviction that, the vis-

ible and tangible world which interacts with the

body is veritable reality. This philosophy is

realistic and empirical to an extent entirely deter-

mined by its belief concerning being. But while

naturalism is only secondarily epistemological,

subjectivism and absolute idealism have their

very source in the self-examination ami the self-

criticism of thought. Subjectivism signities the

conviction that the knower cannot escape himself.

If reality is to be kept within the range of possible

knowledge, it must be defined in terms of the

processes or states of selves. Absolute idealism

arises from a union of this epistemological motive

with a recognition of what ure regarded as tins

logical necessities to which reality must submit.

Reality must be both knowledge and rational

knowledge; the object, in short, of an absolute

mind, which shall he at once all-containing and

systematic. This rationalistic motivo was, how-

ever, not originally associated with an idealistic

epistemology, but with the common-sense principle

that being is discovered and not constituted by

thought. Such an absolute realism is, like natu-

ralism, primarily metaphysical rather than episte-
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mological; but, unlike naturalism, it seeks to de-

fine reality as a logical or ethical necessity.

Under these several divisions, then, we shall

meet once more with the special problems of phi-

losophy, but this time they will be ranged in an

order that is determined by some central doctrine.

They will appear as parts not of the general prob-

lem of philosophy, but of some definite system of

philosophy.



PART' III
*%

SYSTEMS OF PHILOSOPHY



CHAPTER VIII

NATURALISM 1

§ 102. The meaning conveyed by any philo-

sophical term consists largely of the distinctions

The General which it suggests. Its peculiar qual-
Meaning of

^

^ 1 1

Materialism, ity, like the physiognomy of the battle-

scarred veteran, Is a composite of the controversies

which it has survived. There is, therefore, an

almost unavoidable confusion attendant upon the

denomination of any early phase of philosophy as

materialism . But in the historical beginnings of

thought, as also in the common-sense of all ages,

there is at any rate present a very essential strand

of this theory. The naive habit of mind which,

in the sixth century before Christ, prompted suc-

cessive Greek thinkers to define reality in terms

1 PitnxJMiNfAirtY Not®.— By naturalism is meant that

system of philosophy which defines the universe in the

terms of natural science. In its dogmatic phase, wherein it

maintains that being is corporeal, it is called materialism .

In its critical phase, wherein it makes the general assertion

that the natural sciences constitute the only possible knowl-

edge, whatever 4oe the nature of reality itself, it is called

positivism
,
agnosticism

,
or simply naturalism.

223
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of water, air, and fire, is in this respect one with

that exhibited in Dr. Samuel Johnson’s smiting

the ground with his stick in curt refutation of

Bishop Berkeley’s idea-philosophy. There is a

theoretical instinct, not accidental or perverse, but

springing from the very life-preserving equipment

of the organism, which attributes reality to tangi-

ble space-filling things encountered by the body.

Bor obvious reasons of self-interest the organism

is first of all endowed with a sense of contact, and

the more delicate senses enter into its practical

economy as means of anticipating or avoiding
r

contact From such practical expectations con-

cerning the proximity of that which may press

upon, injure, or displace the body, arise the first

crude judgments of reality. And these are at the

same time the nucleus of naive philosophy and

the germinal phase of materialism.

§ 103. The first philosophical movement among

the Greeks was a series of attempts to reduce the

Corporeal

Being.

tangible world to runty, and of these

the conception offered by Anaximander

is of marked interest in its bearing upon the de-

velopment of materialism. This philosopher is

remarkable for having defined his first principle,
f

instead of having chosen it from among the dif-
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feront elements already distinguished by common-

sense. lie thought the unity of nature to consist

in its periodic evolution from and return into

one infinite sum of material (to aireipov), which,

much in the manner of the
“ nebula ” of modern

science, is conceived as both indeterminate in its

actual state and infinitely rich in its potentiality.

The conception of matter, the most familiar com-

monplace of science, begins to be recognizable. It

has here reached the point of signifying a common

substance for all tangible things, a substance that

in its own generalised omnipresent nature is with-

out the special marks that distinguish these tan-

gible things from ono another. And in so far the

philosophy of Anaximander is materialistic.

§ 104. But the earliest thinkers are said to be

hylozoists

,

rather than strict materialists, because

Corporeal of their failure to make certain distinc-

Hyiozotan and tions in connection with the processes

Mechanism.
0£ ma^er. The term hylozoism unites

with the conception of the formless material of

the world that of an animating power to

which its formations and transformations are due.

Hylozoism itself was not a deliberate synthesis of

these two conceptions, but a primitive practical

tendency to universalize the conception of life.
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Sncli
u animism ” instinctively associates with an

object’s hulk ami hardness u capacity for locomo-

tion and general initiative. And the material

principles defined by the philosophers retain this

vague ami comprehensive attribute as a matter

of course, until it is distinguished and separated

through attempts to understand it.

That asjHS’t of natural prneess which was most

impressive to Greek minds of tin* reflective type

was tht*. alternation of u generation and decay,”

In full accord with his* more ancient master, Epi-

curus, the Latin jioet Lucretius writes:

“Thus neither can death-dealing motions keep the

mastery always, nor entomh existence forevermore
; nor,

on the other hand, can the birth and increase giving

motions of things preserve them always after they are

born. Thus the war of first liegmuings waged from

eternity is carried on with dubious issue: now here,

now there, the life-bringing elements of things get the

mastery and are o’ermastered in turn: with the funeral

wail blends the cry which babies raise when they enter

the borders of light; and no night ever followed day, nor

morning night, that heard not, mingling with the sickly

infant’s cries, wailings of the attendants on death and

black funeral.”*

In a similar vein, the earliest conceptions of natu-

ral evolution attributed it to the coworking of

* lAieratiur. De Rmm Natum
, Bk* U, linos 500-580.

Translation by Munro.
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two principles, that of Love or union and that of

Hate or dissolution. The process is here distin-

guished from the material of nature, but is still

described in the language of practical life. A
distinction between two aspects of vital phenomena

is the next step. Those may be regarded in respect

either of the motion and change which attend them,

or the rationality which informs them. Life is

both effective and significant. Although neither

of these ideas over wholly ceases to be animistic,

they may nevertheless be applied quite indepen-

dently of one another. The one reduces the primi-

tive animistic world to the lower end of its scale,

the other construes it in terms of a purposive util-

ity commensurable with that of human action.

How it is with mechanism, the former of these

diverging ways, that the development of material-

ism is identified. For this philosophy a thing

need have no value to justify its existence, nor any

acting intelligence to which it may owe its origin.

Its bulk and position are sufficient for its being,

and the operation of forces capable of integrating,

dividing, or moving it is sufficient for its deriva-

tion and history. In short, there is no rhyme or

reason at the hpart of things, but only actual mat-

ter distributed by sheer force. With this elimina-
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tion of the element of purposiveness from the

liylozoistie world, the content and process of nature

are fitted to one another. Matter is that which is

moved by force, and force is the determining

principle of the motions of matter. Materialism

is now definitely equipped with its fundamental

conceptions.

§ 105. The central conceptions of materialism

as a philosophical theory differ from those em-

Materiaium ployed in the physical sciences only in
and Physical

.

science. what is demanded of them. Iho sci-

entist reports upon physical--phenomena without

accepting any further responsibility, while those

who like Lucretius maintain a physical meta-

physics, must, like him, prove that “ the minute

bodies of matter from everlasting continually up-

hold the sum of things.” But, though they employ

them in their own way, materialists and all other

exponents of naturalism derive their central con-

ceptions from the physical sciences, and so reflect

the historical development through which these

sciences have passed. To certain historical phases

of physical science, in so far as these bear directly

upon the meaning of naturalism, we now turn.

§ 106. Trom the earliest times^ down to the

present day the groundwork of materialism has
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most commonly been cast in the form of an atomic

theory , Democritus, the first system-builder of

The Develop- this school, adopted the conception of
ment of the

k x

Conceptions indivisible particles (c&To/xof), impene-
of Physical

Science, trablo in their occupancy of space, and
Space and
Matter. varying among themselves only in form,

order, and position. To provide for the motion

that distributes them he conceived them as sep-

arated from one another by empty space. From

this it follows that the void is as real as matter, or,

as Democritus himself is reputed to have said,

u thing is not more,real than no-thing.”

But atomism has not been by any means uni-

versally regarded as the most satisfactory concep-

tion of the relation between space and matter.

Not only does it require two kinds of being, with

the different attributes of extension and hardness,

respectively,** but it would also seem to be experi-

mentally inadequate in the case of the more sxxbtle

physical processes, such as light- The former of

these is a speculative consideration, and as such

had no little weight with the French philosopher

Descartes, whose divisions and definitions so pro-

foundly affected the course of thought in these

8 The reader will find an interesting account of these

opposing views irf Locke’s chapter on Space ,
in his Essay

Concerning Human Understanding .
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matters after the sixteenth century. Holding also

“ that a vacuum or space in which there is abso-

lutely no body is repugnant to reason,” and that

an indivisible space-filling particle is self-contra-

dictory, be was led to identify space and matter;

that is, to make matter as indispensable to space

as space to matter* There is, then, but one kind

of corporeal being, whose attribute is extension,

and whose modes are motion and rest The most

famous application of the mechanical conceptions

which ho bases upom this first principle, is his

theory of the planets, which* arc conceived to bo

embedded in a transparent medium, and to move

with it, vortex fashion, about the sun.*

But the conception of the space-filling continuity

of material substance owes its prominence at the

present time to the experimental hypothesis of

ether. This substance, originally conceived to

occupy the intermolecular spaces and to serve as

a medium for the propagation of undulations, is

now regarded by many physicists as replacing

matter. “ It Is the great hope of science at the

present day,” says a contemporary exponent of

naturalism, u
that hard and heavy matter will be

4 Descartes distinguished his theory from that of Democ-
ritus in the Principles of Philosophy

,
Part IV, § cciL
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shown to he ether in motion.” 5 Such a theory

would reduce bodies to the relative displacements

of parts of a continuous substance, which would

be first of all defined as spacial, and would pos-

sess such further properties as special scientific

hypotheses might require.

Two broadly contrasting theories thus appear:

that which defines matter as a continuous sub-

stance coextensive with space; and that which de-

fines it as a discrete substance divided by empty

space. But both theories are seriously affected by

the peculiarly significant development of the con-

ception of force.

§ 107. In the Cartesian system the cause of

motion was pressure within a plenum. But in the

Motion and
its Cause.

Development

and Extension

of the Concep-

tion of Force.

seventeenth century this notion encoun-

tered the system of Newton, a system

which seemed to involve action at a

distance. In the year 1728 Voltaire

wrote from London:

“When a Frenchman arrives in London, he finds a

very great change, in philosophy as well as in most other

things. In Paris he left the world ail full of matter;

here he finds absolute vacua. At Paris the universe is

seen filled up with ethereal vortices, while here the same

* Pearson: Grammar of Science, pp, 259-200. Of. ibid.,

Chap. VII, entire.
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space is occupied with the play of the invisible forces of

gravitation. In Paris the earth is painted for us Iongish

like an egg, and in London it is oblate like a melon. At

Paris the pressure of the moon causes the ebb and flow

of tides; in England, on the other hand, the sea gravitates

toward the moon, so that at the same time when the

Parisians demand high water of the moon, the gentlemen

of London require an ebb.”*

But these differences are not matters of taste,

nor even rival hypotheses upon an equal footing.

The Newtonian system of mechanics, the consum-

mation of a development initiated by Galileo, dif-

fered from the vortex theory of Descartes as exact

science differs from speculation and unverified

conjecture. And this difference of method carried

with it eventually certain profound differences of

content, distinguishing the Newtonian theory even

from that of Democritus, with which it had so

much in common. Although Democritus had

sought to avoid the element of purposiveness in

the older hylozoism by referring the motions of

bodies as far as possible to the impact of other

bodies, he nevertheless attributed these motions

ultimately to weight
,
signifying thereby a certain

downward disposition. Now it is true that in his

general belief Newton himself is not free from

hylozoism. He thought of the motions of the

s
1 Quoted in Ueberweg: History of Philosophy, II, p. 124.

I
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planets themselves as initiated and quickened by

a power emanating ultimately from God. They

are
“
impressed by an intelligent Agent/’ and

“ can be the effect of nothing else than the wisdom and

skill of a powerful ever-living Agent who, being in all

places, is more able by his will to move the bodies within

his boundless uniform sensorium, and thereby to form

and reform the parts of the universe, than we are by our

will to move the parts of our own bodies." 7

But by the side of these statements must be set

his famous disclaimer, “ 7hypotheses non -jingo.”

In his capacity of natural philosopher he did not

seek to explain motions, but*only to describe them.

Disbelieving as he* did in action at a distance, he

saw no possibility of explanation short of a refer-

ence of them to God
;
but such “ hypotheses ” he

thought to be no proper concern of science. As a

consequence, the mathematical formulation of mo-

tions came, through him, to be regarded as the

entire content of mechanics. The notion of an

efficient cause of motion is still suggested by the

term force, but even this term within the sys-

tem of mechanics refers always to a definite

amount of motion, or measurement of relative mo-

tion. And the same is true of attraction, action

,

7 Quoted from the Opticks of Newton by James Ward,

in his Naturalism mnd Agnosticism, I, p. 43.
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reaction
,
and the like. The further explanation

of motion, the definition of a virtue or potency

that produces it, first a neglected problem, then an

irrelevant problem, is finally, for a naturalistic

philosophy in which this progression is completed,

an insoluble problem. For the sequel to this

purely descriptive procedure on the part of science

is the disavowal of “ metaphysics ” by those who

will have no philosophy but science. Thus the

scientific conservatism of Newton has led to the

positivistic and agnostic phase of naturalism. But

a further treatment of this development must be

reserved until the issue of epistemology shall have

been definitely raised.

A different emphasis within the general mechan-

ical scheme, attaching especial importance to the

conceptions of force and energy, has led to a rival

tendency in science and a contrasting type of natu-

ralism. The mechanical hypotheses hitherto de-

scribed are all of a simple and readily depicted

type. They suggest an imagery quite in accord

with common-sense and with observation of the

motions of great masses like the planets. Material

particles are conceived to move within a contain-

ing space
;
the motions of corpuscles, atoms, or the

minute parts of ether, differing ronly in degree
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from those of visible bodies. The whole physical

universe may be represented in the imagination

as an aggregate of bodies participating in motions

of extraordinary complexity, but of one type.

But now let the emphasis be placed upon the de-

termining causes rather than upon the moving

bodies themselves. In other words, let the bodies

be regarded as attributive and the forces as sub-

stantivo. The result is a radical alteration of the

mechanical scheme and the transcendence of com-

mon-sense imagery. This was one direction of

outgrowth from the work of Newton. His force

of gravitation prevailed between bodies separated

by spaces of great magnitude. Certain of the fol-

lowers of Newton, notably Cotes, accepting the

formulas of the master but neglecting his allusions

to the agency of God, accepted the principle of

action at a distance. Force , in short, was con-

ceived to 'pervade space of itself. But if force be

granted this substantial and self-dependent char-

acter, what further need is there of matter as a

separate form of entity? For does not the pres-

ence of matter consist essentially in resistance,

itself a case of force? Such reflections as these

led Boscovieh and others to the radical departure

of defining material particles as centres of force .
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§ 108. But a more fruitful hypothesis of the

same general order is due to the attention directed

The Develop- to the conception of energy
,
or capacity

raent and Ex-
. it

tension of the for work, by experimental discoveries

of

0

Energy
n

of the possibility of reciprocal trans-

formations without loss, of motion, heat, electric-

ity, and other processes. The principle of the

conservation of energy affirms the quantitative

constancy of that which is so transformed, meas-

ured, for example, in terms of capacity to move

units of mass against gravity. The exponents of

what is called “ energetics
77 have In many cases

come to regard that the quantity of which is so

conserved, as a substantial reality whose forms and

distributions compose nature. A contemporary

scientist, whose synthetic and dogmatic habit of

mind has made him eminent in the ranks of popu-

lar philosophy, writes as follows:

“ Mechanical and chemical energy, sound and heat,

light and electricity, are mutually convertible; they

seem to be but different modes of one and the same

fundamental force or energy . Thence follows the im-

portant thesis of the unity of all natural forces, or, as it

may also be expressed, the * monism of energy/” 8

8 Haeckel: Riddle of the Universe. Translation by Mc-
Cabe, p. 254.

The best systematic presentation of “ energetics” is to

be found in Ostwald's Vorlesungen ilbef Natur-Philosophie

.
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The conception of energy seems, indeed, to

afford an exceptional opportunity to naturalism.

We have seen that the matter-motion theory was

satisfied to ignore, or regard as insoluble, problems

concerning the ultimate causes of things. Eurther-

more, as we shall presently see to better advantage,

the more strictly materialistic type of naturalism

must regard thought as an anomaly, and has no

little difficulty with life. But the conception of

energy is more adaptable, and hence better quali-

fied to serve as a common denominator for various

aspects of experience. The very readiness with
*

which we can picture the corpuscular scheme is a

source of embarrassment to the seeker after unity.

That which is so distinct is bristling with incom-

patibilities. The most aggressive materialist hesi-

tates to describe thought as a motion of bodies in

space. Energy, on the other hand, exacts little

if anything beyond the character of measurable

power. Thought is at any rate in some sense a

power, and to some degree measurable. Becent

discoveries of the dependence of capacity for men-

tal exertion upon physical vitality and measure-

ments of chemical energy received into the system

Herbert Spencer^ in his well-known First Principles, makes

philosophical use of both “ force ” and “ energy
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as food, and somehow exhausted by the activities

of thought, have lent plausibility to the hypothesis

of a universal energy of which physical and “
psy-

chical ” processes are alike manifestations. And

the conception of energy seems capable not only

of unifying nature, but also of satisfying the

metaphysical demand for an efficient and moving

cause. This term, like “ force ” and “ power,” is

endowed with such a significance by common

sense. Indeed, naturalism would seem here to

have swung round towgrd its hylossoistie starting-

point. The exponent of energetics, like tho naive

animistic thinker, attributes to nature a jx>wcr like

that which he feels welling up within himself.

When ho acts upon the environment, like meets

like. Energetics, it is true, may obtain a definite

meaning for its central conception from the meas-

urable behavior of external bodies, and a meaning

that may be quite free from vitalism or teleology.

But in his extension of the conception the author

of a philosophical energetics abandons this strict

meaning, and blends his thought even with a phase

of subjectivism, known as panpsychism This

theory regards the inward life of all nature as

homogeneous with an immediately felt activity or

* Of. Chap. IX.
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appetency, as energetics finds the inner life to be

homogeneous with the forces of nature. Both owe

their philosophical appeal to their apparent success

in unifying the world upon a direct empirical

basis, and to their provision for the practical sense

of reality.

Such, in brief, are the main alternatives avail-

able for a naturalistic theory of being, in conse-

quence of the historical development of the funda-

mental conceptions of natural science.

§ 109. We turn now to an examination of the

manner in which naturalism, equipped with work-

The claims of
*nS principles, seeks to meet the special

Naturalism, requirements of philosophy. The con-

ception of the unity of nature is directly in the

line of a purely scientific development, but natu-

ralism takes the bold and radical step of regarding

nature so unified as coextensive with the real, or

at any rate knowable, universe. It will be remem-

bered that among the early Greeks Anaxagoras

had referred the creative and formative processes

of nature to a non-natural or rational agency, which

he called the Nous. The adventitious character of

this principle, the external and almost purely

nominal part which it played in the actual cos-

mology of Anaxagoras, betrayed it into the hands
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of the atomists, with their more consistently natu-

ralistic creed. Better, these maintain, the some-

what dogmatic extension of conceptions proved to

be successful in the description of nature, than a

vague dualism which can serve only to distract the

scientific attention and people the world with ob-

scurities. There is a remarkable passage in Lu-

cretius in which atomism is thus written large and

inspired with cosmical eloquence:

“For verily not by design did the first-beginnings of

things station themselves each in its right place guided

by keen intelligence, nor* did they bargain sooth to say

what motions each should assume, but because? many in

number and shifting about in many ways throughout

the universe, they are driven and tormented by blows

during infinite time past, after trying motions and unions

of every kind at length they fall into arrangements such

as those out of which our sum of things has been formed,

and by which too it is preserved through many great

years, when once it has been thrown into the appropriate

motions, and causes the streams to replenish the greedy

sea with copious river waters, and the earth, fostered by
the heat of the sun, to renew its produce, and the race of

living things to come up and flourish, and the gliding

fires of ether to live: all which these several things could

in no wise bring to pass, unless a store of matter could

rise up from infinite space, out of which store they are

wont to make up in due season whatever 1ms been lost.”*0

The prophecy of La Place, tho great French

mathematician, voices tho similar faith of the

10 Lucretius: Op. ciL, Bk. I, lines 1021-1237.
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eighteenth century in a mechanical understanding

of the universe:

“ The human mind, in the perfection it has been able

to give to astronomy, affords a feeble outline of such an
intelligence. Its discoveries in mechanics and in geome-

try, joined to that of universal gravitation, have brought

it within reach of comprehending in the same analytical

expressions the past and future states of the system of

the world.” 11

As for God, the creative and presiding intelligence,

La Place had “ no need of any such hypothesis.”

§ 110. But these are the boasts of Homeric

heroes before going into battle. The moment
*

The Task of
suc^ a#general position is assumed there

Naturalism. arise sundry difficulties in the applica-

tion of naturalistic principles to special interests

and groups of facts. It is one thing to project a

mechanical scheme in the large, but quite another

to make explicit provision within it for the origin

of nature, for life, for the lniman self with its

ideals, and for society with its institutions. The

naturalistic method of meeting these problems in-

volves a reduction all along the line in the direc-

tion of such categories as are derived from the

infra-organic world. That which is not like the

11 Quoted from La Place's essay on Probability by Ward:

Op. cit. f I, p. 41.
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planetary system must he construed as mechanical

by indirection and subtlety.

§ 111. The origin of the present known natural

world was the first philosophical question to he

The Origin of
definitely met by science. The general

the Cosmos. form (>f solution which naturalism of-

fers is anticipated in the most ancient theories of

nature. These already suppose that the observed

mechanical processes of the circular or periodic

type, like the revolutions and rotations of the stars,

are incidents in a historical mechanical process of
m

a larger scale. Prior to the present fixed motions

of the celestial bodies, the whole mass of cosmic

matter participated in irregular motions analogous

to present terrestrial redistributions. Such mo-

tions may be understood to have resulted in the

integration of separate bodies, to which they at

the same time imparted a rotary motion. It is

such a hypothesis that Lucretius paints in his bold,

impressionistic colors.

But the development of mechanics paved the

way for a definite scientific theory, the so-called

“ nebular hypothesis,” announced by La Place in

1796, and by the philosopher Kant at a still earlier

date. Largely through the Newtonian principle

of the parallelogram of forces, the present masses,
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orbits, and velocities were analyzed into a more

primitive process of concentration within a nebu-

lous or highly diffused aggregate of matter. And

with the aid of the principle of the conservation

of energy this theory appears to make possible the

derivation of heat, light, and other apparently

non-mechanical processes from the same original

energy of motion.

But a persistently philosophical mind at once

raises the question of the origin of this primeval

nebula itself, with a definite organization and a

vast potential energy that must, after all, be re-

garded as a part Of* nature rather than its source.

Several courses are here open to naturalism. It

may maintain that the question of ultimate origin

is unanswerable; it may regard such a process of

concentration as extending back through an infi-

nitely long past
;

12
or, and this is the favorite

alternative for more constructive minds, the his-

torical cosmical process may be included within a

still higher type of periodic process, which is re-

garded as eternal. This last course has been fol-

lowed in the well-known synthetic naturalism of

Herbert Spencer. “ Evolution,” he says, “ is the

12 An interesting account and criticism of such a theory

(Clifford’s) is to bg found in Royce’s Spirit of Modern Philoso-

phy, Lecture X.
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progressive integration of matter and dissipation

of motion.n But such a process eventually runs

down, and xnay be conceived as giving place to a

counter-process of devolution which scatters tho

parts of matter and gathers another store of poten-

tial motion. Tho two processes in alternation will

then constitute a eosmical system without begin-

ning or end.

In such wise a sweeping survey of the physical

universe may he thought; in the terms of natural

science. The uniformitarian method in geology,

resolving the history of the crust of the earth

into known processes, such as erosion and igneous

fusion; 18 and spectral analysis, with its discov-

eries concerning the chemical constituents of dis-

tant bodies through the study of their light, have

powerfully reenforced this effort of thought, and

apparently completed an outline sketch of the uni-

verse in terms of infra-organic processes.

§ 112. But the cosmos must be made internally

homogeneous in these same terms. There awaits

solution, in the first place, the serious
Natural

Selection. problem of the genesis and maintenance

of life within a nature that is originally and ulti-

18 This method replaced the old theory of
** catastrophes

1"

through the efforts of the English geologists, Hutton (1726-

1797) and Lyell (1767-1849).
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mately inorganic. The assimilation of the field of

biology and physiology to the mechanical cosmos

had made little real progress prior to the nine-

teenth century. Mechanical theories had, indeed,

been projected in the earliest age of philosophy,

and proposed anew in the seventeenth century. 14

Nevertheless, the structural and functional tele-

ology of the organism remained as apparently

irrefutable testimony to the inworking of some

principle other than that of mechanical necessity.

Indeed, the only fruitful method applicable to

organic phenomena was thaT which explained them

in terms of purposive adaptation. And it was its

provision for a mechanical interpretation of this

very principle that gave to the Darwinian law of

natural selection
,

promulgated in 1859 in the

“ Origin of Species,” so profound a significance

for naturalism. It threatened to reduce the last

stronghold of teleology, and completely to dispense

with the intelligent Author of nature.

Darwin’s hypothesis sought to explain the origin

of animal species by survival under competitive

conditions of existence through the possession of

a structure suited to the environment. Only the

u Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood,

published in 1628, was regarded as a step in this direction.
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most elementary organism need lie presupposed,

together with slight variations in the course of

subsequent generations, and both may he conceived

to arise mechanically. There will then result in

surviving organisms a gradual accumulation of

such variations as promote survival under the spe-

cial conditions of the environment. Such a prin-

ciple had been suggested as early as the time of

Empedocles, but it remained for Darwin to estab-

lish it with an unanswerable array of observation

and experimentation. If any organism whatsoever

endowed with the power of generation he allowed

to have somehow come to lie, mfeu ralism now prom-

ises to account for the whole subsequent, history

of organic phenomena and the origin of any known

species.

§113. But what of life itself? The question

of the derivation of organic from inorganic matter

Mechantoi
has proved insoluble by direct means.

Physiology. anq the case of naturalism must hero

rest upon such facts as the chemical homogeneity

of these two kinds of matter, and the conformity

of physiological processes to more gonoral physical

laws. Organic matter differs from inorganic only

through the presence of proteid, a peculiar product

of known elements, which cannot die artificially
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produced^ but which is by natural means perpetu-

ally dissolved into these elements without any dis-

coverable residuum. Respiration may be studied

as a case of aerodynamics; the circulation of the

blood as a case of hydrodynamics; and the heat

given off in the course of work done by the body

as a case of thermodynamics. And although vital-

istic theories still retain a place in physiology, as

do teleological theories in biology, on the whole

the naturalistic programme of a reduction of or-

ganic processes to the type of the inorganic tends

to prevail.

§ 114. The hktflry of naturalism shows that,

as in the case of life, so also in the case of mind,

Mind. its hypotheses were projected by the

to Sensation. Greeks, but precisely formulated and

verified only in the modern period of science. In

the philosophy of Democritus the soul was itself

an atom, finer, rounder, and smoother than the

ordinary, hut thoroughly a part of the mechanism

of nature. The processes of the soul are construed

as interactions between the soul and surrounding

objects. In sensation, the thing perceived pro-

duces images by means of effluxes which impinge

upon the soul-atom. These images are not true

reports of the "outer world, but must be revised by
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thought before its real atomic* structure emerges.

For this higher critical exercise of thought De-

mocritus devised no sjx'eial atomic genesis. The

result may he expressed either as the invalidity of

such operations of mind as he could provide for

in his universe, or the irredueihility to his chosen

first principles of the very thought, which defined

them. Later naturalism has generally sacrificed

epistemology to cosmology, and reduced thought to

sensation. Similarly, will has lieen regarded as a

highly developed case of instinct. Knowledge and

will, construed as sensation and instinct, may thus

he interpreted in the naturalistic manner within

the field of biology.

§ 115. But the actual content of sensation, and

the actual feelings which attend upon the, prompt-

AutomatUm. ings of instinct,, still stubbornly testify

to the presence in the univorso of something belong-

ing to a wholly different category from matter and

motion. The attitude of naturalism in this crucial

issue has never been fixed and unwavering, hut

there has gradually come to predominate a method

of denying to the inner life all efficacy and real

significance in the cosmos, while admitting its

presence on the scene. It is a strange fact of his-

tory that Descartes, the French philosopher who
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prided himself on having rid the soul of all

dependence on nature, should have greatly con-

tributed to this method. But it is perhaps not so

strange when we consider that every dualism is,

after all, symmetrical, and that consequently what-

ever rids the soul of nature at the same time rids

nature of the soul. It was Descartes who first con-

ceived the body and soul to be utterly distinct

substances. The corollary to this doctrine was his

automatism, applied in his own system to animals

other than man, but which those less concerned
•»

with religious tradition and less firmly convinced

of the souks originating activity were not slow to

apply universally. This theory conceived the vital

processes to take place quite regardless of any

inner consciousness, or even without its attendance.

To this radical theory the Trench materialists of

the eighteenth century were especially attracted.

With them the active soul of Descartes, the distinct

spiritual entity, disappeared. This latter author

had himself admitted a department of the self,

which he called the “ passions,” in which the

coiirse and content of mind is determined by bod-

ily conditions. Extending this conception to the

whole province of mind, they employed it to dem-

onstrate the thoTough-going subordination of mind
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to body. La Mettrie, a physician and the author

of a book entitled “ L’Homme Machine,” was first

interested in this thesis by a fever delirium, and

afterward adduced anatomical and pathological

data in support of it. The angle from which he

views human life is well illustrated in the fol-

lowing:

“ What would have sufficed in the case of Julius Caesar,

of Seneca, of Petronius, to turn their fearlessness into

timidity or braggartry? An obstruction in the spleen,

the liver, or the vena portae . For the imagination is

intimately connected with these viscera, and from them

arise all the curious phenomena of hypochondria and

hysteria. . . . ‘A mere nothing, a little fibre, some

trifling thing that the most subtle anatomy cannot dis-

cover, would have made two idiots out of Erasmus and

Fontenelle.'” 15

§ 116. The extreme claim that the soul is a

physical organ of the body, identical with the

Radical brain, marked the culmination of this

Mind as an militant materialism, so good an in-
Epiphenome-

^ . 4 -

non. stance of that over-simplification and

whole-hearted conviction characteristic of the doc-

trinaire propagandism of Trance. Locke, the Eng-

lishman, had admitted that possibly the substance

which thinks is corporeal. In the letters of Vol-

15 From the account of La Mettrie in Lange: History of

Materialism* Translation by Thomas, if, pp. 67-68.
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taire this thought has already found a more posi-

tive expression:

“
I am body, and I think; more I do not know. Shall

I then attribute to an unknown cause what I can so

easily attribute to the only fruitful cause I am acquainted

with? In fact, where is the man who, without an absurd

godlessness, dare assert that it is impossible for the

Creator to endow matter with thought and feeling?
” 10

Finally, ITolbach, the great systematizer of this

movement, takes the affair out of the hands of the

Creator and definitively announces that “ a sensi-

tive soul is nothing but a human brain so consti-

tuted that it easily receives^the motions communi-

cated to it.”
17

•
*

This theory has been considerably tempered

since the age of Ilolbach. Naturalism has latterly

been less interested in identifying the soul with

the body, and more interested in demonstrating its

dependence upon specific bodily conditions, after

the manner of La Mcttrie. The so-called higher

faculties, such as thought and will, have been re-

lated to central or cortical processes of the nervous

system, processes of connection and complication

which within the brain itself supplement the im-

pulses and sensations congenitally and externally

16 Quoted from Voltaire’s London Letter on the English
,

by Lange: Op. tit.* II, p. 18.
17 Quoted by Lange: Op. cit ,, II, p. 113.
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stimulated. The term “ epiphenomenon ” has been

adopted to express the distinctness but entire de-

pendence of the mind. Man is “ a conscious

automaton.” The real course of nature passes

through his nervous system, while consciousness

attends upon its functions like a shadow, present

but not efficient.
18

§ 117. Holbach’s
u Systeme de la Nature,” pub-

lished in 1770, marks the culmination of the un-

Knowiedge. equivocally materialistic form of natu-
Positivism and
Agnosticism, ralism. Its epistemological difficulties,

always more or less in evidence, have since that

day sufficed to discredit materialism, and to foster

the growth of a critical and apologetic form of

naturalism known as 'positivism or agnosticism.

The modesty of this doctrine does not, it is true,

strike very deep. Tor, although it disclaims knowl-

edge of ultimate reality, it also forbids anyone

else to have any. Knowledge, it affirms, can be

of but one type, that which comprises the verifiable

laws governing nature. All questions concerning

x8 The phrase “
psycho-physical parallelism/’ current in

psychology, may mean automatism of the kind expounded
above, and may also mean dualism. It is used commonly
as a methodological principle to signify that no causal

relationship between mind and body, but one of corre-

spondence, is to be looked for in empirical psychology. Cf.

§ 99.
*
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first causes are futile, a stimulus only to excursions

of fancy popularly mistaken for knowledge. The

superior certainty and stability which attaches to

natural science is to he permanently secured by

the savant’s steadfast refusal to be led away after

the false gods of metaphysics.

But though this is sufficient ground for an ag-

nostic policy, it does prove an agnostic theory.

The latter has sprung from a closer analysis of

knowledge, though it fails to make a very brave

showing for thoroughness and consistency. The

crucial point has already been brought within our
%

view. The general principles of naturalism re-

quire that knowledge shall be reduced to sensations,

or impressions of the environment upon the or-

ganism. But the environment and the sensations

do not correspond. The environment is matter and

motion, force and energy; the sensations are of

motions, to be sure, but much more conspicuously

of colors, sounds, odors, pleasures, and pains.

Critically, this may be expressed by saying that

since the larger part of sense-perception is so un-

mistakably subjective, and since all knowledge

alike must be derived from this source, knowledge

as a whole must be regarded as dealing only with

appearances. "There are at least three agnostic
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methods progressing from this point. All agree

that the inner or essential reality is unfathomable.

But, in the first place, those most close to the

tradition of materialism maintain that the most

significant appearances, the primary qualities, are

those which compose a purely quantitative and

corporeal world. The inner essence of things may

at any rate l>e approached by a monism of matter

or of energy. This theory is epistemological only

to the extent of moderating its claims in the hope

of lessening its responsibility. Another agnosti-

cism places all sense qualities on a par, but would

regard physics and psychology' as complementary

reports upon the two distinct scries of phenomena

in which the underlying reality expresses itself.

This theory is epistemological to the extent of

granting knowledge, viewed as perception, as good

a standing in the universe as that which is accorded

to its object. But such a dualism tends almost

irresistibly to relapse into materialistic monism,

because of the fundamental place of physical con-

ceptions in the system of the sciences. Finally,

in another and a more radical phase of agnosticism,

we find an attempt to make full provision for the

legitimate problems of epistemology. The only

datum, the only existent accessible to knowledge,
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is said to be the sensation, or state of consciousness.

In the words of Iluxley

:

“ What, after all, do we know of this terrible ‘matter'

except as a name for the unknown and hypothetical

cause of states of our own consciousness? And what do

we know of that * spirit' over whose threatened extinc-

tion by matter a great lamentation is arising, . . .

except that it is also a name for an unknown and hypo-

thetical cause, or condition, of states of consciousness?" 10

The physical world is now to be regarded as a

constnxction which does not assimilate to itself the

content of sensations, but enables one to anticipate

them. The sensation signifies a contact to which

science can provider key for practical guidance.

§ 118. This last phase of naturalism is an at-

tempt to state a pure and consistent experimental-

Experimen-
isxn

>
a workable theory of the routine of

taHsm.
sensations. But it commonly falls into

the error of the vicious circle. The hypothetical

cause of sensations is said to be matter. Prom this

point of view the sensation is a complex, compris-

ing elaborate physical and physiological processes.

But these processes themselves, on the other hand,

are said to be analyzable into sensations. How
two such methods of analysis cannot be equally

ultimate. If all of reality is finally reducible to

• Quoted by Ward: Op. cit„ I, p. 18.
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sensations, then the term sensation must be used

in a new sense to connote a aelf-subsistent, being,

and can no longer refer merely to a function of

certain physiological processes. The issue of this

would 1x5 Home form of idealism or of the experi-

ence-philosophy that is now coming so rapidly to

the front.20 But while it is true that idealism

has sometimes been intended, and that a radically

new philosophy of experience has sometimes been

closely approached, those, nevertheless, who have

developed expcrimentnlism from the naturalistic

stand-point have in reality achieved only a thinly

disguised materialism. For the very ground of

their agnosticism is materialistic.* 1 Knowledge

of reality itself is said to he unattainable, because

knowledge, in order to come within the order of

nature, must be regarded as reducible to sensation;

and because sensation itself, when regarded as a

part of nature, is only a physiological process, a

special phenomenon, in no way qualified to be

knowledge that is true of reality.

§ 119. Perhaps, after all, it would bo as fair to

the spirit of naturalism to relieve it of responsibil-

30 There are times when Huxley, e. g, t
would seem to be

on the verge of the Berkeleyan idealism. Of, Chap. IX.
31 For the case of Karl Pearson, read his Grammar of

Science
, Chap. II. *
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ity for an epistemology. It lias never thoroughly

reckoned with this problem. It has deliberately

Naturalistic selected from among the elements of ex-
Epistemology

. .

not Systematic, perienee, and been so highly construc-

tive in its method as to forfeit its claim to pure

empiricism; and, on the other hand, has, in this

same selection of categories and in its insistence

upon the test of experiment, fallen short of a thor-

ough-going rationalism. While, on the one hand,

it defines and constructs, it does so, on the other

hand, within the field of perception and with con-

stant reference to the test of perception. The ex-
*

planation and jiisftification of this procedure is to

be found in the aim of natural science rather than

in that of philosophy. It is this special interest,

rather than the general problem of being, that de-

termines the order of its categories. Naturalism

as an account of reality is acceptable only so far

as its success in satisfying specific demands obtains

for it a certain logical immunity. These demands

are unquestionably valid and fundamental, but

they are not coextensive with the demand for truth.

They coincide rather with the immediate practical

need of a formulation of the spacial and temporal

changes that confront the will. Hence naturalism

is acceptable to common-sense as an account of
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what, the every-day attitude to the environment

treats as its object. Naturalism is cummon-senso

alxmt the “ outer world,” revised and brought, up

to date with the aid of the results of science. Its

deopest spring is the organic instinct for tin? reality

of the tangible, the vital recognition of the signifi-

cance of that which is tin the plant; of interaction

with the body.

§ 120. Oddly enough, although common-sense is

ready to intrust to naturalism the description of

General the situation of life, it prefers to deal

st»nd-point. otherwise with its ideals. Indeed, com-

mon-senso is not without a certain suspicion that

naturalism is the advocate of moral reversion. It

is recognized as the prophecy of the brute majority

of life, of those considerations of expediency and

pleasure that are the warrant for its secular moods

rather than for its sustaining ideals. And that

strand of life is indeed its special province. For

the naturalistic method of reduction must find the

key to human action among those practical condi-

tions that are common to man and his inferiors

in the scale of being. In short, human life,

like all life, must be construed as the adjustment

of the organism to its natural environment for
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the sake of preservation and economic advance-

ment.

§ 121. Early in Greek philosophy this general

idea of life was picturesquely interpreted in two

Cynicism and
contrasting ways, those of tihe Cynic

cyrenaicism. an(j £h.e Cyrenaic. Both of these wise

men. postulated the spiritual indifference of the

universe at large, and looked only to the contact of

life with its immediate environment. But while

the one hoped only to hedge himself about, the

other sought confidently the gratification of his

sensibilities. The figure of the Cynic is the more

familiar. DiogeHes of the tub practised self-

mortification until his dermal and spiritual callous-

ness were alike impervious. Prom behind his pro-

tective sheath he could without affectation despise

both nature and society. He could reckon himself

more blessed that Alexander, because, with de-

mand reduced to the minimum, he could be sure

of a surplus of supply. Having renounced all

goods save the bare necessities of life, he could

neglect both promises and threats and be played

upon by no one. He was securely intrenched

within himself, an unfurnished habitation, but the

citadel of a king. The Cyrenaic, on the other

hand, did not seek to make impervious the surface
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of contact with nature and society, but sought to

heighten its sensibility, that it might become a

medium of pleasurable feeding- For the inspira-

tion with which it may bo pursued this ideal has

nowhere been more eloquently set forth than in

the pages of Walter Pater, who styles himself

u
the new ( -vrenaie.”

“Not the fruit of experience, but experience itself, is

the end. A counted number of pulses only is given to

us of a variegated, dramatic* life. How may we see

in them all that is to be seen in them by the finest

senses? IIow shall we 'pass most swiftly from point

to point, and be present always at the focus where the

greatest number of vital forces unite in their purest

energy?

To burn always with this hard, gemlike flume, to

maintain this ecstacy, is success in life. . . . While

all melts under our feet, we may well catch at any ex-

quisite passion, or any contribution to knowledge that

seems by a lifted horizon to set the spirit free for a mo-

ment, or any stirring of the senses, ftrangc dyes, strange

colors, and curious odors, or work of the artist's hands,

or the face of one's friend. Not to discriminate every

moment some passionate attitude in those about us,

and in the brilliancy of their gifts some tragic dividing

of forces on their ways, is, on this short day of frost and

sun, to sleep before evening." n

§ 122. In the course of modern philosophy the

ethics of naturalism has undergone a transforma-

r.

33 Pater: The Renaissance, pp. 249-250.
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tion and development that equip it much more

formidably for its competition with rival theories.

Development If the Cynic and Cvrenaic philosophies
of Utilitarian-

, . ,

* 1

ton. of life seem too egoistic and narrow in
Evolutionary .

Conception outlook, this inadequacy has been large-

Relations. Iy overcome through the modern con-

ception of the relation of the individual to society.

Man is regarded as so dependent upon social rela-

tions that it is both natural and rational for him

to govern his actions with a concern for the com-

munity. There was a time when this relation of

dependence was viewed as external, a barter of

goods between the individual and society, sanc-

tioned by an implied contract. Thomas Hobbes,

whose unblushing materialism and egoism stimu-

lated by opposition the whole development of Eng-

lish ethics, conceived morality to consist in rules

of action which condition the stability of the state,

and so secure for the individual that “ peace
”

which self-interest teaches him is essential to his

welfare.

“ And therefore so long a man is in the condition of

mere nature, which is a condition of war, as private

appetite is the measure of good and evil: and conse-

quently all men agree on this, that peace is good, and

therefore also the ways or means of peace, which, as I

have showed before, are ‘justice/ * gratitude/ modesty/
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‘equity,’ ‘mercy,’ and the rent of the laws of Nature, are

good; that is to say, ‘ moral virtues’; and their contrary

‘vices,’ evil.””

Jeremy Bentham, the apostle of utilitarianism in

the eighteenth century, defined political and social

sanctions through which the individual could pur-

chase security and good repute with action condu-

cive to the common welfare. But the nineteenth

century has understood the matter better—and the

idea of an evolution under conditions that select

and reject, is hero again the illuminating thought.

No individual, evolutionary naturalism maintains,

has survived the perils of life yithout possessing

as an inalienable part of his nature, congenital like

his egoism, certain impulses anil instinctive desires

in the interest of tho community as a wholo. Tho

latest generation of a raco whoso perpetuation has

been conditioned by a capacity to sustain social

relations and make common cause against a more

external environment, is moral, and docs not adopt

morality in the course of a calculating egoism.

Conscience is the racial instinct of self-preservation

uttering itself in the individual member, who draws

bis very life-blood from the greater organism.

§ 123. This latest word of naturalistic ethics has

* Hobbes: Leviathan, Chap.
r

XV.
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not won acceptance as the last word in ethics, and

this in spite of its indubitable truth within its scope.

Naturalistic .For the deeper ethical interest seeks not
Ethics not

Systematic. so much to account for the moral nature

as to construe and justify its promptings. The

evolutionary theory reveals the genesis of con-

science, and demonstrates its continuity with nat-

ure, hut this falls as far short of realizing the pur-

pose of ethical study as a history of the natural

genesis of thought would fall short of logic. In-

deed, naturalism shows here, as in the realm of

epistemology, a persistent failure to appreciate the

central problem. • fts acceptance as a philosophy,

we are again reminded, can ho accounted for only

on the score of its genuinely rudimentary char-

acter. As a rudimentary phase of thought it

is both imlisjKmHablo and inadequate. It is the

philosophy of instinct, which should in normal

development precede a philosophy of reason, in

which it is eventually assimilated and supple-

mented.

§ 124. There is, finally, an inspiration for life

which this philosophy of naturalism may convey

—

NAtumUam at atheism, its dotractors*would call it, but
Antagonistic % . , , . i

to RtUgion. none the loss a faith and a spiritual ex-

altation that spring from its summing up of truth.
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If; is well first to realize that which is dispiriting

in it, its failure to provide for the freedom, im-

mortality, and moral providence, of the more san-

guine faith.

“ For what is man looked at from this point of view?

. . . Man, ho far as natural science by itself is able

to teach us, is no longer the final cause of Unit universe,

the Heaven-descended heir of all the ages. His very

existence is an accident, his story a brief and transitory

episode in the life of one of the meanest of the planets.

Of the combination of causes which first converted a

dead organic compound into the living progenitors of

humanity, science, indeed, as yet knows nothing. It

is enough that from such beginnings famine, disease,

and mutual slaughter, fit nurses if the future lords of

creation, have gradually evolved, after infinite travail,

a race with conscience enough to feel that it, is vile, and

intelligence enough to know that it is insignificant.

. , , We sound the future, and learn that after a

period, long compared with the individual life, but short

indeed compared with the divisions of time open to our

investigation, the energies of our system will decay, the

glory of the sun will Ikj dimmed, and the earth, tideleas

and inert, will no longer tolerate the race which has for

a moment disturbed its solitude. Man will go down into

the pit, and all his thoughts will perish. The uneasy

consciousness, which in this obscure corner has for a

brief space broken the contented silence of the universe,

will be at rest. Matter will know itself no longer.
* Im-

perishable monuments' and 'immortal deeds/ death

itself, and love stronger than death, will 1x3 as though

they had never been. Nor will anything that w be

better or be worse for all that the labor, genius, devo-
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tion, and suffering of man have striven through count-

less generations to effect.” u

§ 125. But though our philosopher must accept

the truth of this terrible picture, he is not left

Naturalism as
without spiritual resources. The ah-

Migiol
8

IT
a
Htract religion provided for the agnostic

service, faithful by Herbert Spencer does not

Renunciation. true, afford any nourishment to the

religious nature, lie would have men look for a

deep spring of life in the negative idea of mystery,

the apotheosis of ignorance, while religious faith to

live at all must lay hold upon reality. But there

does spring from •naturalism a positive religion,

whose fundamental motives are those of service,

wonder, and renunciation: service of humanity in

the present, wonder at the natural truth, and re-

nunciation of a universe keyed to vibrato with

human ideals.

u Have you,” writes ( 'harks Ferguson, “ had dreams

of Nirvana and sickly visions and raptures? Have you

imagined that the end of your life is to be absorbed back

into the life of <*od, and to flee the earth and forget all?

Or do you want to walk on air, or fly on wings, or build a

heavenly city in the clouds? (kune, let us take our kit

on our shoulders, and go out. and build the city hvre,*
tn

u Quoted from Balfour: Foundatxom of Belief
, pp, 21KU.

** Ferguson: Religion of Democracy
* p. 10.
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For Tlaeekel “ natural religion ” is such an

“the astonishment with which wo gaze upon the Many
heavens and the microscopic life in a drop of water,

the awe with which we trace the marvellous working

of energy in the motion of matter, the reverence with

which we grasp the universal dominance of the law of

substance throughout the universe.” 3*

Then* Is a deejjor and a sincerer note* in the stout,

forlorn humanism of Huxley

:

“That which lies Indore the human race is a constant

struggle to maintain and improve, in opposition to the

State of Nature, the State of Art of an organized polity;

in which, and by which, man may develop a worthy

civilization, capable of maintaining and constantly

improving itself, until the evolution of our globe shall

have entered so far upon its downwan! course that the

cosmic process resumes its sway ; and, once more, the

State of Nature prevails over the surface of our planet” 27

36 Haeckel: Op. dL, p. 344.
17 Huxley: Evolution and Ethics, p. 45. Collected Essays

,

Vol. IX,



CHAPTER IX

SUBJECTIVISM 1

§ 126. When, in the year 1710, Bishop Berke-

ley maintained the thesis of empirical idealism,

Subjectivism
having rediscovered it and announced

i4 widl a justifiable sense of originality,

an^sJjpti-
provoked a kind of critical judgment

cism* that was* Keenly annoying if not entirely

surprising to him. In refuting the conception of

material substance and demonstrating the depend-

ence of being upon mind, he at once sought, as he

did repeatedly in later years, to establish the world

of practical belief, and so to reconcile metaphysics

and common-sense. Yet he found himself hailed

as a fool and a sceptic. In answer to an inquiry

1 Preliminary Note. By Subjectivism is meant that

system of philosophy which construes the universe in ac-

cordance with the epistemological principle that all knowledge

is of its own states or activities. In so far as subjectivism

reduces reality to states of knowledge, such as 'perceptions

or ideas, it is phenomenalism. In so far as it reduces reality

to a more internal^ active principle such as spirit or will

,

it is spiritualism.

267
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concerning the 4 reception of Ins hook in London,

his friend Sir John Peroival wrote as follows:

a
I did hut name, the subject matter of your book o!

Principles to some ingenious friends of mine, and th<yj

immediately treated it with ridicule, at the same tim<

refusing to read it
,
which t have not yet, got. one to do

A physician of my acquaintance undertook to discover

your person, and argued you must needs he mad, anc

that you ought to take remedies. A bishop pitied you

that a desire of starting something new should put yoi

upon such an undertaking. Another told me that yoi

are not gone so far as another gentleman in town, wh
asserts not only that there is no such thing as Mattel

but that we ourselves have no being at all.” 3

*»

There can l>e no doubt hut that the idea of th

dependence of real tilings upon their apjxuiranc

to the individual is a paradox to common-sense

It is a paradox because it. seems to reverse th

theoretical instinct itself, atul to define the res

in those very terms which disciplined thongl

learns to neglect. In the early history of thongl

the nature of the thinker Himself is recognized £

that which is likely to distort truth rather tha

that which conditions it When the wise man, tl:

devotee of truth, first makes his appearance, h

authority is acknowledged because ho has r

nounced himself. As witness of the univers;

1 Berkeley: Complete Works, Vol. I, p. E52. Frasc:

edition.
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being he purges himself of whatever is peculiar to

his own individuality, or even to his human nature.

In the aloofness of his meditation he escapes the

cloud of opinion and prejudice that obscures the

vision of the common man. In short, the clement

of belief dependent upon the thinker himself is

the dross which must he refined away in order to

obtain the pure truth. When, then, in the critical

epoch of the Greek sophists, Protagoras declares

that there is no belief that is not of this character,

his philosophy is promptly recognized as scepti-

cism. Protagoras argues that sense qualities are

clearly dependent Upon the actual operations of the

senses, and that all knowledge reduces ultimately

to those terms.

“The senses arc variously named hearing, seeing,

smelling; there is the sense of heat, cold, pleasure, pain,

desire, fear, and many more which are named, as well as

innumerable others which have no name ; with each of

them there in bom an object of sense,—all sorts of colors

born with all sorts of sight and sounds in like maimer

with hearing, and other objects with the other senses.”*

If the objects are “ born with ” the senses, it fol-

lows that they are horn with and appertain to the

individual pereeiver.

* Plato; Theaetc+un, 150. Translation by Jowett. The
italics are mine.
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u Either show, if you can, that our sensations are. not

relative, and individual, or, if you admit that they arc

individual, prove that this does not involve the eon*

sequence that the appearance Invomes, or, if you like tc

say, is to the imlividual only.” 4

The same motif is thus rendered hy Walter Pater

in the (Conclusion of his " Renaissance ”

:

uAt first sight experience seems to bury us under i

flood of external objects, pressing upon us with a sharj

and importunate', reality, calling us out of ourselves in i

thousand forms of action, But when reflexion begin

to art upon those objects they are dissipated under it

influence*; the cohesive force seems suspended like s

trick of magic; each object is loom'd into a group a

impressions—color, odor, t exturn -in the mind of th

observer. , . . Experience, already redact'd to

swarm of impressions, is ringed round for each one c;

us by that thick wall of personality through which n

real voice has ever pierced on its way to us, or from ns t

that which we can only conjecture to he without. Ever

one of these impressions is the impression of the indi

vidual in his isolation, each mind keeping as a solitar

prisoner its own dream of a world,”

The Protagorean generalization is duo to the r<

flection that all experience is some imlividual e?

perience, that no subject of discourse escapes th

imputation of belonging to some individual's pr

vate history. The individual must start with hi

own experiences and ideas, and he can never g(

* Plato: Op . ct<M 166.
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beyond them, for he cannot ace outside his own

vision, or even think outside his own mind. The

scepticism of this theory is explicit, and the for-

mulas of Protagoras—-the famous “ Man is the

measure of all things ” and the more exact for-

mula, “ The truth is what appears to each man at

each time
” r>—have been the articles of scepticism

throughout the history of thought.

§ 127. There is, therefore, nothing really sur-

prising in the reception accorded the “ new phi-

Phenomenai- losophy ” of Bishop Berkeley. A seep-
ism and Spirit- '

, _
uaiism. tieal relativism is the earliest phase of

subjectivism, and * its avoidance at once becomes

the most urgent problem of any philosophy which

proposes to proceed forth from this principle.

And this problem Berkeley meets with great adroit-

ness and a wise recognition of difficulties. But

his sanguine temperament and speculative interest

impel him to what he regards as the extension of

his first principle, the reintroduction of the con-

ception of substance under the form of spirit, and

of the objective order of nature under the form

of the mind of God. In short, there are two mo-

tives at work in him, side by side: the epistemo-

logical motive, restricting reality to perceptions

6 bkndh t €Kd<rrcf> l/«(pTVr< 8ok*?,
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anti thoughts, ami the im'taphysioabrdigions mo-

tive, leading him eventually to the definition of

reality in terms of perceiving and thinking spirits.

And from the time of Berkeley these two prin-

ciples, phenomenalism and spiritualism, have re-

mained as distinct and alternating phases of

.subjectivism- The former is its critical and

dialectical conception, the latter its constructive

and practical conception.

§ 128. As phenomenalism has its classic state-

ment and proof in the writings of Berkeley, mi

Phenomenal- B*U1^ ( ^° well to return to these. The
Ism as Main-
tained by
Berkeley.

Th« Problem
Inherited from
Descartes

and Locke.

fact that this philosopher wished to be

regarded as the prophot of common-

sense has already been mentioned. Thif

purpose reveals itself explicitly in th<

aeries of “ Dialogues between Ilylas and Philo

nous.” The form in which Berkeley here advance!

his thesis is further determined by the manner ii

which the lines were drawn in his day of thought

The world of enlightened public opinion was thei

threefold, consisting of God, physical nature, am
the soul. In the early years of the seventeentl

century Descartes had sharply distinguished be

tween the two substances—mind, with its attri

bnte of thought; and body, with its attribute o:
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extension—and divided the finite world between

them. God was regarded as the infinite and sus-

taining cause of both. Stated in the terms of

epistemology, the object of clear thinking is the

physical cosmos, the subject of clear thinking the

immortal soul. The realm of perception, wherein

the mind is subjected to the body, embarrasses the

Cartesian system, and has no clear title to any

place in it. And without attaching cognitive im-

portance to this realm, the system is utterly dog-

matic in its epistemology.0

^
For what one sub-

stance thinks, must bo assumed to be somehow true

of another quite "independent substance without

any medium of eommunication. Now between

Descartes and Berkeley appeared the sober and

questioning
44 Essay Concerning Human Tinder-

standing,” by John Locke. This is an interesting

combination (they cannot ho said to blond) of

traditional metaphysics and revolutionary episte-

mology. Tim universe still consists of God, the

immortal thinking soul, and a corporeal nature,

the object of its thought. But, except for certain

proofs of God and self, knowledge is entirely

reduced to the perceptual type, to sensations, or

ideas directly imparted to the mind by the objects

• For another issue out of this situation, of. §§185-187.
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themHoIvort. To escape dogmatism it Ls main-

tained that the real is what jh observed lo be pres-

enL But Locke thinks the qualities ho discovered

belong in part to the pereeiver and in part to

tho substance outside the mind. Color is a ease

of the former, a
u secondary quality ”

;
and exten-

Bion a (nine of the latter, a
<i: primary quality.”

And evidently the above empirical tost; of knowl-

edge is not equally well met in those two eases.

When 1 hoc a red object 1 know that red exists,

for it is observed to be present, and I make no
f

claim for it. beyond the present. But when 1 note

that the red object is square,” d am supposed to

know a property that will continue to exist in tho

object after I have closed my eyes or turned to

something else. Here my elaim exceeds my ob-

servation, and the empirical principle adopted at

tho outset would seem to l>e violated. Berkeley

develops bis philosophy from this criticism. Ilis

refutation of material substance is intended as a

full acceptance of the implications of tho new em-

pirical epistemology. Knowledge is to be all of

the perceptual typo, where wliat is known is

directly presented; and, in conformity with this

principle, being is to be restricted to the content

of the living pulses of experience.
*
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§ 129. Berkeley, then, beginning with the three-

fold world of Descartes and of common-sense,

The Refuta- VV()V<^ to apply Locke’s theory of

Material
knowledge to the discomfiture of eor-

Substance. poreal nature. It was a radical doc-

trine, because it meant for him and for his

contemporaries the denial of all finite objects out-

side the mind. But at the same time it meant a

restoration of the homogeneity of experience, the

reestablishment; of the qualitative world of every-

day living, and so had its basis of appeal to

common-souse. Tim encounter between Ilylas, the

advocate of the traditional philosophy, and Philo-

nous, who represents the author himself, begins

with an exchange of the charge of innovation.

Hyl I am glad to find there was nothing in the

accounts I hoard of you.

Phil Pray, what were those?

Hyl You were represented, in last night's conversa-

tion, as one who maintained the most extravagant

opinion that ever entered into the mind of man, to wit,

that there is no such thing as material substance in the

world.

Phil That there is no such thing as what philosophers

call material substance, I am seriously persuaded: but if

1 were made to see anything absurd or sceptical in this,

I should then have the same reason to renounce this

that I imagine I jiave now to reject the contrary opinion.

,
Hyl What l can anything be more fantastical, more
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repugnant to Common-Sense, or a mow manifest piece

of Scepticism, than to belie've there in no such thing as

matter

t

Phil Softly, good Hylas. What if it should prove

that you, who hold there is, are, by virt ue of that opinion,

a greater sceptic, and maintain more paradoxes and

repugnances to (YunmoiwSense, than I who believe no

such thing? 7

Philonous now proceeds with his ease. Begin-

ning by obtaining from Ilyins the admission that

pleasure and pain are essentially relative and sub-

jective, he argues that sensations such as heat,

since they are inseparable from these feelings,

must he similarly regarded. And he is about

to annex other qualities in turn to this core

of subjectivity, when Ilylas enters a general

demurrer

:

" Hold, Philonous, I now see what it was deluded me
all this time. You asked me whether heat and cold,

sweetness and bitterness, were not particular sorts of

pleasure and pain
;
to which I answered simply that they

were. Whereas I should have thus distinguished

those qualities as perceived by us, are pleasures or pains;

but not as existing in the external objects. We must

not therefore conclude absolutely, that there is no heat

in the fire, or sweetness in the sugar, but only that heat

or sweetness, as perceived by us, are not in the fire oi

sugar.” 8

7 Berkeley: Op. tit., Vol. I, pp.r380-381.
8 Ibid., p. 389.
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§ 130. Here the argument touches upon pro-

found issues. Philonous now assumes the extreme

The Appiica-
contention that knowledge

B°utemoio*i
aPP^cs onh ^0 own psychological

c«i Principle, moment, that, its object in no way ex-

tends beyond that individual situation which we

call the state of knowing. The full import of such

an epistemology Berkeley never recognized, but he

is clearly employing it here, and the overthrow of

Ilyins is inevitable! so long as he does not challenge

it or turn it against his opponent. This, however,

as a protagonist of Berkeley’s own making, he fails

to do, and he plays' into Philonous’s hands by ad-

mitting that what is known only in perception

must for that reason consist in perception. He

frankly owns “ that it is vain to stand out any

longer,” that
“

colors, sounds, tastes, in a word,

all those termed secondary qualities, have certainly

no existence without the mind.” 8

Hylas has now arrived at tho distinction be-

tween primary and secondary qualities. “ Exten-

sion, Figure, Solidity, Gravity, Motion, and Rest ”

are tho attributes of an external substance which

is the cause of sensations. But the same episte-

mological principle readily reduces these also to

*
* Ibid., p. 397.
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dependence on mind, for, like* the* secondary quali-

ties, their content is given only in
|
sweep! ion.

Hylas is then driven to defend a general material

substratum, whieh is the cause of ideas, but to

whieh none of the definite content of these ideas

can he attributed. In short, he has put all the

content of knowledge on the one side, and admitted

its inseparability from the jsweeiving spirit, and

left t

I

k* being of things standing empty and for-

lorn on the other. Tins amounts, ns PhiImams re-

minds him, to the denial of the reality of the

known world.

"You are therefore, by your principles, forced to

deny the mtlihj of sensible things; since yon made it to

consist In an absolute existence exterior to the mind.

That is to say, you are a downright sceptic. So 1 have

gained my point, which was to show your principles ted

to Scepticism.” 1*

$ 131. Having advanced the* direct empiricist

argument for phenomenalism, Berkeley now gives

Th*R«ftm- the rationalistic motive sm opportunity

Coftc«iv«d to express itself m the queries of Ilylas

w^r ns to whether there lie not an
%t
absolute

extension,” somehow abstracted by thought from

the relativities of preeptimu Is there not at least

a conceivable world nulejiemlont of |wrcepti<m1

10 Ibid., p. 'UK,
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The answers of Philonons throw much light upon

the Berkeleyan position. He admits that thought

is capable of separating the primary from the sec-

ondary qualities in certain operations
,
but at the

same time denies that this is forming an idea of

them as separate.

“I acknowledge, Hylas, it is not difficult to form

general propositions and reasonings about those quali-

ties, without mentioning any other; and, in this sense,

to consider or treat of them abstractedly. But, how
doth it follow that, because I can pronounce the word

motion by itself, I can form the idea of it in my mind

exclusive of body? or, because, theorems may be made
of extension and figures, without any mention of great

or small, or any other sensible mode or quality, that

therefore it is possible such an abstract idea of extension,

without any particular size or figure, or sensible quality,

should be distinctly formed, and apprehended by the

mind? Mathematicians treat of quantity, without re-

garding what other sensible qualities it is attended with,

as being altogether indifferent to their demonstrations.

But, when laying aside the words, they contemplate the

bare ideas, I believe you will find, they are not the pure

abstracted ideas of extension.” 11

Berkeley denies that we have ideas of pure exten-

sion or motion, because, although we do actually

deal with these and find them intelligible, we can

never obtain a state of mind in which they appear

as the content. He applies this psychological test

11 Ibid., pp. 403-404.
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because of liis adherence to the general empirical

postulate that, knowledge is limited to the indi-

vidual content of its own individual states.
“

It

is a universally received maxim,” he says, “ that

everything which exists is jnHmdar.” Now the

truth of mathematical reckoning is not particular,

hut is valid wherever the conditions to which it

refers are fulfilled. Mathematical reckoning, if

it is to he particular, must he regarded as a

particular act or state of some thinker. Its truth

must then ho construed as relative to the, interests

of the thinker, as a symbolism which has an in-

strumental rather than a purely cognitive value.

This conclusion cannot he disputed short of a rad-

ical stand against the general epistemological prin-

ciple to which Berkeley is so far true, the principle

that the reality which is known in any state of

thinking or perceiving is tint state itself.

§ 132. This concludes the purely phenomenal-

istic strain of Berkeley’s thought, lie has taken

Th« Transition
^ 10 immediate apprehension of sensible

to spirituaitim. objects in a state of mind centring

about the pleasure and pain of an individual, to

ho the nonn of knowledge. Ho has further main-

tained that knowledge cannot escape the particu-

larity of its own states. The rcSult, is that the
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universe is composed of private perceptions and

ideas. Strictly on the basis of what has preceded,

Tlylas is justified in regarding this conclusion as

no less sceptical than that to which his own posi-

tion had been reduced; for while he had been

compelled to admit that the real is unknowable,

Philonous has apparently defined the knowable as

relative to the individual. But the supplementary

metaphysics which had hitherto been kept in the

background is now revealed. It is maintained

that though perceptions know no external world,

they do nevertheless reveal a spiritual substance

of which they ane"* the states. Although it has

hitherto been argued that the esse of things is in

their percipi
,

this is now replaced by the more

fundamental principle that the esse of things is in

their perciperc or velle . The real world consists

not in perceptions, but in perceivers.

§ 133. Now it is at once evident that the episte-

mological theory which has been Berkeley’s dia-

Further At- loctical weapon in the foregoing argu-

nSntlin ment is no longer available. And those

i»m. who have cared more for this theory

than for metaphysical speculation have attempted

to stop at this point, and so to construe phenom-

enalism as to make it self-sufficient on its own
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grounds. Such attempts are so instructive as to

make it worth our while to review them before

proceeding with the development of the spiritual-

istic motive in subjectivism.

The world is to be regarded as made up of sense-

perceptions, ideas, or phenomena. What is to be

accepted as the fundamental category which gives

to all of these terms their subjectivistic signifi-

cance ? So far there seems to be nothing in view

save the principle of relativity. The type to which

these were reduced was that of the peculiar or

unsharable experience best represented by an in-

dividual’s pleasure and pain. * i>ut relativity will

not work as a general principle of being. It con-

signs the individual to his private mind, and can-

not provide for the validity of knowledge enough

even to maintain itself. Some other course, then,

must be followed. Perception may be given a

psycho-physical definition, which employs physical

terms as fundamental

;

12 but this flagrantly con-

tradicts the phenomenalistic first principle. Or,

reality may be regarded as so stamped with its

marks as to insure the proprietorship of thought.

But this definition of certain objective entities of

13 Of. Pearson: Grammar of Science
, Ch^p. II. See above,

ins.
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mind, of beings attributed to intelligence because

of their intrinsic intelligibility, is inconsistent

with empiricism, if indeed it does not lead eventu-

ally to a realism of the Platonic type.13 Finally,

and most commonly, the terms of phenomenalism

have been retained after their orignal meaning has

been suffered to lapse. The “ impressions ” of

Hume, e. <7., are the remnant of the Berkeleyan

world with the spirit stricken out. There is no

longer any point in calling them impressions, for

they now mean only elements or qualities. As a

consequence this outgrowth of the Berkeleyanism

epistemology is at•present merging into a realistic

philosophy of experience.14 Any one, then, of

these three may be the last state of one who under-

takes to remain exclusively faithful to the phe-

nomenalistic aspect of Berkeleyanism, embodied in

the principle esse est percipi.

18 See Chap. XI. Cf. also § 140.

u The same may he said of the u permanent possibilities of

sensation,” proposed by J. S. Mill. Such possibilities out-

side of actual perception are either nothing or things such

as they are known to be in perception. In either case they are

not perceptions.

In Ernst Mach’s Analysis of Sensations
,
the reader will

find an interesting transition from sensationalism to realism

through the substitution of the term Bestandtheil for Em-
pflndung, (See Translation by Williams, pp. 18-20.) See

below, § 207.
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Berkeley's § 1 84. Let US HOW follow the fortunes
Spiritualism. ....
immediate of the other phase of subjectivism—
Knowledge of . _ 1 _ _

the Perceiver. that which develops the conception of

the perceiver rather than the perceived. When

Berkeley holds that

*

“all the choir of heaven and furniture of the Earth, in

a word, all those bodies which compose the mighty

frame of the world, have not any subsistence without

a Mind/'

his thought has transcended the epistemology with

which he overthrew the conception of material sub-

stance, in two directions. For neither mind of the

finite type nor mind of the divnre type is perceived.

But the first of these may yet be regarded as a

direct empirical datum, even though sharply dis-

tinguished from an object of perception. Tn the

third dialogue, Philonous thus expounds this now

kind of knowledge:

a
I own I have properly no idea, either of God or any

other spirit; for these being active, cannot be represented

, by things perfectly inert, as our ideas are. I do never-

: theless know that I, who am a spirit or thinking sub-

;

stance, exist as certainly as I know my ideas exist,

i Farther, I know what I mean by the terms / and myself;

and I know this immediately or intuitively, though I

do not perceive it as I perceive a triangle, a color, or a

sound.” 15

^
lS Berkeley: Op. cit. f p, 447.
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The knowledge here provided for may be regarded

as empirical because the reality in question is an

individual present in the moment of the knowl-

edge. Particular acts of perception are said di-

rectly to reveal not only perceptual objects, but

perceiving subjects. And the conception of spir-

itual substance, once accredited, may then be ex-

tended to account for social relations and to fill

in the nature of God. The latter extension, in so

far as it attributes such further predicates as uni-

versality and infinity, implies still a third episte-

mology, and threatens to pass over into rationalism.

But the knowledge *of one’s fellow-men may, it is

claimed, be regarded as immediate, like the knowl-

edge of one’s self. Perceptual and volitional ac-

tivity has a sense for itself and also a sense for

other like activity. The self is both self-conscious

and socially conscious in an immediate experience

of the same type.

§ 135. But this general spiritualistic conception

is developed with less singleness of purpose in

schopea- Berkeley than among the voluntarists
hauer’a Spirit*

,

uaiism, or and panpsycimts who spring from

’ Schopenhauer, the orientalist, pessimist,

and^mystic among the German Kan-

tians of the early nineteenth century. His great
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book,
u Die Welt ala Will© mid Vorstellung,”

opens with the phenomenal istic contention that

“ the world is my idea .

75
It soon appears, how-

ever, that the
u my 71

is more profoundly .signifi-

cant than the “ idea .

77 Nature is my creation,

due to the working within mo of certain fixed

principles of thought, such as space, time, and

causality. But nature, just because it is my crea-

tion, is less than me: is but a manifestation of the

true being for which I must look within myself.

But this inner self cannot be made an object of
m

thought, for that would be only to create another

term of nature. The will itself, from which such

creation springs, is
u
that which is most immedi-

ate
77

in one’s consciousness, and “ makes itself

known in a direct manner in its particular acts.
7 ’

The term will is used by Schopexihuucr as a gen-

eral term covering the whole dynamics of life, in-

stinct and desire, as well as volition. It is that

sense of life-preserving and life-enhancing appe-

tency which is the conscious accompaniment of

struggle. With its aid the inwardness of the whole

world may now be apprehended.

“ Whoever has now gained from all these expositions

a knowledge in abstracto, and therefore^elear and certain,

of what everyone knows directly in concrete, £. as
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feeling, a knowledge that his will is the real inner nature

of his phenomenal being, . * . and that his will is

that which is most immediate in his consciousness,

. . . will find that of itself it affords him the key to

the knowledge of the inmost being of the whole of nature

;

for he now transfers it to all those phenomena which are

not given to him, like his own phenomenal existence,

both in direct and indirect knowledge, but only in the

latter, thus merely one-sidedly as idea alone.” 10

The heart of reality is thus known by an “ intui-

tive interpretation,’
7 which begins at home in the

individuals own heart.

§ 136. The panpsychist follows the- same course

of reflection. There is an outwardness and an

Panpsychism, inwarckicss of nature, corresponding to

the knower’s body on the one hand, and his feel-

ing or will on the other. With this principle in

hand one may pass down the whole scale of being

and discover no breach of continuity. Such an

interpretation of nature has been well set forth by

a contemjxuary writer, who quotes the following

from the botanist, C. v. Naegcli

:

“ Sensation is clearly connected with the reflex actions

of higher animals. Wc arc obliged to concede it to the

other animals also, and wc have no grounds for denying

it to plants and inorganic bodies. The sensation arouses

in us a condition of comfort and discomfort. In general,

10 Schopenhauer The World m Will and Idea. Transla-

tion by Haldane and Kemp, VoL I, p. 141.
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the feeling of pleasure arises when the natural impulses

are satisfied, the feeling of pain when they are not satis-

fied. Since all material processes are composed of

movements of molecules and elementary atoms, pleasure

and pain must have their seat in these particles. . . .

Thus the same mental thread runs through all material

phenomena. The human mind is nothing but the

, highest devolpment on our earth of the mental processes

which universally animate and move nature/' 17

According to panpsychism, then, physical nature

is the manifestation of an appetency or hare con-

sciousness generalized from the thinker s aioareness

of his most intimate self. Such appetency or bare

consciousness is the essential or substantial state
r

of that which appears as physical nature.

§ 137. We must now turn to the efforts which

this doctrine has made to maintain itself against

The Inherent ^ie Sceptical trend of its OWU GpistC-

Spirituausm
uiology. Bor precisely as in tho ease

for Objective P^Km0mGIm^sm dialectical prill-

Knowiedge. eiple threatens to ho self-destructive.

Immediate presence is still tho test of knowledge.

But does not immediate presence connote relativ-

ity and inadequacy, at best; an initial phase of

knowledge that must he supplemented and cor-

17 Quoted from Naegeli: DieMechani$ch-phymologutche Theo-

rie der Abatammunga lehre

,

by Friedrich Paplsen, in his Intro-

duction to Philosophy. Translation by Thilly, p, 103.
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rected before objective reality and valid truth

are apprehended? Does not the individuality of

the individual thinker connote the very maximum

of error ? Indeed, spiritualism would seem to have

exceeded even Protagoreanism itself, and to have

passed from scepticism to deliberate nihilism. The

object of knowledge is no longer even, as with the

phenomenalism the thinker’s thought, but only his

thinking. And if the thinker’s thought is relative

to him, then the thinker’s act of thinking is the

very vanishing-point of relativity, the negative

term of a negating relation. How is a real, a

self-subsistent world' to be composed of such ? Im-

pelled by a half-conscious realization of the hope-

lessness of this situation, the exponent of spiritu-

alism has sought to universalize his conception;

to define an absolute or ultimate spirit other than

the individual thinker, though known in and

through him. But it is clear that this development

of spiritualism, like all of the speculative proced-

ure of siibjectivism, threatens to exceed the scope

of the original principle of knowledge. There is

a strong presumption against the possibility of

introducing a knowledge of God by the way of

the particular -presentations of an individual con-

sciousness.
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§ 138. Schopenhauer must be credited with a

genuine effort to accept the metaphysical consc-

Schopen- quences of his epistemology. His

tempt'*^"
epistemology, as we have seen, defined

Universalize knowledge as centripetal. Tho object

Mysticism. 0f real knowledge is identical with the

subject of knowledge. If I am to know the uni-

versal will, therefore, I must in knowing become

that will. And this Schopenhauer maintains.

The innermost heart of the individual into which

he may retreat, oven from his private will, is—the

universal. But there" is another way of arriving

at the same knowledge. In contemplation 1 may

become absorbed in principles and laws, rather

than be diverted by tho particular spaeial and

temporal objects, until (and this is peculiarly true

of the aesthetic experience) my interest no longer

distinguishes itself, but coincides with truth. In

other words, abstract thinking and pure willing

are not opposite extremes, but adjacent points on

tho deeper or transcendent circle of experience.

One may reach this part of the circle by moving

in either of two directions that at the start are

directly opposite: by turning in upon the subject

or by utterly giving one’s self u|> to the object

Reality obtains no definition by this means. Phi-
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losophv, for Schopenhauer, is rather a programme

for realizing the state in which I will the universal

and know the universal will. The final theory of

knowledge, then, is mysticism, reality directly ap-

prehended in a supreme and incommunicable ex-

perience, direct and vivid, like perception, and at

the same time universal, like thought. But the

empiricism with which Schopenhauer began, the

appeal to a familiar experience of self as will, has

meanwhile been forgotten. The idea as object of

my perception, and the will as its subject were in

the beginning regarded as common and verifiable

items of experience.' But who, save the occasional

philosopher, knows a universal will ? Nor have at-

tempts to avoid mysticism, while retaining Scho-

penhauer’s first principle, been successful. Certain

voluntarists and panpsychists have attempted to

do without the universal will, and define the world

solely in terms of the many individual wills. But,

as Schopenhauer himself pointed out, individual

wills cannot be distinguished except in terms of

something other than will, such as space and time.

The same is true if for will there be substituted

inner feeling or consciousness. Within this cate-

gory individuals can be distinguished only as

points of view, which to be comparable at all must
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contain common objects, or Ive defined in terms

of a system of relations like that of the physical

world or that of an ethical community. The con-

ception of pure will or pure feeding inevitably at-

taches to itself that of an undivided unity, if for

no other reason because there is no ground for dis-

tinction. And such a unity, a will or conscious-

ness that is no particular act or ideal, can be known

only in the unique “experience which mysticism

provides.

§ 139, The way of Schopenhauer is the way of

one who adheres to the belief that what the thinker

Objective
knows must always bo a part of himself,

Spiritualism, state or his activity. From this

point of view the important element of being, its

very essence or substance, is not any definable

nature but an immediate relation to the knower.

The consequence is that the universe in the last

analysis can only be defined as a supremo state or

activity into which the individual^ consciousness

may develop. Spiritualism has, however, other

interests, interests which may be quite independent

of epistemology. It is speculatively interested In

a kind of being which it defines as spiritual, and

in terms of which it proposes to de|ne the universe.

Such procedure is radically different from the
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epistemological criticism which led Berkeley to

maintain that the esse of objects is in their percipi,

or Schopenhauer to maintain that “ the world is

my idea/
5
or that led both of these, philosophers to

find a deeper reality in immediately intuited self-

activity. Bor now it is proposed to understand

spirit, discover its properties, and to acknowledge

it only where these properties appear. I may now

know spirit as an object; which in its properties,

to be snre, is quite different from matter, but which

like matter is capable of subsisting quite independ-

ently of my knowledge. 'This is a metaphysical

spiritualism quite* ^distinct from epistemological

spiritualism, and by no means easily made con-

sistent therewith. Indeed, it exhibits an almost

irrepressible tendency to overstep the bounds both

of empiricism and subjectivism, an historical con-

nection with which alone justifies its introduction

in the present chapter.

§ 140. To return again to the instructive ex-

Berkeiey’s ample of Bishop Berkeley, we find him
Conception of

.
. .

God as Cause, proving God from the evidence of him
Goodness and . . , « , . ,

Order. m experience, or the need of him to

support the claims of experience.

“But, whatevef power I may have over my own

thoughts, I find the ideas actually perceived by Sense
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have not a like dependence on my will. When in broad

daylight I open my eyes, it is not in my power to choose

whether I shall see or no, or to determine what particular

objects shall present themselves to my view: and so

likewise as to the hearing and other senses; the ideas

imprinted on them are not creatures of my will There is

therefore some other Will or Spirit that, produces them.

The ideas of Sense are more strong, lively, and distinct

than those of the Imagination; they have likewise a

steadiness, order, and coherence, and are not excited at

random, as those which are the effects of human wills

often arc, but in a regular train or series—the admirable

connection whereof sufficiently testifies the wisdom and

benevolence of its Author. Now the set rules, or estab-

lished methods, wherein the Mind we depend on excites

in us the ideas of Sense, are called the laws of nature” 1*

Of the attributes of experience* here in question,

independence or u
steadiness ” is not regarded as

prima facie evidence of spirit, but rather as an

aspect of experience for which some cause is nec-

essary. But it is assumed that the power to
u
pro-

duce,” with which such a cause must Ik's endowed,

is the peculiar prerogative of spirit, and that this

cause gives further evidence of its spiritual nature,

of its eminently spiritual nature, in the orderli-

ness and the goodness of its effects.

“ The force that produces, the intellect that orders, the

goodness that perfects all things is the Supreme Being.”'*

i
18 Berkeley: Op . cit., p. 2735
19 Op. cil., Vol. I, pp, 272-273.
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That spirit is possessed of causal efficacy, Berke-

ley has in an earlier passage proved by a direct

appeal to the individuals sense of povpr.

“I find I can excite ideas in my mind at pleasure,

and vary and shift the scene as oft as I think fit. It is

no more than willing
,
and straightway this or that idea

arises in my fancy; and by the same power it is ob-

literated and makes way for another. This making
and unmaking of ideas doth very properly denominate

the mind active. Thus much is certain and grounded

on experience: but when we talk of unthinking agents,

or of exciting ideas exclusive of volition, we only amuse
ourselves with words.” 20

Although Berkeley is herein general agreement

with a very considerable variety of philosophical

views, it will bo readily observed that this doctrine

tends to lapse into mysticism whenever it is re-

tained in its purity. Berkeley liimsclf admitted

that there was no u
idea

??
of such power. And

philosophers will as a rule either obtain an idea

corresponding to a term or amend the term

—

always excepting the mystical appeal to an inar-

ticulate and indefinable experience. ITence pure

power revealed in an ineffable immediate experi-

ence tends to give place to kinds of power to which

some definite meaning may be attached. The

energy of physj^s, defined by measurable quan-

go Op. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 278.
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titative equivalence, in a ease in point. The, ideal-

istic trend is in another direction, power coming

to signify ethical or logical connection. Simi-

larly, in the later philosophy of Berkeley himself,

God is known by the nature of his activity rather

than by the fact of his activity; and we are said

u
to account for a thing, when we show that it

is so best/’ God’s power, in short, becomes indis-

tinguishable from his universality attended with

the attributes of goodness and orderliness. But

this means that the analogy of the human spirit,

conscious of its own activity, is no longer the basis

of the argument By the divi'ue will is now meant

ethical principles, rather than the “ here am I

willing ” of the empirical consciousness. Simi-

larly the divine mind is defined in terms of logical

principles, such as coherence and order, rather

than in terms of the u here am I thinking ” of the

finite knower himself. But enough has been said

to make it plain that this is no longer the stand-

point of cmmrio-idcaliam . Indeed, in his last

philosophical writing, the
“

Siris,” Berkeley is so

far removed from the principles of knowledge

which made him at once the disciple gnd the critic

of Locke, as to pronounce himsejf the devotee of

Platejdsm and the prophet of transcendentalism.
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The former strain appears in his conclusion that
“
the principles of science are neither objects of

sense nor imagination
;
and that intellect and rea-

son arc alone the sure guides to truth.” 21 His

;

transcendentalism appears in his belief that such;

principles, participating in the vital unity of the}

Individual Purpose, constitute the meaning and so

the substantial essence of the universe.

§ 141. Such then are the various paths which

lead from subjectivism to other types of philos-

The General ophy, demonstrating the peculiar apti-
Tendcncy of

Subjectivism tude of the former for departing from
to Transcend , . _ .

itseit its first principle. Beginning -with the

relativity of all knowable reality to the individual

luiower, it undertakes to conceive reality in one or

the other of the terms of this relation, as particu-

lar state of knowledge or as individual subject of

knowledge. But these terms develop an intrinsic}

nature of their own, and become respectively*

empirical datum
,
and logical or ethical principled

In either case the subjectivistic principle of knowl-

edge has been abandoned. Those whose specula-

tive interest in a definable objective world has been

less strong than their attachment to this principle,

have either accepted the imputation of scepticism,

21
'

Op, dt.
}
V<51. Ill, p. 249.
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or had recourse to the radical epistemological doc-

trine of mysticism.

$ 142. Since the essence of subjectivism is

epistemological rather than metaphysical, its prac-

Ethicai tieal and religious implications are
Theories. . , t .

,

Relativism. various. * I ho ethical theories which
;j

are corollary to the tendencies expounded above, •

range from extreme egoism to a mystical univer-

ealism. The close connection between the former

an<l relativism is evident, and the form of egoism

most consistent with epistemological relativism is

to be found among those same Sophists who first

maintained this latter doctrine. If we may

believe Plato, the Sophists sought to create for

their individual pupils an appearance of good.

In the
u
Thoaotetus,” Socrates is represented as

speaking thus on behalf of Protagoras

:

“ And I am far from saying that wisdom and the wise

man have no existence; but I say that the wise man is

he who makes the evils which are and appear to a man,

into goods which are and appear to him. ... I say

that they (the wise men) are the physicians of the human
body, and the husbandmen of plants—for the husband-

men also take away the evil and disordered sensations

of plants, and infuse into them good and healthy sensa-

tions as well as true ones; and the wise and good rhetori-

cians make the good instead of the evil seem just to states;

for whatever appears to be just and fair to a state, while
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sanctioned by a state, is just and fair to it; but the teacher

of wisdom causes the good to take the place of the evil,

both in appearance and in reality.” 22

As truth is indistinguishable from the appearance

of truth to the individual, so good is indistinguish-

able from a particular seeming good. The su-

preme moral value according to this plan of life

is the agreeable feeling tone of that dream world

to which the individual is forever consigned. The
*»

possible perfection of an experience which is
“

re-

duced to a swarm of impressions,” and “ ringed

round ” for each one of u§ by a
u
thick wall of

personality ” has been brilliantly depicted in the

passage already quoted from Walter Pater, in

whom the naturalistic and subjectivistic motives

unite.
28 If all my experience is strictly my own,

then my good must likewise be my own. And if

all of my experience is valid only in its instants of

immediacy, then my best good must likewise con-

sist in some “ exquisite passion,” or stirring of the

senses.

§ 143. But for Schopenhauer the internal

world opens out into the boundless and unfathom-

Pessimiam and
a^e Sea ™iversal If I re~

Self-denial.
tire from the world upon my own pri-

33 Plato; Thedtetusi 167. Translation by Jowett.
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vate feelings, I am still short of the true life, for

I am asserting myself against the world. I should

seek a sense of unison with a world whose deeper

heart-beats I may learn to feel and adopt as the

rhythm of my own. The folly of willing for one’s

private self is the ground of Schopenhauer’s

pessimism.

“All itilling arises from want, therefore from de-

ficiency, and therefore from suffering. The satisfaction

of a wish ends it; yet for one wish that is satisfied there

remain at least ten which are denied. Further, the

desire lasts long, the demands are infinite; the satisfac-

tion is short and scantily measured out. But even the

final satisfaction is itself only apparent; every satisfied

wish at once makes room for a new one, both are illusions

;

the one is known to be so, the other not yet. No at-

tained object of desire can give lasting satisfaction, but
merely a fleeting gratification; it is like the alms thrown
to the beggar, that keeps him alive to-day that his misery
may be prolonged till the morrow. . . . The subject

of willing is thus constantly stretched on the revolving

wheel of Ixion, pours water into the sieve of the Danaids,
is the ever-longing Tantalus.” 34

The escape from this torture and self-deception is

possible through the same mystical experience, the

same blending with the universe that conditions

knowledge.

§ 144. But though pleasant dreaming he the

24 Schopenhauer: Op. tit. Translation by Haldane and
Kemp, VoL I, pp. 253-254.

#-
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most consistent practical sequel to“"a subjectivistic ,

epistemology, its individualism presents another

The Ethics
basis ^or different pos-

of welfare,
sibilities of emphasis. It may develop

into an aggressive egoism of the type represented

by the sophist Thrasymachus, in his proclamation

that “ might is right, justice the interest of the

stronger.” 25 But more commonly it is tempered

by a conception of social interest, and serves as

the champion of action against contemplation.

The gospel of action is always individualistic. It
•*

requires of the individual a sense of his inde-

pendence, and of 'the real virtue of his initiative.

Hence those voluntarists who emphasize the many

individual wills and decline to reduce them, after

the manner of Schopenhauer, to a universal, may

b© said to afford a direct justification of it. It is

true that this practical realism threatens the tena-

bility of an epistemological idealism, but the two

have been united, and because of their common

emphasis upon the individual such procedure is

not entirely inconsequential. Friedrich Paulsen,

whose panpsychism, has already been cited, is an

excellent case in point. The only good, he main-

tains, is
u welf«fre,” the fulfilment of those natural

25 Bee Plato: Republic, Bk. I, 338.
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desires which both distinguish the individual and

signify his continuity with all grades of being.

“The goal at which the will aims does not consist in

a maximum of pleasurable feelings, but in the normal

exercise of the vital functions for which the species is

predisposed. In the case of man the mode of life is on

the whole determined by the nature of the historical

unity from which the individual evolves as a member.

Here the objective content of life, after which the will

strives, also enters into consciousness with the progres-

sive evolution of presentation; the type of life becomes

a conscious ideal of life.”
28

Here, contrary to the teaching of Schopenhauer,

the good consists in individual attainment, the

extension and fulfilment of t£e distinct interests

that arise from the common fund of nature. To

be and to do to the uttermost, to realize the maxi-

mum from nature’s investment in one’s special

capacities and powers—this is indeed the first

principle of a morality of action.

§ 145. But a type of ethics still further re-

moved from the initial relativism has been adopted

The Ethical
more or less successfully assimi-

commcnity. lated by subjectivistic philosophies.

Accepting Berkeley’s spirits, with their indefinite

capacities, and likewise the stability of the ideal

principles that underlie a God-administered world,

* Paulsen: Op. tit 423.
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and morality becomes the obedience which the in-

dividual renders to the law. The individual, free

to act in liis own right, cooperates with the pur-

poses of the general spiritual community, whose

laws are worthy of obedience though not coercive.

The recognition of such a spiritual citizenship,

entailing opportunities, duties, and obligations,

rather than thraldom, partakes of the truth as

well as the inadequacy of coihmon-sense.

§ 146. As for religion, at least two distinct

practical appreciations of the universe have been

The Religion of
historically associated with this chap-

Mysticism.
ter in * philosophy. The one of these

is the mysticism of Schopenhauer, the religious

sequel to a universalistic voluntarism. Schopen-

hauer’s ethics, his very philosophy, is religion.

For the good and the true are alike attainable only

through identification with the Absolute Will.

This consummation of life, transcending practical

and theoretical differences, engulfing and effacing

all qualities and all values, is like the Nirvana of

the Orient—a positive ideal only for one who has

appraised the apparent world at its real value.

“ Rather do w<^ freely acknowledge that what remains

after the entire abolition of will is for all those who are

still full of will certainly nothing; but, conversely, to
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those in whom the will has turned and has denied itself,

this our world, which is so real, with all its suns and

milky-ways—is nothing.” 37

$ 1 17. From the union of the two motives of

voluntarism and individualism springs another

Th« Religion *nid a more familiar type of religion,

Cooperation

1
that <yf cooperative spiritual endeavor,

with God.
] n (he religion of Schopenhauer the

soul must utterly lose* itself for the sake of peace

;

hero the soul must persist in its own being and

activity for the sake of the progressive goodness

of the world. For Schopenhauer God is the uni-

versal solution, in which all motions cease and all

differences disapjxuir; here God is the General of

moral forces. The deeper and more significant

universe is

“a society of rational agents, acting under the eye of

Providence, concurring in one design to promote the

common benefit of the whole, and conforming their

actions to the established laws and order of the Divine

parental wisdom; wherein each particular agent shall

not consider himself apart, but as the member of a groat

City, whose author and founder is God: in which the

civil laws are no other than the rules of virtue and the

duties of religion: and where everyone's true interest is

combined with his duty.” 38

37 Schopenhauer: Op. cit Translation by Haldane and

Kemp, p. 532.
28 Berkeley: Op. cit. $ Vol. II, p. 138,
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But so uncompromising an optimism is not essen-

tial to this religion. Its distinction lies rather in

its acceptance of the manifest plurality of souls,

and its appeal to the faith that is engendered by

service.
29 As "William James has said:

“ Even God’s being is sacred from ours. To cooperate

with his creation by the best and Tightest response seems

all he wants of us. In such cooperation with his pur-

poses, not in any chimerical speculative conquest of him,

not in any theoretical drinking of him up, must lie the

real meaning of our destiny.” 30

29 For an interesting characterization of this type of

religion, cf. Royce: Spirit of Modem Philosophy
, p. 46.

30 James: The Will to Relieve, p. 141.
%



CHAPTER X

AHHOJ.rTK KKAUSM 1

§ 1 48. No one 1ms understood bettor than the

philosopher himself that he cannot ho{«‘ to lx*, popu-

The Phiioso- hir with men of practical common-

anTthe'
hciihc. Indeed, It hart eommonly lx*cn

phiiu«oph«r #

* a matter of pride, with him. The

Absolut** classic representation of the philoso-

pher’ s faith in himself is to be found in Plato’s

u
Republic.” The philosopher is there jiortrayed

in the famous cave simile as one who having seen

the light itself can no longer distinguish the

shadows which are apparent to those who sit per-

petually in the twilight Within the cave of

shadows he is indeed less at his ease than those

who have never seen the sun. But since he knows

the source of the shadows, his knowledge surrounds

* By Absolute Realism m meant that system of philosophy

which defines the universe as the ahmtutit lwing t
implied

in knowledge as its final object, but assumed to ha inde-

pendent of knowledge. In the Spimmstic system this

absolute being is conceived under the form of #ub»tame, or
v

self-sufficiency; in Platonism under th<%form of ^faction;

and in the Aristotelian system under the form of a hierarchy

of substances*

306
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tliat of the shadow connoisseurs. And his equa-

nimity need not suffer from the contempt of those

whom he understands better than they understand

themselves. The history of philosophy is due to

the dogged persistence with which the philosopher

has taken himself seriously and endured the poor

opinion of the world. But the pride of the phi-

losopher has done more than perpetuate the philo-

sophical outlook and problem; it has led to the

formulation of a definite philosophical conception,

and of two great philosophical doctrines. The

conception is that of the absolute; and the doc-

trines are that of*the absolute being

;

and that of

the absolute self or mind. The former of these

doctrines is the topic of the present chapter.

Among the early Greeks the role of the philos-

opher was one of superlative dignity. In point

of knowledge he was less easily satisfied than

other men. He thought beyond immediate prac-

tical problems, devoting himself to a profounder

reflection, that could not but induce in him a sense

of superior intellectual worth. The familiar was

not binding upon him, for his thought was eman-

cipated from routine and superficiality. Fur-

thermore his intellectual courage and resolution

did not permit him to indulge in triviality, doubt,
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or paradox. lit* sought his own with a faith that

could not he denied. Kvon Heraclitus the Dark,

who was also called " flu* Weeping Philosopher,
1 '

hccause he found at the very heart of nature that

transiency which the philosophical mind seeks to

escape, felt himself to he exalted as well as isolated

by that; insight. Hut this sentiment of personal

aloofness led at once to a division of experience.

He who knows truly' belongs to another and more

abiding world. As there is a philosophical way

of thought, there is a philosophical way of life, and

a philosophical object. Since the philosopher and

the common man do not see (dike, the terms of

their experience are incommensurable. In Par-

menides the Eleutic this motive is most strikingly

exhibited. There is a Way of Truth which di-

verges from the Way of Opinion. The philoso-

pher walks the former way alone. And there is

an object of truth, accessible only to one who takes

this way of truth. Parmenides finds this object

to be the content of pure affirmation.

u One path only is left for us to speak of, namely,

that It is. In it are very many tokens that what is,

is uncreated and indestructible, alone, complete, im-

movable, and without end. Nor was it ever, nor will

it be; for now it is, all at once, a contiguous one."

*

2 Burnet: Early Greek Philosophy, p. 185.
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The philosophy of Parmenides, commonly called

the Eleatic Philosophy, is notable for this emer-

gence of the pure concept of absolute being as the

final object of knowledge. The philosopher aims

to discover that which is, and so turns away from

that which is not or that which ceases to be. The

negative and transient aspects of experience only

hinder him in his search for the eternal. It was

the great Eleatic insight to * realize that the out-

come of thought is thus predetermined; that the

answer to philosophy is contained in the question

of philosophy. The philosopher, in that he reso-

lutely avoids all partiality, relativity, and super-

ficiality, must affirm a complete, universal, and

ultimate being as the very object of that perfect

knowledge which he means to possess. This ob-

ject is known in the history of these philosophies

as the infinite or absolute?

§ 149. The Eleatic reasons somewhat as fol-

lows. The philosopher seeks to know what is.

The Eleatic The object of his knowledge will then
Conception . . . 1 . ,

of Being. contain as its primary and essential

predicate, that of being. It is a step further to

define being in terms of this essential predicate.

8 When contrastcd|with the temporal realm of “ genera-

tion and decay/' tnis ultimate object is often called the

eternal.
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Parmenides thinks of being as a power or strength,

a positive aclf-maintonimre to whirl) all affirma-

tions refer. The remainder of the Kleatie philos-

ophy is the analysis of this concept and the proof

of its implications. Being must persist through

all change, and span all chasms. Before being

there can he only nothing, which is the same as to

say that so far as being is concerned there is no

before. Similarly tlwro can l*e no after or beyond.

There can he no motion, change, or division of

being, because being will l>e in all parts of every

division, and in all stages of every process.

Hence being is
u uncreated t\m\ indestructible,

alone, complete, immovable, and without end.”

The argument turns upon the application to

being as a whole of the meaning and the implica-

tions of only being; Being is the affirmative or

positive. Prom that alone, one can derive only such

properties as eternity or unity. For generation and

decay and plurality may belong to that which is

also affirmative and positive, but not to that which

is affirmative and positive only. The Elastic phi-

losophy is due, then, to the determination to de-

rive the whole of reality from the hare necessity

of being, to cut down reality to what flows en-

tirely from the assertion of its only known nee-
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essary aspect, that of being. We meet here in its

simplest form a persistent rationalistic motive, the

attempt to derive the universe from the isolation

and analysis of its most universal character. As

in the case of every well-defined philosophy, this

motive is always attended by a
u
besetting ” prob-

lem. Here it is the accounting for what, empiri-

cally at least, is alien to that universal character.

And this difficulty is emphasized rather than re-

solved by Parmenides in his designation of a limbo

of opinion, “ in which is no true belief at all,” to

which the manifold of common experience with

all its irrelcvanciesman be relegated.

§ 150. The Eleatic philosophy, enriched and

supplemented, appears many centuries later in the

spinoza’a rigorous rationalism of Spinoza. 4 With

of Substance. Spinoza philosophy is a demonstration

of necessities after the manner of geometry.

Eeality is to be set forth in theorems derived from

fundamental axioms and definitions. As in the

case of Parmenides, these necessities are the im-

plications of the very problem of being. The phi-
’

losopher’s problem is made to solve itself. But

for Spinoza that problem is more definite and

more pregnant. /The problematic being must not

4 Holland, 1632-1677.
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only lx*, but miwt bo sufficient to itself. What the

philosopher seeks to know is primarily an intrinsic

entity* Its nature, must be independent. of other

natures, and my knowledge of it mde.]xmdcni of my

knowledge of anything else. Reality is something

which need not be sought further. Ho construed,

being is in Spinoza
1

# philosophy termed substance.

It will be seen that to define substance is to affirm

the existence of it, for substance is so defined as

to embody the very qualification for existence.

Whatever exists exists under the form of substance,

as that
u which is in itself, and is conceived

through itself: in other word**, that of which a

conception can be formed independently of any

other conception.” n

§ 151. There remains but one further funda-

mental thesis for the establishment of the Spino-

Spinoxa’s ziatic philosophy, the thesis which main-
Proof of God,

%
* /

the infinite tains the exclusive existence of the one
Substance.

Th» Mode. “ absolutely infinite being,” or God.

Attributes. The exclusive existence of God follows

from his existence, because of the exhaustiveness

of his nature. II is is the nature “consisting in

infinite attributes, of which each expresses eternal

and infinite essentiality.” Ho will contain all

‘ Spinoza: Ethics, Part I. Translation by Elwea, p. 45.
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meaning, and all possible meaning, within his fixed

and necessary constitution. It is evident that if

such a God exist, nothing can fall outside of him.

One such substance must be the only substance.

But upon what grounds are we to assert God’s

existence ?

To proceed further with Spinoza’s philosophy

we must introduce two terms which are scarcely

less fundamental in his system than that of sub-

stance. The one of these is “ attribute,” by which

he means hind or general property; the other is

“ mode,” by which he means case or individual
»

thing, Spinoza’s I)roof of God consists in show-

ing that no single mode, single attribute, or finite

group of modes or attributes, can be a substance

;

but only an infinite system of all modes of all at-

tributes. Translated into common speech this

means that neither kinds nor cases, nor special

groups of either, can stand alone and be of them-

selves, but only the unity of all possible cases of

all possible kinds.

'

The argument concerning the possible substan-

tiality of the case or individual thing is relatively

simple. Suppose an attribute or kind, A, of which

there arc cases a& x > am%> ams> etc. The number

of cases is never involved in the nature of the
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kind, iib is seen for example in the fact that the

definition of triangle present les no special num-

ber of individual t rinngles. I ienee am
x t am 2f amtu

etc., must lie explained by something outside of

their nature. Their lining eases of A does not ac-

count for their existing severally. This is Spi-

noza's statement of the argument that individual

events, «neh as motions or sensations, are not self-

dojxmdent, but belong to a context of like events

which are mutually dependent.

The question of the attribute is more difficult

Why may not an attribute as a complete domain

of interdependent events, Itself be independent or

substantial ? Spinoza’s predecessor, Descartes, had

maintained precisely that thesis in behalf of the

domain of thought and the domain of space.

Spinoza’s answer rests upon the famous ontological

argument, inherited from scholasticism and gen-

erally accepted in the first period of modern philos-

ophy. The evidence of existence, ho declares, is

clear and distinct concoivahility.

“For a person to say that he has a clear and distinct

—

that is, a true—idea of a substance, but that he is not

sure whether such substance exists, would be the same
as if he said that he had a true idea, but was not sure

whether or no it was false.” 6

6 Ibid., p. 40,
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Now we can form a clear and distinct idea of an

absolutely infinite being that shall have all possible

attributes. This idea is a well-recognized stand-

ard and object of reference for thought. But it is

a conception which is highly qualified, not only

through its clearness and distinctness, but also

through its abundance of content. It affirms itself

therefore with a certainty that surpasses any other

certainty, because it is sup
#

ported by each and

every other certainty, and even by the residuum

of possibility. If any intelligible meaning be

permitted to affirm itself, so much the more irre-

sistible is the claiffi of this infinitely rich mean-

ing. Since every attribute contributes to its valid-

ity, the being with infinite attributes is infinitely

or absolutely valid. The conclusion of the argu-

ment is now obvious. If the being constituted by

the infinite attributes exists, it swallows up all

possibilities and exists exclusively.

§ 152. The vulnerable point in Spinoza’s argu-

ment can thus be expressed: that which is im-

The Limits of

Spinoza’s

Argument

portant is questionable, and that which

is unquestionable is of doubtful im-

for God. portance. Have I indeed a clear and

distinct idea of^an absolutely infinite being?

The answer turns upon the meaning of the
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phrase u idea of.'’ It is true I ran add to such

meaning as I apprehend the thought of possible

other meaning, and suppose the whole to have

a definiteness and systematic unity like that

of the triangle. .But sueh an idea is prob-

lematic. 1 am eonpxdled to use the term u
pos-

sible,” and so to eonfess the failure of <lefmite

content to measure up to my idea. 'My idea of an

absolutely infinite being is like my idea of a uni-

versal language: I can think of it, hut I cannot

think it out, for lack of data or lieeuuso of the con-

flicting testimony of other data. If l mean tlio

infinity of my lieing to lie a term of mclusiveness,

and to insist that the all must he, and that there

can he nothing not. included in the all, I can

scarcely he denied. But it, is reasonable to doubt

the importance of such a truth. If, on the other

hand, I mean that my infinite being shall have

the compactness and organic unity of a triangle,

I must admit that such a being is indeed prob-

lematic. The degree to which the meaning of the

part is dependent upon the meaning of the whole,

or the degree to which the geometrical analogy is

to be preferred to the analogy of aggregates, like

the events within a year, is a problem that falls

quite outside Spinoza’s fundamental arguments.
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§ 153. But the advance of Spinoza over the

Eleatics must not be lost sight of. The modem
Spinoza's philosopher has so conceived being as
Provision for .

the Finite. to provide for parts within an individ-

ual unity. The geometrical analogy is a most

illuminating one, for it enables us to understand

how manyness may be indispensable to a being that

is essentially unitary. The triangle as triangle

is one. But it could not be ?uch without sides and

angles. The unity is equally necessary to the

parts, for sides and angles of a triangle could not

be such without an arrangement governed by the

nature triangle. *The whole of nature may be

similarly conceived: as the reciprocal necessity of

natura naturans

,

or nature defined in respect of

its unity, and natura naturata, or nature specified

in detail. There is some promise here of a recon-

ciliation of the Way of Opinion with the Way of

Truth . Opinion would be a gathering of detail,

truth a comprehension of the intelligible unity.

Both would be provided for through the considera-

tion that whatever is complete and necessary must

be made up of incompletenesses that are necessary

to it.

§ 154. This consideration, however, does not

receive its most effective formulation in Spinoza.
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The isolation of the parts, the actual severalty

and irrelevance of the modes, still presents a grave

Transition to problem. Is there a kind of whole to
Teleological

Conception*, which not only parts hut fragments, or

parts in their very incompleteness, are indispen-

sable? This would seem to be true of a progres-

sion or development
,
since that would require both

perfection as its end, and degrees of imjxwfection

as its stages. Spinoza was prevented from making

much of this idea by his rejection of the principle

of teleology, lie regarded appreciation or valu-

ation as a projection of {icmmal bias. “ Nature

has no particular goal in view," and u
final causes

are mere human figments.”
u The jxwfection of

things is to bo reckoned only from their own nature

and power.” 7 The philosophical method which

Spinoza here repudiates, the interpretation of the

world in moral terms, is Platonism

,

an indepen-

dent and profoundly important movement, belong-

ing to the same general realistic type with Eloati-

cism and Spinozism. Absolute being is again the

fundamental conception. Here, however, it is

conceived that being is primarily not affirmation

or self-sufficiency, but the good or ideal. There

are few great metaphysical systems that have not

1 1bid,, pp, 77, 81.
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been deeply influenced by Platonism; hence the

importance of understanding it in its purity. To

this end we must return again to the early Greek

conception of the philosopher
;
for Platonism, like

Eleatieism, is a sequel to the philosopher’s self-

consciousness.

§ 155. Although the first Greek philosophers,

such men as Thales, Heraclitus, Parmenides, and

Early Greek Empedocles, were clearly aware of their

nof Se°if-

herS
distinction and high calling, it by no

critical. means follows ihat they were good

judges of themselYos. Their sense of intellectual

power was unsuspecting; and they praised phi-

losophy without definitely raising the question of

its meaning. They were like unskilled players

who try all the stops and scales of an organ,

and know that somehow they can make a music

that exceeds the noises, monotones or simple

melodies of those who play upon lesser instru-

ments. They knew their power rather than

their instrument or their art. The first philoso-

phers, in short, were self-conscious but not self-

critical.

§ 156. The inftnediately succeeding phase in the

history of Greek philosophy was a curtailment, but
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only in tin* most siqterlifial sense a criticism

the activity of the ]>hilo>u|iher. in the L’erio

Curtailment of Phil"*’l ,ll
.
v *' ,tTf ’ r,“ i

Phiio*opby in
a || t

, n ^un drnn from refutation.
the Age of

the Sophists. HOOpt of the sophists* who WtTO

knowing men of this ago, was not so much <*0x3

tion as indisposition. They failed to rm >gui/.o

old philosophical problem; it did not nppva\

thorn us a genuine proJdem. The sophists were

intellectual men of an age of humanism, hullr\

alism , and xrcularixm* These wore years in w\

the circle, of human «<<nioty, the state with its

stitutions, citizenship with its'manifold uetivj,

and interests, hounded the horizon of thouj

What need to look UyoiuH Life was not a pi

lorn, but an abundant opportunity and a sense

capacity. The world was not a mystery, bn

place of entertainment and a sphere of action,

this the sophists were faithful witnesses,

their love of novelty, irreverence, ini pressmen

elegance of tqxaoch, and above all in their pm

of individual efficiency, they preached and p

dered to their age. Their public, though it la1

to abuse them, was the greatest sophist of th

all—brilliant and capricious, incomparably rich

all but wisdom. The majority belonged to w:
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Plato called “ the sight-loving, art-loving, busy

class.
?? This is an age, then, when the man of

practical common-sense is preeminent, and the

philosopher with his dark sayings has passed away.

The pride of wisdom has given way to the pride

of power and the pride of cleverness. The many

men pursue the many goods of life, and there is no

spirit among them all who, sitting apart in con-

templation, wonders at the meaning of the whole.

§ 157. But in their midst there moved a strange

prophet, whom they mistook for one of themselves.

Socrates and Socrates was not one who prayed in the

criticism of tbo
wildernGs's, but a man of the streets and

Philosopher.
jj10 market-place, who talked rather

more incessantly than the rest, and apparently with

less right, lie did not testify to the truth, but

pleaded ignorance in extenuation of an exasperat-

ing habit of asking questions. There was, how-

ever, a humor and a method in his innocence that

arrested attention. lie was a formidable adversary

in discussion from his very irresponsibility; and lie

was especially successful with the more rhetorical

sophists because he chose his own weapons, and

substituted critical analysis, question and answer,

for the long speeches to which these teachers were

habituated by their profession. He appeared to
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be governed by an insatiable inquisitiveness, and

a somewhat, malicious desire to discredit, those

who spoke with authority.

But to those who knew him Ix'tfer, and es{x«cially

to Plato, who knew him lost
,
Socrates was at once

the sweetest ami most compelling spirit, of his age.

There was a kind of truth in the quality of his

character, lie was perhaps the first of <tll reverent

men. In the present*) of coiuvit his sel f-depreeia-

tion was ironical, but, in another presence it, was

most genuine, and his deojmst spring of thought

and action. This other presence was his own

ideal. Socrates was sincerely'humble Iwscanse, ex-

pecting so much of philosophy, he saw his own de-

ficiency. Unlike the unskilled player, he did not

seek to make music
;
but he loved music, and knew

that such music as is indeed music was l>oyond his

power. On the other hand he was well awnro of

his superiority to those in whom self-satisfaction

was possible because they had no conception of the

ideal. Of such ho could say in truth that they

did not know enough even to realize the extent of

their ignorance. The world has long been famil-

iar with the vivid portrayal of the Soeratie con-

sciousness which is contained Plato’s “ Apol-

ogy.” Socrates had set out in life with the opinion
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that his was an age of exceptional enlightenment.

But as he came to know men he found that after

all no one of them really knew what he was about.

Each “ sight-loving, art-loving, busy ” man was

quite blind to the meaning of life. While he was

capable of practical achievement, his judgments

concerning the real virtue of his achievements

were conventional and ungrounded, a mere reflec-

tion of tradition and opinion. When asked con-

cerning the meaning of life, or the ground of his

opinions, he was thrown into confusion or aggra-

vated to meaningless reiteration. Such men, Soc-

rates reflected, werb both unwise and confirmed

in their folly through being unconscious of it.

Because he knew that vanity is vanity, that opin-

ion is indeed mere opinion, Socrates felt himself

to be the wisest man in a generation of dogged

unwisdom.

§ 158. It is scarcely necessary to point out that

this insight, however negatively it be used, is a

Socrates’s
revelation of positive knowledge. Her-

Seif-cntician
a(q^us anc[ Parmenides claimed to

a .Prophecy

°f Truth. know; Socrates disclaimed knowledge

for reasons. Like all real criticism this is at once

a confounding of error and a prophecy of truth.

The truth so discovered is indeed not ordinary
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truth concerning historical or physical things, hut

not on that account less significant un<I necessary.

Thin truth, it will also ho admitted, is virtually

rather than actually sot forth by Socrates himself,

lie knew that; lib* has some meaning which those

who live with conviction desire at heart to realize,

and that knowledge has principles with which

those who speak with conviction intend to he con-

sistent. There is, in* short, a rational life and a

rational discourse. Furthermore, a rational life

will bo a life wisely directed to the end of the

good
;
and a rational discourse one constructed with

reference to the real natures ef things, and the

necessities which How from these natures. But

Socrates did not conclusively define either the

meaning of life or the form of perfect knowledge.

IIo testified to the necessity of some such truths,

and his testimony demonstrated both the blindness

of his contemporaries and also his own deficiency.

§ 159. The character and method of Socrates

have their heat foil in the sophists, hut their

The Historical hearing on the earlier philosophers is
Preparation

lor Plato. for our purposes oven more instructive.

Unlike Socratos these philosophers had not made

a study of the task of tbo philosofrhor. They were

philosophers—“ spectators of all time and all ex-
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istence”; but they were precritical or dogmatic

philosophers, to whom it had not occurred to define

the requirements of philosophy. They knew no

perfect knowledge other than their own actual

knowledge. They defined being and interpreted

life without reflecting upon the quality of the

knowledge whoso object is being, or the quality of

insight that would indeed be practical wisdom.

But when through Socrates the whole philosophical

prospect is again revealed after the period of

humanistic concentration, it is as an ideal whose

possibilities, whose necessities, are conceived be-

fore they arc realised. Socrates celebrates the role

of the philosopher without assigning it to himself.

The new philosophical object is the philosopher

himself; and the new insight a knowledge of

knowledge itself. These three types of intellectual

procedure, dogmatic speculation concerning being,

humanistic interest in life, and the self-criticism of

thought, form the historical preparation for Plato,

the philosopher who defined being a the ideal of

thought, and upon this ground interpreted life.

There is no more striking case in history of the

subtle continuity of thought than the relation

"between Plato and bis master Socrates. The

wonder of it is duo to the absence of any formula-
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turn of doctrine mi the jmrf «*f Socrates himself,

lie only lived and talked ; and vet Pluto created a

system of phiK*ophy in which he in faithfully

omlmdied. The form of emhodiment in the dia-

logue, in which the talking of Socrates is per|>otu-

ated and conducted to profmmder issues, and in

which Ida life in both rendered and interpreted.

But an the vehicle of Plato's thought preserves and

makes perfect the S«w*rnfie method, m the thought

itself begins with the Socrntie motive and remains

to the end an expression of it The presentiment

of perfect knowledge which distinguished Socrates

from his contemporaries becomes- in Plato the clear

vision of a realm of ideal truth*

§ 160. Plato logins his philosophy with the

philosopher and the philosopher's interest The

piAtonbm: philosopher is a lover, who like all lov-

Absoait^idcli
er8 for the beautiful But ho is

or Oood.
tho supremo lover, for ho hives not the

individual beautiful object hut the Absolute

Beauty itself. He is a lover too in that he does

not possess, but somehow apprehends his object

from afar. Though imperfect, he seeks perfec-

tion; though standing like all Ida fellows in tho

twilight of half-reality, he faces
4
toward the sun.

Now it is the fundamental proposition of the Pla-
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tonic philosophy that reality is the snn itself, or

the perfection whose possession every wise thinker

covets, whose presence would satisfy every long-

ing of experience. The real is that beloved object

which is “truly beautiful, delicate, perfect, and

blessed.” There is both a serious ground for such

an affirmation and an important truth in its mean-

ing. The ground is the evident incompleteness of

every special judgment concerning experience.

We understand only in part, and we know that we

understand only in part. What we discover is

real enough for practical purposes, but even com-

mon-sense questions*the true reality of its objects.

Special judgments seem to terminate our thought

abruptly and arbitrarily. We give “ the best

answer we can,” but such answers do not come as

the completion of our thinking. Our thought is

in some sense surely a seeking, and it would appear

that we are not permitted to rest and be satisfied

at any stage of it. If we do so we are like the

sophists—blind to our own ignorance. But it is

equally true that our thought is straightforward

and progressive. We are not permitted to return

to earlier stages, but must push on to that which is

not less, but more, than what we have as yet found.

There is good hope, then, of understanding what
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the ideal may Iw* from our knowledge n f the dimv

t i<m which if impels ns to follow.

But to understand Plato's conception of t ho

progression of experience we most atra in eateh up

the Semitic .strain which he weaver into every

theme. For Soerufes, student of life and mine

kind, all objects were nhj<«et,s of interest, and all

intercHtH practical interests. One is ignorant

when ono does not knmv the good of things; opin-

ionative when one rates things by conventional

standards; wise when one knows their real good

In Platonism thin practical interpretation of ex*

perienee appears in the principle that the object

of perfect knowledge is Ihv tjtmd. The nature of

tilings which cme seeks to know better is the good

of things, the absolute being whirh is the goal of

all thinking is the very good itself* Plato does

not use the term good in any merely utilitarian

sense. Indeed it is very significant that for Plato

there is no cleavage between theoretical ami prac-

tical interests. To he morally good is to know the

good, to set one’s heart on the true object of affec-

tion
; and to he theoretically sound is to understand

perfection. The good itself is the end iff every

aim, that in which all interests Converge. Hence

it cannot be defined, as might a special good, in
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terms of the fulfilment of a set of concrete condi-

tions, but only in terms of the sense or direction

of all purposes. The following passage occurs in

the
u Symposium ”

:

"The true order of going or being led by others to the

things of love, is to use the beauties of earth as steps

along which he mounts upward for the sake of that

other beauty, going from one to two, and from two to

all fair forms, and from fair forms to fair actions, and
from fair actions to fair notions, until from fair notions

he arrives /it the notion of absolute beauty, and at last

knows what the essence of beauty is.” 8

§ 1(51. There is, then, a “ true order of going,”

and an order that leads from one to many, from

The Progress theneo to forms, from thence to moral-

Expedence
and from thence to the general ob~

toward God.
Jeets of thought or the ideas . In the

" Kopublic,” where the proper education of the phi-

losopher is in question, it is proposed that he shall

study arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and dia-

lectic. Thus in each case mathematics is the first

advance in knowledge, and dialectic the nearest to

perfection. Most of Plato’s examples are drawn

from mathematics. This science replaces the va-

riety and vagueness of the forms of experience

with clear, unitary, definite, and eternal natures,

8 Plato: Symposium, 211. Translation by Jowett.
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such ns the nnmlKT and the geometrical figure.

Thun certain individual thing** are approximately

triangular, but subjivf to alteration, and indefi-

nitely many. On the oilier hand flu* triangle as

defined hv geometry is the fixed and unequivocal

nature or idea which such exjieriemvs suggest; and

the philosophical mind will at once puna to if from

these. But the mathematical objects are them-

selves not thorougldynmderatood when understood

only in mathematical terms* for the foundations

of mathematics are arbitrary. And the same, in

true of alt the no-called HjMndnl sciences, Kven the

scientists themselves, hiivk Pink*,

u only dream aUmt todng, hut never ran lw*hold the

waking reality so long m they leave the hypothesci

they use unexamined, and nre unable to give an «<*•

count of them* For when a man known not his owr

first principle, and when the conclusion and intermedia^

stops am also constructed out of he knows not what

how can he imagine that, such a conventional atatemen

wilt ever become seumcef"*

Within the science of diabetica we are to under

stand the connections and sequences of ideas them

selves, in the hope of eliminating every arbitrari

ness and conventionality within a system of trutl

that la pure and self-luminom rationality. T<

* Plato: Republic, 533, Translation by Jomtt.
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this science, which is the great interest of his

later years, Plato contributes only incomplete

studies and experiments. We must he satisfied

with the playful answer with which, in the “ Re-

public,” he replies to Glaucon’s entreaty that “ he

proceed at once from the prelude or preamble to

the chief strain, and describe that in like man-

ner ”
:
“ Dear Glaucon, you will not be able to fol-

low me here, though I would* do my best.”

But a philosophical system has been projected.

The real is that perfect significance or meaning

which thought and every "interest suggests, and

toward which there is in experience an appreciable

movement It is this significance which makes

things what they really are, and which constitutes

our understanding of them. In itself it tran-

scends the steps which lead to it
;
“ for God,” says

Plato, “ mingles not with men.” But it is never-

theless the meaning of human life. And this we

can readily conceive. The last word may trans-

form the sentence from nonsense into sense, and

it would be true to say that its sense mingles not

with nonsense. Similarly the last touch of the

brush may transform an inchoate mass of color

into a picture, disarray into an object of beauty;

and its beauty mingles not with ugliness. So life,
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when it finally realizes itself, obtains a now and

incommensurable quality of j>erfeefinn in. which

humanity is transformed into deity, Thorn, is

frankly no provision for imperfeetion in such a

world. In his later writings Plato Hounds his

characteristic note loss frequently, and permits the

ideal to create a cosmos through the admixture of

matter. Hut in his moment of inspiration, the

Platonist will have nb sense for the imjierfeet. It

is the darkness Indiind his hack, or the twilight

through which he passes on his way to the light

lie will use oven the Inanities of earth only “ as

steps along which he mounts upward for the sake

of that other Inanity.”

§ 1G2. We have met, then, with two distinct

philosophical doctrines which arise from the con-

ception of the ahmiu(<\ or the philosoAii»totte
f
*

HierarchyofSubitunc§** pher’a peculiar object: the doctrine of
in Relation , -

to putonitm. tho absolnle being or Montana*, and

that of tho absolute ideal or good. Both doctrines

are realistic in that they aarntmo reality to lx> de-

monstrated or revealed, rather than created, hy

knowledge. Both am rationalistic in that they

develop a system of philosophy from the problem

of philosophy, or deduce a definition of reality
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from the conception of reality. There remains a

third doctrine of the same type—the philosophy

of Aristotle, the most elaborately constructed sys-

tem of Greek antiquity, and the most potent in-

fluence exerted upon the Scholastic Philosophy of

the long mediaeval period. This philosophy was

rehabilitated in the eighteenth century by Leibniz,

the brilliant librarian of the court of Hanover.

The extraordinary comprehensiveness of Aris-

totle’s philosophy makes it quite impossible to ren-

der here even a general account of it. There is

scarcely any human discipline that does not to some
*

extent draw upon It. We are concerned only with

the central principles of the metaphysics.

Upon the common ground of rationalism and

realism, Plato and Aristotle are complementary in

temper, method, and principle. Plato’s is the gen-

ius of inspiration and fertility, Aristotle’s the

genius of erudition, mastery, and synthesis. In

form, Plato’s is the gift of expression, Aristotle’s

the gift of arrangement. Plato was bom and

bred an aristocrat, and became the lover of the

best—the uncompromising purist
;

Aristotle is

middle-class, and limitlessly wide, hospitable, and

patient in his interests. Thus while both are

speculative and acute, Plato’s mind is intensive
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and profound, AristotleV extensive and orderly.

It waa inevitable, then, that Aristotle should find

Pluto one-sided. The philosophy of the ideal is

not worldly enough to ho true. It is a religion

rather than a theory of reality. Aristotle, how-

ever, would not renounce it, hut construe it that

it may letter provide for nature and history.

This is the significance of his new terminology.

Matter, to which Phito reluctantly concedes some

room as a principle of degradation In the uni-

verse, is now admitted to good standing. Mat-

ter or material is indis{H*nsahlo to being as

its potentiality or that out of 'which it is consti-

tuted. The ideal, on the other hand, loses its ex-

clusive title to the predicate of reality, and becomes

the form, or the determinate nature which exists

only in its particular embodiments. The Iming

or substance is the concrete individual, of which

these are the abstracted asjHwts. Aristotle’s

“ form,” like Plato’s “ idea,” is a teleological prin-

ciple. The essential nature of the object is its

perfection. It is furthermore essential to the ob-

ject that it should strive after a higher perfection.

With Aristotle, however, the Reality is not the

consummation of the process, the highest perfec-

tion in and for itself, hut the very hierarchy of
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objects that ascends toward it. Tlie highest per-

fection, or God, is not itself coextensive with

being, but the final cause of being—that on account

of which the whole progression of events takes

place. Reality is the development with all of its

ascending stages from the maximum of potential-

ity, or matter, to the maximum of actuality, or

God the pure form.

§ 163. To understand the virtue of this philoso-

phy as a basis for the reconciliation of different

The Aristote- interests, we must recall the relation
Han Philos-

ophyasa between Plato * and Spinoza. Their
Ucconcilia-

.

tion of Plato- characteristic difference appears to the
nlsm and

t i . ...
Spinoziun. best advantage m connection with

mathematical truth. Both regarded geometry as

the beat model for philosophical thinking, but for

different reasons. Spinoza prized geometry for

its necessity, and proposed to extend it. His

philosophy is the attempt to formulate a geometry

of being, which shall set forth the inevitable cer-

tainties of the universe. Plato, on the other

hand, prized geometry rather for its definition of

types, for its knowledge of pure or perfect natures

such as the circle and triangle, which in imme-

diate experience are only approximated. His

philosophy defines reality similarly as the absolute
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perfection. Applied to nature Spiun/ism is me-

chanical, and looks for nrcessn ry lawn, while

Plutonian* in teleological, and looks for adaptation

and significance, Aristotle's position in inter-

mediate. With Plato ho affirms that the good is

the ultimate principle, Putt this very principle is

conceived to govern a universe of substances, each

of which maintains its own projser being, and all

of which are. mdprc>enUy determined in their

changes. Pinal causes dominate nature, hut work

through efficient causes* Reality is not pure per-

fection, as in Plutonism, nor the indifferent, neces-

sity, as in Spinozism, hut tfh* system of beings

necessary to the complete progression toward the

highest perfection. The Aristotelian philosophy

promises, then, to overcome both the hard realism

of Parmenides and Spinoza, and also the super-

naturalism of Plato*

§ 164. But it promises, furthermore, to remedy

the defect common to these two doctrines, the very

pUc«iUow oT
^setting problem of this whole typo of

the Conception philosophy. That problem, as has beam
of Develop- /

4 1

meat to the seen, is to provide for the imperfect
Problem of

impwfectton. within the perfect, for the temporal in-
{<

cidenta of nature and history within the eternal

being. Many absolutist philosophers have do-
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dared the explanation of this realm to be impos-

sible, and have contented themselves with calling

it the realm of opinion or appearance. And this

realm of opinion or appearance has been used as a

proof of the absolute. Zeno, the pupil of Par-

menides, was the first to elaborate what have since

come to be known as the paradoxes of the empirical

world. Most of these paradoxes turn upon the

infinite extension and divisibility of space and

time* Zeno was especially interested in the diffi-

culty of conceiving motion, which involves both

space and time, and thougfit himself to have de-

monstrated its absurdity and impossibility .

10 His

argument is thus the complement of Parmenides’s

argument for the indivisible and unchanging sub-

stance. Now the method which Zeno here adopts

may he extended to cover the whole realm of nat-

ure and history. We should then be dialectically

driven from this realm to take refuge in absolute

being. But the empirical world is not destroyed

by disparagement, and cannot long lack champions

even among the absolutists themselves. The rec-

onciliation of nature and history with the abso-

lute being became the special interest of Leibniz,

the great modern Aristotelian. As a scientist and

10 Boo Burnet: Op. cit pp. 322-333.
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man of affairs, he was profoundly dissatisfied with

Spinoza’s resolution of nature, the human indi-

vidual, and the human society into the universal

being. He became an advocate of individualism

while retaining the general aim and method of

rationalism.

Like Aristotle, Leibniz attributes reality to in-

dividual substances, which he calls ** monads”;

and like Aristotle h6 conceives these monads to

compose an ascending order, with God, the monad

of monads, as its dominating goal.

u Furthermore, every substance is like an entire world

and like a mirror of God, or indeed of the whole world

which it portrays, each one in its own fashion; almost

as the same city is variously represented according to

the various situations of him who is regarding it. Thus

the universe is multiplied in some sort as many times

as there are substances, and the glory of God is multiplied

in the same way by as many wholly different representa-

tions of Ins works.” 11

The very u glory of God,” then, requires the in-

numerable finite individuals with all their char-

acteristic imperfections, that the universe may

lack no possible shade or quality of perspective.

§ 165. But the besetting problem is in fact not

u Leibniz: Discourse on Metaphysics. Translation by

Montgomery, p. 15.

In so far as the monads are spiritual this doctrine tends

to be subjectivistic. Of, Chap. IX.
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solved, and is one of the chief incentives to that

other philosophy of absolutism -which defines an

The Problem absolute spirit or mind. Both Aristotle

Sfl; and Leibniz undertake to make the

Unsolved. perfection which determines the order

of the hierarchy of substances, at the same time

the responsible author of the whole hierarchy. In

this case the dilemma is plain. If the divine form

or the divine monad be othSr than the stages that

lead up to it, these latter cannot be essential to it,

for God is by definition absolutely self-sufficient.

If, on the other hand, God is identical with the

development in its entirety, then two quite incom-

mensurable standards of perfection determine the

supremacy of the divine nature, that of the whole

and that of the highest parts of the whole. The

union of these two and the definition of a perfec-

tion which may be at once the development and its

goal, is the task of absolute idealism.

§ 166. Of the two fundamental questions of

epistemology, absolute realism answers the one

Absolute explicitly, the other implicitly. As re-

EpSwnoiogy sPects Jlie source of the most valid

Rationalism, knowledge, Parmenides, Plato, Aris-

totle, Spinoza are all agreed; true knowledge is
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the work of reason, of pure intellection. Plato

is the grout, exponent of i<% or the reciprocal

aflinitics and necessities of ideas. Aristotle is the

founder of deductive logic. Spinoza proposes to

consider even “human actions and desires ” as

though he were u concerned with lines, planes, and

solids.” Empirical data may In* the occasion, hut

cannot he the ground of the highest knowledge.

According to IxdhnizJ

“it seems that necessary truths, such as we find in pure

mathematics, and especially in arithmetic and geometry,

must have principles wh^se proof does not depend upon

instances, nor, consequently, upon the witness of the

senses, although without the senses it would never have

come into our heads to think of them/' 1 *

§ 107. The answers which these philosophies

give to the question of the relation between the

The Rotation state of humtrdtfe and its object

,

divide
of Thought

a
*

Aud it* Object them into two groups. Among the ma-
in Ab*oluto

R«»u*m. cumtft reason ih regarded n« the means

of emancipation from the limitations of the pri-

vate mind. “ The sleeping turn aside each into

a world of his own,” but “
the waking ”—the wise

men

—

“ have one and tho same world.” What tho

individual knows belongs to littnaulf only in so

“ I.eibniz: New Essays an the Human Understanding.

Translation by Latta, p. 363.
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far as it is inadequate. Hence for Plato the ideas

are not the attributes of a mind, but that self-sub-

sistent truth to which, in its moments of insight,

a mind may have access. Opinion is “ my own,”

the truth is being. The position of Aristotle is

equally clear. “Actual knowledge,” he main-

tains, “ is identical with its object.”

Spinoza and Leibniz belong to another age.

Modern philosophy began with a new emphasis

upon self-consciousness. In his celebrated argu-

ment—“ I think, hence I am ” ( cogito ergo sum)

—Descartes established the* independent and sub-

stantial reality of iBe thinking activity. The “ I

think” is recognized as in itself a fundamental

being, known intuitively to the thinker himself.

How although Spinoza and Leibniz are finally de-

termined by the same motives that obtain in the

cases of Plato and Aristotle, they must reckon with

this new distinction between the thinker and his

object. The result in the case of Spinoza is the

doctrine of “
parallelism,” in which mind is de-

fined as an “ infinite attribute ” of substance, an

aspect or phase coextensive with the whole of

being. The result in the case of Leibniz is his

doctrine of “ representation ” and “ preestablished

harmony,” whereby each monadic substance is in
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itself an active spiritual entity, and belongs to the

universe through its knowledge of a sjK'oific stage

of tho development of the universe. But both

Spinoza and Leilmiz subordinate such conceptions

as these to tho, fundamental identity that pervades

tho whole. With Spinoza the attributes belong

to the same absolute, substance, and with leilmiz

the monads represent the one universe. And with

both, finally, the perfection of knowledge, or the

knowledge of God, is indistinguishable from its

object,, God himself. The epistemological subtle-

ties peculiar t.o those philosophers are. not stable

doctrines, but render inevitable either a return to

tho simpler and holder realism of tho Greeks, or

a passing over into the more radical and systematic

doctrine of absolute idealism.

§ 168. We have mot with two general motives,

both of which are subordinated to the doctrine of

The stoic »nd an absolute being postulated and sought

Etwcifcrf

0 by philosophy. Tho one of these mo-

NocMtity.
tives leads to the conception of tho ab-

solutely necessary and immutable substance, the

other to the conception of a consummate infec-

tion. There is an interpretation of life appropri-

ate to each of these conceptions. Both agree in
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regarding life seriously, in defining reason or phi-

losophy as the highest human activity, and in em-

phasizing the identity of the individual’s good

with the good of the universe. But there are

striking differences of tone and spirit.

Although the metaphysics of the Stoics have

various affiliations, the Stoic code of morality is

the true practical sequel to the Eleatic-Spinozistic

view of the world. The Stpic is one who has set

his affections on the eternal being. He asks

nothing of it for himself, but identifies himself

with it. The saving grace is a sense of real-

ity. The virtuous•man is not one who remakes

the world, or draws upon it for his private

uses; even less one who rails against it, or com-

plains that it has used him ill. He is rather one

who recognizes that there is but one really valid

claim, that of the universe itself. But he not only

submits to this claim on account of its superiority

;

he makes it his own. The discipline of Stoicism

is the regulation of the individual will to the

end that it may coincide with the universal will.

There is a part of man by virtue of which he is

satisfied with what things are, whatever they be.

That part, designated by the Stoics as “ the ruling

part,” is the reason. In so far as man seeks to
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understand the laws and natures which actually

prevail, ho cannot I>o (Uncontented with anything

whatsoever that may l>e known to him.

“ For, in so far ns wc arc intelligent bangs, wc cannot

desire anything save that which is necessary, nor yield

absolute acquiescence to anything, save to that which is

true ; wherefore, in so far ns we have a right understand-

ing of these things, the endeavor of the letter part of our-

selves is in harmony with the order of nat ure as a whole.” 11

In agreement with thfa teaching of Spinoza’s is the

famous Stoic formula to the effect that
u
nothing

can happen contrary to the will of the wise man/’

who is free, through his very acquiescence. If rea-

son l)c the projxur
u
ruling part/’ the first step in

the moral life is the subordination of the appeti-

tive nature and the enthronement, of reason. One

who is himself rational will then recognize the

fellowship of all rational beings, and the unitary

and beneficent rationality of the entire universe.

The highest morality is thus already upon the

plane of religion.

§ 169. With Spinoza and the Stoics, the per-

fection of the individual is reduced to what the

The riatonic universe requires of him. The good

Perfection. man is willing to ^whatever he must

18 Spinoza: Op. tit., Part IV. Translation by Elwes,

p. 243.
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be, for the sake of the whole with which through

reason he is enabled to identify himself. With

Plato and Aristotle the perfection of the individ-

ual himself is commended, that the universe may

abound in perfection. The good man is the ideal

man—the expression of the type. And how dif-

ferent the quality of a morality in keeping with

this principle! The virtues which Plato enu-

merates—temperance, courage, wisdom, and jus-

tice—compose a consummate human nature. He

is thinking not of the necessities but of the possi-

bilities of life. Knowledge of the truth will

indeed be the best ©f human living, but knowledge

is not prized because it can reconcile man to his

limitations
;

it is the very overflowing of his cup

of life. The youth are to

“ dwell in the land of health, amid fair sights and sounds;

and beauty, the effluence of fair works, will visit the eye

and ear, like a healthful breeze from a purer region, and

insensibly draw the soul even in childhood into harmony

with the beauty of reason.” 14

Aristotle’s account of human perfection is more

circumstantial and more prosaic. “ The function

of man is an activity of soul in accordance with

reason,” and his l&ppjness or well-being will eon-

u Plato: Op. cit. t 401.
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sist in the fulness of rational living. But suck

fulness requires a sphere of life that will call forth

and exercise the. highest human capacities. Aris-

totle frankly pronounces "external goods M
to be

indispensable, and happiness to he therefore u
a

gift of the gods.
n The rational man will acquire

a certain exquisiteness or finesse, of action, a

“ mean ??
of conduct; and this virtue will he diver-

sified through the various relations into which ho

must (mter, and the different situations winch ho

must meet. II e will he not merely brave, temper-

ate,, and just, as Plato' would have him, hut lilieval,

magnificent, gentle, truthful, witty, friendly, and

in all self-res}acting or high-minded. In addi-

tion to those strictly moral virtues, ho will possess

the intellectual virtues of prudence and wisdom,

the resources of art and science; and will finally

possess the gift of insight, or intuitive reason.

Speculation will 1w his highest activity, and the

mark of his kinship with the gods who dwell In

the perpetual contemplation of the truth.

The Religion § 170. Aristotle's ethics expresses the
of Fulfilment,

w 1

nnd the buoyancy of the ancient world, when
ligion of Re-
nunciation. the individual does not feel himself

oppressed by the eternal reality, but rejoices in it.

He is not too conscious of his sufferings to be
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disinterested in his admiration and wonder. It

is this which distinguishes the religion of Plato

and Aristotle from that of the Stoics and Spinoza.

With both alike, religion consists not in making the

world, hut in contemplating it
;
not in cooperating

with God, but in worshipping him. Plato and

Aristotle, however, do not find any antagonism

between the ways of God and the natural inter-

ests of men. God does not«differ from men save

in his exalted perfection. The contemplation and

worship of him comes as the final and highest stage

of a life which is organic and continuous through-

out. The love of^God is the natural love when

it has found its true object.

“ Por he who has been instructed thus far in the things

of love, and who has learned to see the beautiful in due

order and succession, when he comes toward the end

will suddenly perceive a nature of wondrous beauty

—

and this, Socrates, is that final cause of all our former

toils, which in the first place is everlasting—not growing

and decaying, or waxing and waning; in the next place

not fair in one point of view and foul in another, . . .

or in the likeness of a face or hands or any other part

of the bodily frame, or in any form of speech or knowledge,

nor existing in any other being; . . . but beauty

only, absolute, separate, simple, and everlasting, which

without diminution and without increase, or any change,

is imparted to the CVer-growing and perishing beauties

of all other things.” 15

15 Plato: Symposium ,
210-211. Translation by Jowett.
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Thi’ religion of Spimvii in tin* religion of one

win i has renounced the favor nf f ho universe.

Ho w ii h v«*«l early in life nf every benefit of

fortune, am I not out tu find the g*H»d which required

no tq Kriii! tinat i» hut only the common lot

and the common human endowment* lie found

that good to consist in tin* conviction of the neeca*

sdty, made acceptable through the supremacy of

the understanding* The like faith of the HtoieB

makes of no nmumt the difference of fortune

between Marcus the emperor and Kpictetns the

slave.

“ For two reasons, then, if fa right to t>e content with

that which hApfwnit to thee; the one Ircaum* it was done

for thee ami prc'itcrilwd for thee, and in a manner had

reference to thee, originally from the most ancient causes

spun with thy destiny; and the other Iwenum* even that

which cornea severally to every man is to the power

which admimatera the uni verm* a eniwe of felicity and

perfection, nay even of its very continuance. For the

integrity of the whole fa mutilated, if thou euttoai of!

anything whatever from the conjunction and the con-

tinuity either of the parts or of the causes. And thou

dost cut off, m far m it in In thy power, when thou art

dissatisfied, and in a manner trlest to put anything out

of the way/ 1 w

n Marcus Aurelius Antoninus: Thought#* Translation b>

Ljpg, p. 141* #



CHAPTER XI

ABSOLUTE IDEALISM 1

§ 171. Absolute idealism is the most elabo-

rately constructive of all the historical types of

General philosophy. Though it may have over-
Constructive

Character of looked elementary truths, and have
Absolute . _ _

idealism. sought to combine irreconcilable prin-

ciples, it cannot be charged with lack of sophistica-

tion or subtlety. Its great virtue is its recognition

of problems—its exceeding circumspection; while

its great promise is due to its comprehensiveness

—

its generous provision for all interests and points

of view. But its very breadth and complexity ren-

der this philosophy peculiarly liable to the equivo-

cal use of conceptions. This may be readily

understood from the nature of the central doctrine

of absolute idealism. According to this doctrine

it is proposed to define the universe as an also-

1 By Absolute Idealism is meant that system of philosophy

which defines the universe as the absolute spirit, which is

the human moral
,

cognitive, or appreciative consciousnSfcs

universalized; or as the absolute, transcendental mind, whose

state of complete knowledge is implied in all finite thinking.

349
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lute spirit; nr a lining infinite, ultimate, eternal,

and aelf-suftieient, like the lining of I Mato and

Spinoza, but jxisHessing at the same time the din-

tinguiahing properties of spirit. Kueh conceptions

as self-consciousness, will, knowledge, and moral

goodness am carried over from the malm of human

endeavor and social relations to the unitary and

all-inclusive nudity. Now it has boon objected

that this procedure is* either meaningless, in that

it ho applies the term spirit as to contradict its

meaning; or prejudicial to spiritual interests, in

that it neutralizes the properties of spirit through

so extending their use. Thus- one may contend

that to affirm that, the universe as a whole is spirit

is meaningless, since moral goodness requires spe-

cial conditions and relations that cannot be at-

tributed to the universe as a whole; or one may

contend that such doctrine is prejudicial to moral

interests became by attributing spiritual perfee-

tion to the totality of being it. discredits all moral

loyalties and antagonisms. The difficulties that

lie in the way of absolute idealism are due, then,

to the complexity of its synthesis, to its complement-

ary recognition of differences and resolution of

them into unity. But this synthesis is due to the

urgency of certain groat problems which the first
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The Great

Outstanding

Problems of

Absolutism.

'
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or realistic expression of the absolutist

undiscovered and unsolved.

§ 172. It is natural to approach so deliberate

and calculating a philosophy from the stand-point

of the problems which it proposes to

solve. One of these is the epistemo-

logical problem of the relation between

the state of knowledge and its object. Naturalism

and absolute realism side with common-sense in

its assumption that although the real object is es-

sential to the valid state of knowledge, its being

known is not essential to the real object. Sub-

jectivism, on the obiter hand, maintains that being

is essentially the content of a knowing state, or

an activity of the knower himself. Absolute ideal-

ism proposes to accept the general epistemological

principle of subjectivism; but to satisfy the real-

istic demand for a standard, compelling object, by

setting up an absolute knower, with whom all valid

knowledge must be in agreement. This episte-

mological statement of absolute idealism is its

most mature phase
;
and the culminating phase, in

which it shows unmistakable signs of passing over

into another doctrine. We must look for its pris-
<%

tine inspiration in its solution of another funda-

mental problem: that of the relation between the
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absolute and the empirical. bike absolute realism,

thin philosophy regard* the universe an a unitary

ami internally neeefwiry Wing, and undertaken to

hold that Wing accountable for every item of ex-

perience, Hut we have found that, uhnnlutc real-

ism in beset with the diflicidty of than accounting

for the fragmentarineaH and Wdutinu of the indi-

vidual, The contention that the universe muafc

really be a rational or-jierfeet unity in disputed by

the evident nmltipHeity, irrelevance, nwftmper-

feetion in the foreground of experience. The in-

ference to perfection 'and the eonfoHHion of im-

perfection Heotn equally unitvoidable. Rational

neccsHitiea and empirical facta are out of joint.

§ 173, Even Plato hud Wen cnntioioua of a cer-

tain responsibility for matters of fact Inasmuch

rimOtmk as ho attached the predicate of reality
Philotoph^r*

.ad th» prob- to the absolute perfection, lie made that
Um of Evtt, #

Th, t«k being the only source to which they

Aiwoiutkm, could he referred. Perhaps, then, he

suggests, they are due to the very Ixnmtoousnoss

of God.

“ He was good, and no goodness can ever have any

jealousy of anything. And being frets from jealousy,

he desired that all things should be as like himself as

possible.”*

* Plato: Timcem. 29. Translation by Jowett,
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Plotinus, in whom Platonism is leavened by the

spirit of an age which is convinced of sin, and

which is therefore more keenly aware of the posi-

tive existence of the imperfect, follows out this

suggestion. Creation is “ emanation ”—the over-

flow of God’s excess of goodness. But one does

not readily understand how goodness, desiring all

things to be like itself, should thereupon create

evil—even to make it good. The Aristotelian

philosophy, with its conception of the gradation of

substances, would seem to be better equipped

to meet the difficulty. A development requires

stages; and every .finite thing may thus be perfect

in its way and perfect in its place, while in the

absolute truth or God there is realized the meaning

of the whole ordey. But if so, there is evidently

something that escapes God, to wit, the meaning-

less and unfitness, the error and evil, of the stages

in their succcssivo isolation. Nor is it of any

avail to insist ( as did Plato, Aristotle, and Spinoza

alike) that these are only privation, and therefore

not to be counted in the s\un of reality. For pri-

vation is itself an experience, with a great variety

of implications, moral and psychological
;
and these

cannot be attributed to God or deduced from him,

in consideration of his absolute perfection.
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The tu.*k of I hr new nk** dot ism is imw in dear

now. The jiertWt must l* 1 amended to admit

(hr imperfect, The absolute significance must Ixi

so roust rm*d as to provide for flu* *«vi<U*nt farts;

for the unmeaning things and changes of the nat-

ural order ; for ignorance* sin, despair, and every

human deficiency. The now philosophy is to solve

this problem hy defining n sftirihml n}*mlnU\ and

by so construing the lifr*or dynamics of spirit, as to

demonstrate the necessity of the very imperfection

and opposition which is so hatiling to the realist

$174. Absolute idealism, which is essentially

a modern doctrine, does not W'gio with rhapsodies,

hut with n verv sober analysis of famil-
The Beginning lfm. *' n ** 11 > ei \ rwM«'i «miii

4
>rur> umur

Xd**uHm
Utt *

lnT conducted hy the most sols'

r

a Vdl
##

<
hH philoso pliers, 1 mmnnuel K ant

Anulytl* I I »

Exp«denc«. This philosopher lived in lumigslierg,

Germany, at the (dose of the eighteenth century,

lie is related to absolute idealism much as Soc-

rates is related to Platonism: he was not himself

speculative, but employed a critical method which

was transformed by his followers into a metaphysi-

cal construction. It is essential to the understand-

ing both, of Kant and of hia more speculative

successors, to observe that he begins with the

recognition of certain non-philosophicn) truths—
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those of natural science and the moral conscious-

ness. lie accepts the order of nature formulated

in the Newtonian dynamics, and the moral order

acknowledged in the common human conviction of

duty. And he is interested in discovering the

ground upon which these common affirmations

rest, the structure which virtually supports them

as types of knowledge. But a general importance

attaches to the analysis because these two types

of knowledge (together with the aesthetic judg-

ment, which is similarly analyzed) are regarded

by Kant as coextensive with experience itself.

The very least experience that can he reported

upon at all is an experience of nature or duty,

and as such will he informed with their char-

acteristic principles. Let us consider the former

type. The simplest instance of nature is the ex-

perience of the single perceived object. In the

first place, such an object will be perceived as in

space and time. These Kant calls the forms of

intuition. An object cannot even be presented or

given without them. But, furthermore, it will be

regarded as substance, that is, as having a sub-

stratum that persists through changes of position

or quality. It will also be regarded as causally

dependent upon other objects like itself. Causal-
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itv, substance, and like principles to the number

of twelve, Kant calls the categories of the under-

standing. Both intuition ami understanding are

indispensable to fhe exjiorirnee of any object what-

soever. They may In* said to condition the object

in general. Their principles condition the process

of making something out of the manifold of sen-

sation. But similarly, every moral experience

recognizes what Kant calls the eafetjorienl impera-

tive . The categorical imperative is the law of

reasonableness or impartiality in conduct, requir-

ing the individual to act on a maxim which ho

can u
will to Ik* law universal?* No stub* of de-

sire or situation calling for action menus anything

morally except in the light of this obligation.

Thus certain principles of thought and action are

said to bo implicit in all exprtenm They are

universal and necessary in the sense that they

are discovered as the conditions not of any particu-

lar experience, but of experience in general. This

implicit or virtual presence in experience in gen-

eral, Kant calls their transcendental character, and

the process of explicating them is his famous

Transcend?n lal Deduct urn
. #

§ 1 75. The restriction which Kant puts upon

his method k quite essential to its meaning. I
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deduce the categories, for example, just in so far

as I find them to be necessary to perception.

Kant’s prind- Without them my perception is blind,

t^L^Exped- I make nothing of it
;
with them my ex-

they settn

h
Per^eilce becomes systematic and ration-

0rder
' al. But categories which I so deduce

must be forever limited to the role for which they

are defined. Categories without perceptions are

u empty ” ;
they have validity solely with reference

to the experience which they set in order. Indeed,

I cannot even complete that order. The orderly

arrangement of parts of experience suggests, and

suggests irresistibly) a perfect system. I can even

define the ideas and ideals through which such a

perfect system might be realized. But I cannot

in the Kantian sense attach reality to it because it

is not indispensable to experience. It must re-

main an ideal which regulates my thinking of

such parts of it as fall within the range of my

perception; or it may through my moral nature

become the realm of my living and an object of

faith. In short, Kant’s is essentially a “ critical

philosophy,” a logical and analytical study of the

special terms and relations of human knowledge.

He denies the validity of these terms and relations

beyond this realm. His critiques are an inven-
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tory of the conditions. principles, and prosjxx-ts of

that cognition which, although not alone ideally

conceivable, in alone possible.

§ 17(5. With the successors of Kant, as with

the successors of JSocnifos* u rrifitdsin hcronies ii

The Post- system of mrtrtpliysifs. This trutwfor-

Kantian Meta-
ill thv }H>8t KimfinilS

physics is a *

Generalization
^ a aanrmlizafion of thv human

oftheCogni- J '*

tive and Moral (*q (jh Hi $(* VOTVtCMUXtU'SX. AfVordilltf to
Consciousness '

as Analyzed Kanin nnnlvHW it nmituinn it manifold
by Kant. The
Absolute Spirit. <>f swino which lutiat be t*rj£uui/»cd hv

categories in olx'dience to the ideal of « ra-

tional universe. The whole enterprise, with its

problems given in jierception. its instruments

available in the activities of the understand-

ing, and its ideals revealed in the reason, is an

organic spiritual unity, manifesting itself in the

self-consciousncss of the thinker. N‘n\v in ah-

solute idealism this very enterprise of knowl-

edge, made universal and culled the ahmlutr spirit.

or mind, is taken to lx* the ultimate reality.

And here at length would seem to lx* afforded the

conception of a being to which the problematic

and the rational, the data and the principles, tho

natural and the ideal, are alike indiajx»n«ublo.

We are now to seek tho real not in the ideal itself,
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but in that spiritual unity in -which appearance

is the incentive to truth, and natural imperfection

the spring to goodness. This may he translated

into the language which Plato uses in the “ Sym-

posium,” when Diotima is revealing to Socrates

the meaning of love. The new reality will be not

the loved one, but love itself.

“ What then is Love? Is he mortal? ”

“No.” j
“ What then?”
“ As in the former instance, he is neither mortal nor

immortal, but is a mean between them.”
“ What is he then, Diotima^”
“ He is a great spirjt, and like all that is spiritual he

is intermediate between the divine and the mortal.” 3

Keality is no longer the God who mingles not with

men, but that power which, as Diotima further

says,
cc
interprets and conveys to the gods the

prayers and sacrifices of men, and to men the com-

mands and rewards of the gods.”

In speaking for such an idealism, Emerson says

:

“Everything good is on the highway. The middle

region of our being is the temperate zone. We may
climb into the thin and cold realm of pure geometry

and lifeless science, or sink into that of sensation. Be-

tween these extremes is the equator of life, of thought,

of spirit, of poetry. . . The mid-world is best.” 4

3 Plato: Symposium

,

202. Translation by Jowett.
* Emerson: Essays, Second Series, pp. 65-66.
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The new reality is this highway of the spirit, the

very course and raceway of self-consciousness. It

is traversed in the movement and self-correction

of thought, in the interest in ideals, or in the sub-

mission of the will to the control of the moral law.

§ 177. It is the last of these* phases of self-con-

sciousness that. Fichte, who was Kant's immediate

FichtcanUm, successor, regards as of paramount im-
or the Abso-

lut* Spirit m portunee. As Platonism liegan with the

Activity. ideal of the good or the object of life,

ho the new idealism logins with the conviction

of duty, or the dory of life . IJeing is the living

moral nature compelled to build itself a natural

order wherein it may obey the moral law, and to

divide itself into a community of moral selves

through which the moral virtues may l>e realized.

Nature and society flow from the conception of an

absolute moral activity, or ego. Such an ego

could not be pure and isolated and yet 1 h* moral

The evidence of this is the common moral con-

sciousness. My duty compels me to act upon the

not-self or environment, and to resect and cooper-

ate with other selves* Fichte’s absolute is this

moral consciousness universalized ami made eter-

nal Moral value being its fundamental prin-

ciple the universe must on that very account cm-
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brace both nature, or moral indifference, and hu-

manity, or moral limitation.

§ 178. But the Romanticists, who followed close

upon Fichte, were dissatisfied with so hard and ex-

Romanticism, elusive a conception of spiritual being.

Spirit ^
bsolu

'

te
Life, they said, is not all duty. In-

Sentiment.
deed, the true spiritual life is quite

other, not harsh and constrained, but free and spon-

taneous—a wealth of feeling playing about a con-

stantly shifting centre. Spirit is not consecutive

and law-abiding, but capricious and wanton, seek-

ing the beautiful in no orderly progression, but in

a refined and versatile sensibility. If this be thio

nature of spirit, and if spirit be the nature of real-

ity, then he is most wise who is most rich in sen-

timent. The Romanticists were the exponents

of an absolute sentimentalism. And they did

not prove it, but like good sentimentalists they

felt it.

§ 179. Hegel, the master of the new idealism,

set himself the task of construing spirit in terms

Hegelianism, as consecutive as those of Fichte, and

Spirit f8
b8°lute

as comprehensive as those of the Ro-

Diaiectic. manticists. Like Plato, he found in

dialectic the supreme manifestation of the spirit-

ual life. There is a certain flow of ideas which
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determines the meaning of experience, and is the

truth of truths. But the mark of the new prophet

is this: the flow of ideas itself is a process of self-

correction due to a sense of error. Thus hare

sensation is abstract and ban' thought is abstract.

The real, however, is not merely the concrete in

which they are united, but the very process in the

course of which through knowledge of abstraction

thought arrives at the concrete. The principle of

negation is the very life of thought, and it is the,

life of thought, rather than the outcome of thought,

which is reality. The most genera! form of the

dialectical process contains throe moments: the

moment of thesis, in which affirmation is made;

the moment of antithesis

,

in which the opposite as-

serts itself; and the moment of synthesis, in which

a reconciliation is effected in a new thesis. Tims

thought is the progressive overcoming of contra-

diction; not the state of freedom from contradic-

tion, but the act of escaping it Such processes

are more familiar in the moral life. Morality

consists, so even common-sense assorts, in the over-

coming of evil. Character is the resistance of

temptation; goodness, a growth in grace through

discipline. Of such, for Hegel, is the very king-

dom of heaven. It is the task of the philosopher,
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a task to which Hegel applies himself most as-

siduously, to analyze the battle and the victory

upon which spiritual being nourishes itself. And

since the deeper processes are those of thought,

the Hegelian philosophy centres in an ordering of

notions, a demonstration of that necessary pro-

gression of thought which, in its whole dynamical

logical history, constitutes the absolute idea.

§ 180. The Hegelian philosophy, with its em-

phasis upon difference, antagonism, and develop-

The Hegelian melL^ peculiarly qualified to be a phi-

losophy of nature* and history. Those

and History, principle# * of spiritual development

which logic defines are conceived as incarnate in

the evolution of the world. Nature, as the very

antithesis to spirit, is now understood to be the

foil of spirit. In nature spirit alienates itself in

order to return enriched. The stages of nature

are the preparation for the reviving of a spiritu-

ality that has been deliberately forfeited. The

Romanticists, whether philosophers like Schelling

or poets like Goethe and Wordsworth, were led by

their feeling for the beauty of nature to attribute

to it a much deeper^and more direct spiritual sig-

nificance. But Hegel and the Romanticists alike

are truly expressed in Emerson’s belief that the
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spiritual interpretation of nature is the u
true

sciciice.”

“The poet, alone known astronomy, chemistry, vegeta-

tion, and animation, for he does not stop at these farts,

but employs them as signs. He knows why the* plain or

meadow of spare was strewn with these flowers we call

suns and moons and stars; why the great deep is adorned

with animals, with men, and gods; for in every word he

speaks he rides on them as the horses of thought.” *

The now awakening of spirit which is for Hegel

the consummation of the natural evolution, begins

with the individual or subjective spirit, and de-

velops into the social or ohjrrftvr spirit, which is

moralit-v and history* History is a veritable dia-
* *

lectio of nations, in the course of which the con-

sciousness of individual liberty is developed, and

coordinated with the unity of the state. The high-

est stage of spirit incarnate is that of absolute

spirit, embracing art, religion, and philosophy.

In art the absolute idea obtains expression in sen-

suous existence, more perfectly in classical than in

* Emerson : Op, ctL v p, 25.

The possibility of conflict between this method of nature

study and the empirical method of science is significantly

attested by the circumstance that In the year 1801 Hegel

published a paper in which he maintained, on the ground

of certain numerical harmonies, tyat there could be no

planet between Mam and Jupiter, while at almost exactly

the same time Piasssi discovered Ceres, the first of the as-

teroids.
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the symbolic art of the Orient, but most perfectly

in the romantic art of the modern period. In re-

ligion the absolute idea is expressed in the imagi-

nation through worship. In Oriental pantheism,

the individual is overwhelmed by his sense of the

universal
;
in Greek religion, God is but a higher

man
;
while in Christianity God and man are per-

fectly united in Christ. Finally, in philosophy

the absolute idea reaches it* highest possible ex-

pression in articulate thought.

§ 181. Such is absolute idealism approached

from the stand-point of antecedent metaphysics.

Rb&umk. It is thn most elaborate and subtle

soTute^dfaHsm Provisi°n for antagonistic differences

Problem of

6 w^hin unity that the speculative mind
Evil

* of man has as yet been able to make.

It is the last and most thorough attempt to resolve

individual and universal, temporal and eternal,

natural and ideal, good and evil, into an absolute

unity in which the universal, eternal, ideal, and

good shall dominate, and in which all terms shall

be related with such necessity as obtains in the defi-

nitions and theorems of geometry. There is to be

some absolute meaning which is rational to the

uttermost and the necessary ground of all the in-

cidents of existence. Thought could undertake no
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more ambitious ami exacting task, Xor is it evi-

dent after all that absolute idealism enjoys any

better success in this task than absolute nudism.

The difference between them becomes much less

marked when we reflect that, the former, like the

latter, must reserve* the predicate of being for the

unity of the whole. Even though evil and con-

tradiction Isdong to the essence of things, move in

the secret heart of a spiritual universe, the reality

is not these in their severalty, but that life within

which they full, the story within which they

“ earn a place.” And if absolute idealism has

defined a new perfection, it Iran nt the name time

defined a new imjn'rfeetion. The perfection is

rich in contrast., and thus inclusive of both the

lights and shades of experience; hut the perfection

belongs only to the eomjtnsition of these elements

within a single view. It is not necessary to such

perfection that the evil should ever Ik, viewed in

isolation. The idealist employs the analogy of the

drama or the picture whoso very significance re-

quires tho balance of opposing forces ; or the anal-

ogy of the symphony in which a higher musical

quality is realized through the resolution of discord

into harmony. But none of those unities requires

any element whatsoever that does not partake of its
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beauty. It is quite irrelevant to the drama that

the hero should himself have his own view of

events with no understanding of their dramatic

value, as it is irrelevant to the picture that an un-

balanced fragment of it should dwell apart, or

to the symphony that the discord should be heard

without the harmony. One may multiply without

end the internal differences and antagonisms that

contribute to the internal meaning, and be as far

as ever from understanding the external detach-

ment of experiences that are not rational or good

in themselves. And it is*precisely this kind of

fact that precipitates the whole problem. We do

not judge of sin and error from experiences in

which they conduct to goodness and truth, but

from experiences in which they are stark and

unresolved.

In view of such considerations many idealists

have been willing to confess their inability to solve

this problem. To quote a recent expositor of

Hegel,

“ We need not, after all, be surprised at the apparently

insoluble problem which confronts us. For the question

has developed into the old difficulty of the origin of evil,

which has always baffled both theologians and philoso-

phers. An idealism which declares that the universe is

in reality perfect, can find, as most forms of popular
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idealism do, an escape from the difficulties of the ex-

istence of evil, by declaring that the universe is as yet,

only growing towards its ideal perfection. But this

refuge disappears with the reality of time, and we are

left with an awkward difference lad ween what philosophy

tells us must bo, and what our life tells us actually is.”*

If the philosophy of eternal |M*rfeetion persists in

its fundamental doctrine in spite of this irreconcil-

able conflict, with life, it is Wnuse it; is Ixdieved

that that doctrine must *lie true. Let us turn, then,

to its more constructive and compelling argument.

$ 182. The proof of absolute idealism is sup-

posed by the majority of its exponents to follow

Th« Construe- from the problem of epistemology, and

for AUoiutl^ Tnoro particularly from the manifest

B»»ed

#

upon th«
dependence of truth upon the knowing

Th«ory
l

o*
UC

Tn * TU^ 5ts initial phase absolute

Knowledge, idealism is indistinguishable from sub-

jectivism. Like that philosophy it finds that the

object of knowledge is inseparable from the state

of knowledge throughout tho whole range of ex-

perience. Since the knower can never escape him-

self, it may 1x3 set down as an elementary fact that

reality (at any rate whatever reality cun be known

or even talked about) owes its being to mind.

• McT&ggart: Studies in Hegelian Dialectic
, p. 1SL
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Thus Green, the English neo-Hegelian, maintains

that “ an object which no consciousness presented

to itself would not be an object at all,” and won-

ders that this principle is not generally taken for

granted and made the starting-point for philoso-

phy.
7 However, unless the very term “ object ” is

intended to imply presence to a subject, this prin-

ciple is by no means self-evident, and must be

traced to its sources. 9

Wo have already followed the fortunes of that

empirical subjectivism which issues from the rel-

ativity of perception. At
#
the very dawn of phi-

losophy it was observed that what is seen, heard,

or otherwise experienced through the senses, de-

pends not only upon the use of sense-organs, but

upon the special point of view occupied by each

individual sentient being. It was therefore con-

cluded that the perceptual world belonged to the

human lmower with his limitations and perspec-

tive, rather than to being itself. It was this epi-

stemological principle upon which Berkeley found-

ed his empirical idealism. Believing knowledge

to consist essentially in perception, and believing

perception to be ^subjective, he had to choose

between the relegation of being to a region inac-

7 Green: Prolegomena to Ethics, p. 15.
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eessihle to knowledge, and the dHimtnm of lxung

in terms of subjectivity, To avoid scepticism ho

accepted the latter alternative. Hut among the

Greeks with whom this theory of perception origi-

nated, it drew its meaning in large part from the

dint met ion Isetwmi j>em*piion and reason. Thug

we read in Plato’a
44 Sophist

“And you would allow that we participate in genera-

tion with the hotly, and hv perception; hut we participate

with the soul hy thought in true essence, and essence

you would affirm to 1 h* always the same and immutable,

whereas generation varies.”

*

it; is eoneeived that although in perception man

is condemned to a knowledge conditioned by the

affections and station of his body, he may new

ertheless escape himself and lay hold on the

u
true essence

,5
of things, hy virtue of thought

In other words, knowledge, in eonfrndisiinetion

to
u opinion/’ is not made hy the subject, hut is

the soul's participation in the eternal natures

of things. In the moment of insight the varying

course of the individual thinker coincides with the

unvarying truth; hut in that moment the individ-

ual thinker is ennobled through being assimilated

to the truth, while the truth no more, no less,

the truth than before.

* Plato 5 The Sophwt, 248. Translation by Jowstt.
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§ 183. In absolute idealism, the principle of

subjectivism is extended to reason itself. This

The Principle extension seems to have been originally

vLm Extend-
ĉ ue moral and religious interests.

«d to Reason. ']?rom £}ie mora} stand-point the contem-

plation of the truth is a state, and the highest state

of the individual life. The religious interest uni-

fies the individual life and directs attention to its

spiritual development Among the Greeks of the

middle period life was as yet viewed objectively

as the fulfilment of capacities, and knowledge was

regarded as perfection of unction, the exercise of

the highest of human prerogatives. But as moral

and religious interests became more absorbing, the

individual lived more and more in his own self-

consciousness. Even before the Christian era the

Greek philosophers themselves were preoccupied

with the task of winning a state of inner serenity.

Thus the Stoics and Epicureans came to look upon

knowledge as a means to the attainment of an inner

freedom from distress and bondage to the world.

In other words, the very reason was regarded as an

activity of the self, and its fruits were valued for

their enhance of the welfare of the self. And

if this be true of the Stoics and the Epicureans, it

is still more clearly true of the neo-Platonists of
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the Christian era, who mediate between the an-

cient and medueval worlds.

§ 1 84. It is well known that the early jjoriod

of Christianity was a juried of the most vivid

Empha#b on s(‘l f-conseiousness. The individual 1ms-
S«lf-con-

KioumeM In lll'Vod (hut llin lHlturui Mid Social
Early Christian

Philosophy. OllVirt IllmeUt, WHS alien to ills deeper

spiritual interests. He therefore withdrew into

himself. He lxdioved himself to have hut one

duty, the salvation of his stall; mid that duty re-

quired him to search his innermost springs of

action in order to uproot any that might compro-

mise him with the world and turn him from God.

The drama of life was enacted within tin* circle

of his own self-consciousness. Citizenship, bodily

health, all forms of appreciation and knowledge,

were identified in the parts they played here. In

short the Christian consciousness, although renun-

ciation was its deepest motive, was reflexive and

eentrijiotnl to a degree hitherto unknown among

the European peoples. And when with St. Augus-

tine theoretical interests once more vigorously

asserted themselves, this new emphasis was in the

very foreground. St. Augustmcy wished to begin

his system of thought with a first indubitable cer-

tainty, and selected neither being nor ideas, but
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self. St. Augustine’s genius was primarily re-
!

ligious, and the “ Confessions/’ in which he re-

cords the story of his hard winning of peace and

right relations with God, is his most intimate

book. ITow faithfully does he represent him-

self, and the blend of paganism and Christianity

which was distinctive of his age, when' in his

systematic writings he draws upon religion for

his knowledge of truth
1 y

In all my living, he

argues, whether I sin or turn to God, whether I

doubt or believe, whether I know or am ignorant,

in all I know that I am A Each and every state

of my consciousness is a state of my self, and as

such, sure evidence of my self’s existence. If one

were to follow St Augustine’s reflections further,

one would find him reasoning from his own finite

and evil self to an infinite and perfect Self, which

centres like his in the conviction that I am I, but

is endowed with all power and all worth. One

would find him reflecting upon the possible union

with God through the exaltation of the human

self-consciousness. But this conception of God as

the perfect self is so much a prophecy of things

to come, that more than a dozen centuries elapsed

before it was explicitly formulated by tbe post-

Kantians. We must follow its more gradual de-
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velopmcnt in the philosophies of I )escartes and

Kant.

§ 185. When at the eh wo of the sixteenth cen-

tury the? Frenchman, Rene Descartes, sought to

DmckWi construct philosophy anew and upon so-
Argument for

.

the Indepen- 0111*0 foundation#, he too Selected US tilto

dence of the . . . ,
, * , ,

. . . .

Thinking seif, initial certainty of thought the think-

er's knowledge of himself, This principle now

received its classic formulation in the proposition,

Cogilo ergo sum--' 1 think, hence I am/ 1 The

argument doos not differ essentially from that of

St Augustine, hut it inn1? funis a piano in a system-

atic and critical metaphysics. *Iti that my think-

ing is certain of itself, suvs UmrtoH, in that l

know mystdf before I knmv might else, mv self ran

never be dependent for its Inung upm anything

else that I may come to know. A thinking self,

with its knowledge and its volition, is quite ca-

pable of subsisting of itself. Snob is, indeed, not

the ease with a finite self, for all finitudn is sig-

nificant of limitation, and in recognizing my limi-

tations 1 postulate the infinite being or God* But

the relation of my self to a physical world is quite

without necessity. Human nature, with soul and

body conjoined, is a combination of two substances,

neither of which is a necessary eonsecpieuea of the
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other. As a result of this combination the soul is

to some extent affected by the body, and the body

is to some extent directed by the soul; but the

body could conceivably be an automaton, as the

soul could conceivably be, and will in another life

become, a free spirit. The consequences of this

dualism for epistemology are very grave. If

knowledge be the activity of a self-subsistent think-

ing spirit., how can it reveal the nature of an ex-

ternal world ? The natural order is now literally

“
external.” It is true that the whole body of

exact science, that mechanical system to which

Descartes attached* so much importance, falls

within tho range of the soul’s own thinking. But

what assurance is there that it refers to a province

of its own—a physical world in space ? Descartes

can only suppose that
“
clear and distinct ” ideas

must be trusted as faithful representations. It

is true tho external world makes its presence known

directly, when it breaks in upon the soul in sense-

perception. But Descartes’s rationalism and love

of mathematics forbade his attaching importance

to this criterion. Real nature, that exactly de-

finable and predictable order of moving bodies

defined in physics, is not known through sense-

perception, but through thought. Its necessities
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arc the necessities of reason. Descartes finds

himself, then, in the perplexing position, of seek-

ing an internal criterion for an external world.

The problem of knowledge so stated sets going the

whole epistemological movement of the eighteenth

century, from Locke through Berkeley and Hume

to Kant. And the issue of this development is the

absolute idealism of Kant’s successors.

§ 186. Of the English philosophers who pre-

pare the way for the epistemology of Kant, llmno

Empirical fa the most radical and momentous, ft

the*English
waH be who roused Kant from his

Philosophers. <*. dogmatic slumbers ” to the task of the

u
Critical Philosophy.” Hume is one of the two

possible consequences of Descartes. One who at-

taches greater importance to the rational necessi-

ties of science than to its external reference, is

not unwilling that nature should he swallowed up

in mind. With Malobraneho, Descartes’s imme-

diate successor in France, nature is thus provided

for within the archetypal mind of God. With the

English philosophers, on the other hand, exter-

nality is made the very mark of nature, and as

a consequence sense-perception becomes the crite-

rion of scientific truth. This empirical theory of

knowledge, inaugurated and developed by Locke
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and Berkeley, culminates in Hume’s designation

of the impression as the distinguishing element of

nature, at once making up its content and certify-

ing to its externality. The processes of nature are

successions of impressions
;
and the laws of nature

are their uniformities, or the expectations of uni-

formity which their repetitions engender. Hume
docs not hesitate to draw the logical conclusion.

If the final mark of truth is the presence to sense

of the individual element, then science can consist

only of items of information and probable general-

izations concerning their sequences. The effect is

observed to follow jhjpon the cause in fact, but there

is no understanding of its necessity
;
therefore no

absolute certainty attaches to the future effects of

any cause.

§ 187. But what has become of the dream of

the mathematical physicist? Is the whole system

To save Exact of Newton, that brilliant triumph of the
Science Kant
Makes it mechanical method, unfounded and dog-

on Mind. rnatic ? It is the logical instability of

this body of knowledge, made manifest in the well-

founded scepticism of Hume, that rouses Kant to

a reexamination of the whole foundation of natural

science. The general outline of his analysis has

been developed above. It is of importance here
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to understand its relations to the problem of Des-

cartes. Contrary to the view of the English phi-

losophers, natural science is, says Kant, the work

of the mind. The certainty of the causal rela-

tion is due to the human inability to think other-

wise. Hume is mistaken in supposing that more

sensation gives ns any knowledge of nature. Tim

very least; experience of objects involves the em-

ployment of principles which are furnished by

the mind. Without the employment of such prin-

ciples, or in hare sensation, there is no intelligible,

meaning whatsoever. Hut once admit the employ-

ment of such principles and formulate them sys-

tematically, and the whole Newtonian order of

nature is seen to follow from them. Furthermore,

since these principles or categories are the condi-

tions of human experience, are the very instru-

ments of knowledge, they are valid wherever there

is any experience or knowledge* There is but one,

way to make anything at all out of nature, and that

is to conceive it as an order of necessary events in

space and time- Newtonian science is part of

such a general conception, and is therefore neces-

sary if knowledge is to 1m possible at all, even the

least Tims Kant turns upon II tune, and shuts

him up to the choice between the utter abnegation
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of all knowledge, including the knowledge of his

own scepticism, and the acceptance of the whole

body of exact science.

But with nature thus conditioned by the neces-

sities of thought, what has become of its external-

ity? That, Kant admits, has indeed vanished.

Kant does not attempt, as did Descartes, to hold

that the nature which mind constructs and con-

trols, exists also outside
#
of mind. The nature

that is known is on that very account phenomenal,

anthropocentric—created by its cognitive condi-

tions. Descartes was right in maintaining that

sense-perception certifies to the existence of a world

outside the mind, but mistaken in calling it nature

and identifying it with the realm of science. In

short, Kant acknowledges the external world, and

names it the thing-in-itself ; hut insists that be-

cause it is outside of mind it is outside of knowl-

edge. Thus is the certainty of science saved

at the cost of its metaphysical validity. It is

necessarily true, but only of a conditioned or de-

pendent world. And in saving science Kant has

at the same time prejudiced metaphysics in gen-

eral. For the human or naturalistic way of

knowing is left in sole possession of the field, with

the higher interest of reasons in the ultimate
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nature of being, degraded to the. rank of practical

faith.

^ 188. The transformation of this critical and

agnostic doctrine into absolute idealism is inevi-

The Post- table. The metaphysical interest was
Kantian*

Transform hound to avail itself of the speculative
KanCs Mind- .

in-goncrai into suggest! veness with which the Kantian.

Mind!*

<>1UtC

philosophy abounds. Thcs transforma-

tion turns upon Kant’s assumption that whatever

is constructed by the mind is on that account phe-

nomenon or appearance. Kant has carried along

the presumption that whatever is act or content of

mind is on that account not redUobjoet or (hintpm-

itself. Wo have seen that this is generally ac-

cepted as true of the relativities of sense* percep-

tion. But is it true of thought? The post- Kan-

tian idealist maintains that that depends upon the

thought The content of private individual think-

ing is in so far not real object; hut it does not fol-

low that this is true of such thinking as is univer-

sally valid. Now Kant has deduced his categories

for thought in general. There are no empirical

cases of
t

thinking except the human thinkers;

but the categories are not the property of any

one human individual or any group of such

individuals. They are the conditions of expert-
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ence, in general

,

and of every possibility of ex-

perience. The transition to absolute idealism

is now readily made. Thought in general becomes

the absolute mind

,

and experience in general its

content. The thing-in-itself drops out as having

no meaning. The objectivity to which it testified

is provided for in the completeness and self-

sufficiency which is attributed to the absolute ex-

perience. Indeed, an altogether new definition of

subjective and objective replaces the old. The sub-

jective is that which is only insufficiently thought,

as in the case of relativity hnd error; the objective

is that which is •completely 'thought. Thus the

natural order is indeed phenomenal; but only

Imeause the principles of science are not the high-

est principles of thought, and not because nature

is the fruit of thought. Thus Hegel expresses

his relation to Kant as follows:

lt According to Kant, the things that we know about

are to us appearances only, and we can never know their

essential nature, which belongs to another world, which

we cannot approach. . . . The true statement of

the case is as follows. The things of which we have

direct consciousness are mere phenomena, not for us

only, but in their own nature; and the true and proper

case of these thing*?, finite as they are, is to have their

existence founded not in themselves, but in the universal

divine idea. This view of things, it is true, is as idealist
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as Kant's, but in contradistinction to the subjective

idealism of the Critical Philosophy should be termed

Absolute Idealism.” 9

§ 180. Absolute idealism is thus reached after

a long and devious course of development. But

The Direct *he argument may be stated much more

Thc^ference briefly. Plato, it will he remembered,

from the t mue j*OUU(j thut extierienee tends ever to
Mtnd to the 1

infinite Mind, tnmseend itself. The thinker finds

himself compelled to pursue, the ideal of immu-

table and universal truth, and must identify the

ultimate being with tot ideal. Similarly Hegel

says

:

‘'That upward spring of the mind signifies that the

being which the world has is only a semblance, no real

being, no absolute truth; it signifies that lx»yoml and

above that appearance, truth abides in ( *od, so that

true being is another name for Cod.” 10

The further argument of absolute idealism dif-

fers from that of Plato in that the dejxmdenee of

truth upon the mind is accepted as a first principle.

The ideal with which oxjierkmee is informed is

now the state of perfect knowledge , rather than the

* Hegel: BncijdojMie, §45, lecture note. Quoted by
M’cTaggart: Op. dl.

t p. 69.
10 Hegel: Encydopddie

t § 50. Quoted by MeTaggart: Op.
cut, p. 70.
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system of absolute truth. The content of the state

of perfect knowledge will indeed be the system of

absolute truth, but none the less content, precisely

as finite knowledge is the content of a finite mind.

In pursuing the truth, I who pursue, aim to realize

in myself a certain highest state of knowledge.

Were I to know all truth I should indeed have

ceased to be the finite individual who began the

quest, but the evolution would be continuous and

the character of self-consciousness would never have

been lost. I may say, in short, that God or being,

is my perfect cognitive self.

The argument ibr absolute idealism is a con-

structive interpretation of the subjectivistic con-

tention that knowledge can never escape the circle

of its own activity and states. To meet the de-

mand for a final and standard truth, a demand

which realism meets with its doctrine of a being

independent of any mind, this philosophy defines

a standard mind. The impossibility of defining

objects in terms of relativity to a finite self, con-

ducts dialectically to the conception of the abso-

lute self. The sequel to my error or exclusiveness,

is truth or inclusiveness. The outcome of the dia-
%

lectic is determined by the symmetry of the antith-

esis. Thus, corrected experience implies a last
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correcting experience; partial cognition, complete

cognition; empirical subject, transcendental sub-

ject; finite mind, an absolute mind. The follow-

ing statement is taken from a contemporary ex-

ponent of the philosophy:

“What you and I lack, when we lament our human
ignorance, is simply a certain desirable and logically

possible state of mind, or type of experience; to wit, a

state of mind in which we should wisely be aide to say

that we had fulfilled in experience what we now have

merely in idea, namely, the knowledge 1

,
the immediate

and felt presence, of what we now call the Absolute

Reality. . . . There is an Absolute Experience for

which the conception of an absolute reality, i. r,
f the

conception of a system of ideal truth, is fulfilled by the,

very contents that get presented to this experience.

This Absolute Experience is related to our experience

as an organic*, whole to its own fragments. It is an ex-

perience which finds fulfilled all that the completest

thought can conceive as genuinely possible. Herein

lies its definition as an Absolute. For the Absolute

Experience, as for ours, there are data, contents, facts.

But these data, these contents, express, for the Absolute

Experience, its own meaning, its thought, its ideas.

Contents beyond these that it possesses, the Absolute

Experience knows to he, in genuine truth, impossible.

Hence its contents are indeed particular,—-a selection

from the world of bare or merely conceptual possi-

bilities,—but they form a self-determined whole, than

which nothing completer, more organic, more fulfilled,

more transparent, or more complete in meaning, is

concretely or genuinely possible. On the other hand,

these contents are not foreign to those of our finite
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experience, but are inclusive of them in the unity of

one life.”
11

Tendency

in Absolute

Idealism.

§ 190, As has been already intimated, at the

opening of this chapter, the inclusion of the whole

The Realistic
rea^y within a single self is clearly

a questionable proceeding. The need

of avoiding the relativism of empirical

idealism is evident. But if the very meaning of

the self-consciousness be d^e to a certain selection

and exclusion within the general field of experi-

ence, it is equally evident that the relativity of

self-consciousness can never be overcome through
*

appealing to a higher self. One must appeal from

the self to the realm of things as they are. In-

deed, although the exponents of this philosophy

use the language of spiritualism, and accept the

idealistic epistemology, their absolute being tends

ever to escape the special characters of the self.

And inasmuch as the absolute self is commonly

sot over against the finite or empirical self, as the

standard and test of truth, it is the less distin-

11 Eoyce: Conception of God
, pp. 19, 43-44.

This argument is well summarized in Green's statement

that “the existence one connected world, which is the

presupposition of knowledge, implies the action of one self-

conditioning and self-determining mind.” Prolegomena to

Ethics, p. 181.
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guishable from the realist's order of independent

beings.

§ 191. But however much absolute idealism

may tend to abandon its idealism for the sake, of

The Concep- its absolutism within the field of meta-

consdousnen P 5lJsi< ‘H
>
*U( '

!l »» »<* tlw ' <'us( ' tllO

central in the of etliioH ami religion. The eon-

Absolute ception of the self here receives a new
Idealism. *

Kant * emphasis. The same self-consciousness

which admits to the highest truth is t Iu*r evidence

of man’s practical digpity. In virtue of his im-

mediate apprehension of the,, principles of self-

hood, and his direct, participation in the life of

spirit, man may be said to possess the innermost

secret of the universe. In order to achieve good-

ness he must therefore recognize and express him-

self. The Kantian philosophy is here again the

starting-point It was Kant who first gave ade-

quate expression to the Christian idea of the moral

self-conseiousness,

uDuty

1

Thou sublime and mighty name that dost

embrace nothing charming or insinuating, but re< purest

submission, and yet seekest not to move the will by

threatening aught that would arouse natural aversion or

* terror, but merely boldest forth a law which of itself

finds entrance into the mind, ... a law before

which all inclinations are dumb, even though they
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secretly counterwork it; what origin is there worthy of

thee, and where is to be found the root of thy noble

descent which proudly rejects all kindred with the in-

clinations . . . ? It can be nothing less than a
power which elevates man above himself, ... a

power which connects him with an order of things that

only the understanding can conceive, with a world which

at the same time commands the whole sensible world,

and with it the empirically determinable existence of

man in time, as well as the sum total of all ends/ 7 12

With Kant there can be^no morality except con-

duct be attended by the consciousness of this duty

imposed by the higher nature upon the lower. It

is tills very recognition of Tx deeper self, of a per-

sonality that belongs to the sources and not to the

consequences of nature, that constitutes man as a

moral being, and only such action as is inspired

with a reverence for it can be morally good. Kant

does little more than to establish the uncompro-

mising dignity of the moral will. In moral

action man submits to a law that issues from

himself in virtue of his rational nature. Here

he yields nothing, as he owes nothing, to that

appetency which binds him to the natural world.

As a rational being he himself affirms the very

principles which determine the organization of

13 Kant; Critical Examination of Practical Reason. Trans-

lated by Abbott in Kant’s Theory of Ethics , p. 180.
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nature. This is his frcvilnm, at <meu the ground

and the implication of his duty. Man is free from

nature to servo tin* higher law of his personality.

§ 102, There are two respects in which Kant’s

ethics has been regarded as inadequate by those

Kantun Ethics who draw from it their fundamental
Supplemented

t #

through the principles. It is said that. Kant is too
Conceptions .....
of Universal rigorishe, that lie makes too stern a
and Objective

1 r ... , ,

Spirit. business of morality, m sjieukmg so

much of law and so little of love and spontaneity.

Thorn are good reasons for this. Kant seeks to

isolate tho moral eonseionsness, and dwell upon if,

in its purity, in order that; ho may demonstrate its

incommensurability with the values of iunliuntiou

and sensibility. Furthermore, Kant, may sjH'uk

of the principle of tho absolute, and recognize the

deeper eternal order as a law, hut he may not, if

ho is to Ik) consistent with his own critionl prin-

ciples, affirm the metaphysical being of such an

order. With his idealistic followers it is jjossiblo

to define tho spiritual setting of tho moral life,

but with Kant it is only possible to define tho an-

tagonism of principles. Hence the greater opti-

mism of tho post-Kanti ans. They know that the

higher law is tho reality, and that ho who obeys

it thus unites himself with tho absolute self. That
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which for Kant is only a resolute obedience to

more valid principles, to rationally superior rules

for action, is for idealism man’s appropriation

of his spiritual birthright. Since the law is the

deeper nature, man may respect and obey it

as valid, and at the same time act upon it gladly

in the sure knowledge that it will enhance his

eternal welfare. Indeed, the knowledge that the

very universe is founded upon this law will make

him less suspicious of nature and less exclusive in

his adherence to any single law. He will be more

confident of the essential goodness of all manifes-

tations of a universe which he knows to be fun-

damentally spiritual.

But it has been urged, secondly, that the Kan-

tian ethics is too formal, too little pertinent to the

issues of life, Kant’s moral law imposes only obe-

dience to the law, or conduct conceived as suitable

to a universal moral community. But what is the

nature of such conduct in particular ? It may be

answered that to maintain the moral self-conscious-

ncss, to act dutifully and dutifully only, to be

self-reliant and unswerving in the doing of what

one ought to do, is to obtain a very specific char-

acter. But docs tliis not leave the individual’s

conduct to his own interpretation of his duty?
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It was just this element of individualism which

Hegel sought to eliminate, through the applica-

tion of his larger philosophical conception. If

that which expresses itself within the individual

consciousness as the moral law bo indeed the law

of that self in which the universe is grounded, it

will appear as objective spirit in the evolution of

society. For Hegel, then, the. most valid standard

of goodness is to he found in that customary mo-

rality which bespeaks the moral leadings of the

general humanity, and in those institutions, such ns

the family and the state, which an* the. moral nets

of the absolute idea itself. Finally, in the realm

of absolute spirit . in art, in revealed religion, and

in philosophy, the individual may approach to the

self-consciousness which is the jierfeot truth and

goodness in and for itself.

§ 103. Where the law of life is the implication

in the finite self-consciousness of the eternal and

The p«cuii&r divino self-consciousness, there can lie

Pantheism
, ,

and Mystidam no division between morality and ro-
of Absolute ,

1

id«*n»m. Iigion, an tl tern can no none Iwtwoon

thought, and will. Whatever man seeka ia in the

end God. As the perfect fulfilment of the think-

ing self, God is the truth
;
uh the perfect fulfilment

of the willing self, God is the good. The finite
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self-consciousness finds facts that are not under-

stood, and so seeks to resolve itself into the perfect

self wherein all that is given has meaning. On
the other hand, the finite self-consciousness finds

ideals that are not realized, and so seeks to resolve

itself into that perfect self wherein all that is sig-

nificant is given. All interests thus converge

toward

“some state of conscious spirit in which the opposition

of cognition and volition is overcome—in which we
neither judge our ideas by the world, nor the world by
our ideas, but are aware that inner and outer are in such

close and necessary harmony That even the thought of

possible discord has^ become impossible. In its unity

not only cognition and volition, but feeling also, must
be blended and united. In some way or another it must
have overcome the rift in discursive knowledge, and the

immediate must for it be no longer the alien. It must

be as direct as art, as certain and universal as philoso-

phy.” 13

The religious consciousness proper to absolute

idealism is both pantheistic and mystical, but with

distinction. Platonism is pantheistic in that nat-

ure is resolved into God. AH that is not perfect

is esteemed only for its promise of perfection.

And Platonism is mystical in that the purification

and universalizatidh of the affections brings one

13 Quoted from McTaggart: Op. cit., pp. 231-232.
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in flip end to a perfection that exeei m],s all modes

of thought and sjxwln With Spinoza, on the

other hand, Clod may !>e said to ho resolved into

natures Nature is made divine, hut is nonp flu*

loss nature, for its divinity consists in its absolute

necessity. Spinoza's pantheism passes over into

mysticism because fho absolute necessity exceeds

in both unity and richness tho laws known to

the human understanding. In uhsoluto idealism,

finally, both God and nature are rosolvod into t ho

self. For that whioh is divine in exjierience is

srdheonseiousnesH, amUthis is at tho sumo time tho

ground of nature. Thus in the highost knowlodgo

tho self is expanded and enriched without lxdug

loft behind. The mystical experience propr to

this philosophy is tho consciousness of identity,

together with the sense of universal iimuuucnm.

The individual self may 1 k» directly sensible of the

absolute self, for these are <mo spiritual life.

Thus Ktnerson nays:

**
It, is a secret which every intellectual man quickly

learns, that Iwyond the energy of his possessed and con-

scious intellect he is capable of a new energy (as of an

intellect doubled on itself), by abandonment to the

nature of things; that beside his privacy of power m an

individual man, there is a great public power upon which

he can draw, by unlocking, at all risks, his human doors,

and suffering the ethereal tides to roll and circulate
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through him; then he is caught up into the life of the

Universe, his speech is thunder, his thought is law, and
his words are universally intelligible as the plants and
animals. The poet knows that he speaks adequately

then only when he speaks somewhat wildly, or
£ with

the flower of the mind ,

; not with the intellect used as an
organ, but with the intellect released from all service

and suffered to take its direction from its celestial life.” 14

§ 194. But the distinguishing flavor and qual-

ity of this religion arises from its spiritual hos-

The Religion pitality. It is* not, like Platonism, a
of Exuberant
Spirituality, contemplation of the best

;
nor, like plu-

ralistic idealisms, a moral^knight-errantry. It is

neither a religion of exclusion, nor a religion of

reconstruction, but a profound willingness that

things should be as they really are. For this rea-

son its devotees have recognized in Spinoza their

true forerunner. But idealism is not Spinozism,

though it may contain this as one of its strains.

For it is not the worship of necessity, Emerson’s

“ beautiful necessity, which makes man brave in

believing that he cannot shun a danger that is ap-

pointed, nor incur one that is not ”
;
but the wor-

ship of that which is necessary.

Hot only must one understand that every effort,

however despairing, is an element of sense in the

universal significance;

14 Emerson: Op, cit.
f pp. 30-31.
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“ that the wholes would not what it is were not pre-

cisely this finite purpose left in its own uniqueness to

speak precisely its own word a word which no other

purpose can speak in the language of the divine wilP
1

;

1 *

but one must have a zest for such participation,

and a heart for the divine will which it profits.

Indeed, so much is this religion a love of life,

that it may, as in the case of t he Romanticists, ho

a love of caprice. Hattie and death, pain and joy,

error and truth—all that belongs to the story of

this mortal world, are to Is* felt as the thrill of

health, and relished asHhe essences of (huh Re-

ligion is an exuberant spiritmdity, a fearless sen-

sibility, a knowledge of both good ami evil, and a

Avill to serve the good, while exulting that the evil

will not yield without a battle.

11 Royce: flu World ami the Individual ,
First Zkrk* t 465.

H



CHAPTER XII

CONCLUSION

§ 195. One who consults a book of philosophy

in the hope of finding there a definite body of

Liability of truth, sanctioned by the consensus of ex-

H.evi°sion?

y t0

Pcr*;s
j
cannot fail to be disappointed.

Systematic
And it should now be plain that this is

Character. due not frailties of philosophers,

but to the meaning* of philosophy. Philosophy is

not additive, but reconstructive. Natural science

may advance step by step without ever losing

ground; its empirical discoveries are in their

severalty as true as they can ever be. Thus the

stars and the species of animals may be recorded

successively, and each generation of astronomers

and zoologists may take up the work at the point

reached by its forerunners. The formulation of

results does, it is true, require constant correction

and revision—but there is a central body of data

which is little affected, and which accumulates

from age to age. Now the finality of scientific

truth is proportional to the mofiesty of its claims.

395 ‘
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Items of truth persist, while the interpretation of

them is subject to alteration with the general

advance of knowledge; and, relatively speaking,

science consists in items of truth, and philosophy

in their interpretation. The liability to revision

in seience itself inereascs as that body of knowl-

edge Iveeomes more highly unified and systematic.

Thus the present age, with its attempt to construct

a single comprehensive system of mechanical sei-

: once, is peculiarly an age when fundamental eon-

' eeptions are subjected to a thorough reexamination

—when, f<>r example/* so ancient a conception ns

that of matter is threatened with displacement by

that of energy. Hut philosophy is essentially uni-

fanj and systematic— ami thus superlatively liahiv.

to rv.vision*

§ 196, It is noteworthy that it is only in this

age of a highly systematic natural science that

Th« om different systems are projected, as in

case just noted of the rivalry

Philosophies, between tlm strictly mechanical, or cor-

puscular, theory and the newer theory of ener-

getics* It has heretofore) 1wen taken for granted

that although there may be*many philosophies,

there is but one body of science. And it is still

taken for grsSfed that the experimental detail of
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the individual science is a common fund, to the

progressive increase of which the individual scien-

tist contributes the results of his special research

;

there being rival schools of mechanics, physics, or

chemistry, only in so far as fundamental concep-

tions or principles of orderly arrangement are in

question. But philosophy deals exclusively with
5

the most fundamental conceptions and the most

general principles of orderly arrangement. Hence

it is significant of the very task of philosophy that

there should bo many tentative systems of philoso-

phy, even that each philosopher should project and

construct his own philosophy. Philosophy as the

truth of synthesis and reconciliation, of compre-

hensiveness and coordination, must be a livings

unity. It is a thinking of entire experience, and

can be sufficient only through being all-sufficient.

The heart of every philosophy is a harmonizing in-

sight, an intellectual prospect within which all

human interests and studios compose themselves.

Such knowledge cannot ho delegated to isolated co-

laborers, hut will he altogether missed if not loved

and sought in its indivisible unity. There is no

modest homo-keeping philosophy; no safe and con-

servative philosophy, that can make sure of a part

through renouncing the whole. There is no phi-
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losophy without intellectual temerity, ns there is no

religion without moral temerity. And the one is

the supremo interest of thought, as the other is tho

supremo interest of life.

§ 197. Though the many philosophies Ik; inev-

itable, it must not l>e concluded that there is

Prop-«w in therefore no progress in philosophy.

Tho sopw.tic- The solution from which every great

tictamofttw"
philosophy is precipitated is the miu-

Pro«nt Ae».
gj <>( { wisdom of soni(> latest age, with

all of its inheritance. The 44 positive ” knowledge

furnished hy the scierfcca, tho refinements and dis-

tinctions of tho philosophers,' the ideals of society

—these and tho whole sum of civilization are its •

ingredients. Where there is no single system of

philosophy significant enough to express the age,

as did the systems of Plato, Thomas Aquinas,

Descartes, Locke, Kant, Hegel, and tho others who

belong to the roll of the great philosophers, there

exists a general aop/thdtcaltott , which is more elu-

sive but not loss significant The present age~at
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for this generation as did Hegel, and even Spencer,

for the last. There is, however, a significance in

this very passing of ITegel and Spencer,—an en-

lightenment peculiar to an age which knows them,

hut has philosophically outlived them. There is a

moral in the history of thought which just now no

philosophy, whether naturalism or transcendental-

ism, realism or idealism, can fail to draw. The

characterization of this contemporary eclecticism

or sophistication, difficult*and uncertain as it must

needs he, affords the best summary and interpre-

tation, with which to conclude this brief survey of

the fortunes of philosophy.

§ 198. Since the problem of metaphysics is the

crucial problem of philosophy, the question of its

Metaphysics, present status is fundamental in any
The Antagonls-

w

tic Doctrine# of characterization of the age. It will
Naturalism and - p -

Absolutism, appear from the foregoing account of

tho course of metaphysical development that two

fundamental tendencies have exhibited themselves

from tho beginning. Tho one of these is natural-

istic and..empirical, representing the claims of what

common sense calls “ matters of fact ”
;
the other

is transcendental and rational, representing the

claims of the standards and ideals which are im-

manent in experience, and directly manifested in
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the? great human interests of thought and net Ion.

These tendencies have on the whole, been antago-

nistic; and the clear-cut and momentous systems of

philosophy have been fundamentally determined

by either the one or the other.

Thus materialism is due to the attempt to re-

duce all of experience to the elements and prin-

ciples of connection which are employed by the

physical sciences to set in order the actual motions,

or changes of place, which the parts of experience

undergo. Materialism maintains that the motions

of bodies are imliffcren^to considerations of worth,

and denies that they issue from a doejier cause

of another order. The very ideas of such non-

mechanical elements or principles are here pro-

vided with a mechanical origin. Similarly a phe-

nomenalism, like that of Hume, takes immediate

presence to sense as the norm of taring and knowl-

edge. Individual items, directly verified in the

moment of their occurrence, are held to be at muni

the content of all real truth, and the source of

those abstract ideas which the misguided ration-

alists mistake for real truth.

Byt the ahaallltist, on the other hand, contends

that the thinker must mean something by the real-

ity which he seeks. If he had it for the looking,
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thought would not be, as

posive endeavor. And that which is meant

reality can be nothing short of the fulfilment

final realization of this endeavor of thought,

find out what thought seeks, to anticipate the c

summation of thought and posit it as real,

therefore the first and fundamental procedure

philosophy. The mechanism of nature, and

matters of fact, must come to terms with this

solute reality, or be condemned as mere app<

nj$e. Thus Plato distinguishes the world

a generation ” in which \v<3 participate hy pen

lion, from the “ totio essence ”*in which we
;

* iiei pate by thought; and Schelling speaks of

modem experimental method as the “ eorrupti<

of philosophy and physics, in that jt fails

eonstrue nature in terms of spirit.

§ 101). Now it would never occur to a so]

tieutod philosopher of the present, to one who

Conc««tion* thought out to the end the whole

of Absolutism, ditiou of philosophy, and felt the
£

**K*tur#r ity of the groat historical issues

ricbUM*. suffer either of these motives to d

jittUi him to the exclusion of the other. £

lutism has long since ceased to speak slight!

of physical science, and of the world of percep

v Ait*'

it a p
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It is conceded that motions must Ik* known in tin*

mechanical way, and matters of fact in the matter-

of-fact way. Furthermore, the prestige* which sci-

ence enjoyed in the nineteenth century, and the

prestige which the empirical and secular world of

action has enjoyed to a degree that has steadily

increased since the Renaissance, have convinced

the absolutist of the intrinsic significance of these

parts of experience. They are no longer reduced,

but are permitted to flourish in their own right*

From the very councils of absolute idealism there

has issued a distinction which is fast Incoming

current, between the World of'Appreciation, or the

realm of moral and logical principles, and the

World of Description, or the realm of empirical

^generalizations and mechanical causes .
1 It is

1

indeed maintained that the former of these is

metaphysically superior; hut the latter is ranked

without the disparagement of its own propr cate-

gories.

With the Fiehteans this distinction corresponds

to the distinction in the system of Fichte between

the active moral ego, and the nature which it

posits to act upon. But the* mchFitfitmns are

' 1 Of. Josiah Royee: The Spirit 0] Modern Phikmphy „

Lecture XII; The World and the Individual
f
Second Scrim,
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concerned to show that the nature so posited,

or the World of Description, is the realm of me-

chanical science

,

and that the entire system of

mathematical and physical truth is therefore mor-

ally necessary.2

§ 200. A more pronounced tendency in the

same direction marks the work of the neo-Kan-

The ir«o-
Hans. These philosophers repudiate

Kantian..
the spiritualistic metaphysics of Scho-

penhauer, Fichte, and ilegel, believing the real

significance of Kant to lie in his critical method,

in his examination of the "first principles of the dif-

ferent systems ofknowledge, and especially in his

analysis of the foundations of mathematics and

physics.8 In approaching mathematics and phys-

* Of. Hugo Munsterberg; Psychology and Life. The more
important writings of this school are: Die Philosophie

im Beginn <ks zwamigsten Jahrhunderts, edited by Wilhelm

Wimlolbond, and contributed to by Windelband, H. Rickert,

(), Liehmann, E. Trocltsch, B, Bauch, and others. This

book contains an excellent bibliography. Also, Rickert:

Dor Gegmstand der Erkcnntnis; Die Grenzen der natur-

msmnschaftlichcn Begrijjsbildung
,
and other works. Windel-

band; Pr&ludwn; Geschichte und Naturwissenschaft. Miinster-

berg: Gmndzilge der Psychologie. Eucken: Die Grundbegriffe

der Gegenwart.

* Of. F. A. Lange: History of Materialism ,
Book II, Chap. I,

on Kant and Materialismv, also Alois Riehl: Introduction

to the Theory of Saencc and Metaphysics. Translation by

Fairbanks. The more important writings of this school

are: Hermann Cohen: Kant's Theorie der Erfahrung; Die
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ins from a gonorul logiuul stand jN»inf, t

!

h*s<* noo-

Kanf inns la*omno suuroolv dHtingmsImhlo in infor-

ost and tomjtor from 1 1i*

*

h<* suiontisfs who approaoh

login from tin* mathomutiuul and physical stand-

point.

$201. Tho finilo, moral individual, with his

jHHmliar sjd ritual jtorspootivo, has long sinoo Vh*ou

Recognition of
1<> tilt* IIK-iUliltg

the Individual.
t) f |] 1( , ^jjjvcrxt 1 riltinmillv (’ttlUM’ivrd.

Pfrson«l

WfAiiim. Hut in its first movomonf absolute

idoalism proposal to nhsorh him in tin* mdivisihiu

almoin to so If. It is no\< pointod out that Kiohto,

arid oven I logo] himsolf, moans'tho ahsnluto to Ik*

a plurality or sooioty of porsons. 4
It is ootmuonly

eonvodod that tho will of tho ubsoluto must ooinndo

with tho wills of all fmito uroutwros in thoir novor-

alty, that God wills in and through inom ft (W-

roH|Kmding to this individualist io tondonov on tho

part of ubsoluto idealism, them has Iveen rooontly

Logik dir return Erkmntnm
*
ami other works. Paul Nittorp:

EozialjHidwjfHjik; Einleitung in die Pmjeholwjie meh toritimber

Method#, and other works, K. Cassirer: lerihn iV Syntem tn

Mmtm mnnemchaftliehen Grumllmjrtn liiohl: Iter fthifom*

phwche Krititimnun, und mine Uedmtung fur die Etwiiiee

IPumnmhaft

.

Of. also K. 1 1 uauetrl : !<ogimhe t ?titer*ueh unyen

,

4 Of. J, M. K. MrTafCgart: Etudien injlegelwn (hmmdoyy,

Chap. III.

1 Cf, Boyce: The Conception of God, Eupplemeniary Emmy,

pp. 135-322; The World and the fndmdtml, Fir»t Eerie®..
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projected a personal idealism, or humanism, which
springs freshly and directly from the same motive.

This philosophy attributes ultimate importance to

the human person with his freedom, his interests,

his control over nature, and his hope of the ad-

vancement of the spiritual kinpom through co-

operation with his fellows.6

§ 202. Naturalism exhibits a moderation and

liberality that is not less striking than that of

Concessions absolutism. This abatement of its

ofTrturaUsm. claims began in the last century with

agnosticism. It was then conceded
Principles. that there is an order other than that

of natural science
;
but this order was held to be

inaccessible to human knowledge. Such a theory

is essentially unstable because it employs prin-

ciples which define a non-natural order, but re-

fuses to credit them or call them knowledge. The

6 This movement began as a criticism of Hegelianism in

behalf of the human personality. Cf. Andrew Seth: Hegelian-

ism and Personality; Man and the Cosmos; Two Lectures on

Theism* G. H. Howison: The Limits of Evolution. The
important writings of the more independent movement
are: William James: The Will to Believe . H. Sturt, editor:

Personal Idealism
t
Philosophical Essays by Eight Members

of Oxford Universityf F. 0. S. Schiller: Humanism. Henri

Bergson: Essex sur les donates immediate* de la conscience;

Matifae et m&moirc. This movement is closely related to that

of Pragmatism * See under § 203.
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agnostic i.s in the pnrmloxieut posit inn of nw who

known of an unknowable wurhl. PreaenHlnv

naturalism is more cireums|ieet. it 1ms interested

itself in bringing to light that in the very pro-

cedure of science which, treuuse it predetermines

what nature shall !w% cannot l*e included within

nature. To this interest is due the rediscovery

of the rational foundations of science. If was

already known in the seventeenth eetttury that

exact science does not differ radically from mathe-

matics, as mathematics does imt differ radically

from logic. Mathematics and mechanics art* now

being submitted to a critical examination which

reveals the definitions and implications upon

which they rest, and the general relation of these

to the fundamental elements and necessities of

thought7

1 CL Bertrand Bunnell : PHneiptr* c/ Mathrmatin,
Yob L Among the more important writings of this move*
meat are the following: OiuiMppl Beano: Farmuhirr dr

MatkimaUqm
f published by the Hivietn di mairmtUim,

Tom. I-1V. Bichard Dodckimb Wom mnd nnd tm« mdlm
die Zahlmt Grnrg Cantor: (irundlagm tinrr nitgmnmnm
MannigfalUgkntnkhn . Louis Couture!: Pf Vtnfim Math*-
matique, and articles in Bmm$ dr Mrtnphymqur rt dr

A. N. Whitehead : A 7'rmiim m Umwrmi A Igrhm, Heinrich

Herts: Die Pntmpim tier Merhanik, ,Henrt PoincaftP La
Science $t I'tfypothfae, For the bearing of three luvretiguc

tiona on philosophy, tm Hoyre: The Scmwm 0/ the ideal* In

Science, Yob XX, No, 510.
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§ 203. This rationalistic tendency in natural-

Recognition ism is balanced by a tendency which is

Pragmatism, more empirical, but equally subversive

of the old ultra-naturalism. Goethe once wrote:

u
I have observed that I hold that thought to be true

which is fruitful for me. . . . When I know my
relation to myself and to the outer world, I say that I

possess the truth.”

Similarly, it is now frequently observed that all

knowledge is humanly fruitful, and it is proposed

that this shall be regarded as the very criterion of

truth. According to this '•principle science as a

whole, oven knowledge as a whole, is primarily a

human utility. The nature which science defines

is an artifact or construct. It is designed to ex-

press briefly and conveniently what man may prac-

tically expect from his environment. This ten-

dency is known as pragmatism. It ranges from

systematic doctrines, reminiscent of Fichte, which

seek to define practical needs and deduce knowl-

edge from them, to the more irresponsible utter-

ances of those who liken science to
u shorthand,” 8

and mathematics to a game of chess. In any case

pragmatism attributes to nature a certain depend-

ence on will, and therefore implies, even when it

* The term used by Karl Pearson in his Grammar of Science.
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does not avow, that will with its peculiar principles

or values cannot in* reduced to the tonus of nature.

In short, it would 1 h* more true to say that nature

expresses will, than that will expresses nature.®

§ 204. Such, then, is the contemporary eclecti-

cism as resjieetrt the central problem of mefu-

Summ«ry. and physics. There are mfurnfisf ir ami in-

Epitt«moit>gy. tlivitiualixftr tendencies in nhsohtlism ;

rafiotinlisffr ami ethical tendencies in naturalism ;

and finally the mdejiendent and spontaneous move

incuts of personal idealism and pragmatism .

Since, the rise of the Kantian and post Kantian

philosophy, metaphysics and epistemology have

maintained relations so intimate that, the present "

state of the former cannot 1 h» characteris'd with

out some reference to the. present state of the

latter. Indeed, the very issues uj«m which metu*

The important Knglmh writings of the recent inde-

pendent movement known as pragmatism are: V, 8, Peirce:

JlluHtraiwnH of tlw Logic of Saienet, in popular Science

Monthly, Vol. XII. W« James; The iPragmatic Method, in

Journal of Philosophy
t
Psychology, and Scientific Methwb,

Vol. X; Humanism ami Truth
,
In Mind, Vol. XIII, N\ 8.; The

Essence of Humanism, In Jour, of Phil,, Psych,, and Sc,

Meih., Vol. XI (with Xrihliography)
;
The Wilt to Betkm John

Dewey : Studim in logical Theory. W 4'ahlweU : Pragmatism

,

in Mind
t
Vol. XXV., N. H. Bwi also litemtum on fwrttmal

idealism, J 201. A similar tendency has appeared in Kronen

in Berpon, I^Roy
f Milhaud, and In Germany In Blmmel
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physicians divide are most commonly those pro-

voked by the problem of knowledge. The counter-

tendcncics of naturalism and absolutism are always

connected, and often coincide with, the episte-

mological opposition between empiricism, which

proclaims perception, and rationalism, which pro-

claims reason, to be the proper organ of knowl-

edge. The other great epistemological controversy

does not bear so direct and simple a relation to the

central metaphysical issues, and must be exam-

ined on its own account.

§ 205. The point of controversy is the depend-

ence or independence of the object of knowledge

The Antagonis- on the state of knowledge; idealism

of RcStom*
8

maintaining that reality is the knower

or content of mind, realism, that

Tendency in
])C jng known is a circumstance which

Empirical b
idealism. appertains to some reality, without

being the indispensable condition of reality as

such. Now the sophisticated thought of the pres-

ent age exhibits a tendency on the part of these

opposite doctrines to approach and converge. It

has been already remarked that the empirical ideal-

ism of the Berkeleyan type could not avoid tran-

scending ‘itself. dume, who omitted Berkeley’s

active spirits, no longer had any subjective seat or
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locus for the perceptions to which Berkeley ha<d

reduced the outer world. And perceptions whicit

are not the states of any subject, retain only thei^

intrinsic character and become a series of elements-

When there is nothing beyond, which appears, arr<3-

nothing within to which it appears, there ceases

to be any sense in using such terms as appearance >

phenomenon, or impression. The term sensatioxx

is at present employed in the same ill-considered

manner. But empirical idealism has come gradu-

ally to insist upon the importance of the contexxt*

of perception, rather than the relation of percelo-

tion to a self as its state. The %erms element axx<I

experience

,

which are replacing the subjectivistde
terms, are frankly realistic.10

§ 206. There is a similar realistic trend in tlic*

development of absolute idealism. The pxxrct

Realistic Hegelian philosophy was notably oT»~

Absolute
7 m

3 ective. The principles of developrrxoix t>

ThTc^ception
wkich it centres were conceived Tvy

of Expenence. Hegel himself to manifest themselvcm
most clearly in the progressions of nature and IxiH-
tory. Many of Hegel’s followers have been. lc*cl

by moral and religious interests to emphasize con*-

10 Cf. Ernst Mach: Analysis of Sensation. Translation. l
Williams.
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sciousness, and, upon epistemological grounds, to

lay great stress upon the necessity of the union of

the parts of experience within an enveloping self.

But absolute idealism has much at heart the over-

coming of relativism, and the absolute is defined

in order to meet the demand for a being that shall

not have the cognitive deficiencies of an object of

finite thought. So it is quite possible for this

philosophy, while maintaining its traditions on the

whole, to abandon the term self to the finite sub-

ject, and regard its absolute as a system of rational

and universal principles—self-sufficient because

externally independent and internally necessary.

* Hence the renewed study of categories as logical,

mathematical, or mechanical principles, and en-

tirely apart from their being the acts of a think-

ing self.

Furthermore, it has been recognized that the

general demand of idealism is met when reality is

regarded as not outside of or other than knowledge,

whatever be true of the question of dependence.

Thus the conception of experience is equally con-

venient here, in that it signifies what is imme-

diately present in knowledge, without affirming it

to consist in being so presented .

11

11 Cf. F. H. Bradley: Appearance and Reality .
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§207, Ami at thin point Honlinu) in j nut hr a

lattor-flay n'ftUmn, Tlio traditional mndrrn mil-

um\kik mn (rum Prsnirti** mm

fn*R**u*m
dnaliafir. it wan mtpjmMwl that reality

The im- in itanlf wan firta^ntiallv I'Xtra-mnutaL
mumntn *' ?

Philosophy. jhhI tImH under tin* necessity of lieing

either represented or misrepresented in thought.

But the one of these alternatives is dogumtie, in

that thought enn never feat the validity of its relu-

tinu to that which in jterjrfiwHy outside of if
;

while the other in agnostic, providing only for the

knowledge <>f n world 'if appearance, an itnj»rojH*r

knowledge that is in fact not wunvledge at all.

But. realism is not neeeHWtrily dualist ir, since it „

requires only that being shall not ln> dependent

upon being known. Furthermore, since empiri-

cism is congenial to naturalism, it is an easy step

to say that nature is directly known in perception.

This first takes the form of positivism, or the

theory that only such nature as can lie directly

known can be really known. But this agnostic

provision for an unknown world beyond, inevitably

falls away and leaves reality an that which w
directly known, but not conditioned by knowledge.

Again the term experience, is the most useful, and

provides a common ground for idealistic realism
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with, realistic idealism. A new epistemological

movement makes this conception of experience its

starting-point. What is known as the immanence

philosophy defines reality as experience, and means

by experience the subject matter of all knowledge

—not defined as such, but regarded as capable of

being such. Experience is conceived to be both

in and out of selves, coguition being but one of

the special systems into which experience may

enter.12

§ 208. Does this eclecticism of the age open

any philosophical prospect ? Is it more than a

The interpre-
general*'compromise—a confession of

tation of Tra- on the part of each and every
chtion as the r J

Basis for a radical and clear-cut doctrine of meta-
New Con-

struction. physics and epistemology ? There is

no final answer to such a question short of an in-

12 Cf. Carstanjen: Richard Avenarius, and his General

Theory of Knowledge,
Empiriocritieism. Translation by

H. Bosanquet, in Mind, Yol. VI, N. S. Also James: Does

Consciousness Exist f and A World of Pure Experience, in

Jour. of Phil., Psych., and Sc. Meth., Yol. I; The Thing and

its Relations, ibid., Yol. II.

The standard literature of this movement is unfortunately

not available in English. Among the more important writ-

ings are: R. Avenarius: Kritih der reinen Erfahrung; Der

menschliche Weltbegriff, and other works. Joseph Petzoldt:

Einfuhrung in die Philosophic der reinen Erfahrung. Ernst

Mach: Die Analyse der Empfindung und das Verhaltniss des

PhysischenzumPsychischen, 2.Auff. Wilhelm Schuppe: Grand-
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dependent construct inn, and Hindi procedure would

exceed the seojie of the present discussion, Hut

there in an evident interpretation of tradition that

suggests a possible basis for Hindi construction.

$ SOP. Suppose it to !«* granted that the cate-

gorios of nature urn quite wdf-suflieient. Thin

the Truth of would mean that there might eonceiv*
the Phy»ieai

. , t t

System* but ably in* a strictly physical order, gov**

Failure of At*
,

. ...
tempt to He* ernod only by mechanical principles,

perieiK® not, nud hy the morp general logical and

mathematical principles. The body of physical

science ho extended an to include Hindi general non*

eeptions an identity, difference? numlnw, quality,

apace, and time, in the account of Hindi an on lor.

Thin order need have no value, and need not Iks

known. But reality an a whole in evidently not

such a strictly physical order, for the definition of

the physical order involves tins rejection of many

of the most familiar &sfhkTh of exjmrhmce, such

as its value and its lining known in conscious selves.

Materialism, in that it presses to conceive the

whole of reality as physical, must attempt to ro*

rim d*r Erkmntnimthetme und La$ik. Fnedneh Carstanjcn

:

Einftthrung in dir ** Kritik dtr rnnm E*fahrurty n * m *oqx>m-

tion of Avenariuii. Also article* hy the idnmn K, Willy, It, v.

tichubert-Soldcm, and others, m thn Vierteljahnwchrift fur

wimmmhaftliche Philosophic.
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duce the residuum to physical terms, and with no

hope of success. Goodness and knowledge can-

not "be explained as mass and force, or shown to be

mechanical necessities.

§ 210. Are we then to conclude that reality is

not physical, and look for other terms to which we

Truth of may reduce physical terms ? There is
Psychical Re-
lations, but no lack of such other terms. Indeed, we
Impossibility

of General could as fairly have begun elsewhere.
Reduction rni * »

to Them. liras some parts oi experience compose

the consciousness of the individual, and are said

to be known by him. Experience so contained is

connected by the special relation of being known

together. But this relation is quite indifferent to

physical, moral, and logical relations. Thus we

may be conscious of things which are physically

disconnected, morally repugnant, and logically con-

tradictory, or in all of these respects utterly irrel-

evant. Subjectivism, in that it proposes to con-

ceive the whole of reality as consciousness, must

attempt to reduce physical, moral, and logical rela-

tions to that co-presence in consciousness from

which they are so sharply distinguished in their

very definition. *The historical failure of this

attempt was inevitable.

§ 211. But there is at least one further start-
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irig-point, the one adopted by I In* nin>i subtle

and elaborate of all reconstructive philosophies.

Truth of Logical necessities are us evidentlv real
Logical and ^

Ethical Prin- Indies or selves, It is pHsible t<)
clplcR,

Validity of define genera! t v|h*h of inference, as
Ideal of

,

Perfection, Well US Compart Ulld internally lirces-
hut Impossi-

bility of d«- nary systems such an those n f matho-
ducing the . tti .

, r t ,

,

Whole of Kx- unities. I here in u perfectly mstm-

froirir guishahle at rain of pure rationality in

the universe, Whether or not if 1 m* possible to

conceive a jam* rationality an self suhsistent, inas-

much as there aro degrees it in at. any rate jK»ssiblo

to conceive of a maximum of’ rationality. But

similarly thorn are degrms of moral goodness, It
'

is possible to define with morn or loss exact ness a

morally perfect jjerwm, or an ideal moral com-

munity. Horn again it may l*o imjxmsiblo that

pure and unalloyed goodness should const ituto a

universe of itself. But that a maximum of good-

ness, with all of the acttossonus which it might

involve, should he thus adf-subsistent, is quito

conceivable. It is thus possible to define an abso-

lute and perfect order, in which logical necessity,

the interest of thought, or moral goodness, the

interest of will, or both together, should t>e real-

imd to the maximum. Absolutism conceives real-
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ity under the form of this ideal, and attempts to

reconstruct experience accordingly. But is the

prospect of success any better than in the eases of

materialism and subjectivism ? It is evident that

the ideal of logical necessity is due to the fact that

certain parts of knowledge approach it more closely

than others. Thus mechanics contains more that

is arbitrary than mathematics, and mathematics

more than logic. Similarly, the theory of the evo-

lution of the planetary system, in that it requires

the assumption of particular distances and par-

ticular masses for the parts’ of the primeval nebula,

is more arbitrary' than rational dynamics. It is

' impossible, then, in view of the parts of knowledge

which belong to the lower end of the scale of ration-

ality, to regard reality as a whole as the maximum

of rationality; for either a purely dynamical, a

purely mathematical, or a purely logical, realm

would bo moro rational. The similar disproof of

the moral perfection of reality is so unmistakable

as to require no elucidation. It is evident that

even where natural necessities are not antagonistic

to moral proprieties, they are at any rate indiffer-

ent to them. r,

§ 212. But thus far no reference has been made

to error and to evil. These are the terms which



US Tin; aithoai’H ti> rnn.oHui'Hv

fh<> iilcalr- of ratimialify jm<l g.Ht.|m--i mu-d n-jtiidi-

nf<* if they arc to retain their meaning. Never

Error *nd Evil
theie^a es [ lerienee eoittuiiM them ami

c*nnot t« navelmhujv .le^-ril^M them. We have

th® Umi already followed I hi* efforts whirl* uIm*-

lute idealism has made to show that logical j*er-

feetion requires err<»r, anti that moral jw*rfee$ion

requires evil. In it conceivable that such efforts

should Ih* successful { Stipjiusc a higher logic to

make the principle of contradiction the very loan!

of rationality. What wan formerly error in now

mdisqmsuble to truth. Hut what of tin* now

error the mtbalanced and mistaken thesis, the

unresolved antithesis, the scattered and diseon*

turfed terms of thought ? These fall outside the

now truth an surely uh the oh! error fell outside the

old truth. And the ease of moral goodness is pro-

(finely parallel The higher goodness may Is* so

defined as to- require failure and sin. Thus it may

be maintained that there can lie no true success

without struggle, and no true spiritual exaltation

except through rejientanee* But what of failure

unredeemed, sin unrequited, evil umsuuqmsated

and unresolved! Nothing hm, l>een gained after

all but a new definition of gcxKlness—and a new

definition of evil And this is an ethical, not a
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metaphysical question. The problem of evil, like

the problem of error, is as far from solution as

ever. Indeed, the very urgency of these problems

is due to metaphysical absolutism. Tor this phi-

losophy defines the universe as a perfect unity.

Measured by the standard of such an ideal uni-

verse, the parts of finite experience take on a frag-

mentary and baffling character which they would

not otherwise possess. The absolute perfection

must by definition both determine and exclude the
*

imperfect. Thus absolutism bankrupts the uni-

verse by holding it accountable for what it can
*

never pay. *

§ 213. If the attempt to construct experience

in the special terms of some part of experience be

Collective
abandoned, how is reality to be defined ?

Character of *

g evident that in that case there can
the universe

as a Whole. ^ ^ definition of reality as such. It

must be regarded as a collection of all elements,

relations, principles, systems, that compose it

All truths will be true of it, and it will be the

subject of all truths. Reality is at least physical,

psychical, moral, and rational. That which is

physical is not necessarily moral or psychical, but

may be either or both of these. Thus it is a

commonplace of experience that what has bulk and
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wight may nr may iu*t U* and may nr may

not 1 h* known. Similarly, that whkh is psychical

may or may not hr physical, moral, or rational;

and that which in moral or rational may or may

not ho physical and psychical. Thom in, then, an

indeterminism in the universe, a moro coincidence

of principles, in that it eontniUH physical, psy-

chical, moral, logical orders, without kdng in all

nmpeefH either a physical, a psychical, a moral, or a

logical necessity. 1 *1 Reality or exj*erienee itself is

neutral in tho sense of kung exclusively predeter-

mined by no one of tho several systems if contain*.

Hitt tho different systems of experience rot a in their

specific and projmr natures, without tho cumpro- -

mine which in involved in all attempt* to extend

soma ono until it shall embrace thorn all. If such

a universe seems inconeeivubly dimultory and

chaotic, mm may always romiud one 1

* self by di-

ngily consulting experience that it is not only

found immediately and wmifiectively, but re**

turned to and lived in after ovary theoretical

excursion.

§ 214. But what implications for life would be

11 It It not* of course, denied that there may be other

orders, such as, *. an irstiustic order; or that thorn may
be doftnlto rotation* between iXum orders, such an, #,

the piyeho»phy*Ieal relation.
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contained in such a philosophy ? Even if it be

theoretically clarifying, through being hospitable

Moral impii- to all differences and adequate to the

a^WHstic
Ch

multifarious demands of experience, is

PurUy°of
h
the

^ not on that very account morally

Good. dreary and stultifying ? Is not its

refusal to establish the universe upon moral foun-

dations destructive both of the validity of goodness,

and of the incentive to its attainment ? Certainly

not—if the validity of goodness be determined by

criteria of worth, and if the incentive to goodness

be the possibility of making that which merely

exists, or is necessary, also good.

This philosophy does not, it is true, define the

good, but it makes ethics autonomous, thus distin-

guishing the good which it defines, and saving it

from compromise with matter-of-fact, and logical

or mechanical necessity. The criticism of life is

founded upon an independent basis, and affords

justification of a selective and exclusive moral

idealism. Just because it is not required that the

good shall be held accountable for whatever is real,

the ideal can be kept pure and intrinsically worthy.

The analogy of logic is most illuminating. If it

be insisted that whatever exists is logically neces-

sary, logical necessity must be made to embrace
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that from which it in distinguished by detinitinn,

such art coiUradietion, mere empirical exisfrnee,

and error. The consequence is a logical chaos

which has in truth forfeited the name of logic,

Similarly a goodness defined to make |w»ssible the

deduction from if of moral evil or moral indiffer-

ence loses the very distinguishing project ies of

goodness, The consequence is an ethical neutral

if v which invalidates the moral will. A metu*

physical neutrality, nn the other hand, although

denying that reality as such is predestined to

morality -and thus affording no pondhilify of an

ethical absolutism • lieeomes the true ground for

an ethical purism.

$21fb lint, secondly, there can he no lack of

incentive to goodness in a universe which, though

Th#ln«*nti¥*
«lhg<Hid, is ill no resj*<et meitpuhlo

toOoodti««, 0f laHauuing good, That which is me-

ehamienlly or logically necessary, and that which,

is psychically present, may hv ijmnL And what

can the realization of goodness imam if not that

whafc is natural and necessary* actual and real,

shall he also good. The world is not good, will

not la? good, merely through hung what it is, hut

is or shall \m made good through the accession of

goochum It is this belief that the rent is not
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necessarily, but may be, good; that tbe ideal is

not necessarily, but may be, realized; which has

inspired every faith in action. Philosophically it

is only a question of permitting such faith to be

sincere, or condemning it as shallow. If the world

be made good through good-will, then the faith of

moral action is rational
;
but if the world be good

because whatever is must be good, then moral

action is a tread-mill, and its attendant and animat-

ing faith only self-deceptJon. Moral endeavor is

the elevation of physical and psychical existence

to the level of goodness. *

<*

“ Relate the inheritance to life, convert the tradition

into a servant of character, draw upon the history for

support in the struggles of the spirit, declare a war of

extermination against the total evil of the world; and

then raise new armies and organize into fighting force

every belief available in the faith that has descended

to you.” 14

Evil is here a practical, not a theoretical, prob-

lem. It is not to be solved by thinking it good,

for to think it good is to deaden the very nerve of

action
;
but by destroying it and replacing it with

good.

§ 216. The justification of faith is in the prom-
%

14 Quoted from George A. Gordon: The New Epoch for

Faith, p. 27.
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ise of reality. For what, after all, woul Ik* the

moaning of a faith which declares that all things,

^ r *>* good, had, ami indifferent . arc everhist-

aon of Fiith.
i ng]y ami necessarily what tla\v are---

even if if worn concluded on philosophical grotmda

to call that ultimate necessity good. Faith has

interests; faith is faith in goodness or In unity.

Then what more just and potent cause of despair

than flic thought that the ideal must In* held no*

countable for error* ugliness, and evil, or for the

indifferent necessities of nature? in Are ideals to

be prized the less, or ^believed in the less, when

then' is no ground for their ihqieuehmenf ? I low

much more ImjH'fnl for what is worth the hoping,
#

that nature should discern ideals and take some,

steps toward realizing them* than that ideals

should have created nature—such as it is! How

much better a report can we give of nature for its

ideals, than of the ideals for their handiwork, if

it he nature! Emerson writes:

w
Suffice it for the joy of the universe that we have

not arrived at a wall, hut at interminable oceans, Out

life seems not present so much m prospective; not for

the affairs on which it is wasted, hut as n hint of this

vast-flowing vigor. Most of life seems to lie mere ad*

11 Cf. James; The Will to Mum* essay on Tk* iHImnnm

of JMkrminusm, pamm.
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vertisement of faculty; information is given us not to

sell ourselves cheap; that we are very great- So, in

particulars, our greatness is always in a tendency or

direction, not in an action. It is for us to believe in the

rule, not in the exception. The noble are thus known

from the ignoble. So in accepting the leading of the

sentiments, it is not what we believe concerning the

immortality of the soul or the like, but the universal

impulse to believe
,
that is the material circumstance and

is the principal fact in the history of the globe/' 18

§ 217. If God be rid of the imputation of moral

evil and indifference, he may be intrinsically wor-

The Worship shipful, because regarded under the

of God. form of the highest ideals. And if the

great cause of goodness be in fact at stake, God

may both command the adoration of men through

his purity, and reenforce their virtuous living

through representing to them that realization of

goodness in the universe at large which both con-

tains and exceeds their individual endeavor.

§ 218. Bishop Berkeley wrote in his “ Com-

monplace Book ”

:

“ My speculations have the same effect as visiting foreign

countries : in the end I return where I was before, but my

heart at ease, and enjoying life with new satisfaction.”

If it be essential to the meaning of philosophy

that it should issue from life, it is equally essen-

16 Essays ,
Second Series

,
p. 75.
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tisil that it should return In life. Hut thin con-

nection of philosophy with life doe* m*f moan its

Tht Phlkmo- reduction fo I h<‘ terms of H f* * US (’HU-
pher and th®

Standard* of reived in til** market -place. Philosophy
tht Market*

. ,

place* cannot emanate from life, and quicken

life, without elevating and ennobling it, ami will

therefore always 1 x* incommensurable with life

narrowly conceived. 1 Icnee the philosopher mud

always l>e uh 1 it fit* understood hy inni of f ho *1 root

as was Thales hy tho Thracian handmaiden. Ho

has an innocence and a wisdom |iee»liiir to his

perspective. *

*

u Whan ho is reviled, ho hm nothing personal to mv
in answer to tho civilities of his adversaries, for he knows

no scandals of anyone, and they do not interest him;

and therefore ho is laughed at fo r his sheepishness ; nod

whom others are Ixiittg praised and glorified, ho eimuot

holp laughing vary sineerely in tho simplioity of his heart

;

and this again makes him look like a When ho

hoars a tyrant or king eulogized, ho fancies that ho is

listening to tho praises of some keoper of rattle a swine-

herd, or shepherd, or cowherd, who is hang praised f<*r

the quantity of milk which ho sqmscr.es from thorn; and
ho remarks that tho creature whom thoy fond, and out

of whom thoy squeeze the wealth, is of n loss t metallic

and more insidious nature. Then, again, ho observes

that the groat man is of necessity as ill-mannered and

uneducated as any shepherd, for he has no leisure, and
he is surrounded hy a wall, which is Ins mount iitnqwm,

Hearing of enormous landed proprietors of ten thousand
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acres and more, our philosopher deems this to be a trifle,

because he has been accustomed to think of the whole
earth; and when they sing the praises of family, and
say that some one is a gentleman because he has had
seven generations of wealthy ancestors, he thinks that

their sentiments only betray the dulness and narrow-

ness of vision of those who utter them, and who are not

educated enough to look at the whole, nor to consider

that every man has had thousands and thousands of

progenitors, and among them have been rich and poor,

kings and slaves, Hellenes and barbarians, many times

over.” 17

•

It is not to be expected that the opinion of

the “ narrow, keen, little, legal mind ” should

appreciate the philosophy which has acquired

the “ music of speech,” and hymns “the true
#

life which is lived by immortals or men blessed of

heaven.” Complacency cannot understand rever-

ence, nor secularism, religion.

§ 219. If we may believe the report of a con-

xhe Secular- temporary philosopher, the present age

present Age. is made insensible to the meaning of

life through preoccupation with its very achieve-

ments :

“ The world of finite interests and objects has rounded

itself, as it were, into a separate whole, within which

the mind of man can#fortify itself, and live securus ad-

versus deos
,

in independence of the infinite. In the

17 Plato: Thecetetus, 174-175. Translation by Jowett.
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sphere of thfVifjhf, there has l*»en forming itself an ever-

inerenning Imdy of science, which, fracing out the n 'In-

tit>n of finite things to finite thing** never finds it neces-

sary to seek fur n Iwgmmng or nn end to it m infinite

series of phenomena, and which meet *4 the claims of

theology with the Having of fhf* aM mourner, 4

1 do not,

need that hypothec*/ In the sphere of nrtuw, again*

the complexity of modern life presents a thousand isolated

interests, crossing earh other in ways too subtle to trace

out interests commercial, social, and political in pur-

Miing one or other of which the individual may find

ample occupation for his existence, without ever feeling

the need of any return upon himself, or seeing any mason

to ask himself whether thin endless striving has any

meaning or object lieyond itself."**

$ 220. There is no dignhy in living except

it lw in the solemn presence of the universe ; nnd
#

Th* Vita# of only contemplation can summon such a

for Lift. presence. Moreover* the hc^imum must

lx* not. infrequent, for memory ik short and visions

fade. Truth does not mjmri\ hmvever, to he fol-

lowed out of the world, There in it sjieeuUfivo

detachment from life which in lean courageous,

even if more noble, than worldlmess, Such h

Dante’s exalted hut medheval inUdleelnultHm,

“ And it may lie mid that (m true friendship fmiwtxm

men consists in each wholly lovytg the other) the true

philosopher loves every part of wisdom* and wisdom

** E» Ctird: Literatim and Phitimphtj, Voh I, pp. 2!$<-'2HL
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^v-ery part of the philosopher, inasmuch as she draws
all to herself, and allows no one of his thoughts to wander
*to other things.”

Ewn though, as Aristotle thought, pure contem-

plation be alone proper to the gods in their per-

fection and blessedness, for the sublunary world

this is less worthy than that balance and unity of

faculty which distinguished the humanity of the

Greek.

“ Then,” writes Thucydides* “we are lovers of the beau-

tiful, yet simple in our tastes, and we cultivate the mind

without loss of manliness. Wealth we employ, not for talk

and ostentation, but when these is a real use for it. To

a,void poverty with u^is no disgrace; the true disgrace is

in doing nothing to avoid it. An Athenian citizen does

not neglect the State because he takes care of his own

household; and even those of us who are engaged in busi-

ness have a very fair idea of politics. We alone regard a

man who takes no interest in public affairs not as a

harmless, but as a useless character
;
and if few of us are

originators, we are all sound judges, of a policy. The

great impediment to action is, in our opinion, not discus-

sion, but the want of that knowledge which is gained by

discussion preparatory to action. For we have a peculiar

power of thinking before we act, and of acting too,

whereas other men are courageous from ignorance, but

hesitate upon reflection.”
19

Thus life may be broadened and deepened with-

out being made thki and ineffectual. As the civil

10 Translation by Jowett. Quoted by Laurie in his Pre-

Christian Education
, p. 213.
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community ia related to the individual's private

interests, so the community of the universe is re-

lated tn the civil community, There is a citizen-

ship in this larger eunummity whieh requires n

wider and mere generous interest , roofed in a

deeper and more <pnet retleef ion. The world, how*

ever, is not to he left behind, hut served wills n

new sense of proportion, with the j«*<»nliar forti-

tude and reverenee whieh are the projHT fruits

of philosophy.

“This is that which will indeed dignify and exult

knowledge, if eontcmplatrou and action may he more

nearly and strait Iy conjoined anA united together than

they have ]>een; a conjunction like unto that of the two

highest planets: Saturn, the planet of rest and mntem- #

pint ion, and Jupiter, the planet of civil society and

actum,” 30

30 Bacon; Admnrrmrnt of Lrormwj, IWk I.
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Bentham, 262.
Berkeley, on idealism, 176;

relation to common -sense,
267; his refutation of ma-
terial substance, 275 ff.

;
epis-

temology of, 277, 296, 369;
theory of mathematics, 279;
his spiritualism, 280, 284,
292; his conception of God,
284, 293; ethics of, 302; re-

ligion of, 304.
BunmnsM, 78.

Cause, in science, 131; God as
first, 203; of motion, 231 ff.;

spirit as, 293 ff.

Christianity, persistence of,

76; essence of, 86; develop-
ment from Judaism, 94;
ethics of, 195, 198, 386; idea
of God in, 200 ff., 205; em-
phasis on self-consciousness

in, 372.
Comte, 115.

Contemplation, 428.
Conversion, 69 ff.

Corporeal Being, 224* proc-
esses of, 225 ;

Berkeley's

critique of, 278* historical

conceptions of, 229.

441
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jvh a disposition from which
crnnHcquoiuM'S may be ex-
pected, 85; meaning of, in
religion, H7

; idea of, in Juda-
imn and ( 'hrint ianity, 92;
why historical, 102;' social
relation with, 102; the onto-
logical proof of, 200; ethical
and epistemological argu-
ments tor, 202; cosmological
proof of, 203; teleological

proof of, 201; relation to the
world, in theism; nantheism
and deism, 205 ft. • will of,

212; conception of, in Berke-
ley, 281, 293 ff. ; conception
and proof of* in Spinoza,
312 ft., 392, 393; conception
of, in Plato, 331, 352, 391,
393 ;

conception of, in LeU>~
%

niz, 33H, 353. Also see Ab-
solute.

Goethe, on Hninoza, ami on
philosophy, 51 ;

on pragma-
tism, 107.

Goon, the, this inert of, in ethics,

191 ff.
;
and the rcaLB26 ff.,

421 ff.

Greek, religion, in Homer and
Lucretius, 89; ideals, 195,
19K, 429.

Green, T, H., quoted, 309,

385 (milfc).

IhrcKi’-t, quoted, 230, 206.

Hedonism, 192.

Hegel, on science. 129; philos-

ophy of, 150, 301 ff. : rela-

tion to Kant, 381 ;
on the al>~

Mobile, 3K2; ethics of, 390.

Heraclitus, 30H.

History, philosophy of, in

Hegel,m
Hoimiw, hia misconception <9

relat emu of philosophy and
science, 115; quoted on eth-

ics, 261.
llm.Mcit, 251, 252.

Homku* on Greek religion, 90.

Humanism, 320, 404, 405.

UtiMK, |H»itiviwn of, 115, 377:

phenomenalism of, 2U3; and
ItaMUfcrtt*, 370.

Huxley, quoted, 255, 266.

JIyloxoism, 225.

Ideal, the, in Plato, 326 ; valid-
ity of, 416.

Idealism, various meanings of
term, 173 (note)

;

meaning of,
as theory of knowledge, 175
ff., 409; of present day, 409
ff.

;
empirical, see Subjec-

tivism, Phenomenalism,
Spiritualism; absolute, see
Absolute Idealism.

Ideals, in life, 10 ff.; adoption
of, 17 ff.

Ideas, the, in Plato, 329.
Imagination, in poetry, 99

;

place of, in religion, 80, 97
if.; special functions of, in
religion, 101 ff.

;
scope of, in

religion, 105 ff.
;
and the

personality of God, 110.
Imitatio Christi, quoted, 68.
Immanence Theory, 412, 413.
Immortality, 212.
Individualism, 301, 320, 338,

404.

VIntuitionism, in ethics, 196.

James, William, quoted on re-

ligion, 65, 71, 305.
Judaism, development of, 92;
and Christianity, 94.

Kant, his transcendentalism,

177, 356; his critique of
knowledge, 354 ff., 377 ff.;

and absolute idealism, 380;
ethics of, 386.

Kepler, quoted, 129.

Knowledge, of the means in

life, 8; of the end, 10; in

poetry, 27 ff.
;
in religion, 82,

85, 97, 105; general theory
of, on epistemology, 164 ff.;

problem of source and cri-

terion of, 168 ff.
;
problem of

relation to its object, 172 ff.,

277, 340, 351, 368 ff.
;
rela-

tion of logic to, 183 ff.; ac-

count of, in naturalism, 253
ff. Also sec Epistemology.

La Mettrie, quoted, 250.

La Place, 242; quoted, 241.

Leibniz, on function of philos-

ophy. 155; philosophy of,

333, 336 ff.
;
epistemology of,

339.
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I ,rr«*irpr« f
quoted* 151.

Lirr,, ha a «ti*rting|*nini for

thought. It; definition of*

5 it ;
and wlf-ronm’ittH^iw,

II; phihwophv of 17 U * 153;

ineehantetd theory of. 211 ff j
return of philosophy to, 427

ff. ;
contemplation m. 42H,

horiu;, epistemology of* 2711

IakUO, origin in Sorrntte ninth-

od* 1H1; nmiintiotiM of, 1*2,

IHH; definition «f, IK3; j»ur*«

of formal* 1H4 ft ,
;

preaent

tendenrieH in* 1*7 ff,; alge-

bra of* 1WP.

Lrounnun, hiw criticism of

Hrrek religion, quoted, HU
ff.

;
on mechanism, 225, 240.

Mcl*A<it#AKT,.l. M. E.,<m lingo!*

linT ; on the alwolute, III* i

,

MAf it, M„ 2K3
;
on phdoaophy

and whence* 120.

MAlJiintANrni;, 37<i, ,

M Ain't'* At nn.it H, 3IH.

Matkhjauwm, 254, 253; gen-
eral meaning* 222, 414; de-
velopment, 224 ff.

;
ami

science, 22H; French, 2 III;

theory of mind in* 250,
MATiiKMvrtt**, Inqwtrtanre in

acihmee, 132; logit' in* 1H8;

Berkeley** ennerption of*

27U; nato** eoneeptUm of,

3211, 335 ;
Hplnoiud* <H>ticrg>-

tlon of, 31 1, 335.
Mattkk* 22ft, 223; and »j»»ee,

2211; fWkeley'* refutation of,

275 ff. ;
in Haiti ami Arintotlr,

334.
M»niiANit*AX. Tmwmv, practi-

cal Hignifleamw of iu oxten*
«km to the world at largo,

20; in cosmology, 101, 225;
of Ikwcarte*, 231; of Newton
232; of origin of conmm*
242; of life, 244; in Hphwm*mMmtornm*#, relation to cpia*

temology, 153; relation to
Athlon, 151, 11HJ ff. ; definition

of. lm; relation hi logic* 1HH;

rotation to theology, 207;
iireawii umttknwim tn, &W
11# f

ilCiMyta

Mim, 4. 8 ,
2H3 (notch

Mini*. explanation of in nat-
uralism, 237. 217 ff. ; of Mod,
m Berkeley, 2H4* 234, 21lfl;

nU’ohjfo, 343 35H*
3*2 ff ADo floo untler Hij.r,
and s*n.

Mont
, m Spittnitn* 313.

Mmna1*h, in l.edmii, 33H.
153, NUh

Mot* am t r * and religion, 7.1;

ground* of* according to
Kant* loll; incentive to* 422.

Mi art* mu, genera! account*
171; HrhopenhattcrV*, 21W>;

tvjw of religious, 3111.

Nunim, <*. v.* quoted, 2H7.
Nao hu, Heir Nrr, true rela-

tion®* of, with philosophy,
1 III, sphere of, with reference
to philosophy, 117 ff'.; pl.il.

ofinjihv of, d« procedure, 121,
1 35* 142* 154, 4m, origin of*

m »|*eetftl interest, 123 ff,

;

Inn mu value of, 125* 127*
143; method and fundament-
al conception* of* 4tKl, J2H
ff. ,

general development of*

134; limit* of* l.ieest t#*e tdo
Mraet, 13*1 ft,, 414* validity
of* 142* login mot* IHH; div*

Velonment of conception* m,
221* ft , ; grountl* of* according
to Kant, 355, 377 ; Hume on*
377

;
permanence and prog-

ress in* 335 ff,

Natokau Hr,t.fc<*siMK, 2<H, 245.
Nati mai *»m, elmm vtu, gen-

era! meaning* 217, 2*23 feofe),

3151 ; eiaima of* 231* ; faak of,

241; eritieDm of, 117, 257,
253; of prrmmt day, 4d5, 412.

AWo aw under Mxt'tUAtxhiau,
and Ihiamvtai.*.

NATuna, HKI, 244* 337; in

Herkelev, 2U4; in Hiduoita,

317* 33k, in Hegel* *mi. In

Kant, 377 ff. * »»« w.*nieiu»

$x»ra4ry nhiloaojihy. 401.
Alaa- mm ft*TVHAU m‘ifcNi‘16,

and NATt^MAhiaM.
Nmm>AH Httnrmmm, 242,
Plmmm$rr t of will, 311 ; ^tlilea

of, 343; riiigluii of* 333.
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Neo-Fichteans, 402, 403
(note).

Neo-Kantians, 403.

Newton, 232, 235, 242, 355,
377.

Normative Sciences, the, 180.

Omar Khayyam, quoted, 16;

as a philosopher-poet, 36.

Ontological. Proof, of God,
200 .

Ontology, 159.

Optimism, 104, 388, 422, 424.

Panpsychism, 176, 238, 285 ff.

Pantheism, in primitive re-

ligion, 78; general meaning,

205 ;
types of, 390.

Parker, Theodore, quoted on
%

religion, 67.

Parmenides, and rationalism,

168; philosophy of, 308 ff.,

337 ;
and Aristotle, 336.

Pater, Walter, on Words-
worth, 38; on Cyrenaicism,

260; on subjectivism, 370.

Paulsen, Friedrich, ethics of,

quoted, 302.

,
Pearson, Karl, quoted, 230.

Perception. See Sense-per-
ception.

Personal Idealism, 404, 405.

Personality, of God, impor-

tant in understanding of re-

ligion, 62; essential to relig-

ion? 108 ff.

Persons, description of be-

lief in, 62; imagination of,

101 ,
110.

Pessimism, 104, 299, 424.

Phenomenalism, general
meaning, 176, 267 (note); of

Berkeley, 272, 275 ff.; of

Hume, 283 ;
various ten-

dencies in, 281.

Philosopher, the practical

man and the, chap, i; the

r61e of the, 306, 426.

Philosophy, commonly mis-

conceived, 3 ;
of the devotee,

13; of the man of affajfs, 14;

of the voluptuary, 16; of life,

its general meaning, 17 ff.,

153 ;
its relations with poetry,

chap, ii, 112; lack of, in

Shakespeare, 33; as expres-
sion of personality, 33; as
premature, 33; in poetry of
Omar Khayyam, 36; in poe-
try of Wordsworth, 38 ff. ; in
poetry of Dante, 42 ff

. ; differ-

ence between philosophy and
poetry, 48 ff.

;
in religion, 108

ff.; compared with religion,

112; true attitude of, toward
science, 116; sphere of, in re-

lation to science, 117, 395 ff.

;

procedure of, with reference
to science, 121, 135, 142,

154, 160; human value of,

143, 426 ff.
;
can its problem

be divided? 149, 155; origin

of, 157 ;
special problems of,

chap, vi, vii; and psychol-
ogy, 216; peculiar object of,

308; self-criticism in, 319
ff., 325; permanence and
progress in, 395 ff.; contem-

, porary, 398 ff.

Physical. See Corporeal
Being, Materialism, etc.

Physiology, 246.

Piety, description and inter-

pretation of, 72; in ethics,

195.

Plato, on Protagoras, 167, 269,

270, 298; quoted, on Socra-

tes, 170, 192, 194; historical

preparation for, 324; psy-

chology of, 209; philosophy

of, 306, 318, 326 ff., 382-

and Aristotle, 333 ;
ana

Spinoza, 318, 335 ;
epistemol-

ogy of, 339, ethics of, 342;

religion of, 346, 391, 393; on
evil, 352; on spirit, 359;

on reason and perception,

370
;
on the philosopher, 426.

Pluralism, general meaning

of, 159, 163, 419* in ethics,

302, 421 ff.
;
in religion, 304.

Poetry, relations with phi-

losophy, chap, ii; as appre-

ciation, 25; virtue of sincer-

ity in, 27; the “barbarian*

in, 28; constructive knowl-

edge in, 30; difference b&-

tween philosophy and, 48 ff.

Positivism, on relation of

philosophy and science, 115,
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Scepticism, 160, 207 ff. See
under Puhitivihm, and Au-
NOMTHTHM.

Hrnr.EMN'u, miHconroption of

science, UO.
S<th>evmh*ihm, 203; idea of

(iud in, 20 i.

Srhophn hater, his jmnpsyeh-
i>im or voluntarism, 177,

2H5 ff. ;
universalizes subjec-

tivism, 200; mysticism of,

200; ethics of, 200; religion

of, 303.

Science. Also nee under Na-
tural Science, and Nor-
mative Science.

Hkcceuumm, of Shakespeare,

34; of Periclean Age, 320;

of present age, 427.

Seep, problem of, 210; proof of,

in St. August ine, 372; proof

of, in I )e,nrnrt es, 374; deeper

moral of. 3H7; in contempo-
rary philosophy, 411, 413.

Alan nee But e, and MiNl>.

Be i t • con\hc i » h •mn ess, <wsential

to human life, 0 ;
develop-

ment of conception oT,

ff. ;
in absolute idealism, 3H3;

a in idealistic ethics, 380.

Bens vrtoN 247, 255, 209.

Sense perci ption, 1UH 247,

2<IU, 370; being iu<* in Berke-

ley. 28 L
Bn a k me r, \ uK general criti-

cism of, 30 ff.; bin universal-

ity, 31 j
lark of philosophy

in* 33.

Bhem.ev, quoted on jKietry, 50.

Bom An UnuvnoNH, U*Uof in-

spired by, aimloguo of re-

ligion, 02; imagination of,

extended to God, 101.

Socrates, rationalism of, 100;

and normative science, 180:

i‘tides of. 102, 104; method
of, 321 ff.

,

Sophists, the, epistemology of,

105; scepticism of, 271, 320;

elides of, 20H, 301; age of,

320.
Bonn, the, in Aristotle, 2gH; In

Plato. “200; m mdwtance*

200; mteUeetualwm and vol-

untarism in theory of, 210;

immortality of, 212; Berke-
ley's theory of, 284. Also see
under Mind, and Self.

Space, importance in science,

130; ana matter, 229.
Spencer, 236 {note), 243, 265. .

Spinoza, and Goethe, 51

;

quoted on philosophy and
life, 153; philosophy of, 306,
311 ff.

;
criticism and esti-

mate of, 315 ff.; and Plato,

318, 335; and Aristotle, 336;
epistemology of, 339; ethics
of, 342; religion of, 348, 392,
393.

Spirit, the absolute, 358 ff.

Spiritualism, general mean-
ing, 176, 267 (note)

;

in Berke-
ley, 280, 292; in Schopen-
hauer, 285

;
criticism of, 288

;

#
objective, 292.

Stevenson, It. L., quoted on
religion, 67.

Stoicism, ethics of, 342; relig-

ion of, 348.

Surjectivism, chap, ix; gen-
eral meaning, 175, 218, 267
(note), 415; in aesthetics, 190;

of Berkeley, 275 ff:; univer-

salization of, in Schopen-
hauer, 290; criticism of, 297,

415; ethics of, 298 ff.; in ab-

solute idealism, 368 ;
of pres-

ent day, 409.

StriiHTANCE, spiritual, 209, 284;

material, Berkeley’s refuta-

tion of, 275 ff.; Spinoza’s

conception of, 311; the in-

finite, in Spinoza, 312; Aris-

totle’s conception of, 334;

Leibniz’s conception of, 338.

Symuolism, in religion, 75.

Teleology, in cosmology, 161

;

proof of God from, 204;

Spinoza on, 318; in Plato,

326 ff., 336; in Aristotle,

330.
Theism, 205.

.

Theology, relation to religion,

98; in philosophy, 199 ff.;

relation to metaphysics, 207.

Thomson, J., quoted, 104.

Thought, and life, 6 ft ;
as

being, in Hegel, 361 ff.
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American Literature . . 48

20 Works of Reference . .37
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ACLAND and RANSOME.— A AIRY.—CHARLES II. By Osmund
Airy, LL.D., M.A. With Photogravure
Portrait. Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d. net.

HANDBOOK IN OUTLINE OF THE
POLITICAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND
TO 1901. Chronologically Arranged. By
the Right Hon. A. H. Dyke Acland, and
Cyril Ransome, M.A. Crown 8vo^s.

ALSTON. — MODERN CONSTI-
j

TUTIONS IN OUTLINE: an Introductory •

Study in Political Science. By Leonard
j

Alston, M.A., Trinity College, Melbourne ; i

B.A., Christ’s College, Cambridge; Deputy
j

Professor of History,- Elphinstone College,
j

Bombay. Crpwp §yo. 2s. 6d. net.

ANNUAL REGISTER (The). A
Review of Public Events at Home and

Abroad, for the year 1904. 8vo, 18s.

Volumes of the ANNUAL REGIS-
TER for the years 1863-1908 can still be

had. 18s. each.
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FROUDE (Jam^s.DALE.-- TUB PRINCIPLES OIF
HNC.MSII CONSTITUTIONAL HIS-
TORY. By Lucv Dai.i:, late Scholar of
Somerville College. Oxford. Crown 8vo, to.

ELIZABETH (QUEEN), AMY
ROBSART, AND THE EARL OF
LEICESTER, being a Reprint of the
Scarce Historical Work, entitled ‘ Leycesters
Commonwealth,' 1641. Edited by Fkank J.
IUikoovnk, Librarian of the Lambeth Public
Libraries. Fcp. 4 to, 7s. to/. net.

FALKINER (C. Litton).

STUDIES IN IRISH HISTORY
AND BIOGRAPHY, mainly of the
Eighteenth Century. 8vo, 12s. to/. net.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF IRISH
HISTORY AND TOPOGRAGHY, mainly
of the Seventeenth Century. With 8 Maps.
8vo.lKN.net,

* FREEMAN. THE, HISTORICAL
GRtnlKAPHY Ob* EURO l Mi. By Edward

• A. IhtKt'MAN, 1),C.L„ LL.l). Third Edition.

Edited by *J. B. Btiuv, M.A., D.Litt., LL.l).,

Regius Professor of Modern History in the

University of Cambridge. 8vo, 12s. ($ 1 /.

Atlas to the above. With (15 Maps
in colour. Hvo, to. to/.

FROUDE (James A.).

THE; HISTORY OF ENGLAND,
from the Full of Wolney to the Defeat of

the Sjnmmh Armada. 12 voln. Crown
Hvo, to. to/. each.

THE DIVORCE OF CATHERINE
OR ARAGON. Crown Hvo. 8s. to/.

TUB SPANISH STORY Of^THE
ARMADA, and other Essays. Or. Hvo,

to. «</.

THE ENGLISH IN IRELAND IN

THE. EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. 8

voln. Crown Hvo, fils. to/.

ENGLISH SEAMEN IN THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

Illustrated Edition. With 5 Photo-
gravure Plates and 16 other Illustrations.
Large Crown 8vo, gilt top, 6s. net.

‘ Silver Library * Edition Cr. 8vo,
2s. to/.

THE COUNCIL OF TRENT.
Crown 8vo, 3s. Qd.

SHORT STUDIES ON GREAT
SUBJECTS.

Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. 24s.

‘ Silver Library 7 Edition 4 vols.
Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. each.

C/ESAR : a Sketch. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

SELECTIONS FROM THE WRIT-
• INGS OFJAMES ANTHONY FROUDE.

Edited by P. S. Allen, M.A. Crown 8vo,
3s. to/.

GARDINER (Samuel Rawson,
D.C.L., LL.l).).

HISTORY OF ENGLAND, from
the Accession of James I. to the Outbreak
of the Civil War, 1603-1642. With 7 Maps.
10 vols. Crown 8vo, 5s. net each.

A HISTORY OF THE GREAT
CIVIL WAR, 1642-1649. With 54 Maps
and Plans. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo, 5s. net each.

A HISTORY OF THE COMMON-
WEALTH AND THE PROTECTOR-
ATE. 1649-1656. 4 vols. Crown 8vo, 5s.

net each.

CROMWELL’S PLACE IN HIS-
TORY, Founded on Six Lectures de-

livered in the U niversity of Oxford. Crown
8vo, 3s. to/.

OLIVER CROMWELL. With
Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

THE STUDENT’S HISTORY OF
ENGLAND. With 378 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, gilt top, 12s.

Also in Three volumes ,
price 4s. each.
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GERMAN EMPEROR’S
(THE)SPEECHES : being a Selection from
the Speeches, Edicts, Letters and Telegrams
of the Emperor William II. Translated by
Louis Elkind, M.D;, Svo, 12s. 6d. net.

GERMAN EMPIRE (THE)
OF TO=DAY : Outlines of its Formation
and Development. By ‘Veritas’. Crown
8vo, 6s. net.

GRAHAM.—ROMAN AFRICA:
An Outline of the History of the Roman
Occupation of North Africa, based chiefly
upon Inscriptions and Monumental Remains
in that Country. By Alexander Graham,
F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. With 30 reproductions
of Original Drawings by the Author, and 2
Maps. Svo, 16s. net.

GREVILLE.—A JOURNAL * OF
THE REIGNS OF KING GEORGE IV.,
KING WILLIAM IV., AND QUEEN
VICTORIA. By Charles C. F. Greville,
formerly Clerk of the Council. 8 vols.
Crown Svo, 3s. Qd. each.

GROSS.—THE SOURCES AND
LITERATURE OF ENGLISH HISTORY,
FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO
ABOUT 1485. By Charles Gross, Ph.D.
Svo, 18s. net.

H A R T.—A C T U A L GOVERN-
MENT, AS APPLIED UNDER AMERI-
CAN CONDITIONS. By Albert Bush-
nell Hart, LL.D., Professor of History in
Harvard University. With 17 Maps and
diagrams. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. net.

HAWTREY.—ASHORTH ISTORY
OF GERMANY. By Mrs. H. C. Hawtrey.
With additional Chapters by Amanda M.
Flattery. With 3 Maps. Crown 8vo, 5s.

H I L L.-THREE FRENCHMEN
IN BENGAL ; or, The Commercial Ruin
of the French Settlements in 1757. By S.
C. Hill, B.A., B.Se., Officer in charge of
the Records of the Government of India.
With 4 Maps. Svo, 7s. 6d. net.

HARVARD HISTORICAL STUDIES.

THE SUPPRESSION OF THE
AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE TO THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 1638-

1870. By W. E. B. Du Bois, Ph.D. 8vo,
7s. 6d .

THE CONTEST OVER THE RA-
TIFICATON OF THE FEDERAL CON-
STITUTION IN MASSACHUSETTS. *

By S. B. Harding, A.M. Svo, 6s.

A CRITICAL STUDY OF NUL-
LIFICATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
By D. F. Houston, A.M. Svo, 6s.

NOMINATIONS FOR ELECTIVE
OFFICE IN THE UNITED STATES.
By Frederick W. Dallinger, A.M. Svo,
7s. 6d.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY
ARMY. By Louis Clinton Hatch, Ph.D.
8vo, 7s. 6d .

A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BRITISH
MUNICIPAL HISTORY, INCLUDING •
GILDS AND PARLIAMENTARY RE-
PRESENTATION. By Charles Gross,
Ph.D. 8vo, 12s. *

THE LIBERTYAND FREE SOIL
PARTIES IN THE NORTH WEST,
By Theodore C. Smith, Ph.D. 8vo,
7s. .6d.

THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNOR
IN THE ENGLISH COLONIES OF
NORTH AMERICA. By Evarts Bou-
tell Greene. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

THE COUNTY PALATINE OF
DURHAM: a Study in Constitutional
History. By Gaillard Thomas Lapsley,
Ph.D. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

THE ANGLICAN EPISCOPATE
Aip THE AMERICAN COLONIES.
By Arthur Lyon Cross, Ph.D., In-
structor in History in the University of
Michigan. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

THE CIVIL SERVICE AND THE
PATRONAGE, ^y Carl Russell Fish,
Ph.D. Svo, 10s. 6d.
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HISTORIC TOWNS. — Edited 1 LANG (Andrew).
by E. A. Freeman, D.C.L., and Rev.

J

William Hunt, M.A. With Maps and Plans.
Crown 8vo, 3s. 6ri. each.

continued.

Bristol. By Rev. W.
Hunt.

Carlisle. By Mandell
Creighton, D.D.

Cinque Ports. By
Montagu Burrows.

Colchester, By Rev.
E. L. Cutts.

Exeter. By E. A.
Freeman.

London. By Rev. W.
J. Loftie.

Oxford. By Rev. C.
W. Boase.

Winchester. ByG. W.
Kitchin, D.D.

York. By Rev. James !

Raine.

New York. By Theo-

!

dore Roosevelt.

Boston (U.S.) By
Henry Cabot Lodge.

JOHN KNOX AND THE REFOR-
MATION. With 2 Photogravure Plates
and other Illustrations. 8vo, 10s. 6J. net.

THE MYSTERY OF MARY
STUART. With Photogravure Plate and
15 other Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 6s. &i.
net.

PRINCE CHARLES EDWARD
STUART, THE YOUNG CHEVALIER.
With Photogravure Frontispiece. Crown
8vo, 7s. 8d. net.

HUNTER (Sir William Wilson).

A HISTORY OF BRITISH INDIA.
Voi. I.—Introductory to the Overthrow of i

the English in the Spice Archipelago, 1623. •
With 4 Maps. 8vo, 18s.

Vol. II.—To the Union of the Old and New 1

Companies under the Earl of Godolphin’s !

Award, 1708. 8vo, 16s.

THE INDIA OF THE QUEEN ,

*

AND OTHER ESSAYS. Edited by!
Lady Hunter. With an Introduction by

!

Francis Henry Skrine, Indian Civil •

S-jervice (Retired). 8vo, 9s. net.
j

!

INGRAM.—A CRITICAL EXAMI-

!

NATION OF IRISH HISTORY. From
the Elizabethan Conquest to the Legislative

Union of 1800. By T. Dunbar Ingram,
LL.D. 2 vols. 8vo, 6s. net.

JAMES II.—THE ADVENTURES
OF KING JAMES II. OF ENGLAND. By
the Author of 4A Life of Sir Kenelm Digby,’

‘Rochester,’ etc. ‘The Life of a Prig,’ etc.

With an Introduction by the Right Rev. F.

A. Gasquet, D.D., Abbot President of the

English Benedictines. With 27 Portraits

and other Illustrations. 8vo, 13s. 6d. net.

JOYCE (P. W.).

A SHORT HISTORY OF IRE-
LAND, from the Earliest Times to 1608.

With Maps. Crown 8vo, 105. 6d.

A SOCIAL HISTORY OF
ANCIENT IRELAND : Treating of the

Government, Military System and Law

;

Religion, Learning and Art; Trades,

Industries and Commerce; Manners,

Customs and Domestic Life of the Ancient

Irish People. With 361 Illustrations. 2

vols. 8vo, 21s. net.

THE VALETS TRAGEDY, AND
OTHER STUDIES IN SECRET HIS-
TORY. With 3 Illustrations. 8vo, 12s. 6d.
net.

LECKY (William Edward Hart-
pole).

HISTORY OF ENGLAND IN THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

Library Edition. 8 vols. 8vo. Vols.
I. and II., 1700-1760, 36s.: Vols. III. and
IV., 1760-1784, 36s.; Vols. V. and VI.,
1784-1793, 36s.; Vols. VII. and VIII..
1793-1800, 36s.

Cabinet Edition. England. 7 vols.
Crown 8vo, 5s. net each. Ireland. 5
vols. Crown 8vo, 5s. net each.

LEADERS OF PUBLIC OPINION
IN IRELAND: FLOOD-GRATTAN-
O’CONNELL. 2 vols. 8vo, 25s. net.

HISTORY OF EUROPEAN
MORALS FROM AUGUSTUS TO
CHARLEMAGNE. 2 vols. Crown 8vo,
10s. net.

A SURVEY OF ENGLISH
ETHICS : Being the First Chapter of the
‘History of European Morals*. Edited
with Introduction and Notes, by W. A.
Hirst. Crown, Svo, 8s. 6d.

HISTORY OF THE RISE AND
INFLUENCE OF THE SPIRIT OF
RATIONALISM IN EUROPE. 2 vofe.

Crown Svo, 10s. net.

DEMOCRACY AND LIBERTY.

Library Edition. 2 vols. Svo, 36s.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Crown Svo,

10s. net.
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LIEVEN.—LETTERS OF DORO-
THEA, PRINCESS LIEVEN, DURING
HER RESIDENCE IN LONDON, 1812-

1834. Edited by Lionel G. Robinson.
With 2 Photogravure Portraits. 8vo, 14s.

net.

LOWELL. — GOVERNMENTS
AND PARTIES IN CONTINENTAL
EUROPE. By A. Lawrence Lowell.
2 vols. 8vo, 21s.

MACAULAY (Lord).

THE LIFE AND WORKS OF
LORD MACAULAY.

‘ Edinburgh ' Edition

.

10 vols. 8vo,
6s. each.

Vols. I.-IV. History of England.

Vols.V.-VII. Essays, Biographies,
Indian Penal Code, Contributions to
Knight’s ‘Quarterly Magazine’.

Vol. VIII. Speeches, Lays of
Ancient Rome, Miscellaneous Poems.

Vols. IX. and X. The Life and
Letters of Lord Macaulay. By Sir
G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

Popular Edition. 5 vols. Crown
8vo, 2s. 6d. each.

History of England. 2 vols.
Crown 8vo, 5s.

Essays with Lays of Ancient
Rome, etc. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Miscellaneous Writings,
Speeches and Poems. Cr. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

The Life and Letters of Lord
Macaulay. By Sir G. O. Trevelyan,
Bart. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

MACAULAY (Lord)—continued.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROTHE ACCESSION OF JAMES TlSECOND.

Popular Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8\
5s.

Student's Edition. 2 vols. Cr 8\
12s.

People's Edition. 4 vols. Cr 8\
16s.

‘ Albany ' Edition. With 6 Portraii
6 vols. Large Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. each.

Cabinet Edition. 8 vols. Post S\
48s.

‘ Edinburgh ' Edition. 4 vols. 8\
6s. each.

Library Edition. 5 vols. Svo &

CRITICAL AND HISTORIC/
ESSAYS, WITH LAYS OF ANCIEI
ROME, etc., in 1 Volume.

Popular Edition. Crown Svo, 2s. (

1 Silver Library ' Edition. Wi
Portrait and 4 Illustrations to the * l*ay
Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

CRITICAL AND HISTORIC./
ESSAYS.

Student's Edition. 1 vol. Cr. 81

*

6s.

‘ Trevelyan ' Edition

.

2 vols. (

8vo, 9s.

Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Post 8i

24s.

THE WORKS.
Cabinet Edition. 16 vols. Post
8vo, £4 16s.

‘ Albany ' Editio?i. With 12 Por-
traits. 12 vols. Large Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.
each.

Vols. I. -VI. History of England,
from the Accession of James the
Second.

Vols. VII.-X. Essays and Bio-
graphies.

Vols. XI.-XI I. Speeches, Lays of
Rome, etc., and Index.

‘ Edinburgh ' Edition. 3 vols. 81
!

6s. each.

Library Edition . 3 vols. 8vo, 3

ESSAYS, which may be had sej
rat€jjjy. Sewed, 6d. each

; cloth, Is. eac

Addison and Walpole.
C r o k e r’s Boswell’s
Johnson.

Hallam’s Constitu-
tional History.

Warren Hastings.
The Earl of Chatham *\

(Two Essays).
[

Frederick the Grea
Ranke and Gladsto
Lord Bacon.
Lord Clive.

Lord Byron and ^

Comic Dramati
of the Restoratio
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MACAULAY (Loud)

—

continued.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS,
SPEECHES AND POEMS.

Popular Edition . Crown 8vo, 2s. (•></.

Cabinet ICUtinn. 4 vols. Post 8vo,
24 s.

SELECTIONS FROM THE
WHITINGS OP LORD MACAULAY.
Edited, with Occasional Notes, by the
Right Hon. Sit* G. O. Tkkvislyan, Bart.
Crown Hvo, 0%,

MACKINNON (James, Ph.D.).

MONTAGUE.—THE ELEMENTS
OF ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HIS-
TORY. By F. C. Montague, M.A. Crown
8vo, 35. Gil.

MORA N.—T HE THEORY
AND PRACTICE OF THE ENGLISH
GOVERNMENT. By Thomas Francis
Moran, Ph.D., Professor of History and
Economics in Purdue University, U.S. Cr.
Hvo, 5s. net.

OPPENHEIM. — INTERNA-
TIONAL LAW : a Treatise. By L. Oppen-
hhim, LL.D. (In 2 vols.) Vol. I. Peace.
8vo, 18s. net.

THK HISTORY OF EDWARD
Tin*; THIRD. Hvn, Ms.

TUB GROWTH AND DECLINE
OF THE FRENCH MONARCHY. 8vo,
'/Tv, nr!

.

.PEARS. — THE DESTRUCTION
OF THE GREEK EMPIRE AND THE
STORY OF THE CAPTURE OF CON-
STANTINOPLE BY THE TURKS. By
Edwin Pears, LL.B. With 3 Maps and 4

^Illustrations. 8vo, 185. net.

McCLAIN. CONSTITUTit)NAL
LAW IN THE UNITED STATES. By
Em i in MtVi AIM. LL.D., Justice of the
Suj^rmr Court of Emu. Cr. Hvo, 7s. (id. net.

MALLET, MALLET DU PAN
AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTION,
liy Hkiunawd Mai.U'.t. With Photogravure
Portrait. Hvo, 12\. (U. net.

MAY. THE CONSTITUTIONAL
HISTORY OF* ENGLAND since the

Avo«»«m of George III. 17110*1870. By
Sir TttOMMi liMMKtNlt May, K.C.B. ( Lord
Faroborough), 3 votn. Crown Hvo, Ms.

MERIVALE (OitAKi.ua, !>.!>.).

HISTORY OF THE ROMANS
UNDHM THH ItMl’IKB, «vol». Crown
Hvo, *M, tW, each,

THE FALL OF THE R^MAN
REPUBLIC: a Short History of the Lust

Century of the Commonwealth. 12mo,

7v (H,

GENERAL HISTORY OF ROME,
from the Foundation of the City to the Full

of August uhm, u,c*753 A.n, 470. With 5

Maps Crown Hvo, Is, M.

POWELL and TREVELYAN.-
THE PEASANTS’ RISING AND THE
LOLLARDS: a Collection of Unpublished
Documents. Edited by Edgar Powell and
G. M. Trevelyan. 8vo, 6s. net.

RANKIN.—THE MARQUIS
D’ARGENSON

;
AND RICHARD THE

SECOND. By Reginald Rankin. 8vo,

105. 6it. net,

RANSOME.-THE RISE OF CON-
STITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT IN ENG-
LAND. By Cyril Ransomle, M.A. Crown
Hvo, (is.

ROBINSON.—CUBA AND THE
INTERVENTION. By Albert G. Robin-

son. Crown Hvo, 7s. Gel. net.

ROWE,—THE UNITED STATES
AND PORTO RICO. With Special Refer-

ence to the Problems arising out of our

Contact with the Spanish-Amertcun Civili-

sation. By Lko. S. Rowk, Ph.D., Member

of the Commit! ion to Revise and Compile

the Laws of Porto Rico (1900-1901), Chairman

of the Porto Rican Commission (1901-1902).

Crown 8vo, 55. net,
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Military and Naval History and Science.

(F°r W°rk$ °n Naval Construction by E. L. Attwood, A. Campbell Holms,
W. J. Lovett and T. H. Watson, see Messrs. Longmans &» Co.'s Catalogue
of Scientific Works, p. 2L)

ALI^C^D.—CHINA WAR, I860 : CHURCHILL (Winston Spencer)
r .F.TTRRS AND .TniTRWiT.C j

v ’

General G. Allgood, C.B., formerly Lieut.,
1st Division China Field Force. With 17
Maps and Plans and 24 Illustrations. Demy
4to, 12s. 6d. net. THE STORY OF THE MALA-

KAND FIELD FORCE, 1887. With Hap
and Plans. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

BATTINE. — THE CRISIS OF
THE CONFEDERACY: a History of
Gettysburg and the Wilderness. By Cecil
Battine, Captain, 15th King's Hussars,
With Coloured Frontispiece (Battle Flags
of the Confederacy) and 6 Maps. 8vo, .
16s. net.

CORBETT (Julian S.).

DRAKE AND THE fUDOR
NAVY, with a History of the Rise of

England as a Maritime Power. With
Portraits, Illustrations and Maps. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo, 16s.

LONDON TO LADYSMITH VIA
PRETORIA. Crown 8vo, 6s.

IAN HAMILTON’S MARCH. With
Portrait of Major-General Sir Ian Hamil-
ton and 10 Maps and Plans. Crown
8vo, 6s.

FREEMANTLE.—THE BOOKOF
THE RIFLE. By the Hon. T. F. Free-
mantle, Major, 1st Bucks V.R.C. With 54

Plates and 110 Diagrams. 8vo, 12s. 6d. net.

THE SUCCESSORS OF DRAKE.
With 4 Portraits (2 Photogravures) and
12 Maps and Plans. 8vo, 21s.

ENGLAND IN THE MEDITER-
RANEAN : a Study of the Rise and In-

fluence of British Power within the Straits,

1603-1713. 2 vols. 8vo, 24s. net.

|

HAMILTON.—HISTORICAL RE-
1 CORD OF THE 14th (KING’S) HUS-
j

SARS, from A.D. 1715 to A.D. 1900. By
Colonel Henry Blackburne Hamilton,

j

M.A., Christ Church, Oxford; late Com-
manding the Regiment. With 32 Photo-

gravure Plates, 15 Coloured Plates, and 10

Maps. 4to, gilt edges, 42s. net.

CASSERLY.-1THE LAND OF
THE BOXERS ;

or, China under the Allies.

By Captain Gordon Casserly, Indian Army.

With 15 Illustrations and a Plan. 8vo,

10s. 6d. net.

HATCH. — THE ADMINISTRA-
TION OF THE AMERICAN REVOLU-
TIONARY ARMY. By Louis Clinton

Hatch, Ph.D. Svo, 7s. Gd.

*

CHURCHILL (Winston Spencer).

THE RIVER WAR: an Historical

Account of the Reconquest of the Soudan.

Edited by Colonel F. Rhodes, D.S.O.

With 22 Maps an(f Plans. Medium 8vo,

10s. 6d. net.

ENDERSON.-THE SCIENCE
)F WAR: a Collection of Essays and

.ectures, 1892-1963. By the late Colonel

F. R. Henderson, C.B. Edited by

Captain Neill Malcolm, D.S.O., Argyll

ind Sutherland Highlanders. With a

vlemoir of the Author by Fiekl-Marsbal

3arl Roberts, V.C. ;
a Photogravure Por-

rait of Colonel Henderson and 4 Maps,

jvo, 14s. net.
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Biography, Personal Memoirs, etc.

ANSTRUTHER THOMSON.-
HUIHTY YEARS' REMINISCENCES.
By Colonel J, ,\NSTiu.miiiH

T

homson. With
29 Portraits mu! other Illustrations. 2 vols.

Hvo, 2! v net.

BACON. THB LETTERS AND
LIFE OR FRANCIS BACON, INCLUD-
ING ALL HIS OCCASIONAL WORKS.
Edited by James Shedding. 7 vols. Hvo,

Z4 4v

CARLYLE (Thomas).

A HISTORY OF HIS LIFE. By
James Anthony Froude.

1795-1835. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 7s.

1834-1881. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 7s.

MY RELATIONS WITH CAR-
LYLE. By James Anthony Froude.
Together with a letter from the late Sir
James Stephen, Bart., K.C.S.I., dated
December 9, 1886. 8vo, 2s. net.

B A G E H O T. BIOGRAPHICAL
STUDIES. By Walter Baoehot. Crown*
Hvo, 1L. (Id,

Contents. The Character of Sir Robert
Pee! Lord Brougham Mr. Gladstone —
William Pdt Boltngbrnhe as a Statesman—
Sir George Comew all Lewis Adam fynith as a
Person Lord Altl.orp and the Rcftrm Act of

IH92,

AtJRKNbA. The Prince Consort What
Lord Lynd hurst really was The Tribute at

Hereford to SirO, C. Lewis Mr.Cohden Lord
Palmerston The Baud of Clarendon — Mr.
Lowe ns Chancellor of the Exchequer*-
Monsieur Guizot Professor Cairns Mr. Dis-

raeli aw ii Member of the House of Commons.

BAIN. AUTOBIOGRAPHY, By
At thandEH Bain, LL.P. With 4 Portraits.

Hvo, 14 v net.

BEARDSLEY. TH B LAST
LETTERS OK AUBREY BEARDSLEY.
Edited by the Rev. John Guay, Priest of

the Archdiocese of St. Andrews and Horn-

burgh. Crown «vo, Bs, net.

COLVILLE.™DUCHESS SARAH:
being the Social History of the Times of

Sarah Jennings, Duchess of Marlborough.
Compiled and arranged by one of her des-

cendants (Mrs. Arthur Colville). With
10 Photogravure Plates and 2 other Illus-

trations. 8vo, 18s. net.
•

CREIGHTON.™ LIFE AND
LETTERS OF MANDELL CREIGHTON,
D.D. OXON. AND CAMB., SOMETIME
BISHOP OF LONDON. By his Wife.
With 8 Portraits and 3 other Illustrations.

2 vols. 8vo, 28s. net.

CROZXER. ™ MY INNER LIFE:
being a. Chapter in Personal Evolution and

Autobiography. By John Beattie Crozier,
LL.D. Hvo, 14s.

DANTE.™ THE LIFE AND
WORKS OF DANTE ALLIGH1ERI :

being an Introduction to the Study of the

* Divtna Commedia’. By the Rev. J. F.

Hogan, D.D. With Portrait. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

DANTON.™LIFE OF DANTON,
By A. H. Bkhsly. With Portraits. Crown

Hvo, 6s,

BOWEN. EDWARD BOWEN:
A MEMOIR. By the Rev. the Hon. W. E.

HoWftN, With ApjnendiceH, 3 Photogravure

Portrait* and 2 other Illustrations, 8vo,

Vii. tM. net,

javenport-hill.- memoir
OF KOSAMOND DAVENPORT-HILL.
By Ethel E. Metcalfe. With 4 Portraits,

Crown Hvo, 2s. 6d. net-
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GREY, MEMOIR OF SIR
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By Mamumi Ctttmmioft, IUI. lute L*ml
Bmhnpnf laituhm With :< I^riniit*, Crtmn
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HAMILTON, UFH OF SIR
WILLIAM HAMILTON. By !L M U»avm.
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MARBOT.- TIUi MEMOIRS OF
•1'IIK llAKOX 1)1- MARHOT. 2voI». Cr.
Hvo, 7‘-.

MAX MtfLLER (F.).

Till*; U I*!*: AND LETTERS OF
THU RIGHT HON. FRIEDRICH MAX
Mri.LHW. lidded by \m Wife. With
Photogravure Portrait* ami other Illustra-

h. n** 2 voln. Hvo, 32*. net

MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY : a Frag-
ment. With fl Portraits. Hvo, 12.s. He/.

AUDI) LANG SYNE. Second
Series. Hvo, t0\. (id,

CHIPS FROM A GERMAN
WORKSHOP, Vol. II. Biographical

Crown Hvo. Bs.

MORRIS. THE LIFE OF
WILLIAM MORRIS. By ,1. W. Mackaii..

With 2 Portraits amt H other Illustrations by

M H NTav. etr, 2 vols, Large Crown Hvo,

It)-., net

*

ON THE BANKS OF* THE
SLINIi. B\ A. M 1*“.. Author of * Foreign

Count* mul Foreign Homes '. Cr. Hvo, (Is.

PAGET. MEMOIRS AND
LETTERS OF SIR JAMES PAGET.
Edged by Kt«i*W4N Paukt, one of his sons.

With Portrait. Hvo, (Is. net.

rAMAKK/SH/VA : HIS LIFE
AND SAYINGS, By the Right Hun. R
Max Mm,km. Crown Hvo, 8s.

SEEBOHM.-THE OXFORD RE-
FORMERS—JOHN COLET, ERASMUS
AND THOMAS MORE: a History of their
Fellow-Work. By Frederic Seebohjh.
Hvo, 12s. (id.

SHAKESPEARE. - OUTLINES
OF THE LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE.
By J. O. Halliweli.-Phillipps. With Illus-
trations and Facsimiles. 2 vois. Royal 8vo,
21s.

TALES OF MY FATHER.—By
A. M. F. Crown Hvo, 6s.

TALLENTYRE.—THE WOMEN
M OF THE SALONS, and other French Por-

traits. By S. G. Tallentyre. With 11

Photogravure Portraits. Hvo, 10s. 6d. net.

WERNEY.—MEMOIRS OF THE
VERNEY FAMILY DURING THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Compiled
from the Papers and Illustrated by the

Portraits at Claydon House, Bucks. By
Frances Parthenoph Vernky and
Maroaret M. Verney. Abridged and
Cheaper Edition. With 24 Portraits. 2 vols.

Crown Hvo, 12s. net.

VICTORIA, QUEEN, 1819-1901.

By Richard R. Holmes, M.V.O., F.S.A.

With Photogravure Portrait. Crown Hvo,

gilt top, 5s. net.

ROCHESTER, AND OTHER
UTBRARY rakes of the court
Of? CHARLES !L> WITH SOME AC-
COUNT OF THBlfe SURROUNDINGS.
By the Author of ’The Life of Sir Kenolm

Bigby,* * The Life of a Prig," etc. With 15

Portrait*, Hvo, l (to.

WILKINS (W. H.).

A QUEEN OF TEARS: Caroline

Matilda, Queen of Denmark and Norway,

and Princess of Great Britain and Ireland.

With 2 Portraits and 47 other Illustrations.

2 vols. Hvo, 36s.

ROMANES, — THE LIFE
AND LBTTBK8 OF GEORGE JOHN
ROMAN RE, ALA., LL.D.,RR.8. .Written

ami Edited by his Wife. With Portrait and

2 Illustration*. Crown Hvo, fi.«. net,

THE LOVE OF AN UN-
CROWNED QUEEN : Sophie Dorothea

Consort of George I., and her Correspon-

dence with Philip Christopher, Count

Kftnigsmarck. With 24 Portraits and

other Illustrations. Hvo, 12s. 6d. net.

RUSSELL. - - SWALLOWFIELD
and ITK OWNERS. By Conhtancb Lady
Kummu., Swallow Held Park. With 15

Photogravure Portrait!* and 3(1 other Ulus

tmtiiMft. 4ttn gilt edgw, 42s. net.

CAROLINE THE ILLUSTRIOUS,
Queen-Consort of George II. and sometime

Queen -Recent: a Study of Her Life and

Time. With 42 Portraits and other Illus-

trations, Hvo, 12s. 6d. net.
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vols- Medium 8vo, gilt top, 42s. net.
'

HART. TWO ARGONAUTS IN
SPAIN, By JiaoiMK Hart. With .”6 Fu ]J-

p.tgu Illustrations Large crown 8vo„ 5\.

net.

NANSEN.—THE FIRST CROSS-
ING OF GREENLAND. By Fridtjof
Nanskn. With 143 Illustrations and a Map.
Crown Kvo, 3s. 6d.

HAVELL. A HANDBOOK TO
AGRA AND THH TAJ, SIKANDRA,
l ATIUtBUR SIKUi AND Till* NHIGH-
nnumiotm, b v l. b. havuu.,a.r.c.a.,
Pnm iim tTmm'rit School of Art, Cal-
cutta, Bellow of tin* Calcutta University.
With H IthistraiTons from Photographs, and
I Platen Crown Hvn, net.

HOWITT. VISITS TO RKMARK-
AHhH PLACES. GUI Halls, Baltic Fields,
Scenes, iltuHfrntive of Striking Passages in

English History and Poetry. By William
Hmvitt. With Hu Illustrations. Crown
Kvo, H.v IH, •

KNIGHT (I*:. B\),

THE CRUISE: OB' THE
' t*‘ALC< >N *. A Voyage to South America
in a HuTon Yacht, With 2 Maps and 13

1 Hast rat ions. Crown Kvo, 3s. (W,

THE: 'FALCON’ ON THE
BALTIC: a Voyage from London to

Copenhagen in a Three Tomier. With 10

Bull page Illustrations, Cr. Hvsi, 3s. (id.

tub: cruise of the
* ALKKTE *

; the Narrative of a Search
for Treasure on the Desert Island of Trini-

dad, With t Maps and 23 IlluHtrations.

Crown Kvo, 3s. (W,

WH ERE TH RB:E EM PI RBIS
MHKT: a Narrative of Recent Travel in

Kashmir, Western Tibet, Balt burnt, Ladak,
Chlgit, and the adjoining Countries, With
a Map and 84 Illustrations, Crown Kvo,

m.

SOUTH AFRICA AFTER "PH Ii

WAR. With 17 Illustrations.* Kvo.,

ItK, tU, net

.

LEES AND CLUTTERBUCK.
B.C mi. A UAMBLli IN BRITISH

COLUMBIA. By J, A Lkhh and W. J.

Ct.tMi awtuiCK. Wim Map and 75 lllustra*

turns tVown Hvo, 3s, tk/.

R I CE.—OCCASIONAL ESSAYS
ON NATIVE SOUTH INDIAN LIFE. By
Sianlky P. Rick, Indian Civil Service.
Kvo, lO.v. lid.

SMITH.— CLIMBING IN THE
• IRTISH ISLES. By W. P. Haskett,
Smith. With Illustrations and Numerous
Plans.

Part I. England. 16mo, 3s. net.

Part II. Walks and Ireland.
• Kiino, 3s. net.

STEPHEN. - THE PLAY-
GROUND OF EUROPE (The Alps). By
Sir Lksi.jk Stkfhkn, K.C.B. With 4
Illustrations, Crown Kvo, 3.5. fid.

STUTFIELD AND COLLIE.-
CLIMBS AND EXPLORATION IN THE
CANADIAN ROCKIES. By Hugh E. M.
Stutiuki.d and J. Nokman Collie, F.R.S.
With 2 Maps, 24 Full-page Illustrations, and
51) Half-page Illustrations. Hvo, 12s. 6d. net.

SVERDRUP. — NEW LAND:
B'our Years in the Arctic Regions. By Otto
Sviii<!>uui\ Translated from the Norwegian
by Kthki. Haukiht Hkahn. With 02 Plates,
102 Illustrations (4 Maps) in the Text, and 4
Folding-out Maps. 2 vols. Kvo, 36s. net.

THREE IN NORWAY. By Two
of Them. With a Map and 59 Illustrations.

Crown Kvo, 2s. boards, 2s. 6d. cloth.

TYNDALL (John).

THE GLACIERS OF THE ALPS.
With 61 Illustrations. Crown Kvo, 6s. 6rf.

net.

HOURS OF EXERCISE IN THE
ALPS. With 7 Illustrations. Crown 8vo,

6s, 6d. net.
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THE BADMINTON LIBRARY—continued.

Edited by His Grace the (Eighth) DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G.,
and A. E. T. WATSON.

MOTORS AND MOTOR-DRIVING. SHOOTING.
By Sir Alfred C. Harmsworth, Bart., the 1

Marquis de Chasseloup - Laubat, the
;

Hon. John Scott-Mon'iagu, R. J. Me- i

credy, the Hon. C. S. Rolls, Sir David \

Salomons, Bart., etc. With 14 Plates and i

160 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo,
j

cloth, 9s. net
;
half-bound,’ 12s. net. i

A Cloth Box for use when Motor-

1

ing, 2s. net.

MOUNTAINEERING. By C. T. I

Dent. With Contributions by the Right I

Hon. J. Bryce, M.P., Sir Martin Conway, !

D. W. Freshfield, C. E. Matthews, etc.
j

With 13 Plates and 91 Illustrations in the
‘

Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound, j*

with gilt top, 9s. net.

Vol. I. Field and Covert. By
Lord Walsixgham and Sir Ralph
Payne-Gallwey, Bart. With Contribu-
tions fay the Hon Gerald Lascelles and
A. J. Stuart-Wortley. With 11 Plates
and 95 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s. net

; half-bound, with gilt
top, 9s. net.

Vol. II. Moor and Marsh. By
Lord Walsinghah and Sir Ralph
Payne-Gallwey, Bart. With Contribu-
tions by Lord Lovat and Lord Charles
Lennox Kerr. With 8 Plates and 57
Illustrations in the Text. Crown &vo,
cloth, 6s. net

; half-bound, with gilt top,
9s. net.

POETRY OF SPORT (THE).—
Selected by Hedley Peek. With a Chapter
on Classical Allusions to Sport by Andrew
Lang, and a Special Preface to th# BAD-
MINTON LIBRARY by A. E. T. Watson.
With 32 Plates and 74 Illustrations in the

* Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.net; half-bound,

witlfc gilt top, 9s. net.

• RACING AND STEEPLE-CHAS-
ING. By the Earl of Suffolk and
Berkshire, W. G. Craven, the Hon. F.

Lawley, Arthur Coventry, and A. E. T.

Watson. With Frontispiece and 56 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.
,

net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

RIDING AND POLO. By Captain
Robert Weir, J. Moray Brown, T. F.

Dale, The Late Duke of Beaufort,
The Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire,

etc. With 18 Plates and 41 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net ;
half-

bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

ROWING. By R. P. P- Rowe and

C. M. Pitman. With Chapters cm Steering

by C. P. Serocold and F. C. Begg ;
Metro-

politan Rowing by S. Le Blanc Smith ; and

on PUNTING by P. W. Squire. With

75 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, clothes, net

;

half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

SEA FISHING. By John Bicker-

dyke, Sir H. W. Gore-Booth, Sir Alfred

C. Harmsworth, Bart., and W. Senior.

With 22 Full-page Plates and 175 Illustra-

tions in the Text. CrSwn 8vo, cloth, 6s. net

;

half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

SKATING, CURLING, TOBOG-
GANING. By J. M. Heathcote, C. G.

#
Tebbutt, T. Maxwell Withajw, Rev.
John Kerr, Ormond Hake. Henry A.
Buck, etc. With 12 Plates and 272 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown Svo, cloth, 6s. net

;

half-bound, with gilt top, 9S. net.

SWIMMING. By Archibald Sin-
clair and William’ Henry, Hon. Secs, of

the Life-Saving Society. With 13 Plates and
1 12 Illustrations in the Text. Cr. Svo, cloth,

6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

TENNIS, LAWN TENNIS,
;
RACKETS AND FIVES. By J. M.and C.

G. Heathcote, E. O. Pleydell-Bouverie,
i and A. C. Ainger. With Contributions by

the Hon. A. Lyttelton, W. C. Marshall,
Miss L. Dod, etc. With 14 Plates and 65
Illustrations in the Text. Crown Svo, cloth,

6s. net ;
half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

YACHTING.
Vol. I. Cruising, Construction of
yachts, yacht racing rules, fitting-out,

etc. By Sir Edward Sullivan, Bart*
The Earl of Pembroke, Lord Brassby,
K.C.B., C. E. Seth-Sjshth, C.B., G. L.

Watson, R. T. Pritchett, E. F. Knight,
etc. With 21 Plates and 93 Illustrations

in the Text Crown Svo, doth, 6s. net;

half-bound, with gilt top, Sc. net.

Vol. II. Yacht Clubs, Yachting
IN AMERICA AND THE COLONIES, YACHT
racing, etc. By R. T. Pritchett, The
Marquis of Duffbrin akd Ava, 1LP.»

The Earl of Onslow,James McFbrrah,
etc. With 35 Plates and 160 Mastratkms

m the Text Crown Svo, cloth, 6s. net;

half-bound, with gilt tope, 9s. net.
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FORD. THE THEORY AND MASKELYNE. - SHARPS AND
URH IK L Ol* AlK HhKA . Ity HoKiVCii

;
FLATS: a Complete Revelation of theFmm Nnv Edition. thoroughly Revised Secrets of Cheating at Games of Chance

and Rewritten by W. lirir, M.A. With and Skill, By John Nevil Maskelvne,
a Preface by C. J Longman, M.A. Hvo, Us,

;

of the Egyptian Hall. With 62 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

FREMANTLE. THH HOOK OF
THH HtFLH Hvthe Htm.T. K Fremantle,
V.D . Major. inf iWimV.RC. Willi 54 Plates
,md 1U7 PMgramn m the Tr\t, Hvo, 12s. 6(/.

not.

MILLAIS.—THEWILD-FOWLER
IN SCOTLAND. By J. G. Millais, F.Z.S.
With a Frontispiece in Photogravure by
Sir J. E. Millais, Bart., P.R.A. 8 Photo-

GA THORNE-HARD Y.~~
AUTUMNS IN ARGYLKSIUKH WITH
ROD AND GUN. By the I Ion. A. B.
( »a 1 itouM Barov, With H lliustnitionH by
Am nnui o Tinmm itN. Hvo, (b, net.

GRAHAM. COUNTRY FAS-
TI MKS FOR BOYS By !». Anih.kkon
Graham With 252 1 Hunt rat ions from Draw-
ings and RhotogiMphs. Crown Hvo, gilt"

cdgmi, d net

HUTCHINSON. THH HOOK OF
GULF \NP GoLFF.RS, By Horace G.

Urn WithVl PortraltH from Photo*

gtvijdn* Large crown Hvo, gilt top^JL (W. net.

gravure Plates, 2 Coloured Plates, and 50
Illustrations from the Author’s Drawings
and from Photographs. Royal 4to, gilt top,
60s. net.

MODERN BRIDGE. By ' Slam ’.

With a Reprint of the Laws of Bridge, as
adopted by the Portland and Turf Clubs.
lHmo, gilt edges, 3s. 6d. net.

OATES. -—WILD DUCKS; HOW
TO REAR AND SHOOT THEM. By
Captain W. Coaims Oaths. With 4 Photo-
gravures after Drawings by G. E. Lodge,
and 12 Photographs. Crown Hvo, 4s. 6d. net.

PARK.—THE GAME OF GOLF.
* By William Park, Jun., Champion Golfer,

1887-89. With 17 Plates and 26 Illustrations

in the Text. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6ti.

JESSEL* A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
WfiRIvH l\ I NOLI Kl I ON PLAYING
CARPS \\U GAMING. Compiled by
Fib to on dt nsi 1 , Hvo, 1 2s. t*«/. net.

LANG. ANGLING SKETCHES.—
By Awmmw Lank With 20 llUwtrutionw.

Cross n Hvo, 3>.

LILLIE. CKOOUET UP TO
p \TF iSmiammg I he Ideas muPIeaehiugs
id ihd t.eadmg Pluvei n ami Champion*. By
Ainm-ti Lit 1 Ml With 19 llIiiHtratnnw (IS

Portrait), amt mimermm Piagrams. Hvo,

to. lU. mi.

LONGMAN. CHESS OPEN-
1NGH. By t*‘ummwKK W. Lonoman, Fop.

Hvo, ’ll. Cl*/.

PAYNE-GALLWEY (Sir Ralph,
Bart.).

LETTERS TO YOUNG
SHOOTERS (First Series), On the Choice
and use of a Gun. With 41 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d,

LETTERS TO YOUNG
SHOOTERS (Second Series). On the

Production, Preservation and Killing of

Game. With Directions in Shooting

Wood-Pigeons and Breaking-in Retrievers.

With Portrait and 103 Illustrations. Crown
Hvo, 12s. 6d.

LETTERS TO YOUNG
SHOOTERS (Third Series). Compris-

ing a Short Natural History of the Wild-

fowl that are Rare or Common to the

British Islands, with complete directions

in Shooting Wildfowl on the Coast and

Inland. With 200 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 18s.

mackenzie^notks for
HUNTING MEN. By Captain Coutlanot
OnMtttiN Mackhnxik. Crown 8v^, 2s. (id.

nut.

MADDEN, —TH k diary of
MASTER WILLIAM K1LKNCR : a Study

of KtmlwpHmr'o and of Bli/ulnsthan Sport. By
th« Right Hon. I>. H. Maiidbn, Vice*

Chancellor of th« Ufmwstity of Dublin, 8vo,

gilt top, tih.

THE CROSS BOW : Medieval and
Modern; Military and Sporting; its Con-

struction, History and Management, with

u Treatise on the Balista and Catapult or

the Ancients. With 220 Illustrations.

Royal 4to, £3 3s. net.

PROCTOR—HOW TO PLAY
WHIST: WITH THE LAWS AND
ETIQUETTE OF WHIST. By Richard

A. Proctor. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 3s. net.
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy—continued.
B
MiNn

K?'“THE
p
ELEMENTS 0F HODGSON (Shadworth H )MIND : being an Examination into the

V '

Nature of the First Division of the Ele- TIME AND SPACF • simentary Substances of Life. By H. Jamyn sical Essav 8vnlfi<
‘ MetaPh>“

Brooks. 8vo, 10s. 6rf. net.
steal fc.ssa>. 8\o, 16s.

BROUGH.-THE STUDY OF
MENTAL SCIENCE: Five Lectures on
the Uses and Characteristics of Logic and
Psychology. By J. Brough, LL.D. Crown
8vo, 2s. net. i

CROZIER (John Beattie).

HISTORY OF INTELLECTUAL
DEVELOPMENT : on the Lines %f j

Modern Evolution.
\

THE THEORY OF PRACTICE:
an Ethical Inquiry. 2 vols. Svo, 24s.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF RE-
FLECTION. 2 vols. Svo, 21s.

THE aMETAPHYSIC OF EX-
PERIENCE. Book I. General Analysis
of Experience; Book II. Positive Science ;

Book III. Analysis of Conscious Action

;

Book IV. The Real Universe. 4 vols. 8vo,
365. net.

PHILOSOPHICAL
Edited by

T. H. Green and T. H. Grose. 4 vols. Svo,
28s. Or separately. Essays. 2 vols. 14s.
Treatise of Human Nature. 2 vols. 14s.

CIVILISATION AND PRO-
GRESS: being the Outlines of a New : _u_System of Political, Religious and Social HUME.—THE
Philosophy. 8vo, 14s. WORKS OF DAVID HUME.

Vol. I. Svo, 14s. I
JAMES (William, M.D., LL.D.}.

Vol. II. {In preparation.)

Vol. III. Svo, 10s. 6d .

F I T E. — AN INTRODUCTORY i

STUDY OF ETHICS. By Warner Fite. !

Crown Svo, 6s. 6d.

THE WILL TO BELIEVE, and
Other Essays in Popular Philosophy.
Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

TALKS TO TEACHERS ON PSY-
CHOLOGY, AND TO STUDENTS ON
SOME OF LIFE’S IDEALS, Crown
8vo, 4s. 6d.

GREEN (Thomas Hill).—THE
WORKS OF. Edited by R. L. Nettlkship.

Vols. I. and II. Philosophical
Works. Svo, 16s. each.

Vol. III. Miscellanies. With Index
to the three Volumes, and Memoir. Svo,
2 Is.

LECTURES ON THE PRIN-
CIPLES OF POLITICAL OBLIGA-
TION. With Preface by Bernard
Bosanquet. 8vo, 5s.

GURNHILL.—THE MORALS QF
SUICIDE. By the Rev. J. Gurnhill, B.A.
Vol. I., Crown 8vo, 5s. net. Vol. II., Crown
8vo, 5s. net.

%

HIBBERT.—LIFE AND ENERGY:
an Attempt at a new Definition of Life;
with applications to Morals and Religion. A
revised account of four addresses given at

the Polytechnic. Institute, Regent Street,

London, by Walter Hibbert, F.I.C.,

A.M.LE.E. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. net.

THE VARIETIES OF RELI-
GIOUS EXPERIENCE: a Study in

Human Nature. Being the Gifford Lectures
on Natural Religion delivered at Edinburgh
in 1901-1902. Svo, 12s. net.

JUSTINIAN.—THE INSTITUTES
OF JUSTINIAN: Latin Text, chiefly that

of Huschke, with English Introduction,

Translation, Notes and Summary. By
Thomas C. Saxdars, MJl Svo, ISs.

KANT (Immanuel).

CRITIQUE OF PRACTICAL
REASON, AND OTHER WORKS ON
THE THEORY OF ETHICS. Trad-
iated by T. K. Abbott, B.D. Wfcb
Memoir. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
OF THE METAPHYSIC OF ETHICS,
Translated by T. K. Abbott, BJD. Crown
Svo, 3s.

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC,
AND HIS ESSAY ON THE MIS-
TAKEN SUBTILTY OF THE FOUR
FIGURES. Translated by T. K. Abbott.
Svo, 6s.
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy

—

continued.

SULLY (James).

THE HUMAN MIND; a Text-

1

book of Psychology. 2 vols. Svo, 21s.

AN ESSAY ON LAUGHTER : its
i

Forms, its Causes, its Development and its '

Value. 8vo, 12s. 6d. net.

OUTLINES OF PSYCHOLOGY.
Crown 8vo, 9s.

WHATELY (Archbishop).

BACON’S ESSAYS. With Anno-
tations. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF LOGIC. Crown
8vo, 4s. 6d.

THE TEACHER’S HANDBOOK
OF PSYCHOLOGY. Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF RHETORIC. Cr.
8vo, 4s. 6d.

STUDIES OF CHILDHOOD. Svo,
12s. 6d. net.

CHILDREN’S WAYS: being
Selections from the Author’s ‘Studies of
Childhood ’. With 25 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, 4s. 6d.

ZELLER (Dr. Edward).

SUTHERLAND.—THE ORIGIN
AND GROWTH OF THE MORAL IN-
STINCT. By Alexander Sutherland?
M.A. 2 vols. Svo, 28s.

SW I N B U R N E.—P I C T U R E
LOGIC: an Attempt to Popularise the
Science of Reasoning. By Alfred James
Swinburne, M.A. With 23 l^oodcuts.
Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. •

T H O M A S.—INTUITIVE SUG-
GESTION. By J. W. Thomas, Author of
‘Spiritual Law in the Natural World,’ etc.

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. net.

WEBB.—THE VEIL OF ISIS: a
Series of Essays on Idealism. By Thomas
E. Webb, LL.D., Q.C. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

WEBER.—HISTORY OF PHIL-
OSOPHY. By Alfred Weber, Professor
in the University of Strasburg. Translated
by Frank Thilly, Ph.D. 8vo, 16s.

THE STOICS, EPICUREANS,
AND SCEPTICS. Translated by the Rev.
0. J. Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo. 15s.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY
OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY. Translated
by Sarah F. Alleyne and Evelyn Ab-

• BOrr, M.A., LL.D. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

PLATO AND THE OLDER
ACADEMY. Translated by Sarah F.
Alleyne and Alfred Goodwin, B.A.
Crown 8vo, 18s.

SOCRATES AND THE SO-
CRATIC SCHOOLS. Translated by the
Rev. O. J. Reichel, M.A. Crown 8vo,

Ws. 6d.

ARISTOTLE AND THE
EARLIER PERIPATETICS. Translated
by B. F. C. Costelloe, M.A., and J. H.
Muirhead, M.A. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 24s.

STOHYHURST PHILOSOPHICAL SERIES.

A MANUAL OF POLITICAL
ECONOMY. By C. S. Devas, M.A. Crown
8vo, 7s. Qd.

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF KNOW-
LEDGE. By John Rickaby, OT. Crown
Svo, 5s.

GENERAL METAPHYSICS. By
John Rickaby, S.J. Crown 8vo, 5s.

LOGIC. By Richard F. Clarke,
S.J. Crown 8vo,?5s.

MORAL PHILOSOPHY (ETHICS
AND NATURAL LAW). By Joseph
Rickaby, S.J. Crown Svo, 5s.

NATURAL THEOLOGY. By Ber-
nard Boedder, S.J. Crown Svo, gs. Bd.

PSYCHOLOGY. By Michael
Maher, S.J., D.Litt., M.A, (Load.). Crown
8vo, 6s. 6d.
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History and Science of Language, etc.

O N.—LEADING AND MAX MULLER (F.)—continued.
”HK*U ENGLISH WORDS: Ex-
AVi i).S()Nr

c\ ^Exemplified. By William L.
’ At .A. Fcp. 8vo, 3s. 6L

G^AHA]vrN\ MS,
. r

* tMcticui ^Cl^Ssified and Explained:
LV$». K\^0 ^^^esreises. By G. F. Gf

• ENGLISH SYNO-
with

Graham.

max

CHIPS FROM A GERMAN
WORKSHOP. Vol. III. ESSAYS ON
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
Crown 8vo, 5s.

LAST ESSAYS. First Series.
Essays on Language, Folk-lore and other
Subjects. Crown 8vo, 5s.

^ Lj 1_LER (F.).H I K Scic,„,E . ..TrtTArp :
ROGET.—THESAURUS OF ENG-

Vi volH THENCE OF LANGUAGE.; lish WORDS AND PHRASES. Clas-H
* crown 8vo, 10s

St too HIES OF WORDS,
r'^^i HOME OF THE ARYAS.

3s.

. , THrA row**

sified and Arranged so as to Facilitate the
Expression of Ideas and assist in Literary
Composition. By Peter "Mark Roget,
M.D., F.R.S. With full Index. Crown 8vo,
9s. net.

Evolution, Anthropology, etc.

AVEBURY.-THE ORIGI*N OF LANG AND ATKINSON.-
<• * v n - 1 SATION and the Primitive Con- SOCIAL ORIGINS. By Andrew Lang,

<>F JVla.r* By the Right Hon. Lord M.A., LL.D. ;
and PRIMAL LAW. %A v kiivi Uv. VVith 6 Plates and 20 Illustra- J. J. Atkinson. 8vo, 10s. 6d. net.

*«« MtH, Hvo 9 18s,

CLODE) (Edward). ROMANES (George John).

THK
^
STORY OF CREATION:

it Plain Account of Evolution. With 77

I Mi* -it rations. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

ESSAYS. Edited by C. Lloyd
Morgan. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

A in^IIVIER OF EVOLUTION:!
lH*i*t|4 &x IPopoular Abridged Edition of ‘The
Story of Oreation’. With Illustrations.

l*Vp. H

v

0, Is. 6d. :

DOUBTS ABOUT DARWIN-;
ISM, I |y a Semi-Darwinian. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

GERARD. THE OLD RIDDLE
AM) 'T'JEHC 13. NEWEST ANSWER. By;

M * *M M Obrard, S.J., F.L.S. Cr. Svo, 5s. net.

Y TT F?-- QUERIES IN ETHNO-

!

€ 1 HA IP JHCY- By Albert Galloway Keller,
|

Fcp. Svo, 2s. At. 1

AN EXAMINATION OF WEIS-
MANNISM. Crown 8vo, Ss.

DARWIN, AND AFTER DAR-
WIN : an Exposition of the Darwinian

Theory, and a Discussion on Post-Dar-

winian Questions.

Part I. The Darwinian Theory.
With Portrait of Darwin and 125 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo, 10s. &Z.

Part II. Post-Darwinian Ques-
tions : Heredity and Utility. With Por-
trait of the Author and 5 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 10s. 6d.

Part III. Post-Darwinian Ques-
tions : Isolation and Physiological

Selection. Crown 8vo, 5s.
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Classical Literature, Translations, etc.
ABBOTT.—HELLENICA. A Col- LUCIAN.-T RAN S L AT I n M <5
•lectjon of Essays on Greek Poetry, Philo- FROM LUCIAN. By Augusta \I Cau^sophy, History, and Religion. Edited by bell Davidson 51A Ed?n " -
Evelyn Abbott, M.A., LL.D. Crown Svo, 5s. net

’

7s. 6d.

Crown Svo,

^SCHYLUS.—EUMENIDES OF
ALSCHYLUS. With Metrical English
Translation. By J. F. Davies. 8vo, 7s.

ARISTOPHANES. — THE
ACHARNIANS OF ARISTOPHANES,
translated into English Verse. By R. Y.
Tyrrell. Crown Svo, Is.

BECKER (W. A.). Translated by
the Rev. F. Metcalfe, B.D.

GALLUS : or, Roman Scenes in
the Time of Augustus. With Notes and
Excursuses. With 26 Illustrations. Cr.
Svo, 3s. 6rf.

CHARICLES: or, Illustrations of
the Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
With Notes and Excursuses. With 26
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

B R OW N E. — HANDBOOK OF
HOMERIC STUDY. By Henry Browne,
S.J., M.A., New College, Oxford; FeJJpw of
the Royal University of Ireland; Professor
of Greek at University College, Dublin.
With 22 Plates. Crown Svo, 6s. net.

CAMPBELL.—RELIGION IN

I

OGILVIE,—HORAE LATINAE :

Studies in Synonyms and Syntax. By the
I

late Robert Ogilvie, M.A., LL.D., H.M.
: Chief Inspector of Schools for Scotland*.

I

Edited by Alexander Souter, M.A. With
i a Memoir by Joseph Ogilvie, M.A., LL D
i

8vo, 12s. 6d. net.

i

!

R I C H.—A DICTIONARY OF
j

ROMAN AND GREEK ANTIQUITIES,
j

By A. Rich, B.A. With 2,000 Woodcuts.
;

Crown Svo, 6s. net.

SOPHOCLES.—Translated into
English Verse. By Robert Whitelaw„
M.A., Assistant Master in Rugby School,

j

Crown 8vo, 8s. 6rf.

. *

THEOPHRASTUS.— THE
i
CHARACTERS OF THEOPHRASTUS :

a Translation, with Introduction. By Chas.

|

E. Bennett and William A. Hammond,.
!

Professors in Cornell University. Fcp. Svo,
! 2s. 6d. net.

!

TYRRELL.—DUBLIN TRANS-
I LATIONS INTO GREEK AND LATIN
j

VERSE. Edited by R. Y. Tyrrell. Svo,
i

6s.

• GREEK LITERATURE. By the Rev.
j

Lewis Campbell, M.A., LL.D., Emeritus : xt Tnpu
Professor of Greek, University of St.
Andrews. Svo, 15s.

C I C E RO—CICERO’S CORRE- !

SPONDENCE. By R. Y. Tyrrell. Vols.
|

I., 1L, III., Svo, each 12s. Vol. IV., 15s.
j

Vol. V., 14s. Vol. VI., 12s. Vol. VII. Index,
,

7s. 6d.

HARVARD STUDIES INj
CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY. Edited by a I

Committee of the Classical Instructors of
j

Harvard University. Vol. XL, 1900. Vol. I

XII., 1901. Vol. XIII., 1902. Vol. XIV., i

1903. Vol. XV., 1904. Svo, 6s. 6d. net each.
!

I

HOMER.—THE ODYSSEY. Done !

into English Verse. By William Morris,
j

Crown Svo, 5s. net.

THE POEMS OF VIRGIL.
Translated into English Prose by John
Conington. Crown Svo, 6s.

THE ,ENEID OF VIRGIL.
Translated into English Verse by John
Conington. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE .-ENEIDS OF VIRGIL.
Done into English Verse. By William
Morris. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

THE A3NEID OF VIRGIL, freely
translated into English Blank Verse. By
W. J. Thornhill. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

THE iENEID OF VIRGIL.
Translated into English Verse by James-
Rhoades.

Books I.-VI. Crown Svo, 5s.

Books VII.-XII. Crown Svo,

HORACE.—THE WORKS * OF
HORACE, RENDERED INTO ENGLISH
PROSE. With Life, Introduction and Notes.

By William Coutts, M.A. Crown 8vo, 5s.

net.

THE ECLOGUES AND GEOR-
GICS OF VIRGIL. Translated into-

English Prose. By J. W. Mackail, Feflow

of Balliol College, Oxford. 16mo, 5s.

LANG.—HOMER £ND THE EPIC.
By Andrew Lang. Crown 8vo, 9s. net.

i WILKINS.—THE GROWTH OF
I THE HOMERIC POEMS. By G. Wil-
i

KINS. Svo, 6s.
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Popular Science (Natural History, ^c.)~cmtinued

WOOD (Rev. J. G.).
|

wood (Rev. J. G.)—continued.

HOMES WITHOUT HANDS : a
Description of the Habitations of Animals,
classed according to their Principle of
Construction. With 140 Illustrations.

8vo, gilt top, 7s. net.

INSECTS AT HOME : a Popular
Account of British Insects, their Structure,
Habits and Transformations. With 700
Illustrations. 8vo, gilt top, 7s. net.

^land revisited, with 33
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d,

OUT OF DOORS : a Selection of
Original Articles on Practical Natural

8
H
vo,7'&i

Wlth 11 IUustratbns-

INSECTS ABROAD: a Popular
Account of Foreign Insects, their Struc-
ture, Habits and Transformations. With
600 illustrations. 8vo, 7s. net.

STRANGE DWELLINGS: a De-
scnption of the Habitations of Animals

S2g
j£r!r

om ‘ Horaes without Hands *.With 60 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d

-1

Works of Reference.

ANNUAL REGISTER (THE). A
]

MAUNDER (Samuel).
Review of Public Events at Home and \

Abroad, for the year 1903. 8vo, 18s.

Volumes of the Annual Register ?or the
years 1863-1902 can still be had. 18s. each.

*

Biographical treasury.
With Supplement brought down to 188ft
By Rev. James Wood. Fcp. 8vo, fe.

TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE
AND LIBRARY OF REFERENCE.
Fcp. 8vo, 6s.

CHARITIES REGISTER. THE
ANNUAL, AND DIGEST: being a
Classified Register of Charities in or
available in the Metropolis. 8vo, 5s. net.

THE TREASURY OF BOTANY.
Edited by J. Lindley, FJR.S., sum! T.
Moore, F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts and
20 Steel Plates. Two vols. Fcp. 8vo, 12s.

CHISHOLM.—HANDBOOK OF
COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. By Geo.
G. Chisholm, M.A., B.Sc., Fellow of the
Royal Geographical and Statistical Societies.

With 19 Folding-out Maps and numerous
Maps in the Text. 8vo, 15s. net.

GWILT. — AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA
OF ARCHITECTURE. By Joseph Gwilt,
F.S.A. With 1,700 Engravings. Revised

(1888), with Alterations and Considerable

Additions by Wyatt Papworth. 8vo,

21s. net.* •

RICH. A Dictionary of Roman and
Greek Antiquities. By A Rich, BJl With
2,000 Woodcuts. Crown &vo, 6s. net.

ROGET.-THESAURUS OF ENG-
LISH WORDS AND PHRASES. OassiSed

and Arranged so as to Facilitate the Ex-
pression of Ideas and assist in Iicerary

Composition. By Peter Mare Roost,
M.D., F.R.S.

^
Recomposed tfercmgkwai,

enlarged and improved, partly from t§

Author’s Notes, and with a fa®. Index, .fey

the Author’s Son, Jobs
Crown 8vo, 9s. nest *

LONGMANS' GAZETTEER OF
THE WORLD. Edited by George G.

Chisholm, M.A., B.S*. Imperial 8vo, cloth,

18s. net ; half-morocco, 21s,

WTLLICH —POPULAR TABLES
for giving information for ascertaining Che

value of Lifehold, Leasehold, and Cfiwdb

Property,, the Public

Charles M. Willich. Rdltail 1%IL ©P®*®!
Jones. Crown 8vo, Ife, &L
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Poetry and the Drama—continued.
MORRIS (William).
9

POETICAL WORKS. Library * «u turcc atris, ine scene
Edition. Complete in 11 volumes. Crown w^ich is laid in France shortly after the

8vo, price 5s. net each. massacre of St. Bartholomew.

I
MORS ET VICTORIA. Crown
8vo, 5s. net.

Thisjs a drama in three acts, the scene

THE EARTHLY PARADISE.
4 vols. Crown Svo, 5s. net each.

the defence of guene-
VERE, and other Poems. Crown Svo,

5s. net.

MORTE ARTHUR.-An Allitera-
tive Poem of the Fourteenth Century.
Edited from the Thornton MS , with Intro-
duction, Notes and Glossary. By Mary
Macleod Banks. Fcp. Svo, 3s. &f.

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF
JASON. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

;

NESBIT (E.)(.MrS. HUBERT BLAND).

POEMS BY THE WAY, AND
LOVE IS ENOUGH. Crown Svo, 5s. net. LAYS AND LEGENDS. First

Series. Cr, Svo, 3s. 6d. Second Series.

THE STORY OF SIGURD THE With Portrait. Crown Svo, 5s.

VOLSUNG, AND THE FALL OF THE
N1BLUNGS. Crown 8vo, 5s. net. THE RAINBOW AND THE

VIRGIL RGSE. Crown Svo, 5s.

Crown Svo,

'

THE ^ENEIDS OF
Done into English Verse.

5s. net.

THE ODYSSEY OF HOSIER.
Done into English Verse. Cr&vn Svo,

.

5s. net. -

THE TALE OF BEOWULF, 1

SOMETIME KING OF THE FOLK OF
* THE WEDERGEATS. Translated by

William Morris and A. J. Wyatt. Cr.
j

8vo, 5s. net. ;

Certain of the Poetical Works may also be i

had in the following Editions

THE EARTHLY PARADISE.

Popular Edition. 5 vols. 12mo,

25s. ; or 5s. each, sold separately.

The Same in Ten Parts, 25s.; or

2s. 6d. each sold separately.

New Edition in Twelve Parts.

Crown Svo.

Parts I.-VIII., Is. net each.

Part IX., 2s. net.

Parts X. and XI., Is. net each.

Part XII., 2s. net.

Cheap Edition ,
in 1 vol. Crown

8vo, 6s. net.

POEMS BY THE WAY. Square

Crown 8vor 6s.

THE DEFENCE OF GUENE-
VERE AND OTHER POEMS. Cheaper

Impression. Fcp. Svo, Is. 6d. net.

*. * For Mr. William*Morris’s other Works

see pp. 13, 33, 44, 48.

R I L E Y. - OLD FASHIONED
ROSES: Poems. By James Whitcomb.
Riley. 12mo, gilt top, 5s.

R O M A N E S.-A SELECTION
FROM THE POEMS OF GEORGE JOHN
ROMANES, M.A., LL.D„ F.R.S. With a*
Introduction by T. Herbert Warren, Pre-

sident of Magdalen College, Oxford.

Svo, 4s. 6d.

SAVAGE-ARMSTRONG.— BAL-
LADS OF DOWN. By G. F. Savage-

Arsistrong, M.A., D.Lrtt. Crown Svo, Is.&L

SHAKESPEARE.

BOWDLER’S FAMILY SHAKE-
SPEARE. With 36 Woodcuts. 1 waft,

gvo, 14s. Or in 6 vols. Fcp. Svo, 21s.

THE SHAKESPEARE BUPTH-
DAY BOOK. By M* F. »ML
32mo, Is. 6d.

SHEEHAN.—‘ LOST ANGEL OF
A RUINED PARAD1SB.' A AM **

Modern Life. Crown mot 3s.
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Fiction, Humour, etc.

—

continued.

Converse.—long will : a
A's.le of Wat Tytler and the Peasant Rising

the Reign of Richard II. By Florence
Sronverse. With 6 Illustrations by Garth

Ones. Crown 8vo, 6s.

^OUGALL.—BEGGARS ALL. By
Dougall. Crown Svo, 35. 6d.

^OYLE (Sir A. Conan).

JV1ICAH CLARKE: a Tale of Mon-
mouth’s Rebellion. With 10 Illustrations.
Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

TTHE REFUGEES : a Tale of the
Huguenots. With 25 Illustrations. Cr.
Svo, 3s. 6d.

THE STARK MUNRO LETTERS.
Crown Svo, 3s. Gd,

"THE CAPTAIN OF THE POLE-
STAR, and other Tales. Cr. Svetas. Gd.

FRANCIS (M. E.) (Mrs. Francis
Blundell).

DORSET DEAR: Idylls of Coun-
try Life. Crown Svo, 6s.

LYCHGATE HALL: a Romance.
Crown Svo, 6s.

CHRISTIAN THAL: a Story of
Musical Life. Crown Svo, 6s.

THE MANOR FARM. With
Frontispiece by Claud C. du Pre Cooper.
Crown Svo, 6s.

FIANDER’S WIDOW. Crown
Svo, 6s.

PASTORALS OF DORSET. With
S Illustrations. Crown Svo, 6s.

YEOMAN FLEETWOOD. With
Frontispiece. Crown Svo, 3s. net.

PROUDE.—THE TWO CHIEFS
OF DUNBOY : an Irish Romance of the
Last Century. By James A. Froude. Cr r

Svo, 3s. 6d.

CMUftBAR.—'THE SONS O’ COR-
JYIAC, AN’ TALES OF OTHER MEN’S
SONS : Irish Legends. By Aldis Dunbar.
'With 8 Illustrations by Myra E. Luxsiore.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

IFLARRAR (F. W\, late Dean of
Canterbury).

GILKES.—A DAY AT DULWICH.
By A. H. Gilkes, .Master of Dulwich College.
Fcp. 8vo, Is. net.

HAGGARD SIDE (THE): being
Essays in Fiction. By the Author of ‘ Times
and Days,’ ‘Auto da Fe,’ etc. Crown 8vo,

i
5s.

DARKNESS AND DAWN : or,
j

Scenes in the Days of Nero. An Historic
Tale. Crown Svo, gilt top, 6s. net.

OATHERING CLOUDS: a Tale
of the Days of St. Chrysostom. Crown
8vo, gilt top, 6s. net.

FOWLER (Edith H.).

THE YOUNG PRETENDERS.
A Story of Child Life. With 12 Illustra-

tions by Sir Philip Burne-Jones, Bart.

Crown Svo, 6s.

THE PROFESSOR’S CHIL-
DREN. With 24«illustrations by Ethel
Kate Burgess. Crown Svo, 6s.

HAGGARD (H. Rider).

ALLAN QUATERMAIN. With 31
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Popular Edition. Svo, sewed, 6d, net.

ALLAN’S WIFE. With 34 Illus-
trations. Crown Svo, 3s. Gd.

BEATRICE. With Frontispiece
and Vignette. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

BLACK HEART AND WHITE.
HEART, AND OTHERSTORIES. With
33 Illustrations- Crown 8vo, fe- Gd.

CLEOPATRA. With 29 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo, fe- Gd. i
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THE IHiOFLH OF THE MIST.
With m tnuntmikmii. C«*wn it**, lit *u »

THE WITCH’S HEAD. With 16
j

Crown #vt», Si. IM. I

JEROME. MG.ii Hi, s i\ j,a.
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Fiction, Humour, etc.—continued.

,MARCHMONT.—IN THE NAME
i MORRIS (Williams, ,— A ™M ^T.„D0mance, By Arthur l

vv continued

.

IVlAKL/rllVlUiN I.—liN IJrtJtS NAME
OF A WOMAN : a Romance. By Arthur
W. Marchmont. With 8 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

MASON AND LANG.—PARSON
KELLY. By A. E. W. Mason and Andrew
Lang. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

MAX MtfLLER. — DEUTSCHE
LIEBE (GERMAN LOVE): Fragments
from the Papers of an Alien. Collected by
F. Max MOller. Translated from the
German by G. A. M. Cr. 8vo, gilt top, 5s.

MELVILLE (G. J. Whyte).

The Gladiators.
The Interpreter.

Good for Nothing.
The Queen’s Maries.

Holmby House.
Kate Coventry.
Digby Grand.
General Bounce.

Crown 8vo, Is. 6(f. each.

MORRIS (William).

<*

A TALE OF THE HOUSE OF
THE WOLFINGS, and all the Kindreds
of the Mark. Written in Prose and Verse.
Square crown 8vo, 6s.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALLAND A KING’S LESSON. I6mo, 2j.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE : or,
P?

:h
S®"® som* Chapters

from an Utopian Romance. Post Sim,
is. 6a.

THE STORY OF GRETTIR THE
STRONG. Translated from the Icehadic
by Eirikr Magn6sson and William
Morris. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

THREE NORTHERN LOVE
STORIES, AND OTHER TALES.
Translated from the Icelandic by EirIkr
MagnCsson and William Morris. Cr
8vo, 6s. net.

*** P°r Mr. William Morris’s other Works,
‘ seepp. 13,29,44, 45, 48.

NEWMAN (Cardinal).

*LOSS AND GAIN: the Story of a
Convert. Crown 8vo. Ss. 6d.

CALLISTA: a Tale of the Third
Century. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

NORRIS.—RICE PAPERS: Stories
and Sketches of Life in China. By H. L.
Norris. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE ROOTS OF THE MOUN-
TAINS, wherein is told somewhat of the
Lives of the Men of Burgdale, their

Friends, their Neighbours, their Foemen,
and their Fellows-in-Arms. Written in

Prose and Verse. Square crown 8vo, 8s.

THE STORY OF THE GLITTER-
ING PLAIN, which has also been called

The Land of the Living Men, or the Acre
of the Undying. Square post 8vo, 5s. net.

NORRIS. — NATURE’S CO-
MEDIAN. By W. E. Norris. Crm
8vo, 6s.

PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY.—SNAP

:

a Legend of the Lone Mountain. By C.

Phillipps-Wolley. With 13 ISastradons.

Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

THE WOOD BEYOND THE
WORLD. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

THE WELL AT THE WORLD’S
END. 2 vols. 8vo, 28s.

THE WATER OF THE WON-
DROUS ISLES. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

THE SUNDERING FLOOD. Cr.

8vo, 7s. 6rf.

POLLOCK. — HAY FEVER By
Walter Herribs Pollock ami Guv C.

Pollock, Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

V This story is concerned miam*
tures of a much andjustly rmfimiaddMhkmhm,.
and is founded on the kwmm adim of m Afetf

sometimes prescribed for hay fetor; md mtduf-

ally„ the Authors have aimed mom M mm»-
ment than at scientific accuracy.

RIDLEY.— A DAUGHTER OF
JAEL. By Lady Ridley.
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WARD—ONE POOR SCRUPLE.
By Mrs. Wilfrid Ward. Crown 8vo, 6s.

WEYMAN (Stanley).

THE ABBESS OF VLAYE. With
Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE HOUSE OF THE WOLF.
With Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown
8vo, 3s. 6d.

A GENTLEMAN OF FRANCE.
With Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown
8vo, 6s.

THE RED COCKADE. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown 8vo,

6s. <•

*

WEYMAN (Stanley)—continued .

SHREWSBURY. With 24 Illus-
trations by Claude A. Sheppersoh.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

SOPHIA. With Frontispiece. Cr.
8vo, 6s.

THE LONG NIGHT. A Story of
Geneva in 1602. Crown 8vo, 6s.

WHISHAW.—THE TIGER OF
MUSCOVY. By Fred Whishaw. Crown

* 8vo, 6s.

YEATS.—THE CHEVALIER
• D’AURIAC. By S. Levett Yeats. Cr.

8vo, 3s. 6d.

Popular Science (Natural History, etc.}.

FURNEAUX (W.).
|

THE OUTDOOR WORLD: or,

The Young Collector’s Handbook. With
18 Plates (16 of which are coloured), and

549 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo,

gilt edges, 6s. net.

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS
(British). With 12 Coloured Plates and

241 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo,

gilt edges, 6s. net.

LIFE IN PONDS *AND
STREAMS. With 8 Coloured Plates and

331 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo,

gilt edges, 6s. net.

THE SEA §HORE. With 8

Coloured Plates and 300 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

HARTWIG (George).

THE SEA AND ITS LIVING
WONDERS. With 12 Plates and 308

Woodcuts. 8vo, gilt top, 7s. net.

THE TROPICAL WORLD. With
8 Plates and 172 Woodcuts. Svo, gilt top,

7s. net.

THE POLAR WORLD. With %

Maps, 8 Plates and 85 Woodcuts.

gilt top, 7s. net.

THE SUBTERRANEAN WORLD.
With 3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts. **ft

top, 7s. net.
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»'/ >*•#* **a/i< iiSiH

STANLEY, A FAMIUAH BIS
TUMY OF ItlHUM. in II lilt,

forttiarly *ir N**rwi*.t* Will* il«7

Ur, I*. A*f

#
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Popular Science (Natural

DD (Rev. J. G.).

>MES WITHOUT HANDS : a
sscription of the Habitations of Animals,
issed according to their Principle of

mstruction. With 140 Illustrations,

o, gilt top, 7s. net.

SECTS AT HOME : a Popular
;count of British Insects, their Structure,
abits and Transformations. With 700
lustrations. 8vo, gilt top, 7s. net.

SECTS ABROAD : a Popular
;count of Foreign Insects, their Struc-
re, Habits and Transformations. With
10 Illustrations. 8vo, 7s. net.

History, etc.)

—

continued.

WOOD (Rev. J. G.)—continued.

PETLAND REVISITED. With 33
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

OUT OF DOORS : a Selection of
Original Articles on Practical Natural
History. With 11 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 3s. Bd.

STRANGE DWELLINGS: a De-
scription of the Habitations of Animals,
abridged from ‘ Homes without Hands
With 60 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. Bd.

Works of Reference.

JUAL REGISTER (THE). A
iew of Public Events at Home and
oad, for the year 1903. Svo, 18s.

•

times of the Annual Register for the

;ars 1863-1902 can still be had. 18s. each.

VRITIES REGISTER. THE
NUAL, AND DIGEST : being a
ssified Register of Charities in or
liable in the Metropolis. 8vo, 5s. net.

ISHOLM.—HANDBOOK OF
MMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. By Geo.
Chisholm, M.A., B.Sc., Fellow of the

pal Geographical and Statistical Societies,

th 19 Folding-out Maps and numerous
ps In the Text. 8vo, 15s. net.

TLT. — AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA
ARCHITECTURE. By Joseph Gwilt,
;.A. With 1,700 Engravings. Revised

$8), with Alterations and Considerable
litions by Wyatt Papworth. Svo,

. net.' •

STGMANS’ GAZETTEER OF
IE WORLD. Edited by George G.

iEholm, M.A., B.Se. Imperial Svo, cloth,

. net ; half-morocco, 21s,

MAUNDER (Samuel).

Biographical treasury.
With Supplement brought down to 1889.

By Rev. James Wood. Fcp. 8vo, 6s.

TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE
AND LIBRARY OF REFERENCE.
Fcp. 8vo, 6s.

THE TREASURY OF BOTANY.
Edited by J. Lindley, F.R.S., ami T.

Moore, F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts and

20 Steel Plates. Two vols, Fcp. Svo, 12s.

RICH. A Dictionary of Roman and
Greek Antiquities. By A Rich, BA. With
2,000 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

ROGET.—THESAURUS OF ENG-
LISH WORDSAND PHRASES. Classified

and Arranged so as to Facilitate the Ex-

pression of Ideas and assist in Literary

Composition. By Peter Mark Roget,

M.D., F.R.S. Recomposed throughout,

enlarged and improved, partly from the

Author's Notes, and with a ft® Index, by
the Author's Son, John
Crown 5vo, 9s. net. *

WILLICH —POPULAR TABLES
for giving information for ascertaining the

value of Lifehold, leasehold, and Church

Preperty, the Public Funds, By
Charles M. Willich. Edited by H. Bbncb
Jones.

1 Crown 8vo, 10s, fid.
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Children's Books.

ALICE'S ADVENTURES. By
r*. H With 8 lilitHf by .Tints tUnvut
Cfiwit K\o, tU.

BOLD TURPIN: ;» Rnm.imv, -is

Siini^ hy K,mi Writer With U* lthi.t iUimo-
irt Colour hy L 1). L Uhtoo^ ifo, h-.».ir.h.

tf\.

BROWN. THE HOOK OF
SAINTS AX IV I HirMH.V HI AM S *U
Amur FAtnvrj r Humvi. W uh n IlhcUf^

turn** hy t
*A ?V S A V C*»H4 v foil ti hii, 4 -

net.

CRAKE A. R|.

HDWY Till-: KAIK. in-

. The
Chronicle iif /Vncrmtwie Him.

silver !**{. '2-
. net

A 1,1'CAR THE, UANK. or, The
Hrenmf Chrimit lr nf >?Scemhme. Crown
Hvu, »«iK r*l* top, /•. IWt.

THE RIVAL HEIRS ; U %Uv
Thirst wml l*tiM Ctmmn lr of 4 :«h rmhiMr
Cfuwtt Hvu, «*itver top, 2- nipt

THE HOUSE OR WALDKRNE
A Trtlr of the ChitAler amt the }*‘or*«»t ut

th# Ihty* of the Hanm*’ War* t>.mn
Hvu, puilver tuft, ’is wt,

BRIAN FTL4 COUNT. A St.try
of WrtlhujtfiifU C**tto amt tfctrvHpwier

.

Abhay Cmvtrt Hvtt. «iiv«r top. <t* ml

DENT, IN SEARCH OR HOME ,

t* Story of Hf*w< Htul WmU ami Htmy* Hy
PMVU.J* it OhN f With#! Front »*jiiw-p m
Cttkmr hy ttAMhl- hmtrM Crown Hvo,

H

j fU
n*l.

HENTY (<?. A.J. Edited hy.

YULE LOGS; A Story H*mk for
!

Roy®. By vnrimi* Author*, With IS II

tu*trfttkm*. Cruwtt Mvtt. gilt «*!#**, !U. ft*|.
:

YULE TIDE YARNS: A Story
fkmJ* fur Boy*, Hy Ault***?*. With :

4$ PlMitmttewfw. (fawn Hv«. #il» **fite*.

9** twt.

LANG iAm»io FYhtU by. #

THH BU T*; I* .MRY BOOK, With
I tH I Uh U r.»f ino-i t'nmn Hiu, y«$H

TIH* RED EA1KY BOOK, Wit},
im, u.|Vi k >,.o n Him. jjtlf

THE OfKEEN I -WIRY BOOK.
With f ri Croon Hvm. y,j {

rtfjji'B, *»

Till-: cri;\ kaiio hook, \y, t i,

If* Ifl-i.l* |llM,l« , . I , 111 ,| HVM, gl|, Vlljj,'’,, ll.

THE YELLOW EAl RY BOOK.
With UU lU<iUr.it'Mftfi (Ymimi Mvm, ui(t

T HI*; LINK EA1RY HOOK WithO Htn«lr>»liMUi» 4 I MI' O R| M, jfeJlJl l".h' *•>«!,, ,n

Tin- vtoi.rr hairy hour,
U ,11, . l • ,1 l*|,n,'o „n,[ r
lOllMlia < I'm** ti Hu ii, t?*{t f ,tj*i -4, |0

.

nfr* CRIMSON FAIRY HOOK,
With * t I'Uln Ml. I 4 1 Mihrr JUmh
t« nfM.itn i mh « Hi .< o

THE BROWN F'AtRY BOOh^
With M C*'h*»r»4 t'I««c4 Alt.l 44 wi hi*'

Htuofr^i >miu t. iM*Mt »Hm, r.!|/r',
-i, th

THI-: Hl.rii POHTRY HOUR,
Willi ttdl i.’fMM »« y*t|,

to

THE TRUE STORY HOOK, W ah
t«4l j{}iU{fi»llMH» v I'lMti Him, yutt r »!*{«.• *i. i>l*<

THE REHTRUE STORY BOOK.
With }lW 4' ft

t

n 1 1 Him, n*t|

THK AN l MAI. STORY tUKHv.
With #? HlvMktrutiMn* Cr*m i« ^ilt

mi$m~, h»

THK RKl» HOOK OK AN I MAI.
HTimtHH Willi M Iflualf

Kill lii

THK AKAHIAN NIOHTS KN
TMMrAtNMIiSTH U,il, m
H*m» Kim. |Jil* Ms

THK HtK»K OK KO.MANt K VV.ih

Cruwn Kill it*.
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Children's Books continued.

y A t. c. 1 h e: hi u <; e; s Roberts, the adventures
U'HS •» 1

*‘» —I »« r» .1 ! Mr m the OF CAPTAIN .JOHN SMITH: Captain of

Ki^i» « H» I'm*- * t * m > \K »*u k Two Hundred and Fifty Horse, and some*
it

»' ***.1 ** *» <*<»'*• I df !!!>«<*§ rrf time* President of Virginia. By E. P.
ttinii' ** %v, f* 1 r*!*M »%.». Himrum. With 3 Maps and 17 Illustrations.

»w Crown Hvo, net.

t A C I) O NAI. O. H OUUS-
hs l.im S* mu

Mm {»-•«', .%» i" \X »**« <*• pi. »<.«••> and Ai

|n.l»Jk? !.*• ««»••* I-, v II? • » !*}*«>:<•

4 '

r

hh 1

1

P ; • I : ** ’*' 1

HEADIUU T 1

DADDY'S I It) Y W 1O 1 N f r;»

||n»t« t'r-vfi Mt, „ V At . dtfrs. P. W|

STEVENSON. A CHILD’S
fiAKIWN OF VKKSKS. By Robkkt
Lid' is HritVKNKON. Pup, Hvo, gilt top, 5s.

V PTON (I* LOB BNCK K. AND BERTHA).

THE ADVENTURES OF TWO
IHITCH DOLLS AND A ‘(50LLI-
WtBltl With 31 Coloured Plates. Oblong
4u», lit.

• THE GOLLIWOGG AT THE
HBASIPK. With 31 Coloured Plates

Oblong 4tn, Bx.

DHH AND THE IE CHESS. Willi

7 lil.ioItvfliMita i * «*»*. tfd* edge*. ;is orl

the: he re;shh<d pui/KAViih
i BtwMr .vMM.wt i f *L*«. g»t« rdgr*. .T* HP t

THU HOI S|‘, OH St Wl •RISKS.
\Vt|b « Illt.olrtftlf.t09 iofWH gdf

d: »»rl

Packard, mi vm so IC1-;

\vtl,vt.i .<•, f,i» »")• tty " 1 *

j I
* .m ih *•»»« Will* t#l

t,>»»*» ** *». fi

THE GOLLIWOGG’S AUTO-GO-
• CAST, With 31 Coloured Plates. Oblong

lb.

THE GOLLIWOOG’S BICYCLE
CLUB. With 31 Coloured Plates. Oblong

4tn, tb,

THE GOLLIWOGG IN WAR.
With 81 Coloured Plates. Oblong 4to, 6s.

THE: GOLLIWOGG’S POLAR
ADVKNTURB& With 81 Coloured

Plates, Oblong 4t«, 6s.

PENROSE. UH HHV A Nut*
an.. II. M.« I', VV.lt. H 1M„»

1 «) i» * • illilMi iV hv»«, ,*tl HI

PRAEGKK iUmhammspi

the: AltVHNirwES OF THE:
TMMI I In M M USUm HECTOR.
miMhtH am* AUHANOFW A Story

pi, turn W»«»' !i i>*!»«« r*»4 PUt*» find

’il t I'h ihw-» * H*b*ng H*', 3t H»L

THE GOLLIWOGG’S AIR-SHIP.
With 31 Coloured Plates. Oblong 4to, 6s.

THE GOLLIWOGG’S CIRCUS.
With 3! Coloured Plates, Oblong 4to

boards, H*.

THE GOLLIWOGG IN HOL-
LAND, With 28 Coloured Plates, Oblong

4 to, 3s,

THE VEGE-MEN’S REVENGE.
With 31 Coloured Plate*. Oblong 4to, 6s.

the: ecrthhn wings of

/Ili'iwa #N«I M Outline P*Otir#». VAUGHAN. ~ OLD HENDRIK’S
4«m. i» *u TALKS. By Captain Akthur 0, Vaughan.

With l

r
i Full-page Illustrations by J. A,

rM %r 1
Crown 8vo, 6s.

1$ 0 B B 1 N S. DU I if*
# «,y * , ntilume of animal stories collected

lifTTHW Wmten *m\ rated ^ijh
.MuiraJirhaH from the Hottentots during
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Arnold'* Sir f .dvt in Stm* am! I amt*.
With Vi {|ln'3tir.if»Mir * i,

•

tinjjrchot** iW.i BiojffitjtNlcat stmMr*.

t.’n \ 1

1

\ >si T>«r i'hrtr n ( r <•! %>r fN »»•«••• •

i AvI },«»»’»! Mr i »J,» \ #/<m

W'tllum i Ml l -v-t i S! i(r himm
Sir t nMi‘j{r Conn ’* ,*il I »••;» ?;« A-5 i »» .»•

4 IVrtnU { turd ANN >» |i »m*l fhr i»VN‘*m V » of

.ViKMAiu, Th»- !*»»•»'» What I
-«• A

l.yodhu*'** r» iiHv Wrt’» Hr 'In'odr -i* M> fi < o l

l.tSirl.A' I ,»•*.* i *» Mr I ..1.,|rn |,..,U‘4 ,nur
>tlnB Tlir I %,»*•! «‘f I !,).«'< n»t> rit Mr { ,* •<• r -i

•

I'luttU rllnr •»; Mir l ' it In »jurr M» 'iwro *
»

i «

^

1 ‘rt •{*••. ;nr t iiii nr’i Mr 1 h 1* 4*3 i '1* <><

hl'f nf J hr Mmjii.I nf l MiM'ir- •|i '

Ilit£*hnt'* t\V . * lU nmtml*; Hfmli#*. l - •* t

I'UNII MN i('f iSriJuUfri >*f J

Hnhtuw! I v-MtMim 'H I r^rfifri .»h,hi » >i

loll* MB'. >.*! T«'-ltv;!» I'Whjhty »»l * 1 !>>

JVrhijmMnr'i nf {‘ohhi.il 1 »*•»*. mtv \»*t«

SVHIMtMh! Mill' MinU’i’it I vMinmj M,l» « l*j h

Hu ,uhiii Thr l »**.*» f I* % iij’iiiil I m»i •<*

f nw,

lf«ff#hot*w tW ,

1

i Hf-rrtfv Sfudir*, M'llr

I*»*Wr4d U vmU , .'I*.. tl»J r»rh

(,'iiMtM" V* «I l S*n tufUfWi M« *n .u

iLtrtlry V'ltlrriiltft; Shtthr Ai^arr,, N>r M«m
Wiiintm V'iba |H’i* Thr *?!• l*’*

V|«m rr* HiNtard < hhh*t« [Vi t 1 M* «saJ>»-

Slid fry.

Cd*» 1 *-.\ rw. V* »l H |h<»ma« HotnOtftnn
iVUvAttftty Brrarttfrr Thr Wa%rrlr* .Smiln
Clno'lr* Bh'krw* »N4m VNh«*n lady %Ii*» >

W lift fry Multi am* It ImihjIi « |S*'m Sicnir
WIBl ‘Him*

A

rray Wordmvorih, irinB «*m »«.l

i»r Burr, tfrnnip ami Umt«M»t|ur
Art m Ht*|4

[ii*kl» INtwiry

CttN !|A|h V m1 Hi i«rlln« »« I Iw yn»i|>

ui mt c jriwrtam »« II m I an*
t Kfnrii IlmfiMti HuMrr Thv )|{(tor»iur »»f

Mum Oi» * hr HmihIuri »*f i» t«*« T*»r
Mvlttnhy*H'>ii Itoum nf I flip fhihfir

Wofnhip Hrmtliiimii Hill Hc*rtfy OmMi HmNh
mm- iituf 14*4 yrr» *»»• H»w**i I hr i >v4»i
Muhtlier ami i!j*»*f«*#t$£ t, rimintmr* m ) < 4tu

r

Memoir »»f I hr il*m Jump*

linker** <Hir S» W.) lUflif V«#ri i«
W*lh ti iliM»|rWh»t)f*a ill lU,

linker* * fftlf H, Wtl mm in
With tl IHumml hun* A» tt»i

Bxrlnv*<}ottkl'« cHiiv, i,lCnrf#*ii» Mytlu
of IN* MUItfte Asm* % **.

* y 1
• n \ * 1 i r ' t ?

Brt krt «» Mt . S. < Hnllii* .
>> h’ <•> % f

-,Wn
.1’ ’Br r -w .,»• \ v; W .»}, 131

H*t krr '• V\ , ,\« 1 Ctmrii Ip* ;
-•>

. * H «»-n *• ,,i „ l04
id *-:r I*-:- .l»r I S •* I-',.- V„ ,, „f

\\ t«h .1 . Dl^l- Ih .llj A ‘

Hpnf* '.I. I..* I hr- Vninrd nf M*-
\\ <<’• Jit* liu.-tlr ;,«!•.»» •» A IU

'« I «iH \ \ nv »tfr in f Nr ' Sunt-
N*»m \ \V»I>I Mi |lf:«nr4»>M«n A: nf

ll*u:klr‘* H I HJafui y *»f if* ili«n*f inn In
i niflmml. 1 - «»» ;

ulum NHl * S\ in*f‘»n S- I Nr Sfnn nf iNt
MrtlnhwmJ I irN! t <*n r. a
M..

3
v.,

j |*i«„, 1

Clinid'* if' >. "yfnr* »*f WnpflUfim. -» V
1 -«*»•»< t‘f | t, 1 <i ‘.t’ ,. - «! H Aft : i f U' ? »* ti.»l mu

«

V'miv t»r*f p ilff*. W. J.* »m! tin* •mt*#
«%rry Up*, J. n.

.

* | ifr rtmt «f
Sf. X |»*|f. Uah i»t M . a «> «

'

l
:

.
|U

l*»»WK*ttr» I .
1 llrjfirwf « Ml * N*«*pJ *• nf

Ihiylr'o iHir A , S*»ii*n' MtvaN . A
I«»P *4 Mt.m.t r:AI. , n,|.f !! With }»
|l|t»af ra! s>»*« » n.i

lhtyir « *Hlr A. ywrtfm I Nr VApSiiin «M Hit
finNuNir, «*>! '*<h« * loirs n n.i

H«y if** *H|f A. t Nr : A
i «*lp »d ( hr rt.ilo U 1II1 ,JA JlhnSrn
iixiiit *: Ui

linylr** sHir A, IN® M»tk Mmh**
IrUrra > nf

*J. A .

1

If** Hlftlory *«f lintUmlt
from t*»r I* all of Wol*r> * * • lit® Hrfcml of lf»#

Arrnodo It? **»S« ;i: « J ff«r It

f ftiildr * « J, A.i III# l:«ifN*N if* IrvMlM.
A v»»i% N't; Iti

I rmnf*'* iJ. A. » t Nr> IHvorir* «*f

«** Amirnti, -l:

I mini*** sJ. A* 1 1‘N* H|«»ry **Hlit
*M»*I ot h*r "As tu

)
PriHMl**# <J, A, 1 l-intlltiN N«n#i*#i i# IN#

NlUtlWfllll C#Al«#r|r . A* «ti

Trw*4#*# i4. A,» Hitnft *tN»4i«* «m
# wM* ** ifcf
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Crown Svo, 3s. 6d. each Volume.

ide’s (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle : a History Haggard’s (H. R.) The People of the Mist,
his Life. 1795-1835. 2 vols. 7s. 1834- With 16 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.
II. 2 vols. 7s.

. . /w 4 , 0 Haggard’s (H. R.) Joan Haste. With 20
ide’s (J. A.) Caesar: a Sketch. 3s. 6d. Illustrations. 3s. Gd.

ide’s (J. A.) Oceana, or England and Haggard’s (H. R.) Heart of the World.
:r Colonies. With 9 Illustrations. 3s. Gd. With 15 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

ide’s (J. A.) The Two Chiefs Of Dun- H afro-ard’s (H 1?1 Swallow* a Tale of the
y* an Irish Romance of the Last Century.

H
Ĝ fat Trek”' With^ IuLrations 3s. Id

ide’s (J. A.) The Life and Letters of

asmus. 3s. 6d.

ide’s (J. A.) Writings, Selections
>m. 3s. 6d.

g’s (Rev. G. R.) Life of the Duke of
ellington. With Portrait. 3s. 6rt.

file’s (C. C. F.)Journal ofthe Reignsof
ng George IV., King William IV., and
teen Victoria. 8 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

gard’s (H. R.) She: A History of Ad-
nture. With 32 Illustrations. 3s. 'Id.

gard’s (H. R.) Allan Quatermain.
ith 20 Illustrations. 3s. Gd.

gard’s (H. R.) Colonel Quaritch, V.C.;
rale of Country Life. With Frontispiece
d Vignette. 3s. 6d.

•gard’s (H. R.) Cleopatra. With 29
ustrations. 3s. 6d.

fgard’s (H. R.) Black Heart and White
eart. With 33 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

gard’s (H. R.) Eric Brighteyes. With
Illustrations. 3s. Gd.

gard’s (H. R.) Beatrice. WithFrontis-
ace and Vignette. 3s. Gd.

rgard’s (H. R.) Allan’s Wife. With 34

lustrations. 3s. 6d.

rgard’s ( H. R. ) Montezuma's Daughter.
hth 25 Illustrations. 3s. Gd.

•gard’s (H. R.) The Witch’s Head,
ith 16 Illustrations. 3s. Gd.

•rgard’s (H. R.) Mr. Meeson’s Will,
fith 16 Illustrations. 3s. Gd.

rgard’s (H. R.) Nada the Lily* With 23
lustrations. 3s. 6d.

rgard’s (H. R. ) Dawn. With 16 Ulustra-

ans. 3s. Gd,

Haggard (H. R.) and Lang’s (A.) The
World’s Desire. With 27 Illustrations.

3s. Gd.

Harte’s (Bret) In the Carquinez Woods
and other Stories. 3s. Gd.

Helmholtz’s (Hermann von) Popular Lec-
tures on Scientific Subjects. With 68

Illustrations. 2 vols. 3s. Gd. each.

Hope’s (Anthony) The Heart of Princess
~Psr£L. With 9 Illustrations. 3s. Gd.

Howitt’s (W.) Visits to Remarkable
Places. With 80 Illustrations. 3s. Gd.

Jefferies’ (R.) The Story of My Heart : My
Autobiography. With Portrait. 3s. Gd.

Jefferies’ (R.) Field and Hedgerow, With
Portrait. 3s. Gd.

Jefferies’ (R.) Red Deer. With 17 Illustra-

tions. 3s. Gd.

Jefferies’ (R.) Wood Magic : a Fable. With
Frontispiece and Vignette by E. V. B. 3s. Gd.

Jefferies’ (R.) The Toilers of the Field.

With Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury

Cathedral. 3s. Gd.

Kaye (Sir J.) and Malleson’s (Colonel)

History of the Indian Mutiny of 1857*8,

6 vols. 3s. Gd. each.

Knight’s (E. F.) The Cruise of tire

‘ Aierte ’ : the Narrative of a Search for

Treasure on the Desert Island of Trinidad.

With 2 Maps and 23 Illustratioos.

Knight’s (E. F.) The Crime of the
* Falcon * : a Voyage to South .

\ 30-Ton Yacht. With 2 Maps and 13 Ifus-
*

trations. 3s. Gd. ;

'

Knight’s (E. F.) Where Three Eppfres
Meet : a Narrative of Recent Trawef

»

Kashmir, Western Tibet, Battista**,: Digit.

With a Map and 54 Ulustratioas. 3s. Sd.
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Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. each Volume. *

Knight’s (E. F.) The ‘Falcon’ on the Phillipps=WolIey’s (C.) Snap : a Legend of

Baltic : a Coasting Voyage from Hammer- the Lone Mountain. With 13 Illustrations,

smith to Copenhagen in a Three-Ton Yacht.

With Map and 11 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Kostlin’s (J.) Life of Luther. With 62

Illustrations and 4 Facsimiles of MSS. 3s. 6d.

Lang’s (A.) Angling Sketches. With 20

Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Lang’s (A.) Myth, Ritual, and Religion. 2

vols. 7s.

Lang’s (A.) Custom and Myth : Studies of

Early Usage and Belief. 3s. Bd.

Lang’s (A.) Cock Lane and Common-
Sense. 3s. 6d.

Lang’s (A.) A Monk of Fife : a Story of the

Days of Joan of Arc. With 13 Illustrations*

3s. 6d.

Lang’s (A.) The Book of Dreams and
Ghosts. 3s. 6d.

Lees (J. A.) and Clutterbuck’s (W. J.) BK.
1887, A Ramble in British Columbia.
With Maps and 75 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Levett-Yeats’ (S.) The Chevalier
D’Auriac. 3s. 6d.

Macaulay’s (Lord) Complete Works.
‘Albany’ Edition. With 12 Portraits. 12

vols. 3s. 6d. each.

Vols, I.-VI. History of England from
the Accession of James the Second.

Vols. VII.-X. Essays and Biographies.

Vols. XI.-XII. Speeches, Lays of
Ancient Rome, etc., and Index.

Macaulay’s (Lord) Essays and Lays of
Ancient Rome, etc. With Portrait and 4

Illustrations to the 4 Lays ’. 3s. Bd.

Macleod’s (H. D.) Elements of Banking.
3s. Bd.

Marshman's (J. C.) Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock. 3s. 6d.

Mason (A. E. W.) and Lang’s (A.) Parson
Kelly. 3s. Bd.

Merivale’s (Dean) History of the Romans
under the Empire. 8 vols. 3s. Bd. each.

Mill’s (J. S.) Political Economy. 3s. 6d.

Mill’s (J. S.) System of Logic. 3s. 6d.

Milner’s (Geo.) Country Pleasures : the
Chronicle of a Year chiefly in a Garden. 3s. 6d.

Nansen’s (F.) The First Crossing of Green-
land. With 142 Illustrations and a Map.
3s. Bd.

j

3s. 6d.

i

Proctor’s (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us.
; 3s. Bd.

Proctor’s (R. A.) The Expanse of Heaven.
3s. Bd.

Proctor’s (R. A.) The Moon. 3s. 6ti

Proctor’s (R. A.) Other Worlds than Ours.
3s. Bd.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Our Place among Infini-
ties : a Series of Essays contrasting our
Little Abode in Space and Time with the
Infinities around us. 3s. 6d.

I Proctor’s (R. A.) Other Suns than Ours.
3s. Bd.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Light Science for Leisure
Hours. 3s. 6d.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Rough Ways made
Smooth. 3s. 6d.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Pleasant Ways in
Science. 3s. Bd.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Myths and Marvels of
Astrtyiomy. 3s. Bd.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Nature Studies. 3s. Bd.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Leisure Readings. By
R. A. Proctor, Edward Clodd, Andrew
Wilson, Thomas Foster, and A. C. Ran-
yard. With Illustrations. 3s. Bd.

Rossetti’s (Maria F.) A Shadow of Dante
l 3s. Bd.

Smith’s (R. Bosworth) Carthage and the
Carthaginians. With Maps, Plans, etc.

3s. Bd.

Stanley’s (Bishop) Familiar History of

Birds. With 160 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Stephen’s (Sir Leslie) The Playground of

Europe (The Alps). With 4 Illustrations.

3s. Bd.

Stevenson’s (R. L.) The Strange Case of

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; with other
Fables. 3s. 6cf.

Stevenson (R. L.) and Osbourne’s (LI.)

The Wrong Box. 3s. Bd.

Stevenson (Robert Louis) and Stevenson’s
(Fanny van de Grift) More New Arabian
Nights.

—

The Dynamiter. 3s. Bd.

Trevelyan’s (Sir G. 0.)The Early History
of Charles James Fox. 3s. Bd.

Weynmn’s (Stanley J.) The House of the
Wolf: a Romance. 3s. Bd.

Wood’s (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited.
With 33 Illustrations. 3s. Bd.

Wood’s (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings.
With 60 Illustrations. 3s. Bd.

Wood’s (Rev. J. G.) Qut of Doors. With 11

Illustrations. 3s. Bd.
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Cookery, Domestic Management, etc,

TON. MODERN LOOKER V. DE SALIS (Mrs.)—continued .

A« »'"* WtMi t **«* Wi„ln»U
,

?!»• *v**« ® : ,u DRINKS X LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo,
1 •: iU r

IGWIN. SIMPLE HINTS ON ENTRIES X LA MODE. Fcp.

HU1CK Hl ? I * vi il t, » »*h «ml Hvo, It. (W.

Um n**><* i'»'f H* H**mK H*WW*.

S 0«.»* »' H, FLORAL DECORATIONS. Fcp.
I

4* I **!*?> 4'U'wt *if Hvo.tttW.

«
Or imm

g »*f W'MfW. ip*® *»• * 5

iHEY. HKALTH IN THE NTH
IIIIY My Hr**** 1* A*»mov M It I M t' i*

,

i n ( k* M«i» kvo**9 *' I'WiliPrt *

Willi A* CronrtHvn.

i. fW»f

OARDBNING X LA MODE. Fcp.
Hvn, Part I., Vegetable*, Is. 6d, Part XI.,

Fruit*, li, iM,

NATIONAL VIANDSX LA MODE,
Fcp. Hvo, Is. iU,

NEW- LAID EGGS. Fcp. 8vo.

It. M.

JLL (Timw vt. M D I
.OYSTERS X LA MODE. Fcp.

Hvo,. 1», But,

u^lMMVr’n!*
1

tmHm’hkMTM ‘‘UDDINOS AND PASTRY X LA

WMUNI.V TM« OF Aim CWl)H V^^o,U.M.

NAW'V F«i‘ »>

Hilt
"/* Mr’*

|* M : tflitfH,

»* SAVOURIES X LA MODE. Fcp.
Hvo, I*. 84.

uF * lilt.PMLN IN MKAI.TH SOUPS AND DRESSED FISH X
-V*. ...... ftl ... t . . i O.... t.. fi,/Ami IHHKAHM **Vp P*.». •*«**!. It.lW.

ft# it It, gtt* r*l|pM», &* n*»l

LA MODK. Fcp. 8vo, Is. 6it.

SWEETS ANDSUPPER DISHES
A LA MODS. Fcp. 8vo, Is. id.

tbmpt.no dishes for
IMWL

SMALL INCOMES. Fop. 8vo, Is. 6d.
| Cwtvi* ****». Or** Cl**» tRptoonN?, NortiHtrrt

futon H*h®*4* *4 <C»*Ap*f, Crown Hvo,

» *M WRINKLES AND NOTIONS FOR
tfVRKY HOUSEHOLD. Crown 8vo,

li. M. !

E SALIS

\ t a i'tunamv linttv POOLE. - COOKERY FOR THE
h LA MODI? CIKIKLRy* ^ F,

, fw W. H, and Mr& Pools.
Pimm iU in \ B!A»83SlSA^ Son. .®*o. 2*.U(lute! HtwlptM* With M

4*#»k»ttr |, Cn*»*a Hvtt, §* » w*t *

UAKHH AND CONFECTIONS X
LA MtittH. Pep »*«. l» «*'

DOOS ; A Mnnuttt f«r

Pip. iv*t<. li.W.

SXieJSiDfptemWl
Am,t«ur«.

! S? toWyfLondoc
*

1

^WIsiMnWy. 1

i s tostructr^s to

Council. Crown

ORB8SBOOAM8ANDPOULTRY
f

X LA Morn l'«p. •*». t* « VATRS .-THEMODEL KITCHEN.

DRBBSBD VKqBTABLBS X l^A % jff
1““

MOOR. Fep. »*>*.»»• «* "* ’ *

'
; , •, ,

,
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The Fine Arts mid Music.

benn. stm,!*: i x hi uxvn hi.
Us K I > \ \ i Hr-.N W ill Jo.’ l’H?. -

'

W, { !Ui :h >\:h *v»., 21 nr?

BURNE-JONES. Tit!- HEOIN
x i n < » or rm. wom.n t

- *•„*-, r

}»i, )iurt In Sir J‘jt« t«*J» U*‘iu.

li.Ul M*'|l»Hm til’. |l> ',U'il V - t\ Off

BURNSAND COI.hNSO
mv inc \\ \tomv n c» i n -'V-,

H,H »\
,

4»*1 II.HU'IH' -1 Cut I M V

M,!> -?u I m In K *«*
.

«••».!* is,-,

T »*-'*» M V vi.. r

mi* l-’ntMU” !'«*.;!»»•»’, s
; i •-£ .i?m i >,.»«

An**t> wiatmM In i‘orl* "ho, Kl *n-t

ELGOOD AND JKKYLL. SOME
|;N(f! IMI i.AKHi NS. ,>llrr Ur.* « Mfc'p

t tMiRol S 1 it.turn, 0’ 1.. -.til X. •*(.•» *n

Hmv.s! M»s m v
i

HAMLIN, A 44 AT iUtnh O!
t in; HiMoHv mi un in i i t imr
m U I' !Um IN. \ M \v»«n Vi tit ,>

Il'.Otcftn, I'ort H V -
**»•'

<

HAWEIS iK.-v. 11. K.».

MUSH' AND MUKAI.S. With
P.iHfMit of ttir Author 1‘iimn Hi.i *>: «r<

MY MUSK \i, I, II* Ji. \\«h t'..i

Iffill f if Uls Iwiil \Y rfUHPC 4**4 ‘I Jtlualfal imst

CftiM t« Nv»J« IO Wpf

HENDERSON. MODERN Ml St
CAL 1MUM My W *1

Crown Ku*. 4 1 tW

Cttftt fifttr* f sir » i Mini I A thir#> l.«o|i»* (l.c

Nnn W*»rUl. 'd, Hlhiv«* amt AOihnli** ,1

Th« Nutionai Mnhgimn* ttranin tbf Ifm* J*s

Xihrfunfjrtt 1, A l**nt nmf ft l
4i*trnt

Jk’vil, 7, Tin*?1 Woman j»n*J llw H«r{wn> I

l Inuk worst” C«oA** «mt IHw Wsuiirtn M.-i.I.’s

‘of* : Jiff* t| *» iiH h.n.f VMM** t f )|«9 Hit
loru'itl Snrvey. "2 Tin’ . Kmiwltr V«»w .1

VVtMl 4«*r» (t alt Mr,in > 4. Hfrnttft* »n*l thr
VVru«r« { » » It,thru* tt*lum 0|«r«

**f *1 o iJ«y. A, The- of t!**t t : Mj»myrr«s
*me. I hr .<># /

JAMESON AT,, v

S \rui*:o an o
\U\ ,-tfH-.n!,.,.
Vn. *l,r

Vl*k'.l*Vnr •

«'T 1 Ol, M .

Ht-nl,
;nuiM .it i Ur l

,.» t )n; U
i t:< n:\ns ui> rm \\n\ \stic
MlilDHv ,1 *.•5

V'.. *

V 'E »»!•».

in.i,,, r-r. Moil ,

lit.l ‘>f- IH-Ur ..f

Mr-, M .> :-. U 1

« 's*o S ,. •
*'

i THIAir

1 4 '.< t|
' \ 0aRY

, n.f
hr

*, \Ury
‘ ” S "‘irfyfn,

* Mr‘ -*n4 On

1’ *t h \ >i i 'jc Stinn**
:s “* -'o- n«i

Sf l-lfif

i'. tmr, and
* thrlr
Oh-

Hi.

•? VV»„*4.
N 1 • Jm: ..

i *! 4 HI M UU1XNA,
MU HI » VH J» Vllu.lN MAMV, tV
* * : '"-1 » Hv. .t lt;i> l.tf .tftrn,

Nmi in, Mls,,»» fit f|W
‘ »•*”**•! »•’

,\r» VVnh 17
-•»*. t s,A fKo

t

I f , St 1 i .
»• , , i* f

A«i 0.1(0

,

#»’! t*te'r*

1’i* J*l»l^’»

to Oftsi

1411 HHittin m urn loud,

r<
. 1 in*.

ri’trl'Hr-J .*» M
M>« I > »•* h»

jM-ft-ma «•#

s*t*>*ij f

>f V»,, »» h|i ihftt
U.Dms Hu, Ilti-Hsl, f»f|4

- mj ? «wt n «* '* riMi«
h,

f
Hkp oi(f Mm

4 *«*.! # tiy

Imn lU«n.i«r VU«f. *1 I'lrttniijk 4>nJ

**»t Wnawf* ,*»« »*

MACEAHHI N M s TURKS ON*
MAH Ml *N'V Mt H*r f i t •.*«. r .% Nf.it f • 4 n

,

** n *t »*•*. 1 •?;

MATTHAY Mu » (K|

IVi^Msir <4 M.c A* ,*..U

TIIH At I UL Tulfll IN At.L
1 I H tllVMIIHt rv A« 4***n<o* *«.S Hyn
itiMiB »»f | 'itn.il.irlD 1..H lU'-n’*!.**- U»;»f|

\V*|N 7J lll’i*lr»l«iit, *Si ii, J

:

«M

THi< 1**1 ds r miNnn.Hs op
1*1 AMlMMIX t’H Ul,A\ I Ml. '»SfJ

-.1*1 HSfM

Inutf IK«> Ai)i«ir • 't'lv# As'i III

. % <****% « I %«•. 'It R-l,

MOEHISiW IU.IAM),

HUISH, HEAD AND LONG-
MAN, HA.MMI.Uim AND TAMHHTWV
HMMMtmmiUHH My MiNnv'ti* It. Ht
1X41 ; «twn *Tlm Htiirwrv *if ihn Mwr,' Hy

;

Mr* HtiAti ; unit ’ tAtfeign Hninplemi/ )*y

Mr* C. 4. LwntiiM* Mill* mi H*>$mntnr
tii.m* m Sfiul 4U tMimir^finn* m :

Mnnc«jhnww». 4i*>. tt a». wt.

HULLAH. —THE HIHTOEY OF Immmm mmm 4 ***#*# humam.
ivo, He W.

ANC 1 1 iTHC 1 1 HIE, INI IT HTtlY
AN II WltALOt c*»ll«v<^t i>.
•v». it* #»»«,

HOLES AND HEADS 1-011 AHT.

#ir . in l«*#m l*»l t> *%*«. 4* i*l.

an Atmtmss i>i;liveded at
THH IIIHTMIIILTIt *N Ml-1 i*Mi/4««ltU
HTITIHNTH Of^ TMIt HIM AM
AtUNa IHAI> SCIMMit, tie AMI %m
I Inf PIOIHI Atllf. *»4 ^ ft#t

llVinf#*! in * 4iO,i#n * li-ff i
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Pine Arts and Music—continued.
M )“—

-

continued.

PATTERN-
scture delivered at the
Liege, London, on 10th
o, 2s. Qd. net. {Printed

VANDERPOEL.—COLOUR PRO-
BLEMS : a Practical Manual for the Lay
Student of Colour. By Emily Noyes
Vanderpoel. With 117 Plates in Colour.
Sq. 8vo, 2ls. net.

s producers
\RTS AND crafts
9). 8vo, 2s. 6d. net.
’ T-ype.)

VAN DYKE.—A TEXT-BOOK ON
THE HISTORY OF PAINTING. By
John C. Van Dyke. With 110 Illustrations,

Crown Svo, 6s.

^APTS essays.
the Arts and Crafts
- "With a Preface by
Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. net.

Morris’s other Works,
44, 48.

WILLARD. — HISTORY OF
MODERN ITALIAN ART. By Ashton
Rollins Willard. Part I. Sculpture.

Part II. Painting. Part III. Architecture.

With Photogravure Frontispiece and
numerous full-page Illustrations. 8vo, 21s.

net.

traitures of
a Monograph. By

I*. With 38 Plates and
Text. Imperial 8vo,

WO TT ON.—THE ELEMENTS
OF ARCHITECTURE. Collected by Henry
Wotton, Kt., from the best Authors and
Examples. Royal l6mo, boards, 10s. 6df.net,

iscellaneojis and Critical Works.

LITERARY BARING -GOULD.—CURIOUS
cted and Edited, with an ! MYTHS OF THE MIDDLE AGES. By
, by William Morton i Rev. S. Baring-Gould. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

own Svo, 6s. net.

I AND OTHER
ng Essays in Fiction.
Essays in Paradox,’ and
Crown Svo, 5s.

BAYNES. — SHAKESPEARE
STUDIES, and other Essays. By the late

Thomas Spencer Baynes, LL.B., LL.D.
With a Biographical Preface by Professor
Lewis Campbell. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

— li terary;
ALTER BAGEHOT. With

jCrown 8v-o, 3s. 6d. each.
j

. Preliminary Memoir— j

lhakespeare, the Man—
j

.e First Edinburgh Re-
jJibbon — Percy Bysshe
j

II. Thomas Babington—The Waverley Novels
ohn Milton—Lady Mary
Plough’s Poems—Sterne
-dsworth, Tennyson and

, Ornate and Grotesque
T.

II. Letters on Coup
trisxxt as it existed m 1865

Sutler—The Ignorance of

fcion of Conviction—The
of Toleration—The Public

;

Bill—Henry Crabb Robin-

s, or Good — The Credit

rag Companies in France

—

: H8n. James Wilson.

BONNELL. — CHARLOTTE
BRONTfi, GEORGE ELIOT, JANE
AUSTEN : Studies in their Works. By
Henry H. Bonnell. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

net.

BOOTH.—THE DISCOVERY AND
DECIPHERMENT OF THE TRILING-
UAL CUNEIFORM INSCRIPTIONS. By
Arthur John Booth, M.A. With a Plan
of Persepolis. Svo, 14s. net.

BURGOYNE.—COLLOTYPE FAC-
SIMILE AND TYPE TRANSCRIPT OF
AN ELIZABETHAN MANUSCRIPT,
PRESERVED AT ALNWICK CASTLE,
NORTHUMBERLAND. Transcribed and
Edited with Notes and Introduction by
Frank J. Burgoynb, Librarian of the

Lambeth Public Libraries. With 90 full-

page Collotype Facsimiles and 4 other Illus-

trations. Royal 4to, £4 4s. net.
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Miscellaneous and Critical Works ;;mT

CHARITIES REGISTER, THE
ANNEAL, \\H HU.LSI
otuM Hi-gtnl *» <tf Chitf'tfti'o m *«r u.olMM*'
«» fhr Mrf roj*oM* Sv»*, 5-. n* t

CHRISTIE. SELECTED
MSSWS, IH Hu h aim* 1 ‘tU'i i % OivHim
M \, (ivifl , Jinn LL !» . Vn f W.lh ’

I VipNiMf h rtn«{ 4 uthpr i"<t« **»»<

12-*. net

DICKINSON. KING ARTHUR
1 % O^NAVAU, lu W Htmmui'IlKM*.
•ms, M l* With .1 llhnfnii **<*»« i imii
tivo.4- IV./.

ESSAYS IN PARADOX. Hv **«-

Author of ISi'I'Hf*1
*! anot "Ton*** mot

l *«V
«*

'
. Crnoo H\o, V

EVANS. THE ANCIENT STUNK
IMI»U-M I'ATS. UI \l*u\S AM*
OK NAME,MS Ol t*\i V\Y HU! I \IN
fly Sip .Itmsi Hv am». H E II VVii*» vt» ||h,a

tt'rff HMtl. Hvh, HI. ,
If/ N*'l

FITZWYGRAM. HOUSES AND
STAHl.HH )t> Loot -Oritrr^lHir I Ku*
WVHHAtt. Hurt W»th -VI |«»tfc|c* mI ) Munir

4

I M *%*» Hvn,
. iwf

FROST. A MHHi.HY HOOK. Hv
(ttnhuf* EtH»M I'rmvfi Min, ;l. tU tirf

GILKES (A, U.J, Mtinlrr of Oittatch
Cotlrgc,

THE NEW REVOLUTION. \>\ jt

Hvn, tv nut

A DAY AT DULWICH, |*Vj». Hvo,
tv Ur*

•

A DIALOG USC I*Yji Hvit. I.*, it*

f

/ hi< / »Ml’« <*•«*» Jr.iH >*» Hi# «».#

V»« r.lhr. ». jf/i fftr Hu Eoi/i Ittu
f /Mir. h.

HAGGARD 01. «»>»<»>.

A FARMER'S YEAR; being h.n
CttmmtMpifcttMBi IWk fur jmm Will At
tttwtrMiMwi*. Cnrn'ii Bv*», 7 * *U. r**»t

A GARDEN HITS YEAR. Willi
til Miuntrtttbitt*. Sv»4 Hi*. !!•/. m»r.

RURAL ENGLAND. With 2tt

Agitaitcumt »ml H IH***imlhm*
fwwi ¥1iaftlf|rtt|thil. 2 v**k, $**», .Hv f*#t.

H A HV K ¥ - » R O O K S. MAR.
Hi V'F \M« MMfm \».f S Hrfnrr »n|
Vlrr. f V'.IM 1 ,| Hi L 4 ' IUHVP.V
|f >>,•<», U I MI'M! Ms m, f. flf’f

HAYES. T RAINING AND
IMtliM MtUnUilM I\ |\|»f A-U f I' || »«,!nat »»««. V - < 0 ,r ^ Hi \j
H> ' '' * Mv.m I I? v \ S lU*. C unlit tit

lh. Mo*. • W.t«i Inn,, Hvi«,
'*• »!,'(

HODGSON. < it

'

TC AST ESSAYS
IM» vt KM nm*4.Uin\M My
Sm H'tt.iF ’ n U MmIm UmV VfH»A M Mv»».
h . n.i

HOFFMANN, Tin* \M ATHLR
i 4 VI/I *1 M MS M«»M’ H«*mK tu Hr
.4 r r * x *» Mmi i k i >, i.

| r .in«|,ite i j)|t9

* U * <«»>»«* J'i •*•«»« U « 1

1

Ml Hi, I tMI.H,
M* '* ’A ,0, .'M i ..!.»*! Ht .irr frnm
I

*» •.»<» Vi ||i ».«.» k\h run Hi-. ,m,| tH
.<»*. *».. ;• fi ' <M

JEFFERIES I
Rtf iiamhi.

hi 1,|» \X|iill5!i(,|!Kim With /
IStH

r

4>< v »»»** rt *•»-. 1 Hi}
^

THE STOWi OF MV HEART. •
»»n »|«ln i'ooot 4 v»i, ii «l»f

REHHE.HR M itM J Itb.Mirtlmn*.
I >*R» M I**! o tl li t

THE TtHI.HRS OF THE FIELD.
4>h« « Kl O, ,1 : IV. I v?S

WOOD M AG Si* ^ Cruwii
»*«». ;i: a#

JEKYLt. C. .m,

HOME ANOCiAWDKN. N..U-. .tnd i

>*r**4^ »i ««*M #*f n
Work* m I*uih W«lH Ail Mlo«t«rAiiimti f
town > #H**l**ur«i|*l** *k-n, |Uj li/ «tr|

\V<K>t) ANOUARHHN N»le»«mi
;

|‘r#*«* 4r«t unit 4>li§*:«il* mI * |
W*irtw«n Amultatr With It Hkfionrsifh*
Hvn, |tt< n#i |

OLD WEST SUUUSiY. Sinm« l

M««u)|#rKMna With MUt UtmifmKUm* from -s

hr Ihw Awth*##*.

lit. mi.
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Miscellaneous and Critical Works—continued.
JOHNSON (J. & J. H.>.

* THIS I'ATIiNTKK'S MANUAL: a
Treat iw on the Law mid Practice of
Let tern Patent. Hvo, Uh, (hi.

AN EPITOME OF THE LAW
AND PRACTICE CONNECTED WITH
PATHNTH FOR INVENTIONS, with a
reprint of the Patent* Act* of 1883, 1885,

IKM and IKK8, Crown Kvo. 2%, tiff,

JORDAN. ASTRONOMICAL
and historical chronology in
THH RATTLE OF THE CENTURIES.
By Wit.(JAM Lr.mtnnN Jordan. Crown
Kvo* 2v net ,

JOYCE. THE ORIGIN AND
HISTORY OF IRISH NAMES OF
PLACES, By 1\ W. Jovck, LL.D, 2 vols.

Crown Kvo, fh, each.

LANG (Ani.kkw).

ADVKNTURBS AMONG HOOKS.
With Photogravure Portrait, after Sir
W, R, Knot mono, R.A. Crown Kvo,
th. ltd, net,

CON rENT ft. Adventure* among Ho/h Re*
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